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MEASUREMENTS AND PREDICTIONS OF BOREHOLE PRESSURE
VARIATIONS IN. MODEL BLASTING SYSTEMS

Francis 0. Otuonye

Department of Mining Engineering
Michigan Technological University

Houghton, Michigan 49931

Duane R. Skidmore

Department of Chemical Engineering
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210

Calvin J. Kenya

Department of Mining Engineering
The Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio 43210

ABSTRACT

Borehole pressures were measured by a pressure transducer in a laboratory
device sized to simulate commercial blasting operations. Measured borehole
pressures were calculated from ratio of the heat capacity at constant pres-
sure, CP to that at constant volume, Cv; heat release, Q; moles, of gaseous
products, compressibility factor, Z, and changing borehole volume with
stemming compaction.

The model calculated pressures immediately after detonation from original
pressures and volume and from.an equation of state in -which compressibility
factors were defined at the temperature achieved when released gas composi-
tions and amounts absorbed the heat freed in a complete detonation reaction.
The pressures at the times following detonation were calculated stepwise from
adiabatic work equations for expansion using y's (ratios of CP/CV) which were
characteristic of the temperature and pressure ranges achieved and final
volumes which increased with stemming compaction. Measured stemming movements
defined final volumes for the expansion calculations. Heat transfer to the
'borehole walls and gas leakage in stemming retention were assumed to be
negligible.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adequate charge confinement leads to efficient energy utilization in rock
fragmentation by blasting. Confinement ensures complete combustion of the
charge, reduction in the formation of noxious fumes and pollutant gases and in
the amounts of dust and rock propelled into the air. Confinement of the
explosive not only results in reductions of air blast and seismic effects, but
permits gases resulting from the explosion to fracture rock before stemming
movement occurs or ejection of the stemming results.

The characteristics of the stemming material used in confining the explo-
sive charge affect significantly stemming material behavior when subjected to
the high impulsive force of the detonation. The more compressible the
stemming material used for explosive confinement, and the farther it is pushed
from the point of explosion, the less efficient is its utility as stemming.
An efficient stemming for charge confinement is one that compresses quickly
and forms a wedge between the individual particles and the walls of the bore-
hole. Volumetric expansion due to movement of the stemming should be minimal
in order to maintain high borehole pressures.

Borehole pressures vary as the stemming moves up the column of the borehole
in compaction or ejection. The need for high pressures dictates the selection
of stemming for charge confinement and pressure levels determine explosion
energy utilization efficiency.

In view of the importance of borehole pressure in blasting, a study was
undertaken to monitor pressure variation with time of charge confinement. A
model was derived which permitted pressures and pressure histories to be cal-
culated. The predicted and measured pressures were compared for laboratory
tests and for one production shot.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A 5.08 cm diameter cannon designed by Davis (1977) was used to simulate the
collar region of a typical borehole. The bore of the cannon was roughened by
machining three 4.76 mm wide by 3.18 mm deep grooves per 25.4 mm of bore
length.

The cannon was constructed from. a. 10.16 cm outside diameter heat treated
4142-steel tubing at 293 Brine!1 hardness. A 10.16 cm outside diameter steel
tubing was chosen for the construction of the cannon because it gave an actual
case of a 5.08 cm inside diameter high explosive borehole. Furthermore, a
5.08 cm size diameter permitted use.of realistically sized solids rather than
very fine materials for the tests. The cannon had.a high tensile strength of
9.65 x 108 nt/ra2 and a yield strength of 8.62.x 10s nt/m2. :High strength
allowed, containment of high impact loadings. Hardness was necessary to reduce
wear in the bore as the stemming material moved in compaction or in ejection.

The.explosive chamber of the cannon was reinforced by fitting a 40.64 cm
long piece o,f the 10.16. cm inside diameter tube of the same 4142 steel over
the breech.. The two tubes.were machined.to give a 7.62 x 10 2mm interference
fit so that the inner tube would.be slightly stressed. The two tubes were
fitted together by heating the outer tube to about 150 degrees Celsius.
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Pressure measurements were made using a P.C.B. pressure transducer. The
transducer was connected to an I.C.P. amplifier by a low noise coaxial cable
and the amplifier was connected to the power supply by a 3-meter ribbon wire
cable. This system had capabilities for measuring explosive blast pressures
up to 6.9 x 108 Pa. The transducer was recess mounted in the cannon to elimi-
nate high flash temperatures and reduce particle impingement due to blast
effects. A silicon rubber coating of approximately 0.254 mm thickness was
used to insulate the pressure transducer diaphragm thermally from high flash
temperatures.

A timing device system composed of frequency counters, a logic circuit box
and contact sensors was used to monitor the movement of different segments of
the stemming in the bore of the cannon. Four contact sensors were located at
variable intervals in the stemming material. This arrangement provided data
on the time interval between detonation and stemming movement in three dis-
crete length of stemming whether ejection or retention occurred.

Known weights of the explosive PETN (pentaerythrite tetranitrate) were
detonated in the cannon when stemmed with different types, amounts and size
distribution of the stemming. PETN was chosen for this study because inspite
of its low sensitivity, PETN has a steady state detonation velocity of
approximately 6,706 meters per second. Furthermore, its reaction goes quickly
to completion even in small amounts and reaction rates are faster than in most
explosives. This is a desirable characteristic because it ensures that gas
leaks and energy losses are minimal and that all the energy of the explosion
is rapidly applied to the stemming material.

Charge weight was considered very important in these tests and was varied
from 10 to 50 grams. The weight of explosive was kept constant for a given
series of tests. Charge weight determined maximum gas pressure, which defined
the type, amount and size distribution of the minimum stemming for successful
retention.

3. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED RESULTS

The pressures developed by different weights of the explosive (PETN) were
determined as voltages generated by a pressure transducer and recorded on an
oscilloscope. With the aid of a calibration curve, the voltages were conver-
ted to pressure readings.

Borehole pressures were calculated from ratio of the heat capacity at con-
stant pressure, Cp to that at constant volume, Cv; heat release 0, moles of
gaseous products,'compressibility factor Z, and changing borehole volume with
stemming compaction.

The model calculated pressure immediately after detonation from original
pressures and volume and from an equation of state in which compressibility
factors were defined at the temperature achieved when released gas composi-
tions and amounts absorbed the heat freed in a complete detonation reaction.
The pressures at the times following detonation were calculated stepvrise from
adiabatic work equations for expansion using y's (ratio of Cp to Cv) which
were characteristic of the temperature and pressure ranges achieved and final
volumes which increased with stemming compaction.
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Figure 1 is a plot of the results of the calculated pressure and the peak
empirical pressure readings plus or minus one standard deviation. The good-
ness of the fit reinforced confidence in the calculation method for pressure.

Figure 2 shows pressure-time and distance-time curves superimposed on each
other for different weights of the explosive PETN and for -4.76 mm + 3.36 mm
mesh size limestone aggregates. In plotting these curves, it was assumed that
the time lag between detonation and stemming movement was small and therefore
negligible. Pressure and distance-time curves predict to a large degree the
variation of pressure and stemming movement in the bore of the cannon. The
pressure curves for the 50 gram charge invalidly reveal a sharp drop in pres-
sure from the peak values. Pressure history traces for the 50 gram and higher
charge weights were difficult to obtain due to the parting of the transducer
connecting cable. Furthermore, the transducers experienced severe damage
under these high pressures because of high shock energy generated by the
explosion.

The trends of other pressure and distance-time traces when confined with
different stemming sizes were qualitatively similar to Figure 2. These
curves reveal sharp pressure drops as the stemming is compacted and moved up
the muzzle of the cannon. Also of importance is the agreement between the
calculated pressure history and the experimental results. Theoretical and
empirical pressure histories for 30, and 40 grams of PETN are summarized in
Figures 3 and 4 respectively, for different values of j, the ratio of the
specific heat capacity at constant pressure to that at constant volume.
Details of the calculation are given in the appendix.

Similar results were obtained in a preliminary field test in which a man-
ganin pressure gauge was used to monitor the pressure generated by an explo-
sive (KineStick 1/3) in a limestone boulder.

4. APPENDIX

Calculation of Explosion Pressure for pentaerythrite tetranitrate (PETN) -

Molecular weight = 316.2 gm
Maximum density =1.67 gm/cm3
Major reaction product for unbalanced oxygen state:

C5H8(N03K = 4H20 + 2N2 + 3C02 + 2CO

Reactants

Molecular weight = 5(12.01) + 8(1.01) + 4(14.01) + 12(16.0) = 316.17gm

Heat of formation for explosive reactant, Q = -5.15 x 10s Joules
r 316.17 gm

= 1.63 kJ/gm

10
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Products moles/kg Joules/mole K Joules/kg K

(n j ) (Cy) (n.Cv)

H20 12.65 41.86 529.58
N2 6.325 27.42 173.43
C02 . 9.488 51.69 490.43
CO 6.325 27.64 174.82

1368.26

T = 6.43 x 103 J/gm ?qfi K

e 1368.26 J/kg K

= 4997 K

Assumed temperature approximates calculated temperature

Explosion pressure calculation

P0 = NgRTe (A-3)
Ve-o:

Where P = explosion pressure, Pascals

N = total moles of gaseous product per kilogram

= 34.79 moles/kg

R = gas constant, 8.314 nt-meter/mole K

V = specific volume of explosive gases, liter/kg

<= = co-volume factor, liter/kg

The volume of the system is assumed to remain unchanged immediately
after explosion, therefore, the density of the explosion products is assumed
to be equal to the original density and

V = 1 (A-4)
Pe

Co-volume factors which correct gas volumes at very high pressures for
the then significant volume occupied by the molecules themselves were taken
from Pfleider, (1972).

If pe = 0.95 gm/cc, then Vfi = 1.053
From equation (A-3)

Pe = (34.79)(8.314)(4997)

(1.053 - 0.697) X10~3

= 4.06 xlO9 nt/m2

= 4.06 xlO9 Pa

14
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Products

Molecular weight = 4(18.2) + 2(28.02) + 3(44.01) + 2(28.01) = 316.17gm

Heat of formation for explosive product,

% = 4(-2.86 x 10s) + 2(0) + 3 (3.94 x 105) + 2(1.11 x 10s) Joules

= -25.48 x 105 Joules
316.17gra

= -8.06 kJ/gm

Heat of explosion, Q = Q - Q ...... (A-l)

= (-8.06 + 1.63) kJ/gm

= -6.43 kJ/gm

Explosion state temperature calculation

Te = ̂e _ + Ti ...... (A-2)

Where T = explosion temperature, K

Q = heat of explosion, J/gm

n- = moles of product/Kg of explosive

C = average heat capacity, kJ/mole K

Assume T = 4800 K

Products

= initial explosive temperature, 298 K

moles/kg Joules/mole K Joules/Kg K

H20 12.65 ' 41.57 525.86

N2 6.325 27.33 172.86
C02 9.488 51.45 488.86

CO 6.325 27.54 174.19
1361.07

T = 6.43 x 103 J/gm , ?qR K
6 1361.07 J/kg K + ̂ yH ̂

= 5022 K

Repeat calculation by assuming T = 5000 K

16
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Suppose that the pressure peak occurs within a few milliseconds and
that the time period is short for any significant heat reduction or heat
loss to the mortar.

Suppose also, .that the standard volume ,of gas,,generated by the charge
weight of PETN.is so much larger than the volume of the chamber that there
is no significant heat reduction because of this expansion. Subsequently,,,
the chamber temperature will be taken as 5000 K.

Volume o f t h e expansion chamber ; ' . ' • V ' • ' , , '
= irr2h

• = Tr(2.54)2xl2.7 cm3, . •• •

= 257.4 cm3 '

The weighted average reduced temperature for the mixture of gaseous
products may be approximated by the following procedure. . t .

Mole Critical Temp'.' Reduced ,
Product Fraction TC> K Temp.,Tr ^Fraction

H20 0.363 647 7.7 .. 2.8

N20 0.182 126 39.7 7.23

C02 ' 0.273 304 ' ' ' 16.4 . . " 4.48
CO 0.182 133 37.6 6.84

Z'= 21.35

Reduced temperature, T = T •-. (A-5)

r Tc . ... . .
Reduced pressure, P = P (A-6)

^ ' ..
where Tc and Pc are average critical temperature and pressure respectively of
the gases (Dodge,. 1944), • • • : , . .... • ., ...

The explosive chamber pressure can be calculated from the expression

P = ZnRT ' ; - - : . . . > - . - • . . • . : . ' . . (A-7)

where Z = average compressibility of the gaseous mixture

n = 11 moles/316.17 gm = 3.48 xlO"2 moles/gm

R = 8.314 joules/mole K

T = 5000 K - ' " . -
. V = 0.257 liters , .. . . , . . , .

Then for 40gms of PETN

P = Z(3.48xlO"2)(40)(8.314)(5000) Pa .

0.257x1O"3

17
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P = 2.25x10*1 Pa . . . . . . . . (A-8)

The above expression (A-8) is solved by assuming a pressure and sum-
ming the product of the reduced pressure and the mole fraction of the
gases, and calculating the compressibility of the gaseous product from com-
pressibility curves based on the reduced temperature and pressure (Smith,
J.M., Van Ness, H.C., 1959). The iteration process gives a value of pressure
developed by 40 gms of PETN. In this case, a value of 2.7x10* Pa was
obtained for a Z of 1.19.

Using this technique, the pressure developed by different weights of
the explosive PETN was obtained.

Pressure history calculation

After detonation, it was found that the stemming had compressed and
moved a distance of 0.25 m. Volume of chamber available to the expanding
gases = irr2(12.7 + 25.4) cm

= ir (2.54)*(38.1) cm3
= 772.2 cm3

On detonation, 11 moles of gaseous products are formed for each mole
-of PETN or 0.0348 moles/gm of PETN.

From equation (A-7),

P = ZnRT

P = Z(0.0348)(40)(8.314)(5000)
772.2 xlO"s

P = 7.5xl07Z Pa (A-9)

Equation (A-9) can be solved by iteration in a similar manner as
equation (A-8). A value of P = 8.14xl07Pa for Z = 1.085 was obtained.

Therefore, the estimated pressure in the cannon after the stemming had
moved a distance of 25.4 cm and further motion had ceased, was 8.14x10* Pa.
Time taken for this motion to occur was 0.63 msec. For other times less than
0.63 msec and distances less than 25.4 cm, the formula employed to find the
pressures at those times is given by

PiVi = P2V2 (A-IO)

where: Pi, Vi is the pressure and volume respectively, of the explosion
gases at time ti

P2> V2 is the pressure and volume respectively, of the explosion
gases at time t2 . '

y is the ratio of the specific heat capacity at constant pressure
to the specific heat capacity at constant volume, C /C =1.55

18
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From the distance time curve of Figure 4, it is seen that at time
t2 = 0.5xlO~3 sees, the stemming moved a distance of 21.27 cm.

Volume occupied by the expanding gases is given by

V = irr2(12.7 + 21.27) cm
= TT( 2.54)2(33.97)cm3

= 688.5 cm3

From equation (A-10)

• T Y
PiVi = P2V2

(8.14xl07)(0.7722)1'S5 = PiCO.GSSS)1'55

P2 = 9.72xl07P,
a

Similar procedure was adopted for other points on the curve of Figure 4
until a theoretical pressure history was obtained for the particular case.

19
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A B S T R A C T

By a series of in-situ blast tests exploding strip satchel charges

with different cavity ratios, it has been known that the amplitude

and waveform of blast shock wave striking on hole vary due to the

change of cavity ratio, and the primary amplitude of blast stress

wave in rock mass varys as well. This primary stress wave amplitude

decreases with the cavity ratio being larger, and the peak ampli-

tude of shock wave in the air at the outlet of hole also decreases

in this case. It has been shown that the break status of rock mass

changes with different cavity ratios by in-situ investigation after

blasting.

There are many factors that can affect rock breaking such a.s the

shape of blast charge, the detonating mode, and the cavity ratio,

etc.. The blasting of strip satchel charge is often-used method

adopted in mining, excavating of foundations of hydroelectric power

station, and tunnelling. Usually, there is an interspace between

satchel charge and hole charge chamber. Change of the cavity ratio,

the indication of the interspace, will change the primary amplitude

'of blasting wave striking on the hole. Due to this, parameters of

the stress wave in.rock mass will vary and the breaking status of

rock around the hole will be affected. Recently, many people1234S

are paying close attention to study the effect of the cavity ratio
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and follow with interest getting expected blast results by use of

the effect of cavity ratio in pre-splitting, smooth blasting, and

so on.

The cavity ratio D is defined as the ratio of RI, the radius of

charge chamber, to Ro, the radius of satchel charge,.i.e.

D = RI / Ro. It is interesting that the expected results could be

met by a good choice of the cavity ratio with least expense of

dynamite. A series of in-situ blast tests with different cavity

ratios have be~en, conducted in a granite site by exploding strip

satchel charges/6^ and some interesting results have been met.

1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAVITY RATIO AND STRESS WAVE PARAMETERS IN

ROCK MASS

The mechanism of the propagation of blasting energy to rock mass

around charge chamber could be simply described as follows. It is

well known that ?„, the pressure of explosive gas in charge chamber

could be 1 x .10s kg/cm2. From the absolute value of it, the pressure

is much higher than the. compression strength ( 1 x 103 kg/cm2 ) of

hardest rock..But this peak pressure could not make rock broken

thoroughly and a common simple computation can.not tally with the

fact. This tells us that the mechanism of the propagation of blast-

ing energy to rock mass around charge chamber is quite complicated.
v

The explosive gas expands following the law: P V0 = constant while

its pressure P decreases, where Vo is the primary volume of charge

chamber, k is the isentropic index ( kn=3, at the primary stage of

the expansion; k,=1.25 to 1.4, at the end stage of the expansion ).

The pressure of explosive gas at every stage during its expanding

could be calculated with the law of conservation energy and two

relative fat-tors of gas expansion as follows:

V n P Pk a

where, ?„ is the primary pressure of explosive gas;

P, is the pressure of explosive gas during expanding and

it follows the law: P-,V00 = FTT^O = constant;K; n
P is the pressure before the wave front in undisturbed

medium;
22
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V is the final volume of explosive gas expanded.

It mainly depends on the compression, strength of rocks around charge

chamber f or :the expansion of the volume of charge chamber from V0 to

V^ according to reference 29 ( see fig. 1 ). And the volume V^ is
equal to the volume of plastic deformation of the charge chamber.
The relationship . between the prime volume of charge chamber and the
strength of medium is as follows:

V0

= 1000/ a3 / / t fcomp. ( 2 )

where a is the axial compression strength of medium (kg/cm2).c omp *
For common typical rock, the value of its a is from 300 to 3000comp *
kg/cm2. The final volume Vra is two to fifteen times larger than the

prime volume V0, and it is about 0.2$ to 1$ of the total volume of

broken rock. So the range of plastic deformation is not so obvious

in quantity, but the energy consumption is very large.

10 lot 1000 0
comp.

Fig. 1 V /V0 versus a"co'

o--coal

+--rock
A — concrete

comp.

In order to study the relationship between the cavity ratio and
parameters of blast stress wave, some blast tests with different

cavity ratios ( Dr = 1.0, 1.21, 1.56, 2.27, 4-.A3 ) have been con-
ducted in a granite site by exploding strip satchel charges. Par-

ameters of stress and acceleration in rock mass during blasting

have been recorded with a piezoelectricity measurement system and
the data of strain went on record through a dynamic strain measure-

ment system ( see fig. 2. and 3 ). The peak value of stress wave
can be a function of distance as follows:

$ = k ( r Tn ( 3 )
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where, $ is the peak value of stress wave;

k is a coefficient determined by tests;

r is the scaled distance, i.e. r = R/Ro;

n is a factor relating to the property of medium.

pieiocryntal
strees

Pig.2 Schematic Brrangonunt
of ntrens aenBUrettent oyster

It can be seen that the arrangement of the curves ( see fig. 4 ) of

stress a , strain s , acceleration A which are the parameters at
<f J ,/

the plane being perpendicular to the axis of strip satchel charge

versus the scaled distance r separately is almost parallel in log.-

]og. plots. Except the. curve of D = 2.27, the data of the para- •

meters represented by the curves decreases with the cavity ratio

going up,,

-cavity ratio

' 4co coo l

scaled distance

Jtf.o-4-a Stress component
along y azis IQJ,} versus
scaled distance under
opening burst

Dr— cavity ratio

10 20 -4G 00 /CO 200 -400 6CO

scaled distance r

fig.4—b Strain component

along y axis ( £y _,

versus scaled distance

under opening ourst

ratio

10 20 4O 60 IOQ SCO 4&

scaled distance f

4—c Acceleration compnent

along y axis t-^y) versus

scaled distance under

opening burst

As was stated above, the cavity ratio is a factor of parameters of

stress wave. According to fig. k, the cavity ratio has to do with

a, e, and A:

e } = a D. -b

Fig. 5 shows the curves of a, e, and A versus D when r is 200.
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Table 1 gives the values of the coefficient a, the index b and the

related coefficient 5 which indicates the accuracy of the curves.

Table 1:

Paijan.eter

stress a

strain E

acceleration A

a

37

172

78

b

1 .60

1.31

1 .10

0.

0.

0,

s
99

98

96

It can be found that the decrease of the

values of the parameters of stress wave

in rock mass induced by the decrease of

the pressure striking on hole due to the

cavity of the hole being larger, and

rock breaking will be under the influence

cf this case.

2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE OVERPRESSURE

0? AIR SHOCK WAVE AT THE'OUTLET OF

HOLE AND THE CAVITY RATIO

Some explosive gas could blow out hole

and form air shock wave due to the dif-

ferent plugging cases of hole (Sometimes

the hole is open.). The parameters of air shock wave have to do

with the total quantity of charge, the uncharged length of the

hole, the cavity ratio, etc.. The values of the overpressure of

the air shock wave have been recorded during blasting, and the re-

sult is expressed as follows:

AP R z
= K ( — ) ( 5 )

Po

where, AP is the overpressure of the air shock wave ( kg/cm2 );

Po is the pressure of undisturbed air ( Kg/cm2 );

K, z are coefficients;

W is the weight of charge powder ( kg ).

Fig. 6 shows the test results. It ca.n be seen from fig. 6 that
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the overpressure of air shock wave decreases with the cavity ratio

going up. The relationship between the overpressure of air shook

wave and the iiavity ratio is expressed as follows:

AP
= 1.05 D~°-99 ( 6 )

when R/W1/3, the expression is

AP
= 0.75 D"1-°2 ( 7 )•

From formulae (6) and (7), it can be seen that the coefficients

are very close and bhe values of AP/P0 decrease with the cavity

ratio going up. Fig, 7 shows the curves of AP/Fo versus D,.

3. ZONES OF DIFFERENT STATUS OF ROCK BREAKING

Rock mass will deform very much under the action of blast wave and

stress wave after satchel charge blasting in rock mass. And the

prime structure of rock mass will be broken^51 As above stated,

the amplitude and characteristic of stress wave in rock mass de-

pend on the primary amplitude of blast wave striking on the rock

around the hole, and the primary amplitude depends on the cavity
ratio.
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The prime structure of rock mass will break because the tensile

strength of rock is much lower than its compression strength and

there are faults, cracks, fractures in rock mass. The zone in

which cracks develop to break is much larger than the seme in which

the prime structure of rock breaks. Gertaintly it is the action of

stress wave on rock mass.

In order to observe and study the zones of 'different status of rock

breaking, sound velocity of rocks measurement .and seismics and a

hole video viewer have been used with in-situ investigation. In

the light of the test results, the zones of different status of

rock breaking can.be determined. Table 2 shows the rock breaking

zones by exploding a strip satchel charge instantly mainly when

D is 1.1. The hole remained in original state except a few cracks.
r i
Table 2:

zones

thorough
breaking zone

medium
breaking zone

light
breaking zone

zone of
origial state

the

<

20

40

Dr

outside

: 20

~ 28

~ 70

> 70

Rt*

Ro

Ro

Ro

= 1 .10

*the change of
sound velocity

- 10% ~ -30%

± 10%

< ± 5%

• Dr = 4.43
Breaking

Status

only a few
creaks

^ The change of sound velocity means the comparison of the sound

velocity of rock before blasting a.ud that after blastingt

** Ro is the radius of satchel charge.

Table 3 shows the rock breaking zones by exploding a strip satchel

charge with millisecond delayed-action compares with the zones

with no millisecond delayed-action.

From table 3, it can be seen that the breaking sone of millisecond

delayed blasting is smaller than that of no delayed blasting with

the same total charge. Obviously, millisecond delayed blasting is

of great benefit to the protection of rock slope and other similar

engineering.
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Table 3:

millisecond delayed'
blasting ( yes ;

the outside^6

instant blasting
(no ) comparison

of
ves and no

t | 01 S. V. «
the thorough
breaking zone
the medium
breaking zone
the light
breaking zone
the original
state zone

< 15 Ro

15 ~ 24. Ro

24. ~ 33 Rn

> 33 Rd

-11$~ -175?

-3? ~ 19?

< ±3? '

ou-csiae or s. v.

< 20 Ro

20- 28R0

28~! 70R0

> 70 Ro

-10%~ -30%

± 10$

< ± 5%

- 25%

-25%~ -U$

-33%~ -53%

-53%

4.. CONCLUSION

From the test results, the conclusions can be drawn as follows:

1) The amplitude of stress wave in rock mass decreases with the

cavity ratio being larger. The formulae and curves of the peak am-

plitude of stress.wave versus the cavity ratio D presented in this

paper can be used ia engineering practice.

2) The overpressure of shook wave in the air at outlet of hole also

decreases with the cavity ratio being larger. The formula of AP/Po

versus D is presented.

3) The extent of rock breaking decreases with the cavity ratio in-

creasing. The breaking extent of millisecond delayed blasting is

smaller than instant blasting, and the decrease is about 25 per-

cent to 53 percent.
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THE INFLUENCE OF CONTROLLABLE BLAST PARAMETERS ON FRAGMENTATION AND MINING COSTS

T.N. Hagan, B.Eng. (Horvs.), Ph.D., M.Aus.I.M.M-

Principal Blasting Consultant, Golder Associates Pty. Ltd.
Melbourne, Australia

ABSTRACT

Of the three important properties of muckpiles, fragmentation has the greatest
effect upon mining costs. The influence of each of the following blast para-
meters is covered:

(a) the diameter, alignment and length of blastholes,
(b) the type, configuration, initiation and priming of charges,
(c) the shape, condition and development of effective faces,
(d) the available expansion volume for broken rock,
(e) the type and dimensions of the blasthole pattern,
(f) effective subdrilling, backfill and stemming,
(g) the size and shape of the blast, and
(h) initiation sequence and delay timing.

Wherever it is possible, well stemmed charges with a length : diameter ratio of
>20 should shoot to a concave free face that is parallel and reasonably close to
the blasthole. In multi-row shots, blastholes should be drilled on equilateral
triangular grids and fired in a VI sequence using inter-row delays which ensure
that progressive relief of burden is achieved. Practical considerations which
prevent the synonymity of optimum technical, efficiency and greatest cost-
effectiveness in blasting are presented.

NOTATION

B, Be - drilled burden distance, effective burden distance
D - detonation velocity
d, dc - blasthole diameter, charge diameter
EF - explosion energy factor
H - bench height
HE - heave energy
Ls, lc - stemming length, charge length
P, P-J - blasthole pressure, peak blasthole pressure
S, Se - blasthole spacing, effective blasthole spacing
SE - strain wave energy
t - time
Ue - effective subdrilling
6 - inclination of blasthole (to the vertical)

1. INTRODUCTION

When a confined explosive charge detonates, it creates a radially-expanding
strain wave in the surrounding rock. The strain wave's energy (SE) is
responsible for fragmentation by the earlier-acting breakage mechanisms in the
immediate vicinity of the charge. The remaining component of the explosion
energy is termed heave energy (HE) and is responsible for

(a) extending some of the breakage surfaces created by the strain wave,
(h) creating fragmentation by other later-acting mechanisms and, very

importantly,
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(c) providing displacement and, hence, looseness of the broken rock.

Of the three important properties of muckpiles, fragmentation has the greatest
effect upon mining costs. Because both the looseness and shape of muckpiles are
also influential factors, optimum fragmentation is not the sole aim in blasting.
Even though they may exhibit excellent fragmentation, tight muckpiles (caused by
insufficient displacement of the broken rock) .lead .to higher loading and hauling
costs and, in many cases, higher total costs.

Optimum fragmentation depends upon the size of the digging, hauling and/or
crushing equipment. Oversized fragments necessitate the costly operation of sec-
ondary blasting. Less well recognised is the fact that blast-generated fines
(i.e., excessive fragmentation) represent a wastage of drilling and blasting
expenditure. .. . . • . .

2. EFFECTS OF DRILLING ,

Drilling and blasting are intimately .linked operations. If drilling is not
carried out properly, .blasts are unable to provide muckpiles having the charac-
teristics required for subsequent operations. Optimum drilling is^ a pre-
requisite of optimum blasting. ,

2 . 1 Effects o f Blasthole Diameter ' . . . ' - •

The blasthole diameter (d) Is, governed.by
(a) the properties of the strata being blasted*
(.b.) the degree of fragmentation required, ;
(c) the bench height (H) and, very importantly, . .
(d) the.general reduction.in drilling, cost associated with increases in d.

Where d is..small., the costs of drilling,, .priming and initiation, are high, and
charging, stemming and connecting-up operations are time-consuming and/or
labour intensive. If d is too small, these disadvantages outweigh the benefit
of a slightly lower explosion energy factor (EF). Where d is too large, the
correspondingly large blasthole pattern may well lead to inadequate fragment-
ation, especially in rocks which contain widely-spaced open discontinuities
(e.g., joints). .,

The increase in charge diameter (dc) which usually.accompanies an, increase in
d often allows the explosive to detonate at a higher velocity.(D). ,The deton-
ation process is then more stable and is less affected by external influences
(e.g., high pressures). Therefore, increases in d .usually.. 1'ead-to higher and
more dependable yields of energy which, in turn, promote fragmentation.

If the degree of fragmentation is to remain unchanged, an increase in d must
be accompanied by an increase in EF. The required increase in EF is greatest,
for blocky strata and least for highly fissured rocks. In entirely massive
rocks, an intermediate increment in EF is required.

In strata which exhibit widely-spaced open'joints, fewer larger-diameter
blastholes intersect a smaller percentage of effective blocks. Where such
joints are parallel to blastholes, they partially reflect explosion-generated
strain waves. This provides better fragmentation between a charge and its
adjacent joints,'but tends'to produce oversize material beyond these joints.
Blocks which do not contain'a charge experience strain'waves which have been
dissipated .appreciably by the joints through Which the waves have been trans-
mitted. Therefore, isolated blocks tend to be poorly fragmented. Such over-
size material retards digging rates and increases the wear, downtime and main-
tenance costs for materials handling equipment. Where the blocks between con-
secutive joints are larger than those that can be handled by the available •
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equipment, the blasthole spacing (S) should be restricted to a small multiple of
the mean joint spacing. If this is not done, any cost saving in drilling
(achieved by increasing d) is usually outweighed by the higher comb'ined cost of
secondary blasting, loading, hauling a,nd crushing.

The area of new fracture surfaces created in a blast depends largely upon the
mean distance between pre-existing discontinuities. In highly fissured strata,
overall fragmentation is almost totally controlled by the material's structural
characteristics; satisfactory muckpiles are produced with relative ease provided
that HE is sufficient

(a) to stream into, wedge open and extend pre-existing cracks, and
(b) to displace the rock to provide a loose muckpile.

The energy associated with intense strain waves is virtually wasted in such
strata. In highly fissured rocks, therefore, d can be increased (and drilling
costs reduced) without any significant reduction in fragmentation or any increase
in the cost of digging and any subsequent operations.

Increases in d demand increases in stemming length (Ls). If fragmentation
alongside a long stemming column is unacceptable, it may be prudent to place a
short charge within the stemming. The size of this charge must be sufficient
to help fragment the large volume of collar rock, but not so large that it causes
excessive air vibrations, flyrock and/or cut-offs.

Because vertical drilling predominates in open pit benching, any increase in d
reduces the proportion of front-row blastholes which have excessive toe burdens.
(The disparity between intended and actual toe burdens is often the most pro-
nounced implementation error observed in such blasts.) If d is increased suffi-
ciently, of course, the actual toe burden will no longer exceed its design value,
even for high and/or shallow-dipping faces. The success of an entire multi-row
blast depends appreciably upon the ability of front-row charges to heave their
burden forwards. If front-row charges fail to displace their burden, progressive
relief is not achieved and the blast never fully recovers, irrespective of the
number of rows of blastholes.

Values of d and H must be compatible. Where H is small, d will need to be re-
stricted. If 311mm diameter blastholes were to be drilled in a 5m high bench,
for example, Ls would be at least 70% of the blasthole length and, therefore,
explosion energy distribution would be poor. Because the charge would have a
small length : diameter ratio, it would be incapable of breaking over the burden
distance used with long 311mm charges. It follows that 311mm blastholes would
need to be drilled on abnormally small patterns. For 5m high benches, d should
usually lie in the 75-150mm range.

Where an exposed seam or a strong band within weaker strata is to be blasted,
the thickness of the seam/band restricts the blasthole pattern which, in turn,
restricts d. If an 8mx8m pattern of vertical blastholes were to be used to
blast a horizontal 2.5m thick coal seam, for example, pinnacles of unbroken
coal midway between blastholes would tend to retard digging rates. Elimination
of such pinnacles demands that pattern dimensions do not exceed about 4mx4m
and, therefore, that d does not exceed about 120mm.

2.2 Effects of Blasthole Alignment

Inclined blastholes are more difficult to drill, but
(a) often lead to increased fragmentation and muckpile looseness,
(b) are very effective in eliminating excessive front-row toe burdens,
(c) reduce disruption of, and drilling difficulties in, the bench beneath, and
(d) leave new faces that are smoother and sounder.
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-STEMMING-

-CHARGE-

AIRBLAST,
NOISE AND
FLYROCK

Fig. 1 Inadequate burden distance for top of front-row charge alongside
shallow-dipping face.

With vertical front-row blastholes, the burden distance (B) usually increases
considerably from top to bottom of the face, especially where the face is high
and/or shallow-dipping (see Fig. 1). In this situation, front-row blastholes
are collared as close to the crest as safety permits, in an effort to provide an
actual toe burden that resembles the design toe burden. But then, of course,
the top of a charge of normal length is underburdened, and its energetic gases
burst out through the upper face causing airblast and/or flyrock (see Fig. 1).
The rate at which such venting reduces blasthole pressure at bench floor level
may be sufficiently great to prevent adequate breakage of the toe. This effect
is most pronounced for long top-primed charge/s. One of the major advantages of
inclined blastholes, therefore, is the greater uniformity of burden throughout
the length of the blasthole. Ideally, blastholes should be parallel to the
face. .

As the blasthole's angle to the vertical (9) increases from 0° to about 30°,
fragmentation usually improves as a result of

(a) the reduction in premature venting of energetic gases to atmosphere from
alongside the tops of front-row charges, and

(b) the faster movement of the front-row toe and, hence, the better progressive
relief of burden.

If improved fragmentation is not required, inclined blastholes allow the use of
slightly larger blasthole patterns. Inclined blastholes cause less surface
overbreak (through cratering behind the collars of blastholes) and, therefore,
may allow the use of longer inter-row delays (which give greater progressive
relief of burden and, hence, better fragmentation and muckpile looseness) with-
out introducing cut-off problems. If front-row blastholes are vertical, the
lack of relief of burden may well escalate towards the back row which, in the
case of a large number of rows, may be so overconfined that it is incapable of
shearing the rock at bench floor level.

2.3 Effects of Blasthole Length

In open pits, H and d should be such that the driller has a high degree of
control over blasthole deviation and, hence, over B and S. If blastholes are
too long, both B and S will exhibit considerable variability. Where B or S
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is inadequate, fragmentation will be excessive, and a'n appreciable proportion of
the explosion energy will be manifested as air vibrations and flyrock. Where B
or S is excessive, fragmentation will be sub-optimum. In those situations in
which blastholes are tight and, therefore, drilled on close centres (e.g., burn
cuts in tunnelling), blasthole deviation is a strong restricting influence upon
blasthole length.

As the thickness of an exposed coal seam decreases from about 4m to about 2m,
the cost-effectiveness of blasting falls at an increasing rate. This is because
decreases in seam thickness cause decreases in B, S and charge weight and, hence,
increases in

(a) the costs of drilling, primers and initiating devices, and
(b) the time taken to charge, stem and connect-up a blast.

If the seam is rippable, blasting should not be carried out in seams with thick-
nesses less than about 2m.

3. EFFECTS OF CHARGE PROPERTIES

3.1 Effects of Explosive Type

Where maximum effective fragmentation is required, explosive charges should be
fully coupled and should .provide a peak blasthole pressure (P-j) that just fails
to cause crushing. If higher P-j values are generated, some strain wave energy
will be wasted in pulverising an annular volume of rock immediately around the
charge. In dry conditions, optimum P-J values should be achieved with ANFO-type
blasting agents; aluminium powder and expanded polystyrene beads should be added
where the required P-j value is higher than and lower than that generated by
94AN6FO. In wet blastholes, bulk pumped watergels should be used, P-j being
largely controlled by varying the watergel's density and/or aluminium content.

When used in strong massive rocks (in which a high proportion of the specific
surface area of the muckpile is actually created in the blast), explosives should
have high bulk strength, high detonation velocity (D) and, hence, a high P-j value.
Provided that it does not lead to crushing, an increase in P-j causes an increase
in the intensity of the cylindrically-expanding strain wave in the rock which, in
turn, produces greater fragmentation by the earlier-acting breakage mechanisms.
In weak and/or highly fissured strata (in which pre-existing discontinuities
represent most of the surface of fragments in a muckpile), lower-density, lower
velocity explosives exhibit greater technical efficiencies.

In addition to generating sufficiently intense strain waves, explosives must
provide enough heave energy to give the displacement required for a loose and,
therefore, highly diggable muckpile.

Values of D and SE/HE are governed by the diameter, density and, very import-
antly, degree of fineness/intimacy of the charge. When an explosive consists
of only a liquid phase, the distance between the detonation wave front and the
C-0 plane is relatively short. Because the time of reaction is correspondingly
short, the afterburning-type effect which contributes to HE is rather limited.
As a result of this, some blasting emulsions and watergels without a solid phase
may be found to exhibit very satisfactory SE values but inadequate HE values.
In this event, the performance of such charges will be highest where strong
massive rocks are to be broken but not displaced directly by the explosion gases.
Perhaps the best example of this is to be found in inverted benching and VCR
blasting in underground metal mines (where displacement results largely from the
effect of gravity).

Where the detonation of an explosive creates fines, P-j should be reduced by
lowering the charge density. With ANFO, densities down to about 0.2 g.cnr3
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can be readily achieved by adding expanded polystyrene beads. In wet blastholes,
bulk pumped watergels can be gassed and/or aerated, but only down to densities of
about 0.9 g.cnr3; lower P-j values necessitate the use of rigid cartridged explos-
ives. Several decades of underground coal mining have shown that low-density,
low-velocity, high-heave explosives are best for coal blasting. Highly brisant
explosives are at a technical disadvantage in coal blasts, since they tend to
create fines rather than contribute towards effective fragmentation. In some
rocks the replacement of high-energy explosives by black blasting powder and,
more recently, by low-density ANFO/polystyrene mixtures has not caused any notice-
able change in fragmentation (Greeff, 1977; Hagan, 1977); such observations
suggest that powerful highly coupled explosives are creating excessive fragment-
ation at close range in some situations.

But explosives are and should be selected on the basis of cost-effectiveness
rather than technical efficiency. Currently, the energy yield per unit cost is
usually greater for ANFO than for any other explosive. Largely for this reason,
ANFO is used in nearly all operations with dry blastholes, even though the tech-
nical efficiency of ANFO may be somewhat lower than that of a more costly explos-
ive. Where ANFO's cost per unit of energy is considerably lower than that of
available watergels, every viable effort (including strata dewatering or blast-
hole dewatering) should be made to maximise the use of ANFO.

3.2 Effects of Charge Configuration

The charge within each blasthole should be distributed such that its cost-
effectiveness in fragmenting and loosening the strata is maximised. Where blast-
holes are short, continuous charges should be used, as these are more practicable
and cost-effective than deck charges. In long blastholes, highest technical
efficiency (but not necessarily cost-effectiveness) is achieved with deck charges.
The lengths of stemming decks should increase with decreases in the effective
strength of the rock.

In blastholes which penetrate alternate beds of strong and weak rocks, deck
charges should be placed within the strong bed(s) and stemming within the weak
beds. When a charge detonates within a loose, friable or plastically deform-
able stratum, the material undergoes rapid lateral compression, resulting in an
impulsive decay of pressure within the blasthole. Explosion gases within the
stronger members of the strata then stream along the blasthole towards the low-
pressure section. This reduces the time period during which the gases within
the stronger bed(s) are maintained at high pressures. Consequently, fragment-
ation and muckpile looseness suffer.
The explosion-generated strain (e) in the rock alongside a charge increases as

the length : diameter (lc : dc) ratio of the charge increases in the approximate
range 0-20; e remains constant for lc/dc >20. As lc/dc decreases below about
20, therefore, the optimum burden distance (B0) for the charge decreases. When
a charge becomes very short (as is the case with large-diameter vertical blast-
holes in shallow benches), B needs to be reduced appreciably. A centre-
initiated charge with lc/dc = 20 also causes considerable breakage within an .
almost hemispherical zone off each of its ends. The extent of end breakage is
such that overall fragmentation by a continuous charge with lc/dc = 52 is little
if any better than that for two deck charges with lc/dc = 20 separated by a
stemming deck with a length : diameter ratio of 12.

In open pits in which H/d is less than about 60, blastholes are not long
enough to hold two such deck charges. Because a reversion to smaller-diameter
blastholes cannot be foreseen (on account of the associated higher drilling
costs), most large open pits would need to increase H in order to employ such
deck charges. Of course, short poeket charges can be placed centrally within
the stemming column (to help fragment the collar rock) at any operation.
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In some circumstances, the Introduction of deck charging adversely affects
(a) charging rates (The use of continuous charges facilitates charging, priming

and stemming operations, especially in upholes.), and
(b) digging rates (e.g., where reduced muckpile looseness causes problems for

front-end loaders).
When such problems do not arise, the incentive to replace continuous charges by
deck charges depends upon the difference between

(a) cost savings achieved by reducing the charge weight per blasthole, and
(b) the increased time, effort, complexity and priming costs associated with

deck charging.
The attractiveness of deck charging increases with both the cost of explosives
and the degree of mechanisation of stemming operations.

Where the material between consecutive charge decks is dry and granular, the
rate of decay of blasthole pressure (dP/dt) within each charge deck is greater
than that for a full column charge, especially where deck charges are short and
stemming decks long. This change in the P-t profile is caused by

(a) the entry of gases into and through macropores within the material, and
(b) the rapid rate of yield of the material under the high axial impulsive load.

Of course, dP/dt is greatest where the material between charge decks is air.

In the USSR, air decking is apparently employed to increase effective fragment-
ation by reducing excessive breakage alongside the charge. Whilst he has not
made a fully quantitative comparison, the writer would expect the claimed success
of air-decked charges to be surpassed by continuous charges of fully-coupled
explosives, provided that P-j is adjusted to produce a peak strain at the blast-
hole wall which is equal to the rock's dynamic compressive breaking strain. Air
decking is not accomplished rapidly or easily in dry blastholes, and in wet
blastholes is currently impossible without dewatering. If the variability of
strata strength demands that decking be used, drill cuttings or coarse angular
crushed rock should be used rather than air. The most suitable application of
air decking is considered to be in overbreak control rather than in normal pro-
duction blasting.

In open pits, the length and distribution of front-row charges are critical to
highly efficient multi-row blasts, especially with the widespread current
commitment to vertical blastholes (alongside non-vertical and often shallow-
dipping faces). When front-row charges are brought up too high, airblast and
flyrock emanate from alongside the top of the charge (see Fig. 1); this allows
dP/dt to become too high, thereby reducing fragmentation and displacement of
rock near floor level. When this charge is shortened, the upper parts of
second-row charges have excessive burdens, and progressive relief of burden
tends to cease at the second row. This problem is best overcome by drilling
blastholes which are parallel to the mean inclination of the face (so as to
provide an approximately constant burden distance from top to bottom of front-
row charges).
Where overburden strata are overlain by a strong caprock, short pocket charges

should be placed within the stemming column. Such charges may also be bene-
ficial where it is necessary to use long stemming columns in vertical front-row
blastholes in open pits. If pocket charges are too small, they will produce
inadequate breakage. If they are too large, they will cause premature stem-
ming ejection and explosion energy wastage; such wastage would be manifested
as airblast, flyrock and/or cut-offs.

If lc/dc for the main charge exceeds (say) 23, a pocket charge of length 3dc
can be taken from it, so that the total charge weight per blasthole remains
unchanged. In this case, addition of the pocket charge involves simply a
beneficial redistribution of the charge within the blasthole. If lc/dc for
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the main charge is ̂ 20, the pocket charge should be an extra charge, since any
shortening of the main charge below 20dc starts to reduce the ability of the •
latter to break the toe burden.

For any given set of blast parameters, there is an optimum P -t profile. Most
cost-effective results are obtained where this profile is achieved by using
(low-cost, bulk-charged) fully-coupled explosives. But because the range of
available explosives does not always allow sufficient variation of the P -t
profile to meet all cases that arise, deliberate decoupling (with relatively
costly cartridged explosives) is sometimes necessary to make the profile better
suited to the needs of the particular situation.

4. EFFECTS OF INITIATION AND PRIMING

Consider a long cylindrical charge which is end initiated by a powerful primer.
Except for a short section adjacent to the primer, all of the charge detonates
at a constant axial velocity. For the particular properties of the charge and
rock, this steady-state detonation provides a certain SE:HE ratio. This ratio
decreases as D falls below its steady-state value.

In strong massive rocks, where optimum fragmentation necessitates high SE
values, priming should be such that the maximum possible percentage of the
charge detonates at its steady-state velocity.
Where steady-state detonations cause pulverisation of the rock alongside the

charged sections of blastholes, cost-effectiveness may well be increased by pre-
venting this excessive fragmentation. Crushing can be restricted or even
eliminated by reducing D and, hence, SE/HE without reducing the total energy
yield (i.e., SE + HE). This adjustment of SE/HE can be effected where two or
more small primers, regularly spaced throughout the charge, ensure that most
if not all of the charge detonates at velocities less than the steady-state
velocity. Where 150g cast primers are used to initiate bulk ANFO in 311mm
blastholes, for example, each detonation wave front in the ANFO requires a
distance of about 1.5m in which to accelerate to its steady-state velocity.
These run-up velocity zones generate the same total energy (cf. steady-state
velocity regions), but their HE outputs are increased at the expense of SE. As
one would expect, SE/HE attains its minimum value, in this example, where the
distance between consecutive primers is reduced to 3m.

Where detonation of a downline does not desensitise the explosive, bottom-
initiated charges have the following two advantages over top-initiated charges.

(a) The detonation wave and conical strain wave front propagate towards the
uncharged collar section of the blasthole, where two or more planar faces
promote fragmentation. When the strain wave front propagates towards
the toe of the blasthole, its energy is gradually dissipated in the rock
mass beneath the base of the blasthole; the absence of faces suppresses
the translation of SE into fragmentation. Whilst downward-propagating
strain waves assist in breaking the top of the next bench down, such
bottom breakage also tends to hinder drilling on this subsequent bench.
Best fragmentation of collar rock is achieved in the blast at that horizon,
rather than in the preceding lift.

(b) Where a charge is top primed, the pressure in the top of the blasthole
has started to fall (as a result of strain wave emission and axial com-
pression of the stemming) by the time the bottom of the charge detonates.
When the gases are created in the bottom of the blasthole, they tend to
stream up the blasthole towards the zone of low pressure. With bottom
priming, therefore, gases in the base of the blasthole'fall from their
initial pressure at a rate which is less than that for top priming. This
assists in achieving the fragmentation and displacement required at bench
floor level (the level at which a strong blast effect.is most needed).
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The difference between top and bottom priming is greatest for long poorly stemmed
charges. The advantage of bottom priming decreases with lc and as the stemming
column's ability to restrict gas expansion increases. However, the advantage of
bottom priming is finite even for short charges.

Unfortunately, the benefit of bottom priming can rarely be realised where
watergel or emulsion-type explosives are initiated by a primer on a downline of
5-10 g.nr1 detonating cord. Detonation of the downline creates a cylindrically
expanding wave and gas chimney in the charge and, therefore, laterally compresses,
densifies and desensitises the charge. In long bottom-primed charges, desensit-
isation of the upper sections of the charge is often so great that only the
bottom of the charge detonates properly.

In open pits, a bottom primer should be at bench floor level rather than at the
very bottom of the charge. The simultaneous detonation of charge elements which
are equidistant from the primer then leads to high degrees of superposition of
strain waves and, hence, improved fragmentation along the floor level plane.

Where deck charges are used in large-diameter blastholes in underground mines
or located within strong beds in.overburden strata, the primer should be posit-
ioned at the mid-point of the charge. This priming geometry ensures

(a) that the superposition of strain waves from simultaneously detonating
charge elements is maximised, and

(b) that the entire charge has been transformed into gases before the stemming
at each end of the charge realises that a detonation has taken place.

In charges which are initiated by n equispaced primers on a detonating cord
downline, there are (n-1) diametral planes on which detonation waves collide.
The elements of rock alongside these collision planes experience peak strains
which are appreciably greater than those for end-initiated charges. Where this
effect is not outweighed by the influence of the lower strains generated by
run-up velocity regimes, therefore, multiple priming results in more intense
strain waves and, hence, improved fragmentation in strong massive rocks. Where
primers are small and closely spaced, SE will be reduced and HE correspondingly
increased.(This priming geometry is recommended for those situations in which
displacement has priority over fragmentation.)

5. EFFECTS OF BLAST GEOMETRY

5.1 Effects of Shape and Condition of Face(s)

Good fragmentation and displacement are more difficult to achieve where the
face

(a) is at an unfavourably large angle to the blasthole's axis,
(b) subtends a small angle at the blasthole,
(c) has not been cracked by one or more previous blasts, and/or
(d) is choked with previously broken rock.

A decrease in the angle between a blasthole and its face generally causes in-
creases in fragmentation and muckpile looseness, best results being obtained
where blastholes are parallel to the face. Therefore, although the vertical
crater retreat mining system may have cost-effective application at some mines,
the blasting component of this system tends to exhibit a poor technical effic-
iency.

The angle subtended at a blasthole by that part of the face which is reason-
ably near should be as large as possible. If one were to seek maximum frag-
mentation with a given weight of explosive, the charge would need to be spher-
ical and placed at the centre of a spherical rock mass. This configuration
is unequalled because
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(a) the face completely wraps.itself around the charge, and
(b) all points on the face are equidistant from the charge.

With no other geometry is there so much opportunity for developing the tensile
strains upon which rock fragmentation depends so heavily. Proof of the excel-
lence of this configuration is provided by the fine fragmentation achieved with
low powder factors (usually about 0.08 kg.rrr3) where strong unfissured boulders
are broken by popping.

STEMMING

SEMI-CYLINDRICAL
PROTRUSION

Fig. 2 Ideal shape of free face in bench blasting

Because there is no means of obtaining spherical faces in primary blasts, it
is necessary to seek the best sub-optimum face configuration. A squat cylinder
of rock containing a centrally located squat charge is only slightly poorer than
a sphere but, unfortunately, this also is not achievable in practice. It is
suggested that the next most suitable configuration is provided by a squat semi-
cylindrical protrusion off a planar face, with a squat charge located as shown
in Fig. 2. Although this is never entirely realised in primary blasts, it is
closely approached for high percentages of (and sometimes all) blastholes in
staggered VI and staggered V2 patterns. The biplanar effective faces created
in staggered VI patterns explain why the fragmentation produced by these blasts
is significantly better than that achieved in square V firings (in which effect-
ive faces are planar). Theory (Hagan, 1979a) predicts that the formation of
biplanar effective faces does not commence until the effective blasthole
spacing : effective burden distance (Se : Be) ratio exceeds about 2.6. (The
Se : Be ratio for a square V pattern is 2.0, whereas that for a staggered VI
pattern based upon an equilateral triangular grid is almost 3.5)

In benching operations, blasting is almost invariably facilitated by both
irregularities in the face and cracks in the burden rock created by the previous
blast. Where smooth unfractured faces exist, fragmentation is achieved with
greater difficulty, especially where the face curves away from rather than
around the blasthole.

In tunnel blasts based upon the burn cut, the major initial face is normal
to the axes of blastholes. Therefore, satisfactory advance rates depend upon
the development, at an early stage in each blast, of an effective face that is
parallel to later-firing blastholes. If the burn cut does not create this
effective face, the success of the entire round is placed in jeopardy. When
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blasting to a relief (i.e., uncharged) hole commences, good initial fragmentation
is discouraged for reasons which include the following.

(a) Even where the relief hole has a diameter as large as 200mm, it provides a
face which has a very restricted area and an unfavourable shape.

(b) The rock immediately around the relief hole is essentially in its virgin
condition. It contains few if any cracks created by previous blasts,
especially near the base of each blasthole.

This explains why the earliest firing charge has to be located very close to the
relief hole(s). Excessive burden distances tend to cause rifling and/or dis-
location of (and possible ejection of charges from) adjacent later-firing blast-
holes. For the above reasons, the burden distances in burn cuts (and for the
earliest-firing charges around bored raises) must be appreciably less than those
which are employed when identical charges shoot to an extensive parallel planar
face. Because a relief hole represents a relatively poor face, burn cuts should
be designed so that each of the early firing blastholes can shoot to at least two
equidistant relief holes. The combined cross-sectional area of relief holes
should be increased when attempting to pull longer rounds.

\D -

DELAY NUMBER /

ADDITIONAL FACE \D BY LEAD \E \*

Fig. 3 Using a lead blasthole when shooting to a bored raise

Where a ring of blastholes fires to a bored raise, there should be a lead blast-
hole which has a relatively small burden distance and fires on the first delay
number (see Fig. 3). Detonation should then proceed in both clockwise and
anticlockwise directions from the lead blasthole using ascending delay numbers
of the detonator series. If this is done, all charges except that in the lead
blasthole will shoot to a biplanar face and their ability to fragment and dis-
place the burden rock will be promoted by the irregular cracked face created by
the adjacent earlier-firing charge. Poorer results will be obtained if all
charges are fired on the same delay number, since an uncontrollable number of
these charges will then shoot to only the strong convex surface of the raise
rather than to biplanar faces (created initially by the lead blasthole and pro-
gressively re-created by later-firing charges).

Where good fragmentation and muckpile looseness are to be achieved at the
lowest possible cost of drilling and blasting, .blasts should be fired to a free
face (i.e., a rock/air interface) rather than to a buffer of rock broken by a
previous blast. Buffer blasting
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(a) requires slightly smaller blasthole patterns and higher energy factors for
the same degree of fragmentation, and

(b) produces more overbreak, higher ground vibrations and, hence, an increased
probability of instability.

Where a buffer of broken rock lies alongside one end of a blast block, initiat-
ion should commence at or near the end of the block remote from the buffer (see
Fig. 4); the principal direction of rock movement will then be roughly parallel
to the buffered face and the blast will be hardly aware of the buffer's presence.

PRINCIPAL DIRECTION
OF ROCK MOVEMENT

INITIATION
SEO.UENCE

Fig. 4 Recommended initiation sequence when blasting alongside a buffered end

5.2 Effects of Available Expansion Volume

When broken, all rocks expand. The amount of expansion increases with the
degree of fragmentation. The available expansion volume is an important con-
sideration in many types of blasting in underground metal mines. If the
expansion volume is too small (say <15% of the volume of the solid rock in the
blast), all fragmentation mechanisms will proceed to completion, but the part-
icles of broken rock will still be highly interlocked and, therefore, will not
flow/rill to the draw-points. If the expansion volume is «15% of the solid
rock volume, one or more of the later-acting breakage mechanisms may not even
proceed to completion. Where mass pillar blasts are fired into slots, a
minimum expansion volume of 25% is usually required if consistently rapid muck-
ing without hang-ups is to be achieved.

When firing rows of vertical blastholes, the principal direction of rock move-
ment is horizontal. Where such blastholes are long and the total void consists
of_both vertical slots and horizontal drives and crosscuts, therefore, charges
which are remote from the horizontal development are initially aware only of the
existence of the slots. In this situation, the effectiveness of the void pro-
vided by the drives is appreciably less than that for the slots. It follows
that a greater expansion volume should be provided wherever drives make up a
high proportion of the total void.

If the void volume provided by the relief hole(s) in a burn cut is too small,
recementation of the finely fragmented rock will take place. Wherever possi-
ble, the void volume should be <15% of the volume of the cut. In strata which
has a tendency to freeze, the void volume should be as great as is practicable
if the probability of leaving long butts is to be minimised. It is interest-
ing to note that burn cuts with very small void volumes can still be pulled to
full depth provided that the energy factor (in the cut) is increased consider-
ably (as evidenced by the historical blasting of burn cuts without relief holes);
but burn cut rounds are pulled more consistently and to greater, depths through
the application of finesse rather than brute force.
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5.3 Effects of Type of Blasthole Pattern

Many operators currently drill square or rectangular patterns, largely because
these are easier to mark out and drill. As is becoming increasingly evident,
however, staggered patterns are more effective. Ideally, blastholes should be
drilled on equilateral triangular grids, since these provide the optimum lateral
distribution of energy within the rock mass, whilst allowing a high degree of
flexibility in initiation sequence and, hence, direction of firing. For a given
cost of drilling and blasting, equilateral triangular patterns produce the best
fragmentation. Where blastholes are vertical, S=(1.15)B. Where blastholes
are angled at 9° to the vertical, S =(1.15)B cos 9.

When blasting weak materials (e.g., coal), good fragmentation may be achieved
easily when using square blasthole patterns. In such cases, the superiority of
staggered patterns is not so readily apparent.

5.4 Effects of Burden Distance (B) and Blasthole Spacing (S)

Where good fragmentation is required in ground that is either strong and
massive or blocky, B and S should be conservatively small. When good breakage
is less important, or when blasting highly fissured strata (which promotes good
structurally-controlled fragmentation), satisfactory results may be obtained by
drilling larger-diameter blastholes on correspondingly larger patterns.

If the rock is massive or a steeply dipping sedimentary formation, bench
blasts are required to shear off the rock at floor level without the aid of any
natural discontinuities. In such rocks, the blasthole pattern is often limited
by the area that can be sheared satisfactorily rather than by overall fragment-
ation.

Where overburden strata consist of thick beds of both strong and weak rocks,
B and S are restricted by the degree of fragmentation achieved in the strongest
and/or most massive bed encountered.

For a given set of blast conditions, there is an optimum burden (B0) for which
the volume of suitably fragmented and loosened rock is maximum and toe condit-
ions are acceptable. B0 should be such that the gases have lost virtually all
of their energy by the time they emerge into the atmosphere. Normally, B0 lies
in the 20d - 35d range; it depends upon the properties of the explosive and,
more particularly, the rock.

Where B falls below B0, strain-wave fracturing increases and breakage by heave
energy decreases. For very small burdens, strain-wave fracturing occurs so
rapidly directly in front of the blastholes that much of the heave energy is
lost as airblast and excessive kinetic energy of rock displacement before it is
able to contribute fully to fragmentation (especially between blastholes in the
same row). Needless to say, any increase in the amount of flyrock and/or air
vibrations must be provided at the expense of fragmentation and muckpile loose-
ness. In addition to their objectionable aspects, therefore, air vibrations
and flyrock are unequivocal signs of the inefficient use of explosion energy.

When B increases beyond B0, the compressive strain wave is attenuated excessiv-
ely by the time it reaches the face. When this wave is converted (at the face)
into a reflected tensile wave, the strains associated with the latter are too
small to extend those radial cracks which are tangential to the reflected wave
front. Also, invading gases are not capable of extending radial cracks to the
face. Furthermore, the excessive burden distance inhibits flexural rupture.
Therefore, excessive burden distances do not allow crack patterns around charges
to be extended to the face; beyond the limit of radial cracking, a bridge of
unbroken rock extends across the face. Equally important is the fact that
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heave energy is unable to provide adequate displacement and its associated break-
age. Gases are bottled up within blastholes for periods of time that are longer
than optimum. In effect, the energy saved through the reduction in displacement
is manifested as an increase in ground vibrations. In their struggle to escape
to the atmosphere, these gases are obliged to stream into, wedge open and extend
both natural discontinuities and strain wave-induced cracks all the. way around.
the blasthole; forward-facing fissures and cracks are not preferentially extend-
ed. (Forward-looking cracks are extended preferentially when B = B0.)
Where B is much too large, the gases behave as though they are working to only

the horizontal free face (i.e., the natural ground surface or the top of the
bench). The degrees of fracturing and loosening within the strata tend to be
symmetrical about the longitudinal axis of the blasthole. This encourages ex-
cessive overbreak and loose rock in the subsequent face.

In multi-row blasts, it is most important that the burden on front-row blast-
holes is not excessive. If front-row charges fail to detach their burden from
the rock mass by the time second-row charges detonate, progressive relief of .
burden will never be achieved, fragmentation and muckpile looseness will be re-
duced, and both overbreak and ground vibrations will increase.
Adequate blasting results can normally be achieved where S = B. But equilat-

eral triangular (staggered) patterns, where S=(1.15)B, are more effective,
particularly in strong massive rocks or blocky strata; S/B values >1 tend to
cause more twisting and tearing of the rock, less splitting along the plane con-
taining the blastholes, and less overbreak. Where millisecond delays are loc-
ated between or at the collars of blastholes, greater spacings reduce the prob-
ability of cut-offs.

Spacings appreciably less than B tend to cause premature splitting between
blastholes and early loosening of the stemming. Both of these effects encour-
age rapid release of gases to the atmosphere; overbreak is usually considerable.
This loss of heave energy detracts from overall breakage in the burden rock and
large slabs are often found in the muckpile.

Normally, both B and S increase as lc/dc increases in the 0 - ZO range. For
lc/dc >20, B and S should remain constant. Where a thin horizontal tabular
deposit (e.g., coal) is drilled out with vertical blastholes, therefore, the
largest satisfactory blasthole pattern is generally controlled by the seam
thickness (see Section 2.1).

Where fan drilling is carried out, S decreases considerably from the toes to
the collars of blastholes. For this reason, it is necessary to drill fans such
that the S :B ratios at the toes and collars are >1.15 and <1.15 respectively,
the optimum value (1.15) being on the arc which passes through the centre of
gravity of the charged portion of the fan.

Where multi-row blasts are fired into a slot of limited volume, as is the
case in in-situ leaching, B need not be constant. Front-row charges see a
clean free face, whereas back-row charges are aware that their face is at least
partially choked. Therefore, it may be prudent to progressively reduce B to-
wards the back of the blast.

As is explained in Section 6, the initiation sequence often gives Be and Se
values which are appreciably different to the nominal values of B and S.

5.5 Influence of Effective Subdrilling and Backfill

In open pits, rapid low-cost loading operations require that fragmentation and
displacement at bench floor level exceed certain critical values. Digging rates
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are influenced appreciably by the effective sub-drilling (ue - the length of
charge beneath floor level). If ue is too small, the rock will not be com-
pletely sheared off along bench floor level, and toe or high bottom will result.
Excessive ue values are to be avoided since they

(a) waste drilling and explosives expenditure,
(b) increase ground vibrations,
(c) cause undesirable shattering of the bench floor (which may create drilling

problems, abandoned blastholes and, hence, off-design patterns on the
bench beneath), and

(d) accentuate the vertical movement of the blast (which tends to cause
increases in both cut-off misfires and overbreak).

Adequate values of ue are most important when blasting massive and steeply-
dipping bedded formations. In these cases, it is essential that the blast com-
pletely shears the rock at floor level. Satisfactory floor conditions are
usually achieved when ue = 8d. But where vertical blastholes are drilled in
relatively high and/or shallow-dipping faces, it may be necessary to increase Ue
to lOd or even 12d for front-row blastholes, because of the excessive toe burden.
Values of ue up to 12d may also be necessary in very tight blasts (e.g., sinking
cuts, buffer blasts for front-end loaders). Even where there is no change in
d, ue may need to be increased with any increase in B and/or S.

Values of ue less than 8d can often be used
(a) where bedding plane partings are parallel to bench floor level,
(b) where high energy per metre of toe charge can be generated, and/or
(c) where the blastholes are inclined significantly to the vertical.

If an open bedding plane exists at floor level, effective subdrilling may, in
fact, be a disadvantage, since too much gas could stream into this discontinuity,
thus producing excessive spread of the muckpile and increasing clean-up and load-
ing costs.

In surface coal mines, overburden blastholes which bottom at the overburden/
coal contact should have negative ue values. Such blastholes should be back-
filled with drill cuttings so that the base of the charge is >4d above the top
of coal. If stand-off distances are considerably shorter than 4d, hemispher-
ical zones of coal will be broken, disrupted and intermixed with the base of the
fragmented overburden; some coal will then be lost during overburden stripping.
Where the stratum immediately above the coal is a strong massive sandstone, a
stand-off distance of 4d should be selected; longer distances would tend to
cause inadequate fragmentation and loosening of the sandstone and, therefore,
slower more costly digging. Mhere this stratum consists of a weak thinly-
bedded shale, stand-off distances up to about 8d can be used without encounter-
ing digging problems.

5.6 Effects of Stemming

Fragmentation and loosening can be reduced considerably as a result of energy
losses to the atmosphere, particularly via the stemming column. The wastage of
energy via prematurely ejected stemming has been proved by high-speed cinema-
tography. Good stemming maintains high gas pressures within blastholes for
longer periods of time. The greater stemming effectiveness achieved by using
longer stemming columns and/or coarser more efficient cuttings increases the
amount of effective work performed per unit weight of charge. This reduces
the costs of drilling and blasting without increasing the combined cost of
operations which follow blasting. Alternatively, B0 increases appreciably
when a suitable type and quantity of stemming is used. Only well stemmed
charges can deliver their full performance potential.

As a stemming material, coarse angular crushed rock is technically more effic-
ient than fine drill cuttings. The widespread use of cuttings can be
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attributed to convenience. Cuttings are heaped at the optimum location; any
other material needs to be brought to the blasthole. Having sought the bene-
fits of angular crushed rock, many surface mine operators have continued with
cuttings after considering the time, effort and cost of moving this more effic-
ient (but not necessarily more cost-effective) material to the blasthole.
The optimum stemming length increases with a decrease in the effective strength

of the rock, and can vary between about 20d and 60d. Columns shorter than about
20d usually cause airblast, flyrock, cut-offs and/or overbreak problems, espec-
ially where charges are top primed. Wherever possible, Ls should be >25d. Ls
should not be less than Be.
Where the rock is densely fissured, relatively long stemming columns can be

used. If the charge is sufficiently energetic to k-ick out the lower part of the
face, the rock alongside the stemming virtually falls under the effect of gravity.
The forces experienced during this fall can be such that satisfactory fragment-
ation of the upper face results.
Stemming columns for blastholes behind the front row can have preplanned

lengths. In the front row, however, Ls may need to be adjusted on a hole-by-
hole basis to coincide with any large variations in B between the crest and toe
lines. Where the face exhibits pronounced indentations and protrusions, the
blasting supervisor's best judgement is required if premature gas escape from
front-row charges is to be avoided.

The detonation of a 10 g.nr1 detonating cord downline can laterally compress
certain stemming materials to create a gas chimney through which gases then find
escape to the atmosphere somewhat easier. Such energy losses are greatest
where fine drill cuttings are used in small-diameter blastholes.

In VCR blasting, the stemming beneath each charge is usually too short to be
highly effective; difficulty in blocking blastholes at the breakthrough hori-
zon often contributes to this deficiency. Because operators are (rightly)
reluctant to use angular crushed rock above the charge (since this might lock
and prevent proper charging of the blasthole in the subsequent lift), the
efficiency of top stemming also tends to be low. Consequently, heavy energy
contributes relatively little to fragmentation. The abnormally high depend-
ence upon strain wave energy is one of the reasons why VCR blasting (but not
necessarily the VCR mining method) is inefficient.

5.7 Effects of Size and Shape of Blast

Blasts should be as large as is practicable. Where small numbers of large
blasts are fired, there are fewer boundaries between blasts. Fragmentation
at such boundaries tends to be poorer than that within the heart of a blast
block; this is largely due to

(a) the operator's inability to drill an entirely regular blasthole pattern
alongside the boundary, and

(b) gases liberated in blastholes alongside the boundary escaping rapidly
through cracks (resulting from overbreak caused by the adjoining blast)
and thus contributing less to fragmentation and muckpile looseness.

In stope firings in underground metal mines, larger blasts provide better
overall fragmentation, largely because the volume of large slabs which fall off
the back after the blast then represents a smaller percentage of the muckpile.

In the interests of productivity, there is usually an incentive to fire as
many rows of blastholes as possible in a single shot. Fragmentation generally
improves with an increase in the number of rows. In massive or blocky strata,
single-row blasts often give inadequate fragmentation. Unfortunately, however,
overbreak and ground vibrations increase with the number of rows. This is
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because progressive relief of burden is achieved with greater difficulty towards
the back of a deep blast. Where there are too many rows, back-row charges will
not see an effective free face. The overbreak and ground vibrations created by
such (overconfined) back-row charges are considerably greater than those for
charges which can displace their burden rock forwards with reasonable ease.

If developed face lengths permit, blast blocks should have a length : width
ratio >3. With such elongated blasts, lateral movement of the burden rock is
not suppressed appreciably by the drag forces imposed by the (stationary) rock
alongside the blast block. Where the number of rows of blastholes exceeds the
number of blastholes within a given row, the blast becomes a trench-type shot in
which forward movement is restricted, particularly towards the back of the blast.
Wherever forward movement is less than a certain critical value, fragmentation
and especially muckpile looseness are reduced. Hence the need to ensure that
the length : width ratio of the blast block encourages forward displacement which,
in turn, promotes looseness and easy, low-cost digging.
Despite the usual advantage of firing multi-row blasts, it may be possible, in

highly fissured strata, to take advantage of the greater amount of diggable over-
break from single-row shots. Where blasts are well designed, the amount of dig-
gable overbreak is virtually independent of the number of rows in a blast.
Therefore, if a four-row blast were to be replaced by four single-row blasts,
the volume of diggable overbreak would increase by a factor of as high as four.
Needless to say, the mean length of single-row blasts needs to be considerable
if the frequency of blasting is not to become excessive.

6. EFFECTS OF INITIATION SEQUENCE

Several initiation sequences radically affect the values of Be and Se. In
multi-row blasts, the initiation sequence should be such

(a) that each charge shoots to a free face that is extensive (preferably con-
cave) and reasonably near, j

(b) that Sp/Be (see Fig. 4) lies in the 3.3-4.0 range, and
(c) that btastholes are effectively staggered with a high degree of balance

(i.e., with V/W^=1 - see Fig. 4).
These aims are best achieved with staggered VI patterns which are based upon an
equilateral triangular grid or a slightly more elongated grid. Staggered VI
patterns offer overriding benefits. With the exception of A, B, C, D and E,
all charges in Fig. 4 have the advantage of shooting to a biplanar free face.
Because such faces exhibit concavity relative to the blastholes, tensile break-
age and forward displacement occur so much more easily. Unimpeded forward
movement restricts the uplifting forces which are largely responsible for cut-
offs; it also helps to reduce overbreak and, hence, instability.

•It is important that initiation commences at that point in a blast which gives
best possible progressive relief for the maximum number of blastholes. If
there is no free end, initiation should commence near, but not at, one end of
the blast block (see Fig. 5a). This asymmetrical approach gives less overbreak
and lower ground vibrations. If there is a free end, initiation should
commence at that end (see Fig. 5b). If this end is choked by muck broken by a
previous blast, initiation should commence near that end of the blast which is
remote from the buffer (see Fig. 4).

In staggered V, square V and square in-line patterns, some blastholes have
limited effective faces and their S^/Bp values are sub-optimum. For this
reason, such patterns should be avoided.

Where square blasthole patterns are initiated in a V sequence, S/B = 1.0 but
Se/Be = 2.0. This Se/Be value is veal since simultaneously detonating charges
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Fig. 5 Staggered VI patterns shooting to (a) a free face and (b) a free end

are close enough to create truly planar effective faces for subsequently firing
charges. But where VI or V2 initiation sequences are used, simultaneously
firing blastholes are so far apart that they are incapable of creating a planar
inter-blasthole split; most charges in such blasts fire to biplanar faces.
Therefore, the conventional use of Se/Be values for these shallower V-type
patterns is invalid. For example, there is a tendency (of which the author has
been guilty) to say that the Se/Be value for staggered VI patterns which are
based, upon equilateral triangular grids is equal to 3.46, whereas in reality,
Be is greater and Se/Be appreciably smaller than the theory of planar effective
faces would suggest. For a massive rock, theory predicts that planar effective
faces can be created only for Se/Be values in the 1.0-2.6 range (Hagan, 1979a);
as Se/Be increases beyond 2.6, effective faces become increasingly biplanar and,
more and more, wrap themselves around blastholes. This critical value of 2.6 is
probably important, since it tends to support the observed superiority of stag-
gered VI patterns (nominal Se/Be=3.46) over square V (Se/Be=2.0) patterns.

In any blast in which best possible fragmentation is required, it is most im-
portant that charges detonate in the sequence that maximises the successive dev-
elopment of effective free faces. When allocating delay numbers in the blast
design phase, and especially when drawing tunnelling rounds, operators should
construct lines of breakage for each charge. By doing this, any instances of
poor sequencing are exposed, and alternative superior delay allocations can
then be made.

7. EFFECTS OF DELAY TIMING

Single-row bench blasts with short delay intervals between the detonations in
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adjacent blastholes give better fragmentation than instantaneous blasts. The
optimum delay interval increases with d and, hence, with B. The minimum inter-
hole delay is rarely less than 5ms per metre of (drilled) burden distance. Best
fragmentation is achieved when each charge is given just sufficient time to
effectively detach its quota of the burden from the rock mass before the next
charge detonates; the second and subsequent charges then shoot to progressively-
created additional faces at a time when the intensity of the residual stress
(created by detonation of the previous charge) around the blasthole to be fired
is still high.

If the inter-hole delay is considerably longer than the detachment period,
blocks of rock within the progressively created faces have sufficient time in
which to be displaced from, but remain perched alongside, the rock mass about to
be blasted. Because such blocks (sitting precariously within these faces) can
become surrounded by wide cracks by the time their corresponding blastholes fire,
they are often thrown out intact into the muckpile. Since such blocks are
usually larger than the mean fragment size in the muckpile, their formation
should be minimised by selecting an inter-hole delay that is not too long. If
one charge is fired too late or the next charge too early, on the other hand,
an additional free face is not created, and charges then act almost as though
they have been initiated simultaneously (i.e., inefficiently).

The importance of selecting suitable delay intervals is greatest in multi-row
blasts. In the blast shown in Fig. 5b, for example, charges in effective row
AB should have effectively detached their burden from the rock mass by the time
charges in row CD fire. Fragmentation and muckpile looseness are greatly in-
fluenced by the availability of effective free faces. The inter-row delay must
be such that EAB is the effective free face for charges in row CD. In practice,
and especially where surface delay devices are employed, this sometimes does not
happen; movement of one burden is often impeded by insufficient movement of the
preceding burden.

When the inter-row delay is too short, the burden on charges in row AB is
essentially in its initial position when charges in row CD fire. For this
reason, charges in row CD do not'see EAB as a free face, and their strain wave
and gas expansion effects tend to act equally in all directions. The result is
that the horizontal surface of the bench may act as an equal if not lesser line
of resistance (cf. the vertical face), and charges in CD and subsequent rows
may crater upwards causing poor fragmentation and little forward displacement,
but appreciable flyrock and overbreak. If the number of rows is large, blast-
holes at or towards the rear may give quite unacceptable fragmentation, and may
be incapable of displacing the rock forwards; because these charges can only
crater to the horizontal face, the muckpile is high, toe problems and tight
digging commonly occur, and there is the likelihood of airblast, flyrock and
overbreak (with associated clean-up operations and instability potential).
When these effects occur, total production costs escalate appreciably.

The optimum inter-row delay lies in the range of times which allows good frag-
mentation and displacement of each burden without the presence of cut-offs.
For 229 - 381mm diameter blastholes and a surface delay system, the optimum
inter-row delay usually varies from about 5ms per metre of effective burden for
short collars, high energy factors and strong massive rocks, to about 10ms per
metre for long stemming columns, low energy factors and weak and/or highly
fissured strata. With surface delay systems, up to about 6 rows can usually
be fired in strong massive rocks, whereas many more rows can be fired in easier-
breaking strata without the probability of encountering fragmentation, loose-
ness, toe and/or cut-off problems.
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Larger delay intervals and limiting numbers of rows can be used with down-
the-hole delay systems. Blasting results have indicated the benefits of
increasing the inter-row delay beyond the maximum that can, at present, be used
with surface delays without causing cut-offs. Where long inter-row delays are
achieved through the use of both surface and down-the-hole delays, it is most im-
portant to anticipate the effects of owmlabive scatter.

Where only down-the-hole delays are employed, the virtual absence of cut-off
problems allows the benefits of inter-row delays up to about 30ms per metre of
effective burden to be achieved. In this situation, it is most important that
the time interval required for good progressive relief of burden is added to rep-
resentative cumulative scatter data in order to determine the optimum allocation
of delay numbers. If the nominal delay times of the no. 3 and no. 4 delays of a
millisecond series are 75 and 100ms respectively, for example, actual delay times
may vary between the approximate limits 65-85ms and 90-110ms. If a slow-acting
no. 3 fires immediately ahead of a fast-acting no. 4 delay, therefore, the actual
inter-hole delay can be as short as 5ms. Although such actual inter-hole delays
may be quite acceptable in single-row bench blasting, they should be avoided in
the relatively tight conditions in a burn cut. Better results are achieved in
burn cuts by using every fourth or fifth delay number rather than consecutive
numbers. The longer interval between consecutive detonations increases the abil-
ity of each charge to fragment and especially to displace its quota of the cut.
Inadequate inter-hole delays contribute to freezing within the cut.

But in burn cuts, shaft sinking and the like, inter-hole delays longer than
that required to achieve good progressive relief of burden could cause problems.
When long delays are used in highly fissured strata, for example, there is a
higher probability of one charge being ejected by the invading gases generated
by a neighbouring earlier-firing charge.

Slope/pillar stability increases with the inter-row delay (Hagan, 1979b). The
amount of ripping and disruption of final faces decreases with increases in the
areas of effective faces associated with the use of longer delays.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Man's control over fragmentation and, hence, mining costs is geared to
(a) his understanding of the nature and magnitude of the effect(s) of each of

the controllable blast parameters, and
(b) his ability to synthesize the desired values of these parameters into a

totally compatible blast design for the particular rock properties and
operating conditions/restraints.

Such expertise is not gained lightly. If its momentum is to be maintained, the
art-to-science transition in blasting will continue to need the unified applicat-
ion of relevant engineering principles and experience to both the design and
execution phases of blasting. If blast designs are applied without sufficient
care and precision, the potential value of accumulated knowledge will not be
realised,: and mining costs will be unnecessarily and irresponsibly high.
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THE ROLE OF STRESS WAVES IN EXPLOSIVELY INDUCED BULK ROCK MOTION
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ABSTRACT

It is postulated that explosively induced bulk motion of rock material, as
in the explosive casting of overburden, requires the action of long-term gas
pressure. Although characterized as long-term, the time span for the action
of this gas pressure is sufficiently short that stress waves play a signifi-
cant role in the transfer of momentum from the gas to the rock mass. Accord-
ingly, an investigation of this stress wave phenomenon is used to examine how
various explosive properties (CJ pressure, relative amount of permanent gases,
etc.) can be expected to effect the explosively induced bulk rock motion.
The implications of this stress wave phenomenon for the blast designs for
explosive casting of overburden and lifting the overburden with vertical
blastholes (a process used by Geokinetics, Inc., an American firm, to produce
in situ oil shale retorts) is also examined. Particular emphasis is placed
on examining the role stress waves play as thicker and thicker overburdens
are lifted by the Geokinetics overburden lift process.

I. INTRODUCTION

Explosively induced bulk rock motion is an essential element in several
blasting techniques. An example of such a technique is the multi-row bench
blasting procedure commonly used in quarries. A multi-row blast is typically
designed to fire several rows of blastholes in sequence: the row nearest the
free face being fired first, the second row being fired second, etc. To pro-
vide a new free face, and room for the bulking of the burden for the second
row, it is essential that significant motion be induced within the burden for
the first row before the second row is fired: and so on for the remaining rows

Another blasting technique that relies heavily on explosively induced bulk
rock motion is the explosive casting of overburden in strip mining operations.
One main objective of the overburden casting round is to throw a significant
portion of the overburden across the pit to reduce the amount of overburden
that must be transfered by mechanical means.

Still another blasting procedure that utilizes bulk rock motion is the
Geokinetics in-situ oil shale retort production process. For this process,
pioneered by Geokinetics, Inc., the requisite void space, for the production
of a permeable rubble bed within the retort zone, is created using the explo-
sive energy from-vertical blastholes to lift the overburden.

It is clear that bulk rock motion is an essential element of each of these
blasting techniques. Accordingly, an understanding of the' explosively induced
bulk rock motion process would be useful for developing efficient blast de-
signs for each .of these blasting procedures.

There seems to be no alternative to the presumption that the bulk motion !
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of'rock can be induced only by the action of relatively long term gas pres-
sure. Further, to be fully effective, it is obvious that this gas pressure
must penetrate into the crack network that surrounds the blasthole as the
result of the stress wave produced by the detonation process. According to
the gas penetration configurations described by Kutter (6) and Coursen (1),
the gas pressure penetrates into these cracks to form a large diameter hydro-
statically stressed cylinder of material (where the hydrostatic stress mag-
nitude is equal to the gas pressure) (see Figure 1). This large diameter
cylinder then applies a relatively constant pressure to the back of the
iburden material inducing bulk rock motion.

The direction of the resulting bulk rock motion depends on the orientation
'and distance of the free face with respect to the blasthole. When the free
face is parallel to the blasthole axis (which is the case for a typical bench
blast configuration) the hydrostatically stressed cylinder tends to: stimu-
late the formation of two angle cracks, that connect the cylinder to the free
face,and propel the broken rock in a direction that is perpendicular to the
free face (6) (see Figure 2). In contrast, when the free face is perpendicu-
lar to the blasthole axis (as in the Geokinetics overburden lift process),
the hydrostatically stressed cylinder acts like a piston on the bottom of the
overburden layer and lifts the overburden (2) (see Figure 3).

The pressure that is applied to the burden, by the large diameter hydro-
statically stressed cylinder, changes from zero to its maximum value over a
time span of only a few milliseconds. As a result, this applied pressure
produces a stress pulse that propagates through the burden material and this
stress pulse is the mechanism whereby momentum is transferred from the gas
pressure to the rock. The manner in which the action of this stress pulse
influences the momentum transfer processes is the topic of this report.

II. STRESS WAVE PHENOMENA .

The effects of stress waves, for the gas pressure to rock momentum trans-
fer process, can be conveniently examined by considering the stress wave
processes in an idealized bar of rock material. This approach is reasonable
when it is observed that, for the situation where the idealized bar is con-
strained to prevent lateral movement of the bar material, the stress wave
response for the idealized bar will be identical to the stress wave response
for an appropriately located bar shaped portion of the burden material. Thus,
investigation of the stress wave processes in an idealized bar can provide a
very realistic representation of the stress wave processes in the actual burdet)
material.

Mo attempt will be made here to provide a detailed development of stress
wave theory which is developed, in detail, in several excellent references
(3, 4, 5). There are, however, two aspects of stress wave theory that are
pertinent to the following discussion. They are: stress pulse reflection
at a free end of the bar; and the bar'response to the simultaneous action of
two or more stress pulses. The free end of a bar is, by definition, stress
free at all time. To maintain this stress free condition during a longitu-
dinal (tensile or compressive) stress pulse reflection process, the sign of
the reflected pulse must be opposite the sign of the incident pulse. Thus,
at a free end of the bar, compressive pulses are reflected as tensile pulses
and vice versa.

The response of the bar to the simultaneous presence of two or more stress
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Figure 1. The large diameter hydrostatically stressed cylinder of material that is produced as the result
of gas penetration into the crack network that surrounds the blasthole as the result of the
detonation process.
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Figure 2. A typical quarry round indicating that the gas pressure applied load is applied at the
periphery of the large diameter hydrostatically stressed cylinders.
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Figure 3. An overburden lifting round indicating that the gas pressure applied load is applied to
the bottom of the overburden by the top of the hydrostatically stressed cylinders.
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pulses is governed by the p r inc ip le of superposi t ion. According to this
pr inc ip le , the net local stress (or particle velocity) is obtained by simply
adding the stresses (or particle velocities) for a l l the stress pulses present
at a given location. An example of a condition where two stress pulses are
simultaneously present is provided by the situation where a compressive stress
pulse is reflected at the free end of a bar. In this instance, both the
t ra i l ing compressive portion and the reflected tensile portion of the stress
pulse are s imultaneously present near the free end. Thus, for the region of
the bar where the incident compressive and reflected tensile portions of the
stress pulse over lap, the tensile and compressive stresses are opposite in
sign and tend to cancel each other out , wh i l e the two particle velocities are
directed in the same direction and reinforce one another.

The bar, for which the stress wave response w i l l be examined, w i l l be
assumed to have the fo l lowing properties: cross sectional area A, length L,
density p, Y o u n g ' s modulus E, Poisson 's ratio v, and wave speed C. It shou ld
be noted that C refers to the longi tudina l or d i la t ional wave speed and this
wave speed is a constant that depends only on the mechanical properties of
the bar material (E, p, & v).

The basic situation that wi l l be examined w i l l be the response of the bar
to a stepwise applicat ion of a constant pressure ( i .e . compressive stress) a
to one end of the bar. For the most general case, it w i l l be assumed that
this load is: instantaneously app l i ed , remains constant dur ing the period of
appl icat ion, and is instantaneously removed. It is expected that the.bar
response to this load ing situation wi l l provide some ins igh t into the burden
response to gas pressure appl ied loads.

It turns out that the appl icat ion of a constant pressure is equivalent to
the appl ica t ion of a constant local or particle velocity v at the same end of
the bar. By applying the momentum equation to the portion of the bar that is
subjected to the compressive stress pu l se , it has been established (4) that v
is directly related to a as fol lows:

CT = p C v . ' (I)

The stepwise application of this constant pressure (and/or constant par-
ticle velocity) to the initial end of the bar results in propagation of a
compressive stress pulse down the bar at a propagation velocity C (see Figure
4 and Figure 5). During the initial propagation stage, the whole region be-
tween the initial end of the bar and the leading edge of the stress pulse is
subjected to a uniaxial compressive .stress equal to a and an axially directed
particle velocity v (Figure 5a). When the leading edge of the compressive
pulse reaches the free end of the bar, reflection occurs and the leading por-
tion of the pulse becomes tensile propagating from the free end back down
toward the initial end. The 'tensile portion of the stress pulse produces a
uniaxial tensile stress equal to a and also an axially directed particle
velocity equal to v, for the whole region between the free end of the bar and
the leading edge of the stress pulse. The region of the bar that is affected
by the tensile portion of the stress pulse is also affected by the compress-
ive portion of the pulse. Thus, as the result of superposition, all points
in the region of the bar between the leading edge of the tensile portion of
the pulse and the free end of the bar have a net stress of zero and a net
particle velocity of Zv directed in the initial compressive pulse propagation
direction (Figure 5c).

It follows from the discussion in the proceeding paragraph that, at the
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Total Response Superposition Response
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Figure 5. The bar response for various times when a constant pressure is maintained on the end of
the bar.
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instant in time when the leading edge of the tensile portion returns to the
initial end of the bar (time 2L/C after the time the compressive pulse is in-
itiated), the bar is stress free and the particle velocity for all the par-
ticles in the bar (hence the overall velocity of the bar) is 2v (Figure 5d).
At this point, assuming that the constant pressure continues to be applied to
the initial end of the bar, the whole stress pulse propagation and reflection
process, shown in Figure 5, is repeated. As a result, the overall velocity
of the bar is increased by 2v for every 2L/C time span that the constant pres-
sure is applied. It is also worth noting that as long as the pressure con-
tinues to be applied to the end of the bar, the local stress pulse induced
stress never become negative; this stress alternates between zero and a com-
pressive stress equal to a.

It is now of interest to consider the bar reaction for the situation where
the constant pressure is instantaneously removed from the end of the bar
making the initial end of the bar also a free end. This bar reaction is con-
veniently discussed in terms of a special case and a general case. The spe-
cial case occurs when the pressure removal occurs at the exact instant when
the front edge of the reflected tensile portion of the pulse reaches the in-
itial end of the bar. For this special case, the bar is, and remains, stress
free and the velocity for all the particles in the bar is some integer multi-
ple of 2v.

The general case occurs when the applied pressure is removed any time
other than the instant in time when the effected pulse reaches the initial
end of the bar. For this general situation, a stress pulse remains in the
bar and the bar reaction depends on the tensile strength of the bar material
compared to the magnitude of the applied pressure (a). For the situation
where this pressure is greater than the tensile strength, the bar is broken
into two parts (see Figure 6). This fracture occurs because the leading edge
of the reflected tensile portion of the stress pulse, at some point, travels
beyond the trailing portion of the compressive portion of the pulse and devel-
ops a tensile stress that is sufficient to fracture the bar (Figure 6c & d).
It turns out that the point, where the tensile stress is developed, is also
a point that divides the bar into two regions that have a 2v difference in
particle velocities. Thus, a crack that divides the bar into two parts, is
formed at the point where the tensile stress is developed and the part that
contains the free end of the bar flies off at a velocity that is 2v greater
than the velocity of the other part of the bar (Figure 6d).

For the situation where the magnitude of the applied stress does not
exceed the tensile strength of the bar material, the instantaneous removal of
the applied pressure will simply result in a stress pulse that propagates
back and forth through the bar changing sign, becoming compressive and ten-
sile in turn, with each reflection (see Figure 7). The local particle veloc-
ities, at a given point, are increased by v each time the leading edge of the
stress pulse passes and are decreased by v every time the trailing edge of
the stress pulse passes. Thus, at a given point, the time that the particle
velocity is increased by v is controlled by the length of the stress pulse
and the length the time that the particle is not increased by v is controlled
by the length of the bar that is not being subjected to the stress pulse. It
follows, then, that: the greater the length of the stress .pulse (which is
controlled by the length of time the constant pressure is applied to the end
of the bar), the greater the portion of time the particle velocity is in-
creased by v and the greater the average velocity of the bar. Thus, the
stress pulse description of bar motion predicts that the magnitude of the
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Total Response Superposition Response
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d) Tensile stress induced fracture and separation of the two portions of the bar

Figure 6. The bar response for the situation where the constant pressure is removed and the applied
stress is greater than the tensile strength of the bar material.
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Total Response Superposition Response
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Figure 7. The bar response for the situation where the applied stress is removed and this stress does
not exceed the tensile strength of the bar material.
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overall bar velocity will be directly proportional to the time a constant
pressure is applied to the end of the bar which is identical to the result
predicted by a rigid body analysis for this particular situation.

The stress pulse, in a bar of idealized material, will propagate back
and forth indefinitely to maintain a constant velocity for the bar. In a
bar of actual burden material, however, the overall bar velocity will be
degraded with time due to the formation of small cracks during the tensile
portion of the stress pulse reflection cycle. This crack formation process
converts the strain energy of the stress pulse to fracture energy of the
cracks and will eventually dissipate the bulk of the strain energy, in the
stress pulse, reducing the magnitude of the stress (and the magnitude of
the stress pulse induced particle velocity) to near zero.

The observation that stress waves play a role, in the gas pressure to
rock momentum transfer process, leads to some interesting conclusions. For
example, it can be concluded that the gas pressure must be applied for the
length of time it takes for the stress pulse to propagate to the free face
and back to the location where the gas pressure is being applied, before
bulk motion of the whole burden is sure to occur. Thus, the stress waves
transit time through the burden, i.e., the thickness of the burden, is an
important parameter in the gas pressure to rock momentum transfer process.

Another'pertinent observation is that a rigid body approach, for descri-
bing the burden motion response, is totally inadequate for gas pressure
loading times that are short compared to the two way stress wave transit
time through the burden. There are two situations that must be considered
.when these short loading times occur. For the situation where the applied
| stress is greater than the tensile strength of the rock, slabbing of sur-
.face layers occurs and the thickness of the slabs are directly controlled
by the overall length of the stress pulse. When the applied stress is less
than the tensile strength of the rock material, the motion of the burden is
interpretd in terms of a stress pulse that travels back and forth through
the burden being tensile and compressive in turn. During the tensile
portion of the cycle, the stress pulse strain energy is converted to frac-
ture energy which reduces the burden velocity with time.

Neither of these two processes can be accounted for by using the rigid
body approach. 'No matter how short the applied pressure pulse is, the
rigid body approach predicts that the whole burden will be induced to move.
Also, after the applied stress has been removed, the rigid body approach
predicts that the burden velocity will remain at constant value (neglecting
gravity effects). The stress wave approach indicates that neither of these
reactions are expected to actually occur when the loading time is short com-
pared to the two way stress wave transit time through the burden. In general,
it is appropriate to use the rigid body approach only if the gas pressure
loading time is very long compared to this two way transit time.

It is assumed, for the purpose of examining the stress wave response for
the idealized bar, that the load is: instantaneously applied, remains con-
stant during the period of application, and is instantaneously removed. It
is recognized that the actual burden load, applied by the gas pressure, is
more complex than the idealized bar loading situation. The load is applied
over a time span of milliseconds; the applied load will gradually decrease
with time; and the load removal process is not instantaneous. However, the
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actual and assumed loading situations are sufficiently similar that the_
general conclusions, derived from examining the idealized bar loading sit-
uation, are also reasonably valid for the real burden loading process.

It is thus concluded that the gas pressure applied compressive stress a
will produce a stress pulse that: subjects the material to a stress of mag-
nitude a; propagates through the burden a velocity C; and increases the local
particle velocity by v=cr/pC. Assuming that the load continues to be applied,
the stress pulse will make the round trip, from the loading location to the
free face and back to the loading location, several times, increasing the
overall burden velocity by 2v each time this round trip occurs, i.e., each
2T/C time span that the load is applied (where T is the burden thickness).
However, if the applied load is removed (the gas pressure is released) before
the first stress pulse round trip has time to occur, a stress pulse remains
in the burden and the burden response depends on whether or not the tensile
strength of the burden material is greater than the magnitude of the applied
stress. The tensile strength of rock, on a large scale, can usually be con-
sidered to be negligible. So, only the case where the applied stress exceeds
the tensile strength will be considered. For this case, the stress pulse will
induce motion only in an outer portion of the burden that has a thickness that
is equal to one half of the overall stress pulse length. That is, for the
situation where the time that the load is applied is less than the two way
stress transit time through the burden, bulk motion of the whole burden will
not occur. Some of the practical implications of these conclusions will be
examined in the next section.

III. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The purpose of this section is to discuss some of the ramifications of
previously described gas pressure to rock momentum transfer process. For
the gas pressure to be fully effective, in producing the stress pulses that
induce bulk motion of the burden material, the gas pressure must penetrate
into the crack network that surrounds the blasthole as the result of the
passage of the detonation induced shock wave. That is, the gas pressure
must readily diffuse through the pulverized material in the hydrodynamic
zone that is formed immediately adjacent to the blasthole also as the
result of the detonation process (6). The extent of this hydrodynamic zone
is^directly related to the brisance, or CJ pressure, of the explosive. The
ability of the explosively produced gas to diffuse through this hydrodynamic
zone is inversely related to its radius or extent. It follows, then, that
assuming that gas penetration (and. the resulting bulk motion of the burden)
is an objective of the blast design process, the proper choice of explosive
is an explosive with low brisance or a low CJ pressure.

An important result from the previous section is that the burden load
(applied by the gas pressure acting through the large diameter hydrosta-
tically stressed cylinder) must be applied for at least the time it takes
for the stress wave to propagate from the loading location to the free face
and back to the loading location, before bulk motion of the whole burden
can occur. The time that the gas pressure applied load is effective depends
on both; 1) the time it takes for the gas pressure to fully penetrate into
the crack network that surrounds the blasthole, and 2) the subsequent time
it takes for the gas pressure to be released.

The gas pressure penetration time will include the time it takes for the
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detonation process to be completed, and the time it takes for the gas
pressure to propagate a crack from the blasthole to the gas penetration
radius (the radius of the large diameter hydrostatically stressed cylinder).
The detonation velocity of the explosive will be at least 3 m/ms (km/s) and
the maximum crack propagation speed will be on the order of 1 m/ms. Thus,
after the time that the detonation process is initiated, 1 ms must be
allowed for each 3 m length of explosive that is detonated and 1 ms must be
allowed for each meter of gas penetration radius that results. Using a
specific example, where the explosive column length is 1.5 m and the gas
penetration rad'ius is 4 m, the total time for the gas pressure to become
effective will be approximately 4.5 ms.

The time it takes for the gas pressure to be released depends, in part,
on the particular mechanism that causes the release of the gas pressure.
Gas pressure release can occur as the result of at least three different
mechanisms: failure of the stemming material, crack propagation from the
gas location to the free face, and cooling the gas to a point where the
water portion of the explosive gas condenses. The time for crack propaga-
tion to the free face depends on the blasting configuration used; the gas
cooling time depends on the explosive configuration and the type of explo-
sive used; and the confinement time provided by the stemming depends on the
resistance, developed within the stemming material, to ejection. Regarding
the stemming, consider a specific example where a pressure of 1.013 GPa (10
Kb) is applied to the bottom of a column of stemming material that is:
0.15 m in diameter, 1.5 m long, and has a S.6. of 1.0 (water for example).
Assuming that there is no friction between the stemming material and the
borehole wall to resist ejection, calculations indicate that all of this
stemming material will be ejected something like 1.5 ms after detonation is
complete. The 1.5 ms of confinement time is definitely not sufficient to
induce bulk motion of the burden. This example indicates that a shearing
resistance must be developed within the stemming material, and friction
must be developed between the stemming and the borehole wall, if bulk rock
motion of the burden is to be induced.

The specific examples, used in the previous discussion, were obtained
from a hypothetical cratering test shot in oil shale. This hypothetical
test shot utilizes a 0.15 m diameter blasthole drilled 3 m deep. The
bottom 1.5 m is filled with explosive while stemming is placed in the upper
1.5 m, so the resulting burden is 1.5 m. Since the stress wave propagation
speed is at least 3 m/ms in oil shale, the two way stress wave transit time
through this burden is 1 ms. This explosive configuration will produce a
crater that has a 4 m radius leading to the presumption that the gas pres-
sure penetration radius is also 4 m and the time required for gas penetra-
tion is 4 ms. To summarize: 0.5 ms is required for the detonation process,
the gas penetration process requires 4 ms, and the two way stress wave
transit time through the burden is 1 ms. So, for this example, the explo-
sive gas pressure must be confined for a total time span of 5 to 6 ms (0.5
ms + 4 ms + 1 ms = 5.5 ms) before bulk motion of all the rock in the crater
can be expected to occur. Also, as the result of repeated reflections of
the subsequent gas pressure produced stress pulses, the burden velocity
will be increased by 2v for each millisecond that the gas pressure confine-
ment time is extended beyond this point.

It is of interest to consider what the expected response of the surface
material will be, for this specific explosive configuration. Assuming that
the explosive is bottom detonated, the detonation induced shock wave will
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reach the surface 1 ms after the explosive is initiated (0.5 ms for the deton-
ation process and 0.5 ms for shock wave propagation through the burden). This
shock wave will produce the initial surface response by inducing motion in the
slabs of material broken from the surface. The first gas pressure induced
stress pulse will reach the surface of the underlying intact rock 4.5 ms
later, inducing a stepwise increase in the velocity of the intact rock surface
of 2v. Each millisecond point thereafter, that the gas pressure is confined,
the surface velocity of the intact rock will be stepped up by 2v. Assuming
that the gas pressure is confined for a sufficient time, the intact rock will
eventually catch up with the shock wave induced slabs. After this occurs, it
should be possible to observe the stepwise increases in surface velocity
(with high-speed photometric measurements for example) as long as the gas
pressure continues to be contained. Interestingly, a stepwise increase in
surface velocity was actually observed, and was reported, by Petkof et al
(7) lending support to the hypothesis that burden motion occurs as the result
of the propagation of gas pressure induced stress pulses through the burden.

The blast performance, for a typical conventional blast configuration,
is not expected to be strongly influenced by the choice of burden thickness.
This result occurs because, for these blast configurations, the burdens are
sufficiently thin that the two way stress wave transit time through the
burden is not a major portion of the total time that the gas pressure must
be confined to insure bulk motion of the burden material. There are,
however, some significant deviations from this general result. In partic-
ular, the burdens for the Geokinetics overburden lift process, and coyote
blasting configurations, will be sufficiently thick that the burden thick-
ness will play a significant role in the blast design process.

The extent of the oil shale resource that can be addressed by a Geokinetics
type overburden lift process will directly depend on the maximum thickness of
overburden that can be raised by this process. Accordingly, it is of interest
to develop a reasonable estimate of this maximum overburden thickness. Using
vertical blastholes, Geokinetics, Inc. has successfully lifted a particular
region of overburden where the thickness varied between 18 and 27 m. Based
on this result, it is reasonable to expect that this process can be extended
to overburdens that are up to 30 m thick. The two way stress wave transit
time, through a burden this thick, is 20 ms. This 20 ms time span will def-
initely be a major portion of the total time span that the gas pressure con-
finement is required to produce bulk motion of the overburden material.
Indeed it appears likely that the requirement, that the gas pressure be active
for_the two way stress wave transit time through the burden, will provide the
limiting constraint that will determine the maximum thickness of the overburdert
that can be lifted by the Geokinetics process. For an overburden thickness of
30 m, it is unlikely that the release of the gas pressure will occur as the
result of either stemming failure or crack propogation to the free surface.
The most likely gas pressure reduction mechanism will be simply cooling the
gas to a point where the water component condenses. It is reasonable to
assume that, for a given explosive configuration, this cooling time will be
nearly a constant value that is independent of overburden thickness. Thus,
since the time that the gas pressure must remain active increases by 2 ms for
each 3 m increase in overburden thickness, at some point, the overburden
thickness will be increased beyond the point where the gas pressure can remain
active for the full two way stress wave transit time through the overburden
(ie. a sufficient length of time to insure that bulk motion of the whole over-
burden will occur). One technique that can be used to determine the total
time span over which the gas pressure is active, is to monitor the actual
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temperature and/or pressure of the explosive gas, as a function of time, for
a suitable blast configuration (an overburden lifting round for a retort with
a 30 m thick overburden, for example). The maximum overburden thickness,
that can be raised is then obtained by multiplying this total gas pressure
activity time span by (3 m/ms)/2. Thus, pressure and/or temperature measur-
ements, made on the explosive gas, can provide an estimate of the maximum
thickness of overburden that can be lifted by high explosives placed in
Vertical blastholes.

It will be possible to extend this overburden lift process, to overbur-
dens thicknesses that are greater than this theoretical maximum thickness,
by using appropriate techniques. For example, using two or more sets of
charges, located at different depths, to lift the overburden in stages. Un-
fortunately, there are at least three potential disadvantages to this approach
1) permeable zones are produced within the overburden, at the charge levels,
which may allow leakage of process gases during retorting; 2) it is difficult
to determine the charge timing sequence that is appropriate for this compli-
cated process where motion is simultaneously induced in two or more layers of
overburden; and 3) the upper portion of the overburden will have to be raised
an extra measure, to accommodate the bulking within the overburden, as well
as the required void space in the retort zone.

Another possible approach, for increasing the overburden thickness that
can be raised, is to use an appropriate type of explosive. The expected
problem with typical commercial high explosives, is that the time that the
gas pressure is active is limited by the condensation of the water component
of the explosive gas (which occurs when the gas is cooled). Thus, the sol-
ution is to extend the time that the gas pressure is active. There are two
possible approaches to accomplishing this goal. The first approach is to
utilize an explosive that produces a minimum amount of water, as a component
of the explosive gas, i.e., increase the time that the gas pressure is
active by increasing the amount of permanent gas that is produced by the
explosive. The second approach is to utilize an explosive configuration
that produces gas pressure over an extended period of time, i.e., use a
propellent to provide the gas pressure. The propellent type of approach
that appears to have the most potential is to couple a high explosive with
the propellent. The basic idea is that: the high explosive will produce
the crack network, that is required to allow the gas pressure to be effec-
tive in loading the burden, and the propellent will extend the time period
the gas pressure is active by producing gas pressure over an extended time
period. One possible configuration is to: place the high explosive in the
top portion of the blasthole; place .the propellent in the bottom portion of
the blasthole; and use a top initiating procedure. In this instance, the
high explosive will produce the requisite crack network around the top
region of the blasthole just under the bottom of the overburden. The high
explosive will also initiate the propellent, when detonation is complete,
and the propellent produced gas will then penetrate into the crack network
and load the overburden for the requisite two way stress wave transit time
through the burden. Thus, although there is some upper limit to the thick-
ness of burden that can be moved using high explosives, it is likely that
this thickness can be increased using appropriate techniques such as:
moving the burden in stages; using an explosive that has a high percentage
of permanent gas; or using a combination of propellent and high explosive.

IV. SUMMARY
One result of the detonation of a high explosive, in a bl.asthole, is theElectronic publication by Daniel Johansson 2015-06-25 after permission by Editors-in-chief Agne Rustan and Roger Holmberg
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production of a hydrodynamic zone of pulverized material in the region that is
just adjacent to the blasthole. To minimize the extent of this gas pressure
diffusion inhibiting hydrodynamic zone, it is desirable to use an explosive
with low briscance or low CJ pressure. Thus, assuming that an appropriate
explosive is used, the gas pressure will penetrate into the crack network that
surrounds the blasthole and this gas penetration will, in turn, produce a large;
diameter hydrostatically stressed cylinder of material. This large diameter
.hydrostatically stressed cylinder, then, applies a constant load to the burden
•material and produces a compressive stress pulse that propagates through the
burden. The stress wave description of burden motion is compatible with the
rigid body approach to predicting the burden motion, but, the rigid body
approach is totally inadequate for gas pressure loading times that are short
compared to the two way stress pulse transit time through the burden.

The most important result that was produced was the observation that the
gas pressure applied load must be applied for sufficient time that the gas
pressure produced stress pulse has time to propagate to the free face and
back to the loading location, before bulk motion of all the burden material
will occur. It was noted that, for conventional blasting configurations,-
the burden is sufficiently thin that the two way transit time is not a major
portion of the total time that the gas pressure must be applied to insure
that bulk motion of the burden will occur. As a result, the burden thickness
does not significantly impact the blast design process for conventional blast-
ing configurations. There are, however, exceptions to this situation. In
particular, the overburden, for the Geo kinetics overburden lift process, will
eventually become too thick to be lifted with conventional explosives in
vertical blastholes. When the burden exceeds this thickness, there are two
possible recourses. First, lift the overburden in stages with explosives in
two or more levels. Second, use a different type of explosive. The types of
explosive that may be appropriate are: explosives that produce a minimum
amount of water as a product in the explosive gases and/or propellents that
produce their pressure over an extended period of time.
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EFFECT OF EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES, ROCK TYPE AND DELAYS ON
FRAGMENTATION IN LARGE MODEL BLASTS

BY OSWALD R. BERGMANN

E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY
PETROCHEMICALS DEPARTMENT

EXPLOSIVES PRODUCTS DIVISION
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, USA

ABSTRACT

Results from instrumented model blasting experiments
in large 15 ton blocks of homogeneous granite, limestone
and sandstone showed that rock fragmentation 'is controlled
by a combination of several properties rather than a
single one. Empirical fragmentation equations were de-
veloped for granite, limestone and sandstone. From these
relationships an expression was developed that may be
used to rate fragmentation performance of different
explosives. The effect of delays on fragmentation was
also studied. Best fragmentation was obtained when
delays between holes were one to two milliseconds per foot
of burden and very poor fragmentation was observed for
extremely short delays and for simultaneously detonated
holes.
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INTRODUCTION

The most important industrial use for chemical explosives
at the present time is for rock blasting operations in quar-
ries and mines. Until recently, effective use of explosives
in rock blasting was mainly an art developed over many
decades by practical experience. There are good reasons why
quantitative scientific understanding of the interaction of
key variables in the blasting process was meager or nonexis-
tent for a long time.

Although rock blasting with explosives is a process that
requires only a few, relatively simple operations (drilling
of holes, loading of holes with explosives and detonating via
blasting cap from remote location), the detailed physical
processes that lead to the observable end result are anything
but simple and occur in such a short time that observation
becomes difficult. Particularly the factors that cause most
of the rock breakage, namely the transient stresses and their
distribution set up in the rock by the detonation of the
explosive, are complex and are influenced by many variables.

For the above-stated reasons, the important practical
problem of relating explosives properties to blasting re-
sults, particularly fragmentation, remained relatively
obscure until recently. To provide answers to these
important questions Du Font's Explosives Research group
conducted an in-depth experimental study over a period of
several years (Ref. 1,2). The study involved instrumented
model blasting experiments in large, crack-free blocks of
rock such as granite, limestone and sandstone. By normal
laboratory standards the size of the blocks of rock was quite
large. Typically, each block weighed about 15 tons, but this
size was deemed necessary to retain realistic scaling ratios.
A schematic sketch of the experimental arrangement is given
in Pig. 1 and a photograph of the experimental installation
showing the "rock catcher" is shown in Pig. 2.

Results from these experiments showed that rock
fragmentation is not controlled by a single explosive prop-
erty but by a combination of several properties. Empirical
fragmentation equations were developed for granite, limestone
and sandstone. Prom these relationships an expression was
developed that may be used to rate fragmentaion performance
of different explosives.
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Rgure 1. Experimental arrangement for
model rook blasting experiments (schematic).

Rgure 2. Model rock blasting installation showing rock being
placed Inside "rock catcher".
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The heart of this expression is an empirical term which allows
comparison of the relative fragmentation performance of equal
volumes of different explosives at the same burden distance
and borehole diameter. This term is defined as:

Explosive Performance Terra — (0-36
-

V? Vj Equ.(l)

where pc = density of explosive, g/cm3

Da = detonation velocity of explosive, km/sec
Vr = sonic velocity of rock to be blasted, km/sec
Rv = volume decoupling ratio = shot-hole volume : explosive volume
Ewkle — calculated maximum expansion work of explosive in Kcal/g.

RV in the. above equation becomes unity when the explo-
sive fills the borehole completely. If the numerical value
of the "Explosive Performance Term" for a given explosive
is higher than that of the standard, a better fragmentation
performance, i.e. smaller average fragment size, is inferred.
Likewise, a smaller number than that of the standard indi-
cates inferior performance.

Examination of the "Explosive Performance Term,"
equation (1), tells us a great deal about the relative
importance of different explosives properties in influencing
fragmentation in rock blasting operations. The following
main points are brought out:

Detonation velocity, up to a certain point, is of
great importance in producing smaller fragment size. This
is shown by the fact that the detonation velocity exponent
is twice that of the energy (expansion work) exponent.
However, this is only true when De is below the sonic
velocity of the rock. When De exceeds the sonic velocity,
the value of the term

in equation (1) does net change much and actually begins to
decline for De/Vr ratios above 1.3- This means that detona-
tion velocities greatly in excess of the sonic velocity will
not lead to any further improvement in fragmentation.

Charge energy, in terms of maximum expansion work, is
very important. Equation (1) shows clearly that increased
charge energy (expansion work) per unit length of 'shot-hole
will produce smaller fragment size under otherwise comparable
conditions.
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Density of the explosive is an important factor. Higher
density explosives will give smaller fragment size provided
the increased density does not result in lower expansion work
(energy) or lower detonation velocity values.

Coupling and loading density.. Equation (1) shows clearly
that good coupling between explosive and shot-hole wall will
produce better fragmentation (decoupling ratio Ry as small as
possible, or loading density as high as possible.)

The overall conclusion from this work is that fragmenta-
tion in blasting is not controlled by a single explosives
property such as energy but by a combination of explosives
energy, detonation velocity, density, degree of coupling
between explosive and borehole wall, by the sonic velocity of
the rockj by the powder factor and by the shot geometry.

The "Explosive Performance Term" (Equ. (1)) can be used
as the basis of a rating system for blasting explosives which
accounts realistically for the interplay of several explosive
parameters and rock properties in contrast to the traditional
systems which are generally based on explosive energy alone.
This improved insight into the effect of different explosive
properties on blasting action also constitutes a highly use-
ful tool in guiding development work on new explosives
formulations which are specifically tailored for blasting of
different types of rock.

A second subject that was clarified considerably by the
results of a related and similar research program was the
question of what are the quantitative effects of delays and
of shot-hole patterns on rock fragmentation in typical bench
blasting operations (Ref. 2). This is a question of great
practical importance. Over the past 30 years, commercial
practice in all types of rock blasting uses millisecond
delay intervals between holes and rows of holes. The main
advantages of millisecond delay blasting are improved rock
fragmentation and reduced ground vibration.

Numerous reports on this subject have appeared in the
literature over the years. However, most of the reports
have been qualitative with regard to fragmentation. In
particular, there is a lack of information about the effects
of very short and precisely controlled delay times on frag-
mentation in rock blasting and about the effects of different
hole patterns.

In order to'provide quantitative experimental informa-
tion on this subject instrumented model rock blasting
experiments were carried out on crack-free granite blocks.
The shots were arranged as multi-hole bench blasting shots
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and delay times between holes were controlled precisely by
using a single cap to simultaneously initiate parallel lines
of different lengths of "low energy" detonating cord leading
to each individual shot-hole.

The results showed (see Pig. 3,4&5) that best fragmen-
tation results were obtained when delays between holes were
one to two milliseconds per ft. of burden and when a
rectangular shot-hole pattern was used with spacings larger
than the burden.

Saiae powder factor for all shots (burden X spacing
same for all shots)

Figure 3. Effect of delay time between shotholes on average
fragment size.

Figure 4. Poor rock fragmentation resulting from simultaneous
initiation of holes.
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Rgure 5. Excellent rock fragmentation resulting from
delayed initiation using rectangular hole pattern and
delays of 2 milliseconds per foot of burden.

Effective fragmentation in multiple hole blasts seemed
to depend primarily on the full development of the crack
network around each hole before the charge in the next hole
was detonated. The test results showed that simultaneous or
almost simultaneous initiation of shot-holes in bench blast-
ing resulted in poor fragmentation. Optimum delay times., as
derived from the results of this work, are consistent with
present field practice and these model blasting experiments
also confirmed the beneficial effect of rectangular shot
hole patterns compared to square patterns.

In summary, one key point emerges clearly and is
sufficiently illustrated by the above described examples of
recent research on rock blasting with explosives: Great
strides have been made during the last two decades by the
leading organizations in this field to put this age-old art
on a sound scientific basis.
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ABSTRACT

Ihe significance of the tensile strength as one of the parameters determining
the resistance of rocks to blasting has been emphasized within the field of
blasting research. In the paper the applicability and interpretation of tensile
strength tests in connection with rock characterization for blasting is discussed.

Brazilian tests, uniaxial tensile strength tests and point load tests have been
performed on rock material drilled out from the vicinity of a blasting operation
prior to and after blasting. Both the Brazilian tests and the uniaxial tensile
strength tests revealed no general decrease of the remaining rock material
strength due to the blasting. RQD and fracture frequency calculations indicated
a low degree of remaining rock damage in a part of the rock mass close to the
blasts. The absence of damage and problems encountered at the blasting may, on
the basis of the results from the tensile strength tests, be explained as a
result of the state of fissuring of the rock material. On the basis of the re-
sults it is suggested that more research should be aimed at the use of
Brazilian and uniaxial tensile strength tests as methods for characterizing the
rock strength for fragmentation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The significance of the tensile strength as one of the parameters determining
the resistance of rocks to blasting has been emphasized within the field of
blasting research. In an early attempt to classify blasting resistance Ilino
(1959) suggested the use of a "biastability coefficient" defined as the ratio
between the compressive and the tensile strengths. Later the tensile strength
was included in a formula aiming at the characterization of the rock resistance
to blasting in tunnelling (Bergh-Chris tensen and Selmer-Olsen (1970)). Among
previous work performed at SveDeFo Persson, Lundborg and Johansson (1970) explain
the appearance of radial cracks around a blasthole as a result of tangential
tensile stresses first appearing one or two hole radii out from the blasthole
wall. The propagation of these cracks in bench blasting is furthermore indicated
to be effected by tensile waves reflected from the front of the bench (Field
and Ladegaard-Pedersen (1969)), Results from investigations of the remaining rock
damage at blasting also encourage studies of the strength of rock materials.
Measurements indicate that displacements taking place in the remaining rock are
results of both movements in existing joints and fracturing of rock that prior
to blasting would be classified as intact (Holmberg and Persson (1979),
Holmberg and Maki (1982)).
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In the waiting for future characterization methods using dynamic strength
tests and fracture mechanics principles it is the aim of this paper to discuss
the interpretation and applicability of conventional tensile strength tests
in connection with rock characterization for blasting. To provide a basis for
the discussion methods for determining tensile strength will be described.
A case history will finally form the basis for conclusions.

2. THE TENSILE STRENGTH OF ROCKS

The rock mechanics literature contains a large number of papers on the subject
of tensile testing of rocks. The two testing methods recommended by the Inter-
national Society for Rock Mechanics, ISRM (1978), the Brazilian test and the
uniaxial tensile strength test, are discussed by Hawkes and Mellor (1970, 1971).

The two testing methods are often subjected to criticism, the Brazilian test
due to uncertainty concerning the point of failure initiation and the indirect
testing procedure which assumes linearly elastic material behaviour. The main
objection against the uniaxial tensile strength test is the problem of achieving
a uniform stress distribution in the sample. Since most rocks are weakest in
tension, however, the tensile strength is an important parameter and it is
the authors opinion that tensile strength tests should not be avoided provided
that the testing procedures are critically analyzed and interpretations are made
with an ambition to control the uncertainties. Both the Brazilian test and
the uniaxial tensile strength test must be regarded as rock material tests i.e.
specimens are prepared from unfractured core parts. It is the authors judgement
that for sufficient fragmentation rock material failure has to be achieved, at
least for cases of competent rock with a low density of larger existing frac-
tures .

In the following the recommended testing procedures for Brazilian tests and
uniaxial tensile strength tests will be discussed.

2.1 The Brazilian test

The Brazilian test is performed by diametral compression of a cylindrical rock
specimen. Knowledge is demanded of the stress distribution in the loaded specimen
before the stage of failure can be analyzed. A stress solution for a line loaded
specimen of homogeneous, isotropic and linearly elastic material was first
obtained by H. R. Hertz in 1883.

The stresses in such a specimen are also described by Colback (1966) . By
applying a strength criterion according to the Griffith fracture theory contours
were established showing the likelihood of failure in different parts of the
specimen. The results indicate that failure is likely to initiate either close
to the points of line loading or in the center of the specimen. Since the critical
crack orientation in the specimen parts close to the loading points is not in line
with the loading diameter and these parts of the specimen also contain high
compressive stresses failure initiating close to the loading points is not to be
taken as an indication of tensile failure. According to Colback the Brazilian test
can be regarded as a correct test only if failure is initiated in the centre of
the specimen. This can be achieved by distributing the load over larger areas of
the cylindrical surface of the specimen, figure 1.

The distribution of the load was by Colback achieved with pieces of cardboard
inserted between the specimen and the loading plates. According to Mellor and
Hawkes (1971) cardboard pieces should have a thickness equal to one percent of the
specimen diameter. As another way of distributing the load Mellor and Hawkes used
a curved-jaw loading jig, figure 2. The radius of the jaws should be 1.5 x
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Figure 1. Applied load and principal stress directions along the loading diameter
in the Brazilian test.

Half ball bearing

Upper jaw

Hole with
clearance on dowel

Guide pin

rLower jaw

Test specimen

Figure 2. Loading jig for Brazilian tests, after the ISKM (1978).

specimen radius thus giving an arc of contact (2ct) of approximately 10 at fail-
ure. The jig is recommended by the ISKM (1978) who also suggest the use of a
single layer of masking tape (thickness 0.2 - 0.4 mm) wrapped around the specimen.
By using the jig Mellor and Hawkes obtained fractured specimens containing one
diametral fracture only in the center of the specimen. The propagation of the
fracture ceased before it reached the specimen areas close to the points of
loading.

A stress solution for the case of load distribution over finite arcs is
given by Hondros (1959). The principal tensile stress in the center of the
specimen is given by the equation

„ P /sin 2a _ x\ P
(1)

where t is the specimen thickness and the other parameters are defined in figure 1.

With a 15 arc of contact the error introduced by use of the approximate ex-
pression for Og is 2 %. For specimens showing no fractures apart from the primary
diametral fracture the tensile strength may be calculated using equation (1).
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Figures 3 and 4, after Mellor and Hawkes (1971), illustrate the influence of
specimen geometry on the tensile strength for various rocks. The tensile
strength is not indicated to be decisively effected by a change of specimen
thickness for thickness.es greater than the specimen radius. Similarly the
tensile strength is not indicated to be much effected by a change of specimen
diameter provided that the diameter exceeds 2.5 - 3.0 cm. The influence of the
specimen geometry on the tensile strength has also been investigated by Tourenq
and Denis (1970) . Cardboard inserts giving an arc of contact of 23 were used.
The results, reviewed by Maki (1983), are similar to those in figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 3. The Brazilian tensile strength as a function of specimen thickness.
Specimen diameter = 5 cm. After Mellor and Hawkes (1971) .
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Figure 4. The Brazilian tensile strength as a function of specimen diameter.
Specimen thickness equal to the radius. After Mellor and Hawkes (1971).
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The influence of the loading rate is illustrated in figure 5 after Mellor and
Hawkes (1971). The results indicate that the tensile strength is little effected
by loading rate for loading rates less than 0.1 cm/minute.

In the recommendations for Brazilian tests published by the ISRM (1978) it is
stated that the specimen diameter should exceed 54 mm, the thickness should be
equal to the specimen radius and the loading rate should be such that failure in
the weakest rocks will occur within 15-30 seconds of loading. Alternatively a
loading rate of 200 N/s is recommended. The ISRM also give recommendations on
the preparation of the specimens.

30

20

10

Grani te

Sandstone

Figure 5.

1CT3 1CT2 TO"1 10° 101

nominal head speed (cm/min)

The Brazilian tensile strength as a function of loading rate for two
rock types. After Mellor and Hawkes (1971).

2.2 The uniaxial tensile strength test

Various methods for the performance of the test are discussed by Hawkes and
Mellor (1970). Recommendations are given by the ISRM (1978) and the American
Society for Testing and Materials, ASTM (1978). The testing procedure recommended
by the ASTM is shown in figure 6a.

According to the ISRM the length of the linkage system transferring the load
from the metal caps to the pulling machine should on both sides of the specimen
be at least twice the diameter of the metal caps. The diameter of the metal caps
should not be less than the specimen diameter and not exceed it by more than
2 mm. Recommendations concerning specimen dimensions and loading rates are
summarized in table 1. Recommendations on specimen preparation are given by ISRM.
Careful preparation is a demand if a uniform stress distribution is to be achieved

The influence of excentric loading has been investigated by Wijk (1979a). For
the case in figure 6b beam theory gives:

51. M = 4
On d (2 )

0 -P0 -P

where e is the excentricity defined as e = — —
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(a)

Hi

'\

(b)

Figure 6 a-b Uniaxial tensile strength testing procedure.
(a) Performance recommended by the ASTM (1978).
(b) Effect of excentric loading, after Wijk (1979 a).

Table 1. Recommendations concerning specimen geometry and loading rate at
uniaxial tensile strength tests. •

Specimen length/diameter

Specimen diameter

'r-ate

ASTM (1978)

2.Q - 2.5

ISRM (1978)

2.5 - 3.0

48 mm •- 54 mm
(min. 10 times largest grain size)

failure should
occur after 5-
15 min. of loading

failure should
occur within 5
min. of loading
(alternatively
0.5 - 1.0 MPa/s)
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To detect excentric loading in compression tests strain measurements were
performed by Wijk. Four axial gauges mounted with a 90 separation at the raid-
plane of the specimens were used. Assuming a uinusoidal variation of axial
strains around the specimen measured strains, Ej to £jv> ma7 be interpreted as a
result of.an average strain, EO, and a maximum additional strain, EI, according
to the equations

E.J. = E0 + EI sin ¥ (3)

EI]; = EO + EI sin (¥ + 90°) (4)

£II:I. = EO + EI sin (¥ + 180°) and (5)

£ = EO + EI sin (V + 270°) (5)

where the angle ¥ defines the position of maximum strain.

From the equations (3) - (6) expressions for the strains £0 and EI may be
derived:

Assuming linearly elastic material the equation (2) then gives the excentrici ty:

e - £j_
6 ~ 4s0

The uniaxial compression tests performed by Wijk (1979a) revealed excentrici-
ties between 2 and 6 % for 62 mm diameter specimens of granite.

3. RESULTS FROM TENSILE STRENGTH TESTS PERFORMED ON ROCK MATERIAL FROM THE
VICINITY OF A BLASTING OPERATION AND A REVIEW OF BLASTING RESULTS

To enable a detailed study of the strength and the fracturing of the surround-
ing rock, cores were drilled out prior to arid after the blasting of a raise in
the Fabian orebody of the Malmberget underground mine. The performance of the
blasting operation was undertaken by SveDeFo in cooperation with the University
of Lulea as a part of research on the application of large diameter holes in
underground mining and as the method of excavation Vertical Crater Retreat (VCR)
was selected, table 2.

Table 2. Data from VCR-raising in the Malmberget mine, after Holmberg et al
(1980).

Location of raise: between the 49A and the 530 m levels

Diameter of charge holes: 102 mm

Explosives: Dynamex and ANFO
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The location of the cores, drilled from the 494 m level, is shown in figure 7.
The drilling was performed completely within the orebody and a representative
core piece contained 95% magnetite and, in addition, magnetic pyrite, quartz and
biotite.

after blasting

prior to blasting

charge holes

(a)

Figure 7 a-b. Position of drill cores and charge holes at VCR-raising in the
Malmberget mine, (a) vertical section, (b) horizontal section.

The cores were investigated with respect to fracture frequencies and RQD-values,
specimens for Brazilian tests and uniaxial tensile strength tests were prepared
and tested. Finally point load tests were also performed. The primary aim was to
in terms of fracture frequencies and RQD-values characterize the damage to the
rock surrounding the raise and to by using the strength tests detect small scale
rock damage. As a working hypothesis it was assumed that a growth of the length
of fissures and microcracks could be detected using results from uniaxial tensile
strength tests and Brazilian tests as indicated by the results in table 3 after
Tourenq and Denis (1970) .

Figure 8 shows the performance of the Brazilian and the uniaxial tensile
strength tests. All tests were performed using an Instron servohydraulic testing
machine. A spherical seat was used to avoid non-uniform loading in the Brazilian
tests. In the uniaxial tensile strength tests an epoxy resin of high strength
was used for the fastening of the specimens. Steel cylinders and fixtures con-
taining thrust spherical plain bearings provided the load application system.
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Table 3.

Rock type

Limestone
it

IT

Granite

The influence of fissure length on the a /CT -ratio. After Tourenq
and Denis (1970). (Table also given by Goodman (1976)).

Basalt

Fissure length
(mm)

0.2

1-5

3-5

2-6

<0.1

0.3

1-3

2-5

1-10

3-20

<0.1

2-10

CTT/CTBT

1

' 0.45

0.47

0.31

0.93

0.7

0.50

0.34

0.14

0.07

0.9

0.15

(a) (b)

Figure 8 a-b. Performance of Brazilian, (a), and uniaxial tensile strength, (b):
tests.
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Prior to the uniaxial tensile strength tests the functioning of the load appli-
cation system was studied using an aluminium specimen with four axial gauges for
strain measurements. Calculations of the excentricity for three tests performed
up to a load corresponding to an average tensile stress of 6.4 MPa resulted in
excentricities less than 2.5 % at maximum load. Data on the performance of the
Brazilian tests and the uniaxial tensile strength tests are summarized in table
4. All details on the performance and the results have been reported by Maki
and Holmberg (1980).

Table 4. Data on the performance of strength tests.

Brazilian tests Uniaxial tensile
strength tests

Specimen 31.5 mm 31.5 mm
diameter

Specimen = radius twice the
length diameter

Speed of 0.12 cm/minute 0.60 MPa/minute
loading (failure within (9 MPa in 15 minutes)

15-30 s)

Load cardboard sheets,
distribution thickness = 0.3 mm

(2ct fa 8-11°)

Treatment of stored for 24 h at a temperature of 100° C before
specimens testing

Figure 9 shows the results from the Brazilian tests performed prior to and
after blasting. The results were possible to divide into groups referring to two
modes of failure, here denoted stable and unstable failures:

- Stable failure. Failure along the line of loading, extension of the fracture
was limited to the central part of the specimen. Areas around points of load-
ing only slightly or not at all fractured. Specimen halves not completely
separated.

- Unstable failure. Failure along the line of loading, fractures close to the
points of loading and in other directions in the specimen. Specimen halves
completely separated.

Significance testing revealed a significant difference between the average
tensile strengths, a , for the two groups of results. The regression line and
95 % confidence limits show the variation of a along the cores for stable
failures only. -No significant difference was obtained between the results
obtained prior to and after blasting.

Figure 10 shows the results from the uniaxial tensile strength tests. Since
no major difference between the uniaxial tensile strengths, a , prior to and
after blasting was obtained the regression line and the confidence limits have
been calculated based on all the results. The results from the point load tests,
figure 11, indicate a variation of the point load strength index more agreeing
with the results from the uniaxial tensile strength tests than with the results
from the Brazilian tests.
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Figure 9. Results from Brazilian tests.
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• stable failure prior to blasting

O stable failure after blasting
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Figure 10. Results from uniaxial tensile strength tests. 1) fai lure along plane

of weakness, 2) specimen contpining non-ore minerals.
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From the results in figures 9 and 10 it was concluded that no general decrease
of the tensile strength had occurred due to the blasting, it was however noted
that the variations of the tensile strengths along the cores as given by the
regression lines result in a^/a^-xatios agreeing with the ones obtained by
Tourenq and Denis (1970) which strengthened the idea of using tensile strength
test results as a means of characterizing the state of fissuring of the rock.

The results from the blasting of the raise are reported by Holmberg et al
(1980). During the operation several problems were encountered. Charge hole
deviations were larger than expected. In spite of the fact that some re-drilling
was made this resulted in greater distances between corner holes and the centre
hole than was originally planned, particularly in the lower parts of the raise.
Problems were furthermore encountered in the measuring of the position of the
rock surface after blasting and in the plugging of holes, the latter problem
being partly caused by a tendency for the charge hole orifices to become coni-
cally shaped after blasting. Together with other possible factors of influence
these problems were reflected in the blasting results. In the initial stage of
the work where Dynamex cartridges (7 kg in each hole) were used only approxi-
mately 25 % of the craters obtained reached the stipulated depth of 1.4 m.
After changing the explosive to ANFO larger crater depths were obtained. The
amount of explosive was however also increased (5-24 kg in each hole). To
identify a single factor as the one causing the p.roblems and the unexpectedly
bad result of the blasting is a difficult task, it was however by Holmberg et al
(1980) stated that to a major extent the blasting results appeared to be depend-
ing on the structure of the rock.

A different approach to the study of the rock resistance to blasting is to
investigate the remaining rock damage. Figure 12, after Maki and Holmberg (1980),
shows the results from the determinations of RQD-values prior to and after
blasting. At the calculations all fractures separating core parts were used.

RQD-value

1.0-

0.8-

0.6-

0.4

0.2-

0

prior to -blasting

after blasting

Rock quality:

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Very poor

T— u (m)
10 15

Figure 12. RQD-values prior to and after blasting.
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No major decrease of the rock quality was obtained for the rock mass closest to
the raise. For the rock mass closer to the drift however a decrease of the rock
quality was noted. Similarly the results of fracture frequency calculations,
figures 13 and 14, indicated a low relative increase of the fracture frequency
in the rock mass closest to the raise. On the basis of the results in figures
12 to 14 it was by Maki and Holmberg (1980) concluded that an unexpectedly low
degree of damage was obtained close to the raise.

Fracture frequency
(fractures/m)

20-

Ib-
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5 -
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. —
— _
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prior to blasting

u (m)

0 5 1 0 1 5

Figure 13. Fracture frequencies prior to and after blasting.
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Figure 14. Relative increase of fracture frequencies.
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4. DISCUSSION

The general agreement between the results from the Brazilian tests and the
uniaxial tensile strength tests confirm the validity of the conclusions con-
cerning the Brazilian test given by Mellor and Hawkes (1971) and Colback (1966)
In a valid test only a diametral fracture, figure 15, should be obtained.

Figure 15. Brazilian test specimen after stable failure.

The experiments performed by Tourenq and Denis (1970), resulting in CT / e r -
ratics according to table 3, were performed under conditions to some extent
differing from the ones followed at the experiments presented here. The Bra-
zilian tests were for instance performed on specimens with a diameter of 40 mm,
a thickness equal to the diameter and with a load distribution angle of 23 .
An investigation of the effects of the discrepancies, Maki (1983), does however
not indicate that different results should be expected from the two methods of
testing. It may thus be concluded that the results from the experiments give
a /O_ — ratios agreeing with the ones presented by Tourenq and Denis and may
be interpreted as reflecting the state of fissuring of the rock material. Look-
ing at the results of the blasting and from the investigation of the remaining
rock damage, the experienced high resistance of the rock may be explained as a
result of an existing state of fissuring characterized by short fissures rather
than longer ones. In the parts of the rock mass closer to the drift a decreased
rock quality was obtained. As would be expected from this line of reasoning the
tensile strength tests for this part of the rock mass indicate a state of
fissuring more characterized by longer fissures.

The results from the investigations thus show that more attention should be
paid to the conventional tensile strength tests due to the fact that they, apart
from being strength tests, may be used to give information about the small scale
structures of the rock. For future applications in connection with blasting
more research could lead to useful results relating the tensile strength, the
state of fissuring and the rock resistance to fragmentation.
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Concerning the results from the point load tests an observation can be made.
From the point load strength index the compressive strength of the rock material
may be calculated using relations such as the one proposed by Broch and Franklin-
(1972). Results however also exist indicating a relation between the point load
strength index and the uniaxial tensile strength, Wijk (1979 b), and the results
presented here form a support for such a relation.
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DYNAMIC PHOTOELASTIC STUDIES ON DELAYED
PRE-SPLIT BLASTING

K. R. Y. Slmha, D. C. Uolloway and W. L. Fourney

University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742

ABSTRACT

Pre-split blasting, as conventionally practiced on the field, is accomplished
by the detonation of a series of appropriately spaced columnar charges designed
to detonate simultaneously. Yet, actually, due to the conditions on the field,
it is practically impossible to achieve perfect simultaneity in the detonation
of all the charges. Also, sometimes, delays.\are intentionally employed to
reduce the vibration levels accompanying the blasting. This paper presents the
results of a preliminary investigation to examine the influence of delaying the
shot holes on conventional pre-split blasting. Model studies were conducted
employing.4" thick Plexiglas samples and the technique of dynamic photo-
elasticity. The birefringent nature of the model material was exploited to
visualize the development of stress waves. The experimental data was
recorded using a high speed spark gap camera of the Cranz-Schardin type. Two
different model configurations were employed to simulate the pre-splitting
operation. Delays comparable with those that might exist under field conditions
were appropriately scaled down in the model studies and several delays were
tested, for -.both model configurations. The experimental data was analyzed to
obtain the temporal development of fractures and stress waves generated by the
detonations. The experimental data was displayed on a Lagrangian diagram to
present an overall picture of the entire dynamic event. In all the tests
it was repeatedly observed that for delays comparable with those existing in
the field, the time for completion of the pre-splitting operation is comparable
with the transit time for the stress waves between the shot holes. This
experimental observation confirmed the extremely dynamic nature of the problem
and emphasized the need for a completely dynamic analysis of delayed pre-
split blasting.

1. INTRODUCTION

Pre-splitting denotes the preliminary operation of fixing the blasting
limits. Usually achieved by the simultaneous detonation of mild decoupled
columnar charges, the principal intention of pre-splitting is to connect the
blastholes with minimum damage and ground vibration. Pre-split blastholes
are typically 5-10 cms in diameter and are spaced about 10-12 diameters from
each other. The decoupling ratio - the ratio of blasthole diameter to the
charge diameter - varies from 2-3 (Dupont Blasters' Handbook, 1977).

Several investigations have addressed the problem of dynamic fracture
pertinent to the pre-splitting operation. In 1961, Paine, et. a~l-. reported on
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the first successful application of pre—splitting on a large scale at the
Niagara Power Project at Niagara Falls, New York. Further they proposed a
simple theory for the pre-splitting process by assuming that the pre-split
fracture will initiate at the midpoint between the blastholes due to rein-
forcement of stress waves. In 1963, in their book on rock blasting, Langefors
and Kihlstrom presented some experimental results of model tests on pre—
splitting using thin Plexiglas sheets. In 1964, Mathias investigated pre-
splitting using Plexigias blocks but based on post mortem analysis, he
erroneously concluded .tha-frTi'ecoupling and delaying the blastholes will have
adverse effects on pre-splitting. In 1966, Aso presented a pre-splitting
theory based on stress wave superposition midway between the blastholes and
also performed experiments on rocks cemented with strain -gages. He observed
that decoupling was in general favorable for presplit [ but wrongly attributed
the pre-split fracture initiation at the blastholes to the' nonsimultaneity of
the detonations. In 1967 Kutter, recognizing the inevitable presence of a
variable delay in the initiation of adjacent charges, attempted a more realistic
interpretation of the pre-splitting process based on post mortem examination of
two dimensional experiments. Here it should be pointed out" that although
post mortem analysis can reveal important features of a dynamic fracture
process like pre-splitting, the conclusions are at best qualitative due to the
unforeseeable influences of stress wave reflections.

During the early seventies, in an effort to unravel the basic mechanisms
underlying dynamic fracture phenomena, the University of Maryland initiated
a series cf experimental investigations utilizing high speed photography and
techniques like photoelasticity and holography. In 1973, Dally, et. al.
examined some aspects of stress wave effects on explosively driven fractures.
In these experiments a brittle photoelastic polyester called Homalite 100 was
employed as the model material. The model thicknesses were 6.35 mm (1/4") and
4.76 mm (3/16"). In 1974, Pederson, et. al. conducted a photoelastic
evaluation of the conventional pre—splitting procedure using once again
6.35 mm .(1/4") Homalite models. In both the above investigations the
attention was mainly given to simultaneous detonation of the charges. Else-
where in 1978, Swift, et. al. employed three dimensional samples of poly-
styrene to study the effects of delay on fracturing of the specimens. The
results were analyzed on a post mortem basis to quantify fracture. In 1980,
Konya performed an experimental investigation of the pre—splitting operation
using blocks of Plexiglas and Bere'ra sandstone. Though the dynamic events
were observed using high speed cameras, the influence of stress waves and th.eir
interaction with fractures and model boundaries was completely overlooked.

In retrospect it can be said that there still persists a general lack of
agreement on the basic mechanisms of dynamic fracture accomplished by the
detonation of explosives. The relative contributions of the stress waves
and the gas pressure to the overall fracture have still not been determined
to any degree of confidence for a given fracture situation. With particular
reference to pre-splitting the role of stress waves generated either Simul-
taneously or sequentially has not been investigated in detail. The influence
of small delays in the initiation of the explosive charges and the possibility
of fracture initiation at a given blasthole by the stress waves generated
at the adjoining blasthole have not received any attention in the context of
the pre-splitting operation. A recent paper in 1982 by the present authors
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addressed some of these issues and reported some preliminary results. The
purpose of the present paper is to review the work in the light of some
additional results obtained on delayed pre-split blasting and to emphasize
the extremely dynamic nature of the pre-splitting operation as practiced in

the field.

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Following Pao and Mow, 1973, a brief account of the dynamic stress con-
centration arising from the interaction of a compressional wave with a
cylindrical cavity is presented in the following. This is the dynamic
analog of the well known Kirsch problem for the static stress concentration
around a circular hole in an infinite plate.

1

Wave
Incident wave

Shadow zone

— Incident wave

JfeN
/ \d wave

"O-

-1

—2

-3

e-ir/2

6=0

8-1T

1)

FIGURE I : Interaction of a Plane Compressional Pulse with a
Cylindrical Cavity (Pao and Mow, 1973)

Figure 1 illustrates the problem of a plane compressional pulse interacting
with a cylindrical cavity. In the adjoining figure the transient behavior
of the circumferential stress aee is plotted for three points on the hole at
Q = o, Tt/2 and TT for a medium whose Poisson's ratio is 0.25. The abscissa
in this figure is a non-dimensional time t/C where C is the time for the stress
wave to travel one hole radius. In this figure the static stress concen-
tration of 2.67 corresponds to a biaxial stress ratio of 1/3. It can be seen
that the maximum dynamic stress concentration value exceeds the static value
by 10% and that this occurs well after the wave has passed the hole and
travelled a distance of about four hole radii. However much more interesting
in the present context of delayed pre-splitting is the appearance of small
tensions at 6 = 0,ir for t >_ 7C- The problem of the interaction of shear
wave with cylindrical cavity has also been solved. Analyses also exist to
account for the curvature of the incident wave and here the points of maximum
hoop stress shift towards the incident side of the cavity. In all the cases
the dynamic values are generally larger than the corresponding static values.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The dynamic event of pre-splitting was simulated in the laboratory by using
three dimensional Plexiglas models of 100.8 mm (4") thickness. The visual-
ization of stress waves was achieved by exploiting the birefringent property
of Plexiglas and the technique of dynamic photoelasticity. A high speed
multiple spark gap camera of the Cranz-Schardin type was utilized for
recording the propagating fringes and fractures. Two different model con-
figurations were tested to simulate the operation of pre-splitting as shown in
Figure 2. In the first configuration o, two holes of 5.55 mm (7/32") dia-
meter and 50.8 mm (2") apart were drilled in the middle of a 100 mm x 200 mm
x 300 mm (4" x 8" x 12") Plexiglas block. In the second configuration 0, the
number of holes was increased to three but the spacing between the holes was
unaltered. The blasthole diameter and spacing were obtained by scaling down
the values used in the field. PETN was used as the explosive in all the tests.

r-J
CHARGE

PLACEMENT

c
50.8mm

2 in.

r\
j

"c0 CL) O
50.8mm

2 in.

CONFIGURATION1 a CONFIGURATION /3

FIGURE 2 : Model Configurations and Charge Emplacement

The explosive charge was contained in a 3.17 mm (1/8") shrink tube. The
detonation was accomplished by discharging a 10 uF capacitor from a potential
ol 2 kV. A small amount of lead azide was placed on the end of a No 28
miniature coaxial cable which in turn was placed in the PETN. For the purpose
of data analysis the stress wave velocities in Plexiglas were established

Dilatational °r (Primary) P wave velocity
7
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4. EXPERIMENTALRESULTS ; . • .

In all the tests sixteen pictures of the dynamic event were taken at
specific intervals beginning at the instant of the first detonation. In
fixing these time intervals, close attention was paid to the arrival times of
reflected stress waves from, the model boundaries onto the plane of pre-
splitting. Barker, et. al. have observed from experiments conducted on large
glass plates measuring 97.54 cm x 97.54 cm x 2.54, cm (36" x 36" x 1")
that the reflected stress waves can significantly affect the final fracture
pattern. In the following the experimental results obtained from tests
conducted on the first configuration are presented.. . The first test corres-
ponding to the simultaneous detonation of two charges is described in detail
to illustrate the procedure, followed in the present investigation.

a. Simultaneous Detonation of Two Charges

This corresponds to the case when there is zero delay between the detonation
of the two charges. In this particular test, two 200 mg PETN were detonated
simultaneously. Figure 3 indicates typical pictures of the dynamic event
taken by the Cranz-Schardin camera. The expanding Circles of almost equal
radii represent dilatational P waves generated by simultaneous detonations
of the explosive charges. :

FIGURE 3 : The Pre-splitting Process - Simultaneous Detonation

A : 17 uS after the Detonation

B : 43 uS after the Detonation

An enlargement of one of the sixteen pictures is shown in Figure 4. In
this figure it can be seen that the P waves have been reflected from the
model boundaries. A and B represent the blastholes. Pt and P+ are the primary
waves propagating in the direction AB while Pj and Pg are the corresponding
waves in the opposite direction. This .distinction is useful in studying the
effects of stress wave diffraction that arise in delayed pre-split blasting.
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FIGURE 4 : Enlargement Showing the Development of Stress Waves
And Fractures 43 uS after the Simultaneous Detonation
Of Two 200 mg PETN Charges in Bias tholes A & B

The development of the fractures from the two blastholes A and B is illus-
trated in Figure 5. In this figure, phase I denotes the time from the beginning
of the dynamic event until the time the communication gets established between
the two stress wave systems. During this phase the dynamic fracturing processes
at the two blastholes proceed independently giving rise to radial fractures
at the blastholes. Seven.to eight radial fractures appear in a random fashion
but the one connecting the blastholes will eventually dominate the event
after the completion of phase I. Phase II constitutes the period of fracture
growth after stress wave systems from the two blastholes begin their inter-
action. Crack propagation during this phase depends on the dynamic stresses
that develop in the wake of stress transients generated by the ever changing
gas pressure. It is also during this phase that a complex interplay between
moving cracks and stress waves ensues giving rise to several interesting
phenomena like crack branching, crack arrest and crack curvature. From
Figure 5 it can be seen that the inner cracks AB and BA between the blast-
holes are about four times faster than the outer cracks AO and BO propagating
away from each other. A similar trend was also observed by Konya, 1980. This
can be attributed to the favorable interaction of stress waves in the region
between the blastholes. Phase III represents the period of crack growth
influenced by the reflected stress waves. During this phase the model was
cleaved in two by the combined action of reflected stress waves and the
eventual gas pressurization of the cracks. However this gas pressurization
takes place only after the cracks are formed by the stress transients.
Fourney, et. al. (1980) have noted that there can be a very long delay before
the cracks are pressurized.
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FIGURE 5 : Crack Growth with Time : Simultaneous Blasting

In order to gain a better understanding of the interaction of stress
waves and fractures, the temporal development of fractures and stress waves
was displayed on a Lagrangian diagram as shown in Figure 6. This diagram
presents an overall picture of the entire dynamic event and serves as a viable
platform for speculating on the interaction of stress waves and cracks. In
this diagram Fj»~ and P̂ '~ are the primary wave front positions while sj>~
and S^>~ corresponds to the secondary wave fronts. -From this figure it is
possible to identify several distinct events that lead to the completion of
the pre-splitting operation. The events are marked A through I in the figure.
A and B represent the detonations of the two charges (time=0); C (lOus)
represents the intersection of P waves on the line joining the blastholes
and marks the completion of phase I in Figure 5. D (14us) and E (16us)
denote the interaction of fracture propagations from one of the blastholes
with the P wave generated at the other blasthole. F (22us) is the inter-
section of S waves on the line joining the blastholes. G (25.5ps) and
H (27us) mark the beginning of the interaction between the S waves and the
fractures. Finally, I (32.5us) marks the completion of the dynamic process
of pre-splitting. It can be noted that the time required for the completion
of the pre-splitting event is comparable with the transit time for the stress
waves between the blastholes. It can also be noted tha_t_ the fracture-growth
from the blastholes is not a uniform process but rather a discontinuous
phenomenon governed by the complex interaction of stress waves and fractures.
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PA*

FIGURE 6 : Lagrangian Diagram : Simultaneous Blasting

Post mortem examination of the pre-split model indicated an intensely strained
fracture between the blastholes. Further, radial cracks were observed at
both the blastholes with a few of them extending as long as 75 mm (3")
mainly due to the effect of reflected waves. The final pre-split model is
shown in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7 :

Post Mortem Model -

Simultaneous Blasting
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b. Sequential Detonation of Two Charges (Delay IQus)

In this test two 125 mg PETN charges were employed. Although this quantity
of explosive had pr'oved to be adequate for connecting the blastholes when the
charges were detonated simultaneously, the same quantity proved to be in-
adequate in the presence of the 10)as delay. The propagation of the crack BA
was suppressed by the PJ~ wave from the blasthole A. Figure 8 shows two
pictures of the dynamic event. The experimental data was analyzed as
described previously and Figure 9 represents the Lagrangian diagram for this
test. It can be seen that the pre-splitting process ceases after about 70ys
from the time of the first detonation but the crack growth of BA is suppressed
10 uSearlier. Post mortem examination of the model indicated lesser damage
around the second blasthole than around.the first blasthole. Figure 10 shows
the post mortem of the model.

FIGURE 8 : The Pre-splitting Process : Delayed Blasting
( 10 uS Delay )

FIGURE 9 :

Lagrangian Diagram-

Delayed Blasting

( 10 uS Delay )
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t~

FIGURE 10 : Post Mortem Model - Delayed Blasting (10 uS Delay

c. Sequential Detonation of Two Charges (Delay 2Qys)

In this test the charge was maintained at 125 mg PETN per blasthole but the
delay was increased to 20us. This particular delay represents the transit
time for the dilatational wave between the blastholes. This delay resulted
in a successful pre-split. Figures 11 through 13 present the experimental
results.

FIGURE II : The Pre-splitting Process- Delayed Blasting

( 20 uS Delay )
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FIGURE 12 : Lagrangian Diagram- Delayed Bias ting(20 uS Delay)

FIGURE 13 : Post Mortem Model- Delayed Blasting (20 uS Delay)
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The above tests correspond to the first model configuration in which the
models involved two blastholes to simulate the pre-splitting operation. In
the following the experimental results obtained from three hole models
will be given.

a. Simultaneous Detonation of Three Charges

Three 125 mg PETN charges wei/e detonated simultaneously. The experimental
data was analyzed in the same manner as before. Figures 14 through 16
illustrate the test results. It was observed that between any twô  blastholes
the pre-splitting process exhibited similar features as in the case of the
first model configuration.

FIGURE 14 : The Pre-splitting Process -Simultaneous Blasting

( 3 Charges )

FIGURE 15 : Lagrangian Diagram- Simultaneous BlastingC 3 Charges )
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t

FIGURE 16 : Post Mortem Model -Simultaneous BlastingC 3 Charges)

b. Sequential Detonation of Three Charges ' (Delay of IQyis Between Successive
Detonations)

Three 125 mg PETN charges were detonated in a time sequence of 0, 10, 20us.
Figure 17 shows the development of the dynamic event, and a conical zone
within which the material is subjected to the action of stress waves. This
is analogous to the zone of action behind a supersonic disturbance in gas
dynamics. The semi-apex angle of this zone depends on the time delay, 5,
and the dilatational wave velocity, c, and is given by the relation arcsin
(c6/&) where £ is the spacing between the blastholes. Figure 18 presents the
conical zone. The experimental data was analyzed as before. Figures 19 and
20 present the results.. K

FIGURE 17 The Pre-splitting Process- Delayed Blasting of
3 Charges ( 10 uS Delay Between Successive Charges)
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FIGURE 18 : Development of Conical Zone in Delayed Blasting

FIGURE 19 : Lagrangian Diagram- Delayed Blasting of 3 Charges
( 10 uS Delay Between Successive Charges )
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FIGURE 20 : Post Mortem Model- Delayed Blasting of 3 Charges
( 10 uS Delay Between Successive Charges )

This test was designed to simulate an accidental delay in the initiation of
one of the charges in a row of charges detonating simultaneously. 125 mg
PETN charges were utilized in this experiment. Figures 21 through 23
present the experimental results.

FIGURE 21 : The Pre-splitting Process- Simulation of Delay in
the Initiation of One of the Charges ( 3 Charges
with Outer 2 Charges Detonating Simultaneously and
Middle Charge Delayed 20 uS )
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FIGURE 22 : Lagrangian Diagram -Simulation of Delayed Initiation
of a Charge

FIGURE 23 : Post Mortem Model of the Test Simulating the Delayed

Initiation of a Charge
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5. CONCLUSIONS

A dynamic photoelastic investigation using thick Plexiglas models has been
conducted to study the role of delays that can arise in pre-splitting.
Different model configurations and several different delays were examined
to simulate the operation of delayed pre-split blasting. Experimental
results concerning the propagation of fractures and stress waves were displayed
on Lagrangian diagrams to present an overall picture of the dynamic'event.
It was repeatedly observed in all the tests that the time for completion of
the pre-splitting operation was comparable with the transit time for the
stress waves between the blastholes. This experimental result revealed the
extremely dynamic nature of the problem and emphasized the need for a
completely dynamic analysis of pre-split blasting.
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A B S T R A C T

One of the major goals at the Swedish Research Mine at Luossavaara, 1981—
1985, is to achieve a fragmentation with a minimal number of boulders, when
using underground large hole blasting technique (0 165 mm holes). This will
make it possible to introduce continuous loading and transportation of the
blasted ore even in hard rock mines.

The Department of Mining and Underground Construction at the Lulea Uni-
versity -of Technology has on contract for the Research Mine studied how speci-
fic charge, geometric scale and physical properties of rock effects the frag-
mentation. Model blast tests have been done during 1981-1982 in six differ-
ent homogenous materials, 4 types of hard rock and 2 types of artifical made
weak rocks with the aim to establish a more accurate formula for blast frag-
mentation predictions. The blastings have been done in slabs, 100 mm high
and 1200X1200 mm, as multiple hole blasts (only one hole blasted each time)
in magnetite concrete to determine the influence from specific charge and
geometric scale. Critical burden tests have been made in blocks 100x300x300
rim as single hole blasts in the six materials mentioned.

The result shows that the angle of breakage decreases with increasing
burden and the maximal volume of broken rock is achieved just before the
critical burden is reached. The impedance was the most important physical
property when calculating the blastability. It was also found that critical
burden was not sufficient to characterize the whole fragmentation distribu-
tion, but it was one necessary part of the blastability concept. Other factors
which have to be given are the whole size distribution curve at different
burdens. The critical burden did not vary much between rocks with different
uniaxial compressive strength (175-330 MPa), not more than 30%. Formulas
for calculating angle of breakage, broken volume and mass, critical burden,
k,..-. and slope of fragmentation in homogeneous materials in model scale are
given in the report.
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1 BACKGROUND WITH LITERATURE REVIEW

One of the major goals for the Research Mine at Luossavaara (1981-1985)
at Kiruna, Sweden is to achieve a fragmentation with a minimum number of
boulders when using large holes 0 165 mm in a narrow (~20 m) magnetite ore-
body. If the number of boulders could be reduced this will for the first
time open the way to automatic loading and transportion of hard rock ore
from the open stopes to the ore chute.

In spite extensive research has been done to study fragmentation by blast-
ing there are still much fundamental information missing. This was discover-
ed during an extensive literature review of fragmentation made by Rustan
1981. The study shows that there are several empirical formulas for blast
calculations, but none of the equations gives the whole fragment size distri-
bution in full scale blasting. For example a very common used formula for
rough hand calculations used in Sweden is

B = 46-d (1)

where
B = burden (m)
d = hole diameter (m)

This kind of formula doesn't describe the size distribution. Other authors
have therefore developed methods to calculate the midpoint of the fragmenta-
tion curve k_Q or kg_ from the specific charge used. The following formulas
have been found in tne literature.

- k • •*-
30 1 2q

BOND (2) Lowrison, 1974

_ \r . J"
80 - K2 q RITTBTGER (3) Lowrison, 1974

KICK (4) Lowrison, 1974

k50 ~ k4 " 0.56
OLSSON (5) Olsson, 1952

KUZNETSOV (6) Kuznetsov, 1973

SveDeFo (7) Lundborg, 1971

and k__ = the mesh size where 80 respectively 50 weight-% of the
fragmented material passes

k-i-kp. = constants depending on rock and blasting parameters
3q = specific charge (powder factor) kg/m
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Q = amount of explosive per hole (kg)
B = real used burden (m)
EL = burden used if burden and spacing are equal (m)

The exponent, for q-is varing between 0.56 and 2. We got therefore inter-
ested to see what.rock parameters determine the exponent.

The Kuznetsov formula takes into'.-aceount the total charge per hole. For
a constant bench height this could be a way to tell how the fragmentation
is affected by the hole diameter. The Kuznetsov formula is also the only
one including a rock strength parameter, in this case the compressive strength
of rock. Our model tests have unfourtunately shown that the compressive
strength, cannot be correlated with the fragmentation (k,-,-,) for model blasts
in homogeneous rock.

The formula developed by the Swedish Detonic Research.Foundation takes
into account also the relation between hole distance'and burden S/B and the
geometric scale because the blasted area per hole and the burden are included
in the formula. Still the rock parametersiare lacking. In the formula. They
are included in the constant. . • • ' : ' ' :. •

The goal for our model tests was therefore to determine

. Why the exponent of q is not constant.'

. Check how the geometric scale and specific charge effect the fragmen-
tation.

. Include a parameter which describes the blastability of homogeneous
rock in a mathematical formula.

. Include a factor which describes the influence of joints with differ-
ent frequency, direction and strength. This work was done by Yang Zu •
Guang 1983, a guest researcher at the div of Mining and Rock Excavation
at Lulea University of Technology. The result from this work is reported
under session 6 at this symposium.

Besides the matematical formulas mentioned here, there are still two
methods to determine fragmentation. One is a descriptive method where the
radial crack distribution is used to calculate the fragmentation. This method
was developed by Harries (Id) 1978 in Australia. The second method is to
use finite element or finite difference codes to calculate the fragmentation
caused by the pressure waves propagating into the rock. Fracture mechanic
formulas have been used to describe when the rock breaks. The latter method
was developed by a group of scientists at department of Shock Physics at
Stanford International Research Institute, Me Hugh, Curran and Seaman 1980
and has afterwards been adopted with modifications by Sandia Corporation
in Albaquerque, New Mexico by Grady, Kipp and Smith 1980 and Los Alamos lab
in New Mexico by Johnson, 1979.

2 FRAGMENTATION VERSUS SPECIFIC CHARGE AND GEOMETRIC SCALE - MODEL TESTS

To determine the influence of specific charge and geometric scale on
fragmentation, single hole model tests have been performed in magnetite con-
crete, a mixture consisting of 74 weight -% magnetite, 13 weight -% cement
and 13 weight -% water.. The size of the model is shown in Fig 1.
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Fig. 1 Magnetite concrete model used for multiple hole blasts, only
one hole blasted each time, to study the influence of specific
charge and geometric scale on fragmentation.

The following model data were used.

Model dimensions: 100x1200x1200 mm. Height 100 ran
Borehole diameter 3 mm (1 g/m), 4 ran (3 g/m) and 5 mm (5 g/m)
(Charge concentration)
Burden:
Spacing:
Spacing/burden:
Explosive:

Ignition:

Number of holes
repeated with the
same parameters:

25, 35, 45, 55 and 65 nm
50, 70, 90, 110 and 130 ran
S/B = 2
PETN (detonating cord with the charge concentrations
1, 3 and 5 g/m)
Nitro Nobel HX20 microsecond ignition pearls with 27 rag
± 5 mg PETN and 7 mg ± 2 mg silverazide

10-25

Plastic foam was used to prevent secondary breakage. After blasting all
fragments were collected and sieved.

The angle of breakage was measured on the top of the model and the mass
broken is given by the sieve analyse. The orientation, number and length
of the radial cracks are measured in the remaining model material and the
penetration depth is defined after Fig. 2.
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Crack tip

Y

._ I"line parallel to the
[free surface

fe—Penetration depth for
radial crack

-̂ -- [Line through the blasted
borehole and parallel to
(.the free surface

Y Y Y

Fig. 2 Definition of penetration depth of radial cracks used at the Division
of Mining at Lulea University of Technology.

Test result

The strength data for the magnetite concrete compared to other rocks or
rocklike material are shown in Table 1. The influence of specific charge
on angle of breakage and crack penetration at constant burden, spacing and
decoupling is shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Strength data and critical burdens for materials blasted.

1

Magnetite . concrete
13 weight t~% cement

Magnetite concrete
6 weight —% cement

Kiruna magnetite

O'jeby granite

Primary data

Uniaxial
compressive
strength
MPa

12.1

14.4

160

188

Static elastic
modulus

GPa

6

7.7

53

52

Potential strain
energy release
rate „

J/rn

55.3

70.3

189

130

Secondary
data

Critical
burden

mn

70-80

70-80

~ 60

~ 80
1 '
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Table 2. The influence from specific charge on angle of breakage and crack
penetration at constant burden, spacing and decoupling.

Charge
concentra-
tion, PETN

g/m

1

3

5

Bore-
hole
dia-
meter

mm

3

4

5

Burden

urn

25
11

11

Spac-
ing

urn

50
n

n

Number
of
holes
tested

10

21

21

Angle of break-
age, top side
Variation

112-168°

125-180°

103-180°

Mean
value

143°

152°

148°

Crack pene-
tration
depth

mm

27

13

16

There is a small increase in breakage angles at higher charge concentrations
from 143 to ̂-150°. A greater crack penetration depth was expected with increa-
sing charge concentration, but the opposite was achieved.

The influence from charge concentration on kgo at a constant burden of 25 mm
and hole distance 50 rim is shown in a double logarithmic diagram, see Fig. 3.
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The influence from charge concentration on k is linear at 25 rim burden
When the burden is increased at 5 g/m, k increases. The relatonship between
k50 and charse concentration at higher burdens is anticipated to follow the
dashed lines. The following formula has been established

(8)
3 22 -1 18ly _ T * l « T 3 « i ^ J- • J-*J

K50 ~ -1-1 B Qp

k50 = mesh size where 50 weight -% of the blasted material passes (urn)
B = burden (mm)
Q = charge concentration (g/m)

versus specific charge is shown in Fig. 4.
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After regression analysis the following formula has been established

= 0.44 (B-S)0.46
1.18

Only valid for magnetite
concrete 25 < B < 65 mm
3 < Q < 5 g/m

0.8 < q- < 4 kg/m3
S/B = 2
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The exponent for q is the same as that used by the Swedish Detonic Research
Foundation (SveDeFo) in their formula. The SveDeFo formula is based on sieve
analysis from full scale blasts in Swedish hard rock, granite and gneiss. The
same exponent was not expected because of big differences in scale, different
materials, explosives and decoupling. The first step of establishing a new mathe-
matical formula now has been done, but the formula is not complete until the
rock properties have been included in the formula. The completion can be divided
into two steps.

. The properties of homogeneous rock

. The properties of jointed rock

In the following the influence from the properties of the homogeneous rock
is going to be investigated.

The properties of jointed rock and its influence on fragmentation is report-
ed separately by Yang Zu Guang 1983.

3 THE INFLUENCE OF PROPERTIES OF ROCK OR ROCKLIKE MATERIAL ON ANGLE OF
BREAKAGE, CRITICAL BURDEN AND FRAGMENTATION

Part 1. Pilot study

The goal of this part was to establish the relation between critical burden
and potential strain energy release rate for the material blasted. Critical
burden is defined as the smallest burden without breakage.

Dimensional analysis was used to determine suitable ir-factors and one
interesting IT-factor which was studied more, in detail, is

(10)

Q = charge concentration (g/m)
<j = specific energy in the explosive (Joule/g)
1 = a geometric quantity (for example burden) „
G = approximate potential strain energy release rate (J/m )

The critical burden was determined in blocks, consisting of Ojeby granite
and Kiruna magnetite (size 100x300x400 rnn) and modelmaterial (size lOOxSOOx
300 mm). The hole diameter was 6 mm and charge concentration 10 g/m (de-
tonating cord with PETN). Four different materials were tested, magnetite
concrete with 6 or 13 weight -% cement, Kiruna magnetite and Ojeby granite,

Test result

The strength data and critical burdens are shown in table 1.

The calculated critical burden, with help of the rr-factor, is compared
with the actual measured versus the approximate potential strain energy
release rate G in Fig. 5.
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Critical burden, mm

Approximate potential strain energy release rate Gm, J/m

Fig. 5 Critical burden versus G . A comparison between theoretical calcula-
tions from model laws witR model blast tests.

It is too big difference between theoretical and actual measured values.
One reason could be that the rc-factor doesn't include the density of the
material. In part 2 it will be shown that density plays an important role
for the critical burden. The difference between the theoretical curve and
measured critical burden is too large and therefore the use of this ir-factor
to calculate critical burden has to be abandoned.

Part 2. Extensive study

The goal of this part is to more generally see what rock properties are
important and can be correlated with the angle of breakage, critical burden
and fragmentation. The following strength parameters were determined

. Uniaxial compressive strength (a )

. Tensile strength (Brazilian Test; (cr )

. Approximate fracture toughness (K )

. Approximate potential strain energy release rate (G ) was calculated
from K

. Shear strength
- Cohesion (C)
- Angle of internal friction

. P-wave velocity (op)
- In the model block
- In Gi 46 mm diamond cores
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. Density
- in the model block tested
- in 0 46 mm diamond cores

. Dynamic elastic modulus

. Static elastic modulus

. Static Poisson's ratio

A similar extensive study but in crater blasting has been made by USBM,
Johnson and Fischer 1963 and correlations have been found between optimal
burden and tensile strength as well as compressive strength. No significant
correlation has been found between critical depth (burden) and material pro-
perties.

At the time our project was planned the following correlations were expect-
ed between k̂  or volume of broken material versus burden see Fig. 6.

Volume of troken material

Kallax gabtiro [

Henry quartzite
Ojeby granite
LuossaTaara magnetite
Magnetite concrete
Light concrete

Light concrete
Magnetite concrete
Luossavaara. magnel
6je"by granite
Henry quartzite
Kallax gabtoo

Burden

or volume of broken rock versus

Burden

Fig. 6 Hypothetical correlations between
burden.

Test procedure

To give a broad variation in rock strength 2 artifical materials were
included, light concrete and magnetite concrete. The rest of the materials .
were granite from Ojebyn at Pitea, gabbro from Kallax, 8 km south west of
Lulea, Henry quartzite from an open pit belonging to LKAB, 1 km northwest
of Luossavaara and finally magnetite from the Research Mine at Luossavaara.
These rocks or rocklike materials represent a big variation of rock pro-
perties. Representative blocks were collected at the locations and cut into
small square blocks with the height ~100 ran, and side length ~300 irai, see
Fig. 7.

Boreholes were drilled parallell to the free surface at the midpoint of'
each side and at increasing burdens. Only one hole was blasted to each side.
In Fig. 8 is shown a blast very close to the critical burden in magnetite
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100 mm

300 mm

Fig. 7 Geometry of the blocks.

concrete. Due to corner effects all sides couldn't be used in all materials.
Sometimes only two holes in one block could be blasted.

The critical burden tests mentioned in Part 1 have been performed with
10 g/m PETN detonating cord and this charge concentration was too much,
compared to the.size of the blocks. In the beginning it was therefore planned
to use as small charge concentration as possible, that means 1 g/m. One dis-
advantage with this charge concentration after test blastings was that it
gave very small critical burdens for the high strength rocks. The optimal
charge concentration was therefore choosen to 3 g/m.

The detonating cord was initiated at the top outside the hole and in the
same manner as the earlier tests. The result measurements were increased
in comparison to the earlier tests, with sieve analysis for each burden blast-
ed, measurement of angle of breakage, broken volume etc.

Fig. 8 View of a placement of 2 large pieces after blasting. The right side
piece has rotated 180 degrees.
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Test results

New results were found, but not all in agreement with the hypothesis.
The strength tests data are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Physical properties of rock or rocklike materials. (The strength
data are mean values of five repeated tests from each material).

lock or
rocklike
material

Light
concrete
Slporex
Magne-
tite
concrete
Luossa-
vaara
nagnetite

Bjeby
jranl-
te
Cal lax
gabbro

lenry
quartz-
Ite

Uniax ia l
compres-
sive
strength

Ufa

3.43

14.4

174

lea

279

331

Tensile
strength
(Brazi-
l i an
test)

HPa

0.604

5.44

8.73

10. S

1S.B

21.47

Fracture
toughness
approxi-
mate Km

Wn,2/3

0.08

0.23

0.72
1.41

i.go

2.28

Pot strain
energy
release
rate
appr G

J/m2

3.38

7.78

21.8
36.8

33.7

67.0

Shear strength
Cohesion

HPa

0.85

11.44

53.03

gs.os?

73.65

87.33

Angle or
friction,
degrees
(coefficient
of friction)

11.8
(0.21)

S.O
(0.14)

14.3
(0.25)

23.0
(0.42)

24.6
(0.46)

21.8
(0.40)

P-wave
velocity

m/s

2302

3476

240?

4908

6688

5585

Density

ko/m3

490.4

3457

4934

2645

3052

2644

Dynamic
elastic
modulus
E,n (secant)
E?" tangen-
E iSi t iaf I a 1 '
GPa

2.54
ZV5B

38.2
lavr
38.5
22.8
T27T
27. Z

59.3
bTTT
62.0

108.2
TTTT
110.8

74.6
67T9"
76.7

Stat ic
elastic
modulus'»(tsnr
"•init ial

GPa

1.15
TTnfr

6.55
or

77.9
ZO

SLi
41.8

S8.9
SO

Tii
70.0

Static
Poisson's
ratio
>p.n (secant)
v|° ( t angen t i a l )
" ini t ial

0.10
(1.13

0.19
5.19
0.18
0.27
5.W
n.14
0.17
0.26
0.11
0.27
orn
0.26

0.20.
0.26
0.16

The middle crack to the free face is caused by bending which can be proofed
by several photos of which one is shown in Fig. 8. One of the two pieces has
rotated 180°.

Angle of breakage

The angle of breakage is interesting because it determines the volume
broken and the real specific charge, which means actual charge used to the
real broken volume. The angle of breakage decreases with increasing burden,
see Fig. 9. The maximum angle is 156° and the minimum 119°.

If P-wave velocity is known, the angle of breakage can be calculated from
the following equation

6 = 131+6.98-10 3c +(0.580-3-10̂ -c )-B (11)

6 = angle of breakage (degrees)
c = p-wave velocity (m/s)
Bp = burden (rim)

The equation is valid with an accuracy of about 15% for B = 16-70 nrn and
c^ = 2300-6700 m/s.

The broken volume versus burden is shown in Fig. 10 and the equation for
calculating volume of broken rock is of the form

k
V = ]< B (12)
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160-

150-

LU_J
CO

ISO-

120-

110-

100'

Kallax gabbro"

Henry quartzite

x Light concrete
• Magnetite-concrete

* Quartzite
v Magnetite

•Luossavaara magnetite

^Magnetite-concrete

concrete

20 40
BURDEN, mm

60

Fig. 9 Angle of breakage versus burden.

where „
V = volume (cm )
k. = coefficient v*iich varies for different materials 0.45-9.09
k = coefficient which varies for different materials 0.96-2.13
B = burden (mm)

If the angle of breakage is constant for all rocks the volume of broken
rock can theoretically be calculated by the equation

V = k-B2 (13)

V = volume
k = constant
B = burden

Because of the fact that the angle of breakage decreases with increasing
burdens the increase in volume will be less as compared to equation (13)
for all materials tested.

When the blasted mass is studied versus the burden the differences between
different rocks is large, because.of the big difference in density, see
Fig. 11.

The Luossavaara magnetite with density 4934 kg/m gives the largest mass
broken at a certain burden and leight concrete with density 490 kg/m gives the
lowest mass broken.
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750-

500-

UJ
z
ID

250-

x Light concrete
• Magnet i te-concrete
O Gabbro
0 Grani te
* Quartzite
v Magnet i te

Light concreteMagnetite-concrete.

Ojeby granite

Luossavaara
magnetite

20 • 40
BURDEN , mm

50

Fig. 10 Volume of fragmented material versus burden.

Critical burden versus impedance

A very good correlation has been found between critical burden and the
impedance of the rock. Impedance means the density of the rock multiplied
by the P-wave velocity of the rock. The correlation is shown in Fig. 12.

The equation is

= 69. 5-1. 79 -K 5 - (14)

BC = critical burdenp(mm)
I = impedance (kg/m s)
R = correlation coefficient =0.96

r- (-}

The equation is valid for I's between (1-20) -10 kg/m s.

A high impedance means that the blast waves are transmitted very well
through the rock and a low impedance the opposite. The impedance has been
used very much by USBM, Atchison et al 1964, to describe the efficiency of
the explosive in a certain rock. The theory says that the best energy trans-
mission is achieved when the ' impedance ratio of explosive to rock is equal
to 1. The impedance of the explosive is defined as density of explosive multi-
plied with the detonation velocity.
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2000-

1500-

cn
: 1000-

500-

Magnetite-concrete'

Magnetite

x Light concrete
• Magnetite-concrete
O Gabbro
0 Granite
+ Quartzite
v Magnetite

Light concrete

20 60
•BURDEN, mm

Fig. 11 Mass of fragmented material versus burden.
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75-i

50-

LU
Q
QL

CC
O

o Light concrete

y =69.51-1.79 x10 x x

R = -0.96

Magnetite-concrete

Granite °~~ -

Magnetite o
Gabbro

o

10 15 20

IMPEDANCE x10 6 , kg/m2s

Fig. 12 Critical burden versus impedance.

Critical burden versus tensile strength (CTJ.)
"U

There is also a non linear correlation between critical burden and static
tensile strength, see Fig. 13.

Through regression analysis the following equation has been established

B = 64.07-8.43-10
G

,-6 In (15)

B = critical burden (mm)
CT, = static tensile strength (Brazilian) (MPa)
R = correlation coefficient = -0.95

The equation is valid for cr between 0.6-21.4 MPa.

Critical burden versus approximate potential strain energy release rate (G

Critical burden can also be correlated with G , see Fig. 14.

Through regression analysis the following equation has been established

B = 73.29-8.737 In G
c m (16)
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100-

E
e

UJ
o
OL

<
O

ce
o

50-

y =64.07 -8.43 I n x
R = -0.95

Light concrete

^Magnetite - concrete
x Granite

—-—
Magnetite

Quartzite

Gabbro

0,6 1 10 20

TENSILE STRENGTH, MPa

Fig. 13 Critical burden versus tensile strength.

Critical burden, mm

100 ..

80 •-

60 -•

ho .

20 -•

0

B = 73.3 - 8.74 ' In G
c m

R = -0.84

• Light concrete

—̂-̂ .Magnetite concrete •
Luossavaara magnetite

granite
Henry quartzite

Kallax gabtro

2 3 5 7 10 20 30 50 70 100 200 300

Approximate potential strain energy release rate G , J/m
m

Fig. 14 Critical burden versus G
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B = critical burden (mm) 2

Gc = approximate potential strain energy release rate (J/ra )
if1 = correlation coefficient =0.84

The best rock properties to correlate with critical burden is therefore
impedance.

For the hard rocks tested the difference in critical burden is not very
large B = 37 urn for gabbro and B = 48 mm for granite. The' difference is
only 30$.

A good correlation was expected between the critical burden and k5Q for
different rocks at different burdens because the hypothesis was that critical
burden should be an index of blastability. The test result shows that this
correlation is fairly good except for Kallax gabbro and Ojeby granite, Fig.
15.

The critical burden is therefore not enough to describe the blastability
of rock. The fragmentation distribution has also to be given.

V nmi
M

100

90

80

70

60

50

Uo J

30

20

10 J

0

Fig. 15

Kallax gafrbro

Luossavaara magnetite

Henry quartzite

Qjeby granite
/ ;

Magnetite concrete

Burden

O =20 mm

• =25 mm

• =30 mm

Light concrete

10 20 30 hO 50 60 70 80 90 J.OO

Critical tmrden, mm

versus critical burden for six different rocks or rocklike
ierials.
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Fragmentation distribution

In Fig. 16̂  a, b, c, d, e, and' f are. shown how the fragment size distribu-
tion is changed, in a double logarithmic diagram, when the burden is increased
in the materials tested. The fragment distribution is getting more and more
coarse when the burden is increased but the slope of the curve does not change
much. For larger burdens the fragmentation distribution cannot be represented
by one regression line. This indicates that there are only a few big boulders
and very little-fines. The variation in slope of the fragmentation curves
in the double logaritmic sieve analyse diagram has been calculated by regres-
sion analyze and are shown in Table 4 and in Fig. 17.

Table 4. Fragmentation gradients

Rock or rock-
like material

Light concrete

Magnetite concrete

Luossavaara magnetite

Ojeby granite

Kallax gabbro

Henry quartzite

Fragmentation gradient

Range

n

0.36-0.54

0.63-0.74

0.58-0.75

0.52-0.70

0.82-0.. 96

0.71-0.91

degrees

20-28

32-37

30-37

27-35

39-44

35-42

Average

n

0.46

0.68

0.68

0.61

0.87

0.83 .

degrees

24

34

34

31

41

40

1.0-

LU
>—i
a

01
CD

0.5-

LU
21
CD

cc

5x10 10x10°

IMPEDANCE,kg/m2s

15x10 20x10°

Fig. 17 Fragmentation gradient versus impedance.
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O B =20,6 mm.
• B-25,2 mm
• B-30,1 mm
O B*35,1 mm
+ B* £1,2mm
w B-i5.0mm
O B-50.3 mm
• 8-65.0 mm

*& I
8=0-1

O B- T7.3 mm
x B-2Q,i mm
• B»2i,7 mm
O B* 31,9 mm
+ B-3i,5mm
v B ' 11.5 mm

SIEVE SIZE, mm

a) Light concrete b) Magnetite concrete

points.

loo-

's 50-

o B* 15.8 mm
» B. 21.6 mm
. B,26.5 ram
o B» 31,2 mm

5 1 5 1 0 5 0 1 0 0
SIEVE SIZE.mm.

T, i s ra
SIEVE SIZE.mm

c) Luossavaara magnetite d) Ojeby granite

o B-16.5 mm
* B s20,6 mm

O B*32,9 mm

'

Scbbra

'

• 5 1 5 10 50 TOO
SIEVE SIZE.mm

o B< 16.5 mm
- B» 21.8 mm
• B«2i,0mm
« B«30.1mm
« B.35.0mm

• 5 1 5 1 0
SIEVE SIZE, mm

e) Kallax gabbro

Fig. 16 .Size distribution curves of
burdens.

£) Henry quartzite

the fragmented material at different
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Through regression analysis the following equation has been established

n = 0.430 e3.64-10"8-! (17)

n = slope of fragmentation curve in a double logarithmic diagram
I = impedance = density of the material times P-wave velocity (kg/m s)
R = correlation coefficient =0.96

A high n-value means that the size range of fragments is smaller. Three
groups or families of rock or rocklike materials can be identified and a
scale with four different families has been suggested, see Table 5.

Table 5. Grouping of rocks into families because of the different slope of
fragment size distribution after blasting.

Material

Light concrete

No material tested

Magnetite concrete

Luossavaara magnetite

Ojeby granite

Henry quartzite

Kallax gabbro

n

0.46

0.68

0.68

0.61

0.83

0.87

Impedance

kg/m s

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

Family

Very low impedance

Low impedance

1
VHigh impedance

J

^ Very high impedance;

k,-Q versus burden

The versus burden is shown in Fig. 18.

Only for one rock the curve is separate, namely the light concrete. The
other curves crosses each other one or several times. Because of this fact
it is difficult to find any good correlation between k__ versus burden and
different rock properties. Another astonishing thing is that gabbro and
quartzite, with very high compressive strengths, were expected to give the
highest k50 but instead granite gives the highest.

versus specific charge (q)

kgQ versus specific charge for different rocks is shown in Fig. 19.

All curves are separate except for granite, which crosses the curves for
magnetite concrete, Kallax gabbro, Henry quartzite and Luossavaara magnetite.
Luossavaara magnetite and quartzite gives the highest k__ for large specific
charges. The reason for this could be that quartzite has the highest compres-
sive strength of all materials tested and that the density of the Luossavaara
magnetite is very high. High specific charges are probably the most interest-
ing area for actual field applications.
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The following equation has been derived to calculate k̂  for a given speci-
fic charge in a given material

k50 =
5.18 -IP"3 -I0'588

2.14
(18)

kgQ = the mesch size where 50 weight -% of the broken material passes
(mm)

I = impedance (kg/m s) „
q = specific charge (kg/m )

The exponent for q varies with rock type in the following manner, see
Table 6.

Table 6. Exponents and prop constants to be used in equation (18)

Material

Light concrete

Magnetite concrete

Luossavaara magnetite

Ojeby granite

Kallax gabbro

Henry quartzite

Exponent for

q

2.31

1.99

1.65

2.89

2.30

1.70

Prop constant

18.4

66.1

81.2

106.4

91.2

76.9

Correlation
coefficient

R

- 0.97

- 0.95

- 0.90

- 0.99

- 0.97

- 0.78

versus density of the blasted material

Some correlation has been found between
fic charges, see Fig. 20.

and density at different speci-

X q =1.50
« q =1.75
o q =2.00
O q =.2.25
* q = 2.50

2000 3000

p . kg/m3

Fig. 20 k™ versus density of blasted material.
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Q

Above the density 2500 kg/m the k doesn't increase at low specific
charges 1.5 kg/m .

kc versus kohesion

In Fig. 21 kcn versus cohesion is shown at different burdens.
ou

x B =18 mm
• B =21 mm
o B =25mm
0 B =30 mm

100

E
£

50-

50 100

COHESION , MPa

Fig. 21 k,-,, for different burdens versus cohesion.

Rocks with larger cohesion give higher k̂  at different burdens. The
difference in k̂  for hard rocks is not very large. The larger the burden
(low specific charge), the larger is the scatter in k__.

Acceptable burdens

Although the total mass of fragmented material increased with increasing
burdens, the fragmentation was not satisfactory for higher burdens. From
the sieve analysis results, maximum acceptable burdens were determined and
have been given in Table 7. Not acceptable burdens are those where the size
distribution curve is far from linear in the double logarithmic diagram.
The ratios between acceptable and critical burden are also shown in Table
7. This value gives an idea in which range the real used burden could be.
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Table 7. Maximum acceptable burdens and ratios between max acceptable burden
and critical burden.

Rock or rocklike
material

Light concrete

Magnetite concrete

Luossavaara magnetite

Ojeby granite

Kail ax gabbro

Henry quartzite

Maximum
acceptable
burden (B )

nrn A

45

25

25

22

33

30

Critical
burden

mm

69

50

41

48

37

42

Ratio

VBc

%

65

50

61

45

89

71

M.v 64

Weight of boulders as a criteria for blastability

In practical mining the coarse part of the fragmentation distribution
is causing most problems and therefore some calculations have been made to
determine the ranking of the materials regarding boulder weight, see Table
8. •

Table 8. Weight -% boulders at different boulder size limits 10, 20, 30 and
40 ran. The burden is between 20.4-21.8 mm.

No

1

2

3

4

5

6

Material

Light concrete

Magnetite concrete
Luossavaara magnetite

Ojeby granite

Kallax gabbro

Henry quartzite

Boulder mesh size

10 mm 20 mm 30 mm 40 mm

Weight -% boulders

32

45

62

78

67

80

18

10

59

55

38

62

5

0

47

50

5

45

0

0

35

42

0

•30

Blastability ranking

1C

mm

1

2

3

5

4

6

20

mm

2

1

5

4

3

6

30

mm

2

1

5

6

3

4

40

mm

2

1

5

6

3

4

M.v

1.75

1.25

4.50

5.25

3.25

5.00

In Table 8, the mean value of the ranking order have been calculated for
all four boulder size limits. A low number means it is more easy to fragment.
The ranking list will be as follows
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Magnetite concrete
Light concrete
Kallax gabbro
Luossavaara magnetite
Ojeby granite

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6. Henry quartzite

1.25
1.75
3.25
4.50
5.25
5.50

Increasing boulder weight

This result is a little different from that achieved by looking only on
kcQ- The conclusion is therefore that kj-0 alone is not sufficient to express
tne blastability of rock. If the ranking between rocks is studied for another
burden the ranking could of course change.

Despite light concrete has the lowest strength it doesn't give the finest
fragmentation. The reason for that is that there is a big crushing zone when
blasting in light concrete ~ 25 ran. Lot of energy is therefore lost close
to the charge and there will be less energy to fragment the outer regions.

CONCLUSIONS

Critical burden

. The angle of breakage decreases with increasing burden for all materials
except Luossavaara magnetite. The angle varies between 119° to 156°
and is dependent also on P-wave velocity (c ) of the material.

. A good linear correlation exists between critical burden and impedance
(Density of the blasted material multiplied with P-wave velocity). Corre-
lation coefficient R = 0.96.

. A non linear correlation exist between critical burden and static ten-
sile strength (Brazilian) R = 0.95 or critical burden and approximate
potential strain energy release rate. R = 0.84.

. The critical burden is an important parameter when describing blasta-
bility, because it tells the minimum burden where breakage doesn't
occur. For hard rocks the critical burden doesn't vary very much, not
more than 30%.

. Maximum acceptable burdens from the point of view of satisfactory frag-
mentation vary between 45-90% of the critical- burden.

Fragmentation (size distribution)

. Fragmentation (k̂ ) decreases with the increase in specific charge.
For large specific charges k™ is more or less constant. In full scale
blasts it is therefore very important to know where on the curve the
actual blast in the mine is situated.

. Fragmentation (k™) versus burden doesn't give clearly separate curves
as expected for different materials. The most coarse fragmentation was
expected for Henry quartzite with the highest uniaxial compressive
strength but instead granite gave' the most coarse fragmentation.

. Fragmentation (k,-.-.) versus critical burden gives a good correlation
for all materialŝ tested except Kallax gabbro and Ojeby granite.

. Fragmentation (k̂ ) increases with the density of the material.

Blastability

Blastability of rock is a very complex function of many parameters. If
the blastability shall be compared between different rocks the following
parameters must be equal; burden, specific charge, explosive charging and
initiation and finally mesh size for boulders. The blastability of homogene-
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ous rock or rocklike material in model blast slabbing can be calculated by
the following formulas

I°'59.(B-S)°'46 Valid only for one hole
kgg = ̂  • j blasts and if multiple holes

Q are used and single hole
blasted a S/B-ratio of 2.

„„ 3.64-10~8-In = 0.43-e
Valid of one hole

B = 69.5-1.79-10"6-I blast,
c

8 = 131+6.98-lCT3c +(0.580-3-lO^-c )-B

where
k,-,, = the mesh size where 50 weight -% of the blasted mass is passing

(mm)
k. = constant .
I = impedance = density of the rock times P-wave velocity (kg/m s)
B = burden (mm)
S = spacing (mm) „
q = specific charge or powder factor (kg/m )
i = exponent depending on type of rock. Varies between 1.65-2.89. No

correlation has been found with rock properties for single hole
blasts, when critical burden is tested in different materials. For
magnetite concrete the value is 1.99.
For multiple hole blasts (one hole blasted each time) in magnetite
concrete the exponent is 1.18, the same as the exponent used in
the SveDeFo-formula for calculation of fragmentation in full scale
blasting.

B = critical burden (mm)
0° = angle of breakage (degrees)
c = P-wave velocity (m/s)

The results pronounce the importance of using impedance when calculating
fragmentation or blastability.
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REGULATIONS OF THE PROCESS OP HARD ROCKS FRAGMENTATION
BY BLASTING

Prof.Dolgov K.A.

Leningrad Mining Institute
199026 LENINGRAD, USSR

ABSTRACT

An expression for energy consumption at elastic and plastic
deformations in dependence on minimum mean volume of rock
power-intensiveness, fragmentation degree indicator and' quan-
tity of blasting volume is given for the case of hard 'rock
fragmentation by "blasting. There is an equation of energy ba-
lance for hard rock fragmentation by biasing, the equation'
giving an expression for an indicator of effective blasting.
Other things being equal, it is possible to 'see' the dependence
of 'mean lump diameter on specific crushing energy consumption,
the latter being changed by a net of holes, the column charge
height or the specific energy concentration of the explosive.
The limited energy saturation of the massive i.e. -the specific
energy consumption quantity, at which the maximum massive frag-
mentation and minimum lump' diameter occur, is also treated.
There are some recommendations 'concerning the definition of '•
constant coefficients by the least square method or by the me-
thod of three series blasting.

The E energy at blasting is consumed at elastic and plastic
deformations EV and at the new surface formation Efi

E = Ev + E8 (1)

The Es quantity may be neglected at rocks fragmentation by
blasting (Dolgov K.A., 1971)« TJsing 'the minimum specific volu-
me of rock power intensiveness lv, 'which was proved experimen-
tally (Dolgov K.A., '1969), it is possible to get the expres-
sion for EV in a complex massive fragmentation case (Dol-
gov K.A., 1975)
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•where Vp is fragmentation quantity,
Vk is lump volume (0 4 Vk 4 V
dV— is the share of Vk lump volume in fragmented quantity
VP (determined by the regulation of lump distribution

according to sizes) .
The lv quantity depends on deformation speed and it is con-
stantly changing from lv ̂ ^ in adjoining charge zone till
lv mjn at fracture formation limit zone or at outcrop. By
taking outside (2) of lv integral by !_._ mean value it is pos-
sible to get -vm

ln2

VP Wwhere D = \n -- — — is fragmentation degree indicator.
o Yk VP

At a given granulating rock mass composition the degree of
fragmentation indicator may approximately be determined accord-
ing to the formula

•where — — is the fraction share with lumps of VTH volume,
n is the number of fractions.

The fragmentation degree indicator may be shown by the mean
lump volume V"m determined by the expression . '

Vm
ln-^=W-^-^r- (5)

From where

Approximately at a given granulating rock mass composition

*L In VM (7)

where P. = -— — is the given fraction share,
1 VP

is the given fraction volume.

In case of fragmentation by blasting of a fractured mass
determine Ê  energy which is necessary for continuous massive
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blasting to the initial joining condition

•7m ,, .
'P

where D-] is fragmentation degree indicator determined by ini
tial massive jointing. Ehe Ev2 Q^ergy required for continuous
massive fragmentation till granulating rock mass condition
after blasting will equal

Jv2 nT~ "2 "p

where D£ is fragmentation degree indicator, determined accord-
ing to the initial granulating rock mass composition after
blasting.

Ihe E-12 energy consumption at fracture massive fragmenta-
tion by blasting will be equal to (Dolgov K.A. , 1976)

T>2 and T>-\n (8) may be expressed by mean lumps volume in
massive and in a rock mass Vfen fragmented by blasting, and
after deformation we may get

Mm

and TIQQ mean lump volumes may be expressed by mean lump
diameters and by form coefficients SM and K^

_ ^ ̂  ^ dkm3

where dMa â cL cLkm are ^-e mŝ n lump diameters in the massive
and in the fragmented rock massive by blasting.

Accepting the lump form coefficient identical and equal to
KV for all fractions from (6) we may get

= 5

or for a given granulating rock mass compositions approxima
tely
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<•'=/
Pi dki

where cL. are mean lung) diameters of separate fractions.

'She mean 'lump diameter in the massive is determined in the
same manner. Being expressed in (9) the mean lump volumes by
their mean diameters, we may get

When KM = Kk
law

we may get in -Hie particular case Kirpichev-Kik ' s

where K =
In2

±3 a constant coefficient.

{Che energy balance at a fractured massive -'fragmentation by
blasting may be shown as follows (Dolgov K.A. , 1976)

ln2

where QQ is the energy released at charge blasting,
h is the efficiency with energy losses corrections.

It is possible to get (Dolgov K.A. , 1976) from

3 = _!_
vm

Mm

q'ln2

where q'= Qe is the specific crushing energy consumption.

Tlhe 3 quantity may show the blasting action efficiency.
By "benching method of solid rock mining at open cuts the speci
fic energy consumption at a "constant diameter of a hole charge
may be varied thrice: by changing the hole net, by changing '
the column charge height and by changing the specific concen-
tration of the explosive. Experiments 'indicate that in all •
three cases separately taken the 3 quantity at dj^n = const.
depends- linearly on q ' ' decreasing by q' increasing. By taking
3 = a - bqT we may get (Dolgov K.A. , 1980)

= a -
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From where
TT

dMm **£ C-Aq' + Bq'2) (16)
XL

where A and B are constant coefficients. (16) shows that at

qe = ~2B~ km = (min).

Thus, at q' = q! the limited rock energy saturation corres-
ponding to the 'maximum fragmentation degree takes place. Tak-
ing the logarithm of (16), we may get the parabolic dependence

in d,_ = 0 - Aq« + Bq'2 (17)

KMwhere C = In —-— d,, = const.

The C, A, B coefficients value may be received according
to experimental' data by the least square method (Dolgov K.A. ,
1980) or by the three series blasting method (Dolgov K.A.,
1980a).
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SPALLATION, BREAK-UP AND SEPARATION OF LAYERS BY OBLIQUE STRESS-WAVE . INCIDENCE

H.P. Rossmanith
R. Knasmiltner
Institute of Mechanics
Technical University Vienna
Karlsplatz 13
A-1040 Vienna, Austria

Abstract

Based on dynamic photoelastic fringe pattern recordings of layer detachment
and fracture an engineering model for oblique stress wave interaction with inter-
faces is developed. Time and locus of spall formation as well as detachment velo-
cities have been determined, for a variety of layered structural configurations.

In addition controlled blasting in layered rock with underground cavities and
their protection from hazardous detonation wave impact is addressed here. Results
are compared with dynamic photoelastic model studies which assist visualization
and understanding of the physical phenomena of crack-wave interaction in solids.

1. Introduction

With increasing optimization and rationalization in mining engineering and in
structural geomechanics and rock mechanics faster, safer and more efficient pro-
cedures for production of above and underground fractures and excavations are
called for. Wave propagation and wave-induced fracture in layered rock are phen-
omena of primary importance in mining engineering, in particular in conjunction
with fragmentation blasting. When the fragmentation process is done inefficiently
in a quarry operation additional expenses in handling oversized fragments, re-
peated crushing etc is incurred to the mining operator. Knowledge of stress-wave
interaction with layer interfaces assists one to optimize fragmentation and con-
sequently reduce cost in mining operations and avoids unwanted damage of near-by
above- and underground structures. Damage prevention, i.e. avoidance of occurence
of rock bursts in tunneling is a primary objective of any mining company.

The main process of rock breakage and fragmentation is a complicated interac-
tion of stress waves and crack propagation governed by material and environmental
aspects. Explosively generated stress wave reflection at free surfaces or inter-
faces in layered rock induces tensile stress amplifications at a distance from
the action surface by superposition of the incident and reflected stress waves.
If the resulting stress intensification exceeds the local strength of either the
layer material or the interface bond, crack initiation followed by separation and
complete desintegration of the rock structur may occur.

Dynamic photoelasticity in conjunction with dynamic fracture mechanics is em-
ployed to study the role of perfectly and imperfectly adhesive rock layer inter-
faces during elastic wave interaction. Plane photoelastic models fabricated from
similar and dissimilar layers with frictional interfaces showing circular and
square underground openings close to the site of explosive excitation have been
loaded in a biaxial load frame utilized for.simulation studies.
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Experimentally recorded dynamic isochromatic fringe patterns exhibit a layer-
induced stress-wave channeling effect which leads to stress-wave amplification
along the cavity wall and to unwanted break-down of the cavity wall'where layer-
detachment, spallation and rupture occurs /1-4/.

Analytically generated wave front reconstructions and energy distributions
along the wave front during several phases of the interaction process compare
well with experimental results. Qualitative results of the interaction processes
as obtained from dynamic isochromatic fringe recordings serve as a visual aid
for numerical and analytical studies.

S. Theoretical Predictions

When elastic waves are generated and propagated during blasting or an earth-
quake phenomenon, they interact with geometric discontinuities or acoustical im-
pedance mismatch zones and are reflected, refracted, and diffracted and often
give rise to a high elevation of local stresses. These stress concentrations be-
come extremely severe when the discontinuity is a static or a moving crack or a
rough or imperfectly bonded interface. Spalling is the direct consequence of
elastic wave interference near either a free surface or an interface where the
trailing tensile portion of an incident compressive detonation pulse that has not
yet been reflected and the already reflected tensile pulse interact. Oblique wave
incidence spalling is more complex and occurs when the direct trailing tensile
portion of the detonation pulse interacts with the reflected shear and tensile
pulses generated upon reflection of the leading compressive pulse of the incident
wave. This interaction process gives rise to stress amplifications conductive to
the initiation and propagation of a fracture.

In homogeneous materials a single spall occurs when the stress developed trough
interference of the incident and reflected wave portions of the transient stress
pulse reaches a level higher than the fracture strength of the material. Multiple
spalling, i.e. the development of several juxtaposed fractures, occurs v/hen the
stress level during superposition becomes more than twice than the critical nor-
mal fracture strength of the material. Formation of the first spall generates
and places a free surface in front of the trailing portion of the original wave
that is immediatively operative in reflecting the remainder of the incident
wave. The energy of the trapped portion of the wave causes separation of layers.

Spalling in laminated materials, such as jointed or layered rock, is highly
complex in that joint break-up and layer separation will occur at distinct pre-
defined planes of weakness in the layered structure. Interface cracks may initi-
ated and extended and successive layer detachment is often observed. The situa-
tion becomes more complicated when the layers consist of dissimilar materials,
for here reflected and transmitted pulses interact in a complex manner. The con-
dition for the wave to progress in the direction of decreasing acoustic impedance
is imperative for spalling to occur. Spalling in cohesionless materials or in
those parts of a material body where a high density of microflaws is to be expec-
ted, e.g. in the enlarged fracture process zone of a loaded crack in rock or in
the immediate vicinity of an underground cutout, leads to debris flaking. Flake
after flake either leaves the surface or is separated in front of the interface,
each particle absorbing and carrying a small portion of the energy of the inci-
dent wave.

2.1. Oblique Incidence Stress Wave Spalling

The position and generation time of the spall with respect to an interface or
a free surface, for an incident detonation wave will depend on the angle of inc-
idence of the wave, the shape, intensity and form of the wave, as well as the
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geometrical configuration of the boundary or the interface. The most complex
situation is encountered during the interaction of non-planar stress waves with
curved interfaces or boundaries.

2.1.1. P-Wave Ina-idenae

Upon detonation of an explosive an elastic wave disturbance (P-wave) is emit-
ted from the source point S(xs,ys) in Fig.1 at time t=t0 and travels in the homo-
geneous isotropic elastic medium under consideration. The wave front element V
propagates along a ray which is inclined at an angle <*„ with respect to the x-
axis and interacts with the interface 3B at the point R (xR3ypJ where part of it
is being reflected and part is being transmitted. Finally the energetically wea-
ker reflected PP-wave ray rpp reaches the position F(xp,yp) where it may interact

F(xF,yF)

Source
Detonation

Interface
Boundary

Fig.1 Superposition of incident and reflected P-wave generated
stress pulses at interference point F

with the direct pulse dp. A necessary condition for interaction obviously is
that the difference of the arrival times of the wave rays rpp and dp at point
F is smaller than the pulse length of the detonation wave. Primary spalling,
hence, will occur within a layer of pulse length thickness adjacent to the inter-
face or free boundary.

The arrival time lag Atp for rpp and dp is given by

cpAtp =/{(xR-xs)a+(yR-ys)2}+/{(xF-xR)2+(yR-ys)2}'-/{(xF-xs)2+(yF-ys)2}'

where c is the speed of the longitudinal wave.
With the notation of Fig.1 the interface 3B is determined by

yR = f(XR)
and Sne l l ' s law applied at point R provides the relation:
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(xF-xR)-(yF-yR)tan(r-TT/2) = (yF-yR)+(xF
(xR-xs)+(yR-ys)tan(r-V2) (yR-ys)-(xR-xs)tan(r-ir/2)

The system of equations (1)-(3) uniquely defines the time delay At as a func-
tion of the coordinates of the points F and S. p

Oblique stress wave incidence gives rise to a reflected shear wave (S-wave),
rsp. Notice, that for interaction at point F the reflected shear wave r$p is ass-
ociated with another wave-element in time of the incident P-wave that is emitted
at an angle a£ and this ray is now being reflected at point R'(xR,yR).

The arrival time lag At between the pulse rt-p and the direct P-wave dp is
given by

cpAts =/{(yR-ys)2+(x^-xs)n+§p/{(xF-x^)2+(yF-y^)2}-/{(xF-xs)2+(yF-ys)2}' (4)

and Sne l l ' s law applied at point R' provides the relation:

H(xR,yR) = u|(1+̂ )-(cp/cs)2u2(1-Ko|) = 0 (5)

with
(6)

where c is the speed of the shear wave. The system of equations (2),(4)-(7)
defines the time delay At.

2.1.2. S-Wave Incidence

Experiments show that strong shear waves spread out from a detonation site as
a result of the break-down of the borehole wall. The preceding equations may be
used altogether upon exchanging the subscripts P-̂ S.

2.2. Conditions for Spa.11abi.on

Oblique stress wave incidence gives rise to superposition of several waves con-
fined to time-varying domains. Fig. 2 shows superposition domains at a particular
instant of time associated with P-wave reflection.

Employing the maximum principal tensile stress criterion as a fracture criter-
ion a necessary condition for spallation to occur at point F is the total stress
as obtained from superposition to reach the fracture strength a of the material:

CTmax = max( °1> 02}lF = °c " aloc ' (8)

where a-jQc is the static in situ overburden stress at point F.

The position of the spall with respect to the free surface or the interface
and the spall time tr- are determined from the relations:

F,tF = ° ' (9)

The three equations (8) and (9) allow for the determination of F(xpyF;tF).

The direction of the highest principal stress developed by the intersecting
waves determines the orientation of each of the microfractures that coalesce to
form the macro-spall. Each micro-fracture is oriented perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the principal stress. Wave front curvature and .energy intensity variations
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of the reflected waves as a function of the angle of incidence as well as diver-
gence (convergence) of the wave will influence the microfracturing that precedes
and accompanies spall formation.

compression

WAVE END

no wave

FRONT

Interface
Boundary

S
*
SOURCE
DETONATION

Fig.2 Superposition domains associated with pulse reflection and
spallation

2.3. Jointed Rock

In real materials the structure of the material may influence basically the
pattern of spalling. In rock type materials individual blocks are separated by
planes of weakness. The layered or jointed structure induces anisotropic wave
propagation effects and changes crack propagation behavior patterns. If the
joint is of lower strength (shear or tension) than the base material (rock),
joint-initiated spallation will occur upon wave incidence and reflection. In
contrast to the spall process of Section 2.2. in layered rock the spall locations
are preselected-by the joint structure.

In addition most joints are not perfectly bonded but show a certain degree of
imperfection. In particular, bonding may not exist at aTTwi-th-the-l-ayers~lTeTa~
in position by the confining pressure. In cemented imperfect joints with crack-
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type debonding defects crack initiation by spallation occurs first where assum-
ing a crack extension force fracture criterion the following relations hold:

E'SlF,tF=K1 (10)

where 6 = crack extension force, K.,,̂  = stress intensity factors, cr-, ,T-J = com-
ponents of stress at point F normal and parallel to the joint line, '2a = crack
(imperfection) length, Ŷ  ,YT = layer geometry correction factors, and G = crit-
ical value of crack extension force.

Equation (10) holds for each and every crack-type debond imperfection in the
layered structure whereas equations (8) and (9) pertain to spalling within indiv-
idual rock blocks.

2.4. Wave Representation

Within the framework of dynamic photoelasticity the principal components of an
elastic plane stress wave may be represented in terms of the fringe order distr-
ibution N(sp) (Fig.3):

vFRONT

P-wave:

Fig.3 Propagation of a
. plane shear or
longitudinal wave

N(s )fa/h

N(sp)fff/h

= v/(1-2v)N(sp)fa/h

= 2v/(1-v)N(sp)fa/h

S-wave:

EVZ

ESZ

(11)

(12)

(13)

where the coordinates s and s (0<s ,s sx ,A ) start from the wave fronts,
f is the material fringe value and hpis thePmoaell thickness. The quantities
s and s are related to the points P and S (Fig.3) by

p,s (yp-ys)sina> (14)
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The cartesian components of the wave may be represented in vectorial form by

* = Vp,s

with a = (ax,ay,Txy)T, V = 2f /h(1-v)-1 (1 ;v;0)T, V = f /h(0;0;1)T for plane
stress, and D is the p transformation matrix

[~cos2a sinaa -sin2a~|
D(a) = sinza cos2a sin2a (16)

|_sin2a/2 -sin2a/2 cos2aj

Reflected and transmitted longitudinal and shear waves may be represented in
a similar way.

The interference pattern of incident and reflected waves may be obtained by
linear superposition to yield the total stress at point P(xp,yp) due to the refl-
ection at an interface or free boundary of an incident P-pulse (Fig.1):

= V p {D(a d )N(s p ) + R p p D(a p p )N(s p p )} + V s R s p D(B s p )N(s s p ) (17)

and of an incident S-pulse:

as = as + ass + aps
= V s{D(B d )N(s s )+R s sD(B s s )N(s s s )} + VpRp sD(ap s)M(sp s) (18)

where
app = F + iT/2 - a (R) , Bsp = T+ ir/2 - B ( R ' ) (1g)

aps = T + TT/2 - a(R") , B$s = T+ ir/2 - B(R")

The quantities R D D » R C D » R S S » ancl RDS denote reflection amplitude ratios and
may be found in e.g. Ref./1/. The quantities s ,s ,s , and s may be derived
from the time delays of Section 2.1. sp pp ss ps

The principal stress follows from

o-|,2 = (cyax)/2 V{(ay-ax)2/4 + T̂ } ' (20)

and the angle between the x-axis and the principal stresses is given by

cr, „ = i tan"1{2Ty../(aY-o-./)} + (0̂ /2) (21)
I 3 £• t- Ay A y

where a ,a , and T fo-Tlow from eqs.(17) or (18).

From equations (8), (15)-(20) follows that spalling does essentially depend on
the shape and amplitude of the stress wave, i.e. on N(s).

The preceding equations (15)-(18) become more complicated for non-planar wave
fronts (such as detonation waves) where effects of damping and geometrical disp-
ersion have to be taken into account. This, however, can easily be accomplished
within an engineering approximation by multiplying equ.(15) with an amplitude
factor that decays with distance from the source.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM: Consider the reflection at a free boundary of a normally incid-
ent arbitrarily shaped plane stress wave

ap(x,t) = (1-v)/'(1-2v) N(ct-x)fCT/h = k.NQn(ct-x) = aQn(ct-x)
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with maximum amplitude CT =kN and wave length A as shown in Fig.4. The function
n(ct-x) is a normalized fringe order distribution. The fracture tensile
strength is assumed to be a . The reflected wave f(x+ct) is given by f(x+ct)_=
-a n(x+ct). If tP denotes the time span from wave incidence to spall initiation,
an8 Xp denotes the spall distance from the free edge, the conditions form nor-
mal incidence spallation derived from Section 2.2. are given by

(n(ct-x) - n(ct+x)}

3/8x (n(ct-x) - n(ct+x)}|

(n(ct-x) - n(ct+x)}|

(22)

(23)

In a periodically layered rock aggregate with interfacial joint strength a.>
and layer thickness L primary spallation will occur, when

(24)

time t<0

cron(x-ct)

time t =

-V(x«t)

free boundary

Fig.4 Spall ing by normally incident wave reflection

If the incoming wave is a sin-wave pulse, g(x,t) = a sin{2ir/A(ct-x)}H(ct-x),
primary spallation will occur at time tF = c~Tcos~1(aj 2an) at a distance
r= A/4 behind the free surface.

c
p

2.5. Dynamic Lay en? Detachment

When a (plane) wave strikes a weak or loose interface obliquely, the momentum
is partitioned and the transmitted normal component causes the second body (often
a layer) to move off in a direction normal to the interface. The remainder of the
momentum is trapped in the first body (bulk) causing relative movement along the
interface. The relative amount of momentum transferred to the receptor layer is
given by

= /( c" v,, «. D + c» v, D D ) dt . (25)M
r1

Separation of the layer from the substrate will occur regressively for a cyl-
indrical detonation wave because at angles of obliquity ranging from 40° to 75°
a fairly large fraction of the momentum will be reflected at the interface and,
thus, will never reach the receptor layer. The relative position of the point of
separation®(= crack tip) with respect to the wave front(§)depends on the ratio
c"/c' and the angle of incidence a (Fig.5). The distance BA for a dissimilar
media junction is given by

BA = 2L tan Y {(c"/c')2/sinV - 1} (26)
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Fig.5 Dynamic layer detachment for dissimilar media junction

which reduces to BA = 2L cotana for similar media. Note that the detachment
point A anticipates the incident wave front B for c" >cl and angle of incidence
a>sin-1(c^). P P

If an explosion is ignited at depth H below the interface of a half-plane
covered with a top-layer of thickness L, the speed of detachment (crack speed)
ca follows from the differential wave front construction of Fig.6 and is given
by:
r /r, L li + CP 2L Cos3ot }/ d + CD
ca/cp -

Fig.6 Detachment of dissimilar layer reflected detonation wave
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3. Experimental Investigation

Dynamic photoelasticity was utilized to study wave interaction with interface
cracks at the junctions of similar and dissimilar layers. Photoelastic methods
offer full-field visualization and yield overall characteristics and numerical
data during the period of the dynamic process. Information is obtained concerning
instantaneous wave front location, stress wave amplitude distributions, crack-
tip positions and stress intensifications at discontinuities.

Internal point source loading was generated by detonating an 180 mg charge of
pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN) by means of a few mg's of lead azide (PbNc)
used as a primary explosive. PETN is a very suitable explosive for dynamic load-
ing of photoelastic models as it generates stress pulses of short rise time
(approx. 1 us) and the mean pulse width is about 5 us. The explosive was highly
packed in a 6 mm diameter borehole and a specially designed pressure containment
device prevented the combustion gas products from venting. The detonation was
initiated by a 2 kV-DC voltage pulse.

Two series of tests were performed. In the first series layer detachment was
studied with the buried source below a stack of one thick and three thin layers
(Fig.7a). In the second test program a (circular or square-shaped) cavity in a

FREE LAYERS
I I U I I I 1

M i i

VLtTf tTl
t p f t M t t c

Fig.7 Schematic representation of photoelastic models for studies of layer
detachment and spallation in layered rock with cutouts

multilayer structure subjected to normal confining pressure is explosively exc-
ited by a detonation wave with source point at various positions (Fig.7b).

The layers were fabricated from large sheets of Araldite B 10 mm thick. Aral-
dite B is a birefringent polymeric material the fracture and photoelastic prop-
erties of which have been well characterized /5/. The fracture toughness of Aral-
dite B is typically about KT = 0,67 MNm-3/2 which means thatit is more brittle
than most rock types (Indiana Limestone: KIC= 0,97 MNm-3/2; Westerly Granite:
Kjc= 2,6 MNnr^). For dynamic loading the two materials, rock and Araldite B,
are considered to exhibit similar response characteristics for wave-crack inter-
face interactions.

Rock joints in limestone quarries range from open mud-filled cracks to very
tightly bonded calcite joints with properties similar to the adjoining rock
masses. In the particular series of tests to be described an Araldite-2-compon'ent
bonding agent was used. The joint would be classified as medium to strong and all
models could be handled without separation occurring.

A multiple spark gap camera (Cranz-Schardin type) was employed to record the
dynamic photoelastic fringe patterns. The camera was triggered by the detonation
of the explosive and the exposure of the first negative occurred after a selected
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delay period. The camera used provides 24 frames at discrete times during the
dynamic event.The sparks generate light pulses about 500 ns in duration and thus
effectively stop the motion of the fringes during the exposure time. A framing
rate of about 200,000 fps was used in these experiments. This provided an observ-
ation period of 120 us after a delay time of some 70 us which was well matched
with the interaction process being studied.

A calibration test with an explosive detonating at the free boundary of a half-
plane provided the wave propagation velocities for Araldite B, c =2100 m/s, c =
1156 m/s, and Cn= 1105 m/s. The dynamic isochromatic recording pof the calibrat-
ion test is shown in Fig.8 where the individual waves (P=Longitudinal wave, S=
shear wave, V= head wave, R= Rayleigh surface wave) can be easily detected.

Fig.8 Dynamic photoelastic recording
of wave emission during explosive
point force excitation at the
free surface of a half-plane

3.1. Dynamic Layer Detachment

Model 1 1 consisted of a stack of 3 layers (20mm) and one layer (40mm) stacked
on top of a half-plane. The explosive site was 50 mm below the edge of the half-
plane (150 mm below the free surface of the stack). The isochromatic fringe
pattern (Fig.9) shows the dynamic situation of frame 5, taken at a time 94 us
after detonation. If the rock structure was a monolithic block the theoretical
P-wave front would have progressed to the position indicated. Because of the
loose non-compressive junctions between the individual layers delay times will be
induced by mechanically closing the roughness-generated gaps between any two
adjacent layer-surfaces. It takes a wavelet of high enough intensity and impinging
at time t1 at an angle a1 the time interval At* to close a gap of width d, At*
being calculated from the relation

At*
d = -̂ - J0 an(t)cosa' dt . (28)

Meanwhile the incident wave front has progressed to the position r=Cpt =
Cp(t'+At*) leaving behind a discontinuity in the photoelastic picture of the
wave front of length, s,

= c t1 {/{(1-fAt*/t')2-cos2a'}' - /{1 - cos2a'}' } (29)

along the junction. By measuring appropriate lengths and time the junction gap
may be determined from equations (28) and (29). Wave front lags associated with
subsequent layers may be computed in a similar way by regarding earlier delays
and decreases in wave amplitude due to successive reflections and geometrical
dampina. In a later phase the isochromatic fringe pattern resembles the photo-
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frame 5
t ime 94 us

Fig.9 Dynamic layer detachment by a detonation pulse

elastic pattern obtained from a stack of beams in bending.

3.2. Tunnel -In Pre-Stressed Layered Rook

The second series of tests is concerned with a circular or square tunnel in
a uniaxially pre-stressed multi-layered rock configuration. The square tunnel
(dimensions 40x40 mm2) completely cuts two layers in half (L=20mm) as shown in
Fig.7c, whereas the circular cutout disrupts one and weakens two further adjac-
ent layers as is shown in Fig.7b. Common to both tunnel configurations are the
high dynamic stress concentrations along the tunnel peripheries especially at
those locations where the joints intersect or join the cutout.

3.2.1. C-vrouLaT Tunnel

Consider the configuration in Fig.7b where the explosive source is located
at point I. The uniaxial preload (overburden pressure) is â  = 3,125 Nmirr2. The
hole diameter is 61 mm.

A few characteristic features of the stress distribution around a circular
cavity in an infinite specimen subjected to uniaxial far-field compression, the
socalled Kirsch-problem /6/ will be reviewed. The stress intensifications S-j at
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points A,B,C,D, and E along the periphery of the cutout are given by

S(9) = ae(5=a;e)/aa) = 1 - 2cos2e (30)

With SA(0) = SE(TT) = -1, SB(ir/3) = SD(2ir/3) = 2, and Sc(ir/2) = 3. The far-field
compressive stress a^ induces a far-field fringe order NQQ = 3,087 with h=10mm
and fa= 10,12 N/mm/fringe order). Hence, at point C a fringe order NC=3MCD=9,26
and at points A and E a fringe order NA'=Nr=3,087 is to be expected. The lower
half of Fig.10 shows the undisturbed isocnromatic fringe pattern around the circ-
ular tunnel, whereas the upper half pertains to the fully dynamic interaction
at time t=54 psec after detonation at point I (distance IA= b = 61mm) and the
wave front has just passed at point C. The photoelastic fringe pattern associat-
ed with the Kirsch-problem is shown in Fig.11a. A study of the distribution of
transient stresses shows strong intensifications at points A and B during the

Fig.10 Dynamic interaction of a detonation pulse with a circular tunnel in
uniaxially (vertical direction) prestressed layered rock
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0.30

\ i t
Fig. 11 Isochromatic fringe patterns associated with a circular (a) and a

square (b) cutout in an infinite plane subjected to uniaxial com-
pression (after Ref./6/)

course of wave reflection.

Superposition of the Kirsch' stress field and the incident and reflected wave
stress fields along the y-axis (line of symmetry) yields

Tm(5;t) = a(D/2{1-3

or, in terms of fringe orders

(31)

Ntot(?;t) = haQD/fj{
NQ n(cpt-r){H(cpt-r) - H(cpt-A-r)}
NQ n(c t-2b+r) { H(c t-2b+r) - H(c t-2b- A+r)} (32)

with r = b+a-£ , b is the distance of the detonation site from point A, r and
£ are radial coordinates starting from the detonation point and the tunnel center,
respectively. The time interval of main interest is b/c <t£ (b+A)/c . Experim-
ental model studies as well as related computer programspare in progress.

The formation of extremely high stress concentrations at points A,B,C,D, and
E is clearly illustrated in the sequence of photographs shown in Fig.12. Layer
cracking occurs in the upper layers and a rock burst causes the tunnel to collaps
at the tunnel roof.
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Fig.12 Dynamic interaction of a detonation pulse with a circular tunnel in pre-
stressed layered rock showing wave incidence (a), layer cracking and
stress concentrations at the tunnel periphery (b)
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Fig.12 (Cont . ) Dynamic isochromatic fr inge patterns associated with wave-tunnel
interaction showinn layer fracturing ( c ) , layer displacement and tunnel
collaps (d)
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3.2.2. Square Tunnel

A square tunnel (40x40 mm2) in a layered rock configuration (Fig.7c) introd-
uces a very different kind of singularity at the corners of the square-shaped
cutout. Only qualitative features will be reported here. A static far-field pre-
stress a = 1 Nmnr2 generates stress intensifications at the tunnel corners as
shown in Figs. 11b and 13a. In addition, stress amplifications also occur at
those locations where the joints intersect the smooth tunnel walls. When the wave
front engulfes the tunnel (Fig.13b) the upper corner stress concentrations still
amplify. This is confirmed by the formation of pseudo-caustics due to large in-
elastic deformations at the tunnel roof. The final dynamic isochromatic fringe
pattern (Fig.13c) pertains to the full interaction of the detonation pulse with
the tunnel. Notice the high stress concentrations at the bottom corners of the
tunnel.

Fig.lSa Dynamic photoelastic fringe pattern associated with the incidence
phase of a detonation pulse onto a square tunnel
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Fig.13b Dynamic photoelastic fringe pattern showing the build-up of stress
concentrations at the upper tunnel corners
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Fig.13c Dynamic photoelastic fringe pattern showing strong interaction bet-
ween elastic waves and tunnel walls giving rise to high stress ampl-
ifications at'the tunnel corners
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4. Conclusion

Layer detachment, spallation and stress intensification at interfaces between
similar and dissimilar rock layers becomes a very complicated process if tunnel -
like cutouts are present. It has been observed that detachment, spallation, and
layer stack disintegration may occur either from the outgoing P-wave or possibly
from a combination of the tensile P-wave tail and the reflected PP- and/or SP-
waves. In multilayered rock this process is further complicated by the possibil-
ity of load transmission delay due to gap closure and joint contact formation.

The experimental work described here has demonstrated the major role that
joints and bedding planes play in the wave-structure interaction process as well
as in the fragmentation process. The mechanisms become even more complicated when
the adjoining layers are of different types of rock. Due to the lack of dynamic
analyses of the stress distribution around tunnel-type cutouts in pre-stressed
layered structures many basic physical phenomena need clarification by further
experimental and theoretical investigations.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of the growth of two diametrically directed radial
cracks from notches in borehole blasting is being discussed. The
quasistatic approach with "delaying" was used. Its essence con-
sists in the delaying of the signal coming from the power appli-
cation centre to the tips of propagating cracks. The applicabi-
lity of the approach to the description of the process is based
on the results of testing comparisons of the given decision with
"purely" quasistatic and dynamic ones which are most precise in
describing two asymptotic cases of this process when crack
growth rates are correspondingly the lowest and highest. Another
method of modelling mechanical effect of rock blasting with the
cylindrical charge parallel to the free surface is suggested.
With the help of this method the study of interconnection bet-
ween the breakage parameters and blasting strength near the
rectilinear free surface was carried out in plexiglass models.

INTRODUCTION

There are several methods of rock fracture by blasting which make
it.possible to determine primary directions of rock splitting.
All these methods are based on the purposeful weakening of the
borehole contour zone leading to the stress concentration in this
explosion zone. It determines in this case most probable direc-
tions of the radial crack propagation. Though more advantageous
in comparison with traditional methods of blasting these methods
are not yet widely employed in drilling and blasting. It may be
accounted for by both technical difficulties and lack of a tho-
rough study of such a phenomenon as deterministic rock fracture
by means of applying the explosion impulse to the walls of the
borehole.

The paper presents a comparative analysis of the suggested
different theoretical decisions of the problem of two diamet-
rical radial crack growth in the explosion of the borehole
charge without stemming in homogeneous brittle solid and the re-
sults of modelling two arbitrarily directed radial crack propa-
gation in plexiglass, the influence of the free surface being
taken into account,
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STATEMEM1 OF THE PROBLEM

The following problem is discussed. Resulting from instantaneous
detonation at the initial moment a borehole with the length L0
and diametre 2 r0 is filled with gas with the density j00 and
initial pressure pQ . It is necessary to determine the law of
propagation and final sizes of two symmetrical about the bore-
hole axis radial cracks directed by two notches with the length
fi-=£0-p0 (Fig. 1)» It is assumed that the gas does not pene-

trate into the cracks, it flows out only
through the mouth of the borehole the
diametre of which remains constant.
Bottom fracture effects are ignored.
Sher B.lSr. (1982) has got an empirical

connection for plexiglass between the
single crack propagation Telocity <? and
the stress intensity factor in the crack
tip

2r0

Pig.1.Distribution of
initial cracks (not-
ches) along the bo-
rehole contour.

This formula includes such constants
as crack maximum speed Vm, critical
stress intensity factor Klc and parame-
ter d •
Applying the formula (1) to arbitrary

brittle solid one may describe the
growth dynamics of single radial cracks
starting on the boundary of the explo-

sion cavity if it is known how the magnitude Kx changes accord-
ing to the growth of the crack length e with the given law of
the pressure change p(t) in the explosion cavity.
First, let's consider the quasistatic approach to the problem.

Such an approximation makes it possible to determine many quali-
tative peculiarities of the given problem's decision which will
be further made accurate in more precise dynamic approximations.

QUASISTATIO APPROXIMATION

It was suggested by Sher E.JT. (1974) to solve in Fracture Mecha-
nics terms the problem of the equilibrium of radial cracks uni-
formly distributed about the cavity in case the crack length e
is much greater than the explosion cavity radius

(2)

n + n
For the' magnitudes of the crack length <? similar to PO this

equation may be supplemented with graphic dependencies (Fig. 2)
suggested by F. Ouchterlony (1974)*
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To close the system of equations (1), (2) it is necessary to
set a law of pressure changes in the cavity with time. The bore-
hole is assumed to "be filled with ideal gas with the exponent of
the isentrope ~ = 3 .

Pig.2. Normalized stress in-
tensity factor values as a
function of crack length
for various crack numbers
(from P. Ouchterlony).

1,0

Applying the theory of one-dimensional isentropic motions.of
gas and the assumption of the borehole wall immobility one may
formulate the law of pressure change p(x^ t) in the esrplosion
cavity in the form of the function of two variables; time t and
coordinate of the borehole length. Jc .
I stage, A rarefaction wave is propagated in gas from the bore-

hole mouth (z=0) with the sound velocity C0 till the moment of
its reflection from the borehole bottom (t^L0/C0)

(t)

where
Cot

8,

II stage. The reflected rarefaction wave is propagated from
the borehole bottom (x = L0) to the borehole mouth (L0/C0<t^2L0/

where p-> (t) = pa (L0/C0 t)s.

Ill stage « Free of wave outflow of gas from the borehole

It is evident from the given function p(x,t) that the pres-
sure profile along the borehole length is unstable till the be-
ginning of a free outflow of gas from the cavity (i.e. till
t- 2L0 /?o ). By this moment the pressure profile in the
borehole will become stabilized, its magnitude being 8 times as
little as the initial pressure. It follows from the equation
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tliat when tlie stress intensity factor Kx is much, greater than
the critical stress intensity factor Xzc the crack' propagation
velocity is close to the maximum Vm . Thus, if this relation-
ship (Kl^->Ki0'~) is observed with the pressure interval (p0 ?•
P 2- Po /#) embracing the whole wave phase in the cavity the

crack propagation velocity at this stage is constant (about Ym )
and its front is practically parallel to the borehole axis.
Hence, to make it less complicated in further calculations the
uniform law of pressure change in the cavity corresponding to
the borehole bottom may be used

Therefore, the full list of the initial parametres of the pro-
blem is as follows: the critical stress intensity factor fflc ,
maximum crack speed Vm , constant <J- , borehole radius r0 ,
borehole length L0 , size of notches determined by their radius
?o i initial pressure pa , sound velocity C0 and exponent of

the isentrope f . According to the theory of dimensionality the
numerical solution of the problem depends on six dimensionless
parametres: Klc - KIC /p0 yT^ , Vm - Vm fC0 , e0 = f0/n0 , 4? = t>0/'ra ,
ot and /• . To make it possible to further compare the results
of calculations with those of experiments all calculations were
made with regard for the properties of the material characte-
ristics of plexiglass ( Klc = 1 MPa-m1/2, Vm = 650 m/s, oL = 1).
Prom the example of the quasistatic approach to the problem

(equations (1), (2), (3) with the initial conditions e~f0 and
t=o ) the influence of the basic parametres on the process

under study and. the final sizes of cracks was established. Here
and further the case of two (n = 2) cracks is analysed though
the formula (2) is applicable to a problem with any number of
cracks .uniformly distributed about the borehole.
Size of notches. Calculations with different values of _the re-

lative radius of notches f0 changing in the range 1.05 ̂  ?o ^ 2
proved that the value of fa does not practically (accurate up
to 3-4%} influence the final sizes of.cracks. The value of e0
is relevant in case of clearing up a possibility of "starting"
a crack with the given initial pressure in the cavity.
Exponent of isentrope. As pointed above, the whole gasdyna-

mics of gas outflow from the explosion cavity was described in
the laws of the ideal gas with the exponent of isentrope ̂ =3.
In this connection there arises the question of the possibility
of such an approximation of the detonation product behaviour
when the value of/- reaches 1.4 depending on the pres_sure. Cal-
culations for two values of /• equal to 3 and 1.4 ( KIO =0.0066,
Vm = 0.22) are shown in Table 1. The rest of the parametres

of the problem in comparative calculations remained unchanged,
and the law of the pressure changes in the cavity when t>L0/c0
for £ = 1.4 was set with the formula from Baum F.A. et al.

0,27L0
C0t-0,S3L0j (4)
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1. Final sizes of cracks
for various f (quasi-
statics)

~L0
P̂
rnaxL

10

8.2

8.7

30
19.7

20

100

53.6
52.2

r= 3
r= i..4_

Table 1. Final sizes of cracks The results of calculations
show that the value of f in
such problems where temporal
characteristics of the process
are more important does not
practically influence the re-
sult of the numerical solution.
Therefore, the decisions with
f = 3 may be applied to cases

with real gases such as detonation products of well-known explo-
sives.
Scale of explosion. The scale of explosion is characterized by

the size of the borehole radius r>0 which is included into the
normalized parametre of the critical stress intensity factor
KIC ~ K_ic/Po v'POI . Therefore, unlike "zone" fracture problems
in this case the result is not similar concerning r0 . Table 2
shows the results characterizing the degree of influence of the
scale of explosion on the final sizes of cracks ( Klc = 0.0066,

Vm = 0.22J. It must be noted that as 4, 9, 16, etc. times
change of nt is equivalent to the corresponding 2, 3, 4 etc.
times change of KIC Table 2 makes it possible to evaluate an
error which may result from the inaccuracy of the preset value
of KIC . According to the given calculations a 50% error in pre-
setting KIe gives a deviation from the accurate result of the
final sizes of cracksby only 10-15%.
Initial press-

Table 2. Influence of scale on final sizes
"of cracks fmo-x (quasistatics)

ure. To define
the influence of
the parametre p0
on numerical cal-
culations it is
necessary to have
the relationship
between p0 and
another important
parametre of the
problem - sound
velocity C0 .Let's
take a concrete
case of the ex-
plosive charge with an air annular clearance. In terms of gasdy-
namics of the ideal gas with J~= 3 we may get the equation

rg,mm

2.5
7.5
20

50
100

KIC

0.0066

0.0038

0.0023
0.0015

0.001

s
''max

E0= 10

8

9
II
12

13

La = 30
20

23
26

30

33

l,= 50
30
35
41
46
52

I. = 100

54
63
73
83
93

= ft (5)

This equation connects the initial parametres of the gas filling
the borehole cavity after the detonation of the explosive charge
PO and C0 with the parametres of the unexpanded products of

detonation pi and ffe- which are equal if there is no air annu-
lar clearance. Table 3 presents calculations ( f0 = 2.5 mm) show-
ing that the reduction of the charge quantity per metre begins
to influence the final sizes of cracks only at very low initial
pressures of gas, close to minimum, which make cracks "start"
from the borehole contour. As for the dependence (5) it must be
noted that it accurately reflects the connection between the
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Table 3. Influence of initial pressure fl0 on final
sizes of cracks (quasistatics)

Po,Mna

3000

2000
1000

500

! 100

.
/> SL
60i s

3000
2620

2080

1650

965

vm

0.22

0.25
O.JI

0.39
0.6?

*ie

0.0066
0.001

0.002

0.004
0.2

^mffj:
L0= 10

8.2

8.2

8.1

8.1

7.3

L0= 30

19.7

19.5

19.3
19.2
14.3

E0= 50
30
29.7
29.4

29.3
18.6

Z0= 100
53.6
53.2
52.4
52.1
24.8

initial pressure of gas and the sound Telocity in it in compa-
rison with, the real isentropes of the detonation products and,
therefore, the calculations shown in Table 3 may be regarded as
a reflection of the existing tendencies.
Concluding the analysis of the results of the quasistatie so-

lution of the problem it is necessary to note the following. As
proved by comparative calculations the specification of the
value /Cjr for low values of £ with the help of the graphical
dependencies (Pig, 2) is reasonable only in case of the initial
values of the stress intensity factor Kx being not more than
3 times greater than the critical KIC . This phenomenon may be
accounted for by analysing the formula (2) from which it is
clear that if Kx >3KIC then the crack propagation velocity is
close to the maximum and does not depend on the precise value
of Kj. .

DYNAMIC APPROXIMATION.

For the dynamic approximation of the problem the "approximation
of the semi-infinite crack" suggested by Sher E.TT. (1980) for
high speeds of crack propagation (not less than 0.4 of the
Rayleigh wave velocity 0R ) was used.
According to this approximation instead of the problem of a

single crack of a changeable length loaded by concentrated for-
ces in the centre it is possible to consider the problem of a
semi-infinite crack loaded by the same forces applied to the
point coinciding with the crack tip at the initial moment.
Saraykin V.A. and Slepa'an L.A. (1979) suggested an effective
approximation of the problem of the semi-infinite crack arbitra-
rily loaded along its contour and propagating at the speed lower
than that of the Rayleigh waves.
The application of this solution to the problem considered in

the paper made it possible to get the expression for the dyna-
mic stress intensity factor which depends not only on the crack
length e, but its speed e

KT =
f-.e/eK
Mf-e/a*

(6)
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where

a* = f,fVs - effective speed of the approximate model, Vs -
speed of the transverse waves, and the function p(t) is preset
in accordance with (3).
The final equation for solving the dynamic problem of the

single crack propagation under the influence of concentrated
forces received by substituting of (6) into (1) looks as fol-
lows

f-e/cK
(7)

The numerical solution (7) was received with the initial con-
dition P=f>0 with t = p0/Vn7 • The results of calculations of
the final sizes of cracks for different lengths of borehole and
initial pressures are shown in Table 4 (in the calculations the
value of C# for plexiglass was assumed to be equal to 1100 m/s).

Table 4. Influence of initial pressure p0 on final sizes
of cracks (dynamics/quasistatics with "delaying")

Po,MPa Ki
e,max

= 10 = 50 La= 100

5000 5000 0.22 0.37 0.0066 16
16

2000 2620 0.25 0.42 0.01

1000 2080 0.31 0.53 0.02 40

500 1650 0.39 0.6? 0.04

100 965 0.67 1.14 0.2 II 21
10 17

27,
21 26

It is clear from_ Table 4 that the dependence of the final
sizes of cracks £m&x °n "t̂ 16 initial parametres of the problem
is similar to those received from the quasistatic approximation
(see Table 3). However, the absolute values of the maximum sizes
of cracks are about twice as great. This discordance may be ac-
counted for by the effect of delay of the signal's arrival from
the centre of load application at the tip of the moving crack.
Such a delay leads to the increase of time of the effective lo-
ading of the crack tip by about (f-e/c/^)"' 'times. With inten-
sive loadings the crack propagation speed has about maximum va-
lues (<?*«• Vm) and for plexiglass the value of the maximum crack

"speed Vm is about half the Rayleigh waves velocity CK ,and
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the result is two times precisely. In the solution (7) the delay
is expressed in the argument of the pressure function shifted by
the value el a* .

QUASISTATIC SOLTJTTOir WITH "DELAYING"

Taking into account the mentioned effect makes it possible to
appreciably improve the quasistatic solution of the problem pre-
sented in the first part of the paper. Por this purpose it is
enough to substitute the argument t in the pressure function
for (t-e/cK} in the equation (2) presetting the value of the
stress intensity factor at a certain moment of time. In this
case one more parametre CK=CR/CO will be added and a number of
dimensionless values determining _the numerical_ solution of the
new problem will be as follows: Kxc , Vn, , CK , £0 , fo , °<- and jf*.
The results of calculations made with such an approximation

are shown in Table 4 and Pig. 3, 4> 5.

8lr0

12

Pig.3. Growth dynamics of
crack length in the quasi-
static approximation with
"delaying"_( L0 =10, KIe =
= 0.0066, Vm= 0.22, 4=0.37)
— • "pure11 quasistatics.

45 BO 75
f>
c nrcrx

mo

Pig.4. Pinal relative crack
sizes as a function of
borehole radius for va-
rious borehole_ lengths

= 0.22, cs = 0.37,
KIC = 1 MPa -

P0 = 3-103 MPa). 25

SO

The comparison of the results of the dynamic solution with
those of the quasistatic solution with "delaying" proves their
coincidence in cases of high speeds of crack propagation.At low
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100

so

BO

40

20

propagation speeds if the initial pressure, for instance, is
equal to 100 MPa the discordance of the solutions under compari-
son becomes vivid and the quasistatic solution with "delaying"

turns out to be closer to the
"purely" quasistatic than to
the dynamic solution. It may
be accounted for by the dyna-
mic solution being correct,as
mentioned above, only with
crack propagation speeds
equal to 0.4 of the Rayleigh
waves velocity, i.e. in the
given case ( Vm ~ 0.5 CK )
close to the maximum. With
lower speeds the interaction
of two cracks disregarded in
the "purely" dynamic state-
ment becomes important.
The quasistatic solution ac-

curately describes another
asymptotic case of the process
under study corresponding to
rather low crack propagation
speeds and taking account of
the interaction of cracks in
full measure. Thus, the dyna-
mic and quasistatic decisions
describe the extreme cases of
the process under study and
may be regarded as test deci-
sions for the evaluation of
the applicability of the qua-
sistatic decision with "de-
laying" to the description of
the process of radial crack
propagation about the explo-
sion cavity.
The problem of two radial

cracks propagation in case of
repeated successive explosions of equivalent explosive charges
was also considered with the quasistatic approach with "delay-
ing".
Figure 6 shows the growth dynamics of one of two such cracks

after the thrice—repeated explosions in the borehole with the
length La = 50 r>0 and initial pressure p0 - 3000 MPa. Every
successive explosion was conducted after the full arrest of the
cracks and the gas outflow of the preceding explosion from the
borehole. The horizontal lines of the plots show- the time of the
delaying of the signal at the crack tip from the centre of the
load application. It follows from the given plots that the
thrice-repeated explosions with such initial data allowed to
make the final sizes of directed radial cracks 3 times as large.
However, such an increase of the crack length is not possible

with any charge strength per metre. The calculations for the
identical case with the initial pressure Po = 100 HPa (Fig. 7)
show that the effectiveness of repeated explosions may be

••10ra

1000 SOOO 3000 P0, MPa

Fig,5. Final relative crack sizes
as a function of initial pres-
sure for various borehole
lengths ( r0 - 2.5 mm,

AV_= 1 MPa-m1/2).
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eir0

150

120

90

BO

30

150 300 450 BOO

.6. Growth dynamics of crack
length in case of thrice-re-
peated explosions in the "bore-
hole with the initial pres-
sure 3-10-> MPa_ ( L0 = 50,
Klc = 0.0066, K^=0.22,
CK = 0.37).

Pig.7. Growth dynamics of
crack length in case of
thrice—repeated explosions
in the borehole with the
initial pressure 100 MPa
(A, = 50, -
Vm = 0,22., CK

KIc = 0.0066.
' = 0.37).

insignificant if the loads applied to the walls of the cavity
are small enough.

MODELLING

At present it is rather difficult to get a precise solution of a
similar problem with regard for the free surface influence. Vio-
lation of the symmetry of the problem results in curving the
crack trajectory which makes it necessary to set a new problem
of finding the trajectory of the crack. The solution of such a
problem demands using variation methods which is connected with
great computation difficulties. That is why in similar cases
such a method of study of fracture process as modelling appears
to be efficient.
The paper presents the description and results of static model-

ling in plexiglass showing the interconnection between the geo-
metry of the model and the value of the breaking load leading to
directed crack propagation beginning at the contour of the hole
and arriving at a free surface.
Experiments in plexiglass plates were conducted in the follow-

ing way. A hole imitating a charge cavity is drilled at the dis-
tance h. from the free surface (see Pig. 8).At the contour of
the hole two notches are made which look like small cracks with
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linked sides. With the help of a special set of hydroequipment
inside the hole a certain pressure is created which is slowly
increased until the crack is "broken, i.e. the two main cracks
developed from the notches arrive at the free surface (Fig. 9).
A pressure gauge measures the value of the breaking pressure p .

Fig.8. Disposition of a hole
with notches in the plate
(1 - free surf ace, 2-hole
contour, 3 - notches).

Such a scheme of the experiment allows to model trajectories
of directed cracks in the free surface with different depths of
the hole and angles between the notches.

Fig.9. Breakage pattern of a
plexiglass plate in model-
ling.

A series of experiments made it possible to establish the fol-
lowing fact: the form of the directed crack trajectory is in-
fluenced only by the geometry of the model itself; the length
of the notches and, therefore, the'value of the breaking load
being insignificant.
The study of the Influence of different factors on the break-

ing pressure which is similar to charge strength per metre of
modelled blasting is of primary interest in such experiments*
If notch lengths are equal the breaking pressure is mainly in-
fluenced by the hole depth and the angle between the notches.
Figure 10 shows the experimental plot of the breaking pres-

sure value p as a function of y> (half the angle between the
notches), which was received for the case when the distance
between the hole and free surface h. is equal to 1.5 of the
hole radius r0 , As clear from the plot the minimum pressure
value p=p* for the given depth of the hole when the fracture
of the specimen is possible takes place when y> = 45° « This
fact may be interpreted in the following way. Let's observe a
real pattern of the explosion of the deepened prolongated
charge. If the depth of the charge is not maximum (in our case
it means that the fracture pressure p=/>r >/?* (see Fig. 10))
there is a bundle of main cracks arriving at the free surface.
The greater the strength of the explosion (i.e. the greater pt )
and the smaller the depth of the explosive charge, the wider
the sector of the initial directions y>f*s ymy>2 (P(y>i}~ p(y>e )=/?,)
of the cracks which can develop into main cracks coming into
the free surface. It accounts for the existence of the unbroken
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pillar between the "borehole and free surface framed from two
sides "by a "bundle of radial cracks which may be observed in the
field.i
The results of modelling re- n uan

ceived for other depths h '
showed that the increase of
the relation fi/r0 makes the
plot p = /}(.$>) less sloping.
Plots as shown in Figure 10

allow to optimize the charge
depth value and angles bet-
ween directed cracks with the
preset charge strength per
metre with the aim of getting
the maximum volume of broken
rock.
Isakov A.L. et al. (1980)

suggested that the scheme of
experiments described above
should be applied to getting
a model analogy of mecha-
nical effect of random ex-
plosion with preset strength
near the free surface. The
procedure of getting such an
analogy is as follows.
1. A standard natural ex-

plosion of imitated strength
is. conducted in the solid
with all necessary characte-
ristics and the angle of
breakage is measured.
2. In model material observing the geometrical similarity

with•the conditions of standard natural explosion a hole (ra-
dius f0 ) imitating an explosion cavity (or crasking zone) is
drilled. Along the contour of the hole notches (length fr ) are
made. The angle between them is equal to the angle of standard
breakage. The walls of the hole are loaded until being broken
and the value of breaking pressure P0 is measured.
3. In accordance with any required initial geometry (the form

of the free surface and charge depth) of modelled blasting hav-
ing a similar charge strength with the standard explosion a hole
(radius r0 ) is drilled in a plate. The angle between the not-
ches (length o ) is chosen by means of testing so that the
breaking pressure be equal to p0 . The received contour formed
by two main cracks connecting the hole with the free surface
will imitate the boundary of real breakage.
As follows from the scheme given above the principal criterion

which allows to pass on from one model to another with changed
initial geometry is the stability of the breaking pressure value
(P = Po] , i.e. PO is a model analogue of re'al explosion
strength in certain rock.
Let's turn back to the plot in Figure 10. According to the

described procedure with the help of a set of such plots for
different charge depths A it is possible to foresee the angle
of natural breakage if a definite value of model analogue pg is

Pig.10. Breaking pressure as a
function of angle y> .
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preset. Prom the; two values of the angle y corresponding to the
preset value p0 the greater one should "be chosen.

SUMMARY . •

1. Comparative analysis of approximations of'the problem of .
the directed crack growth dynamics in borehole blasting allowed
to make a conclusion about applicability of the quasistatic '
approximation with "delaying" to the description of the process
under study with the whole range of radial crack propagation ve-
locity*
2. The research of the problem made it possible to state the

following: ' ,
- the length of the initial cracks (notches) does not practi-

cally influence the dynamics of the process and the final sizes'
of radial cracks developed from them;
- the value of the exponent of the isentrope of detonation

products /* used in the calculations does not greatly influence
the final product either;
- the increase of the explosion scale unlike "zone" fracture

problems leads to an appreciable increase of the directed crack
relative sizes;
- the value of the critical stress intensity factor produces

a little influence on the final result of the process, thus,the
precision of preset values of Klc in the given problem need not
necessarily be high;
- the reduction of the initial borehole pressure to several

hundred MPa by means of creating air annular clearance near the
explosive charge does not practically reduce the final sizes of
the developed cracks that proves the inexpediency of application
of high charge quantity per metre in directed rock fracture by
blasting.
3. The usage of repeated explosions successively conducted in

one and the same borehole makes it possible with preset para-
metres of the problem to receive a multiple increase of the di-
rected radial crack sizes. ' <
4. The suggested method of modelling rock blasting by static

loading near the free surface allows to combine the simplicity
and visuality of traditional methods of static modelling with!
the control of the model material fracture. It makes it possible
to establish the interconnection between the parametres of dril-
ling and blasting just on the model,
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ABSTRACT

To a great extent the successful stimulation of a gas well using explosives
depends on a thorough understanding of dynamic crack propagation in the
presence of confining in—situ stresses. This paper presents the results of
explosively driven cracks in Plexiglas models under biaxial compression.
High speed photography in conjunction with the photoelastic technique was
used to observe the dynamic event of the propagation of cracks and stress
waves. The borehole was notched at two diametrically opposite locations to
limit the, number of cracks to two. However at higher stress ratios cracks
initiated at other favorable sites. Tests were conducted at various values
of stresses and stress ratios with the aid of a specially fabricated biaxial
loading device. Two different types of explosives in conjunction with two
different types of pressure containment devices provided a range of pressure
profiles that was recorded. The study revealed qualitatively two separate
phases of crack propagation. In the first phase the crack propagation is
entirely governed by the explosively generated dynamic state of stress that
decays very quickly to give way to the second phase of crack propagation
largely controlled by the in-situ stresses. Further the.relative importance of
one phase over the other was found to depend on the in—situ stress ratio as
well as the ratio of the borehole pressure to the principal in-situ stress.
The experimental results were found to be in qualitative agreement with a
simple theory for an explosively driven crack from a well bore into a biaxial
stress environment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ever growing need for oil and natural gas has led to several new
sources of hydrocarbon fuels that require novel and often very costly means of
extraction. In the United States gas bearing deposits of Devonian Shale have'
been identified in the states of Pennsylvania, Kentucky and West Virginia
along the Appalachian basin. Vast, as these deposits are, yet only a few of
the many fields have proved to be economically viable. The key factor for a
well to be successful is that the shale surrounding the well bore be fractured
to promote gas flow into the well bore. Towards this end various techniques
have been attempted to stimulate wells. Stimulation by hydraulic fracturing
has been moderately successful in this regard. However in recent times
explosive stimulation has been enthusiastically investigated, although in
some instances, the flow rates have actually been substantially reduced.
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This has been attributed to a combination of factors including stress caging
and excessive fragmentation causing crack closure by fines. However among
other factors the successful application of explosive stimulation involves
the phenomenon of dynamic crack propagation in the presence of confining
in—situ stresses.

Specifically the problem involves linking the well bore to a pre-existing
fracture network where it becomes necessary to drive cracks over long lengths
as well as maintain control over their paths. While the crack length is
largely determined by the bore hole pressure generated by the explosion and
the consequent gas flow into the propagating cracks, the crack path is
significantly dependent on the existing in-situ stresses. Reliable data are
now available on the in-situ stresses at depths up to 3600 m (12,500 ft)
while recent trends indicate exploration at depths twice as much are not far
behind (Strickland and Ren, 1980). At these depths exist the so-called
"tight" gas or oil formations that require advanced fracturing techniques to
become commercially viable. In spite of these techniques much of the reservoir
may go unrecovered unless prior planning of well spacing is effected after
predicting the fracture orientation (Smith, 1979).

Considerable research has been done in the area of crack propagation in
the presence of'confining stresses. In 1980, Warpinski et. al. have described
the results of tests conducted at the U. S. Department .of Energy's Nevada
test site to examine the effects of in-situ stress variation on fracture.
Earlier in 1976, Dally and Fourney reported on a simplified model to predict
the crack curvature under a uniaxial stress field. The present investigation
is an effort to understand more fully the problem of explosively driven crack
propagation from-a well bore.into a biaxial stress environment. Another purpose
of this study is to propose a simple theory for the crack path which is
presented in the following.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL FOR EXPLOSIVELY DRIVEN CRACK PATH UNDER CONFINING
IN-SITU STRESSES

The problem of an explosively driven crack in a general biaxial stress
field belongs to the category of mixed mode dynamic fracture mechanics.
Several theories have been proposed for the static case of crack initiation
under mixed mode loading. Complicated as these theories are, they become
even more cumbersome under dynamic conditions. In this section a simple
theoretical model is developed to predict the crack path for an explosively
driven crack from a circular hole into a general biaxial stress field. The
theoretical model is based on the assumption that the explosively driven
crack is steered along the principal stress trajectory emanating from the point
of initiation. In the applied mechanics literature the principal stress
trajectories are referred to as isostatics and represent lines that are
everywhere tangential to the principal stress directions (Durelli et. al.
1958). In a- sense the isostatics are analogous to stream lines of fluid
mechanics. The present isostatic crack path model is developed for making
predictions on the crack trajectory under different combinations of explosive
loading and in-situ stresses. The theoretical predictions are later utilized
for a qualitative verification of the experimental results obtained in this
investigation. .
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The problem is represented in Figure 1 which shows a plate assumed to "be.
infinite containing a circular hole at its center. The plate is subjected
to biaxial compression. The elastostatic problem is solved applying the
Kirsch solution. This solution is then superimposed with the dynamic
solution for a cylindrical cavity loaded by tha explosive pressure. This
pressure is assumed to be an exponential time function for which the solution

has been obtained (Rinehart, 1975).

El CURE I : Explosively Driven Crack In a Biaxial Stress Field

The stresses in polar co-ordinates are given by the Kirsch solution as

2 4 , 2

a 2
--[(l - ) - (1 +

r r
, 4 , 2

29]

26]

4 2
2e
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Similarly

2 VI+GI CT-i~ao T ^
a + ̂ x-V2-) + c-V^ a + ̂ cos 2e

rfl 4 26 (3)
r r

The dynamic stresses generated by the explosion can be represented by

-r = 0 (radial symmetry) (6)
•̂

The principal stress directions are given by

2Tr0

Superimposing the two solutions given by the equations (1) - (3) and (4)
(6) and using equation (7) we-obtain the result

2 2 4 cr -c
2 (1 + -^ - ^/-) ( , )sin 26

f- H- 2

tan 29 = —„ •cr 2.
•^[(CTT +CTO) -f 2(a., -a.-,)cos 26] + p/ — f (— - —
_ ^ - L ^ 1 - i r a a

where f (-̂  - r̂ a-) - f „ (— - ̂=S.) = £(£*_ '!_£.). The above result can be
_L 3. 3. ^ 3 . 3. 3. 3.

£*_ '!_
3. 3.

simplified to obtain
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(1-g) (l+2a2 - 3a4) sin 26— T "•• — L ------- j j

a (1+0 - 2cos 28) + 5f (?)
(8)

vhere a = —; 6 = and r = — - r-a
a

Equation (8) represents the principal stress directions one of which forms
the crack path isostatic. Accordingly the crack path depends on five non-
dimensional quantities 6, a, g, 6 and C. In the present context the function
f(c) deserves some attention. Assuming the explosively stimulated pressure
loading to be an exponential time function, results are available for the
special case of p(t) = p exp(-t/4) (Rinehart, 1975, pp. 51-52). These results
were utilized to construct the function f(?) which is shown in Figure 2. It
can be observed that this function decays extremely rapidly. Hence one can
expect intuitively that dynamic effects persist only for a short time interval
of AC = 8. In the present investigation for a Plexiglas model with a borehole
diameter of 38.1 mm(l-l/2") this time interval corresponds to about 60 micro-
seconds at a point about two radii away from the center of the borehole.
However the crack velocity being only a small fraction of the dilatational
wave velocity, it is highly likely that the crack may only be exposed to the
terminal stages of dynamic effects. Hence, one can intuitively say that the
dynamic effects are confined to a small circular zone surrounding the
explosion. However, it should be borne in mind that the present analysis
presupposes the generation of only the dilatational wave due to the explosion.

2a

2c
.8

.6

§
.4

.2

— I
FIGURE 2 :

Stress Transients Arising From a
Typical Explosion.Assumed Pressure
Loading History:

p(t) = 1.0 exp(-0.2-5t)

a. ff): b. f(?)? e
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Usually explosions entail the generation of the distortional waves also which
being much slower than the dilatational waves prolong the influence of dynamic
effects. Another important parameter in Equation (8) that is relevant to
the present discussion is 5. This parameter together with the function f(c)
determine the magnitude of the dynamic effects involved in the early phase of
explosively driven crack propagation. As is apparent from Equation (8) the
late time response of the crack is completely controlled by the non-dimensional
parameter 0 representing the in-situ stress ratio. In the following some
predictions are made on the crack path for different combinations of explosive
loading and the in-situ stress ratio on the basis of Equation (8).

a. Hydrostatic State of In-situ Stress

This corresponds to g = 1. Hence 6a = 0 emplying that the crack does not
deviate from the isostatic along any radius. In•other words hydrostatic
pressure has no influence on the crack path. This result is borne out in the
experimental results to be described later where the cracks propagated radially
from both the notches.

b. 6 » 1

If the explosively generated pressures are very large in comparison with
the in—situ stress magnitude then the crack deviation from the radial direction
is small. Again this result was experimentally borne out.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two inch thick Plexiglas sheets were utilized in the experimental investi-
gation. The models were nominally 305.4 mm (12") square and the cracks were
driven from a 38.1 mm (1-1/2") borehole. The biaxial load'was applied with a
specially fabricated device capable of applying compression up to 4500 kg
(10,000 Ibs). Figure 3 shows the close-up view of the model in the biaxial
loading device. This device permitted the biaxial stresses to be varied
independently from zero up to about 25 kg/cm^ (350 psi). The stress ratio

FIGURE 3 :

Plexiglas Model in the

Biaxial Loading Device:

B - 1.5" Notched Borehole

•S" - Plexiglas Shims
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was varied by adjusting the thicknesses of the side shims. Plexiglas shims
were used to reduce stress wave reflections and further reduction of wave
reflections resulted upon providing rubber pads between the shims and loading
frame platens. The models were charged with up to 500 mg of explosives
consisting of either PETN or a mixture of PETN and a propellant obtained
from the Kinetech Corporation of Sacramento, California.

FIGURE 4 : Experimental Arrangement
A-Hydraulic Pump for In-Situ Loading
B-High Speed Film Holder
C-Panel of 16 Spark Gaps

F-Lite Mike ( A Photodiode for
Timing the Sparks )

M-Loaded Model
T-Triggering Device

The charges were detonated while the models were in the field of view of
a high speed multiple spark gap camera of the Cranz-Schardin type. Figure 4
shows the arrangement used in this investigation. The Cranz-Schardin multiple
spark gap camera has been described in many previous investigations and will
not be repeated here (see Riley and Dally, 1969). This camera is capable of
sixteen pictures at framing rates as high as 850,000 per second and permits
the study of high speed phenomena such as the propagation of stress waves,
fractures or air shock. The recording of borehole pressure generated by the
explosion was achieved by the use of Kistler piezoelectric transducers in
conjunction with the Nicolet digital oscilloscope. In these tests two different
types of pressure containment devices were employed to retain the explosive
gases in the borehole. One device consisted of two circular steel caps held
together with four small bolts. The other involved caps held by a hollow
perforated bolt within which the explosive charge was detonated. The latter
device had the effect of cushioning the explosion and reducing the peak
pressures registered by the pressure transducer.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of ten tests will be discussed in this section. Table 1
summarizes the test details. The tests covered a broad range of stress
ratios (8 = 0 to 1) and pressure ratios (6 = 3-12). All the test results
proved to be in qualitative agreement with Equation 8 developed earlier to
predict the crack path.

TABLE 1

Test #

81-50

81-51

81-53

81-59

81-56

81-57

81-58

81-60

81-61

81-55

g

1.0

0.5

0.5

0.4

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.32

0

S

5

9

12

3.6

4.6

8.9

5.3

12

2.7

3

a2(psi)

279

300

102

300

270

135

225

100

280

337

Primary
Cracks

2 straight

1 st. +1 curved

2 straight

1 curved

2 short

2 straight

2 short

2 straight

2 curved

—

Secondary
Cracks '

—

1 straight

—
1 curved

2 straight

—

—

—
1 straight

2 straight

Figures 5 through 14 show the post mortem photographs of the models. It
was found in general that the test results were in qualitative agreement with
the theoretical model developed for the crack path. Thus for a state of equal
biaxial compression (3=1, Test 81-50), the cracks propagated straight as
predicted by Equation 8. Similarly for relatively large values of S, the
pressure ratio, the cracks remained fairly straight even though the in-situ
stresses were unequal (B=0.5, Tests 81-51, 81-53). However when the pressure
ratio dropped to 3.6 and the stress ratio 0.4 as in Test 81-59, the crack
veered significantly from the straight path. In this particular test, an
additional secondary crack was also initiated. This feature of secondary
crack initiation was enhanced further with the reduction of g and an Offshoot
°f this was the larger resistance observed for primary crack growth at low
values of <S. Eventually for g=0 in Test 81-55 there was no propagation of
the primary cracks at all with the pressure ratio-6=3.
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FIGURE 5 : Test // 81-50 FIGURE 6 : Test # 81-51-

FIGURE 7 : Test // 81-53
FIGURE 8 : Test // 81-59
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FIGURE 9 : Test # 81-56 FIGURE 10 : Test # 81-57

FIGURE II : Test # 81-58 FIGURE 12 : Test # 81-60
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FIGURE 13 : Test # 81-61 FIGURE 14 : Test # 81-55

Figure 15 shows a typical plot of the borehole pressure time record
generated by the detonation. It can be seen that the pressure decay can be
conveniently approximated as an exponential time function justifying the
assumption made in deriving Equation 8.

1400 p.

1200-

FIGURE 15 :

Typical Pressure History

Test # 81-50

400 600
TIME.yxs
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Figures 16 and 17 show some high speed pictures taken by the Cranz-S char din.
spark gap camera. The pictures in Figure 16 correspond to Test 81-50 of
explosively driven cracks into a state of hydrostatic compression (3=1). It
can be seen that the cracks are propagating radially straight. Further the
symmetric fringe pattern surrounding the propagating crack tips represent
Mode I fracture. However symmetricity in the fringe pattern was also observed
when 33s! as in Test 81-59 shown in Figure 17. This symmetricity implied that

FIGURE 16 : Test #81-50(Hydrostatic In-Situ Stress)

a-Development of Stress Wave Systems
(37 uS After Detonation)

P-Primary or Dilatational Stress Wave
S-Secondary or Distortional Stress Wave

b-Early Stage of Explosively Driven Crack
Propagation (110 uS After Detonation )

C-Cracks : PP- Reflected P Wave

c-Advanced Stage of Explosively Driven Crack
Propagation (330 uS After Detonation)

SIF-Symmetric Isochromatic Fringes Surrounding
Propagating Crack
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dynamic: crack propagation is predominantly Mode I in character. Both the
primary crack and the secondary crack propagated curvilinearly under the
influence of the in-situ stresses It can also he seen that the secondary
crack initiates later in the event after about 120 microseconds from the time
of detonation. Yet the two cracks seem to be influenced almost identically
by the in-situ stresses as can be seen from Figure 18. This particular test
furnished an excellent opportunity for a quantitative evaluation of the
theoretical model developed earlier for predicting the crack path.

FIGURE 17. : Test // 81-59

a,b,c- Early Stages of Explosively Driven
Curvilinear Crack Propagation

A-Primary Crack ; B- Secondary Crack

d,e,f-Advanced Stages of Explosively Driven
Curvilinear Crack Propagation
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FIGURE 18 : Post Mortem Model-Test # 81-59

Figure 19 depicts the correlation between the theory and the experiment for
the crack path. This figure compares the actual crack direction with the
theoretical crack orientation predicted from Equation 8. For the theoretical
crack path prediction the effect of the "borehole pressurization was ignored
due to the small value of 5=3.6. As can he seen from Figure 19 the agreement
"between the theory and the experiment is quite reasonable excepting in the
early stages of crack propagation. During this early phase, the crack propa-
gation is dominated by the dynamic stresses developed by the explosion.
However the dynamic stresses decay very rapidly in the crack vicinity and
ultimately it is the in-situ state of stress that directs the crack. The
sudden change in the slope in Figure 19 can be attributed to the transition.
However it is important to note that the analysis leading to Equation 8
completely ignores the dynamic effects associated with the distortional wave
generated by the crack path.As can be seen from Figure 19 the actual crack
path begins to approach the theoretically predicted path after about 120 uS
from the time of detonation.This is indicated by a sudden change in the slope
of the crack path.Further improvement on the theoretical crack path prediction
can be anticipated by considering the effect of the explosively generated
pressure term entering the Equation 8.A similar approach can also be used
for predicting the secondary crack path.
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- FIGURE 19 : Correlation Between Actual Crack Path and
Equation 8(rf=0) for Primary Crack A

5. CONCLUSIONS

An experimental investigation has teen conducted to study the influence
of confining in-situ stresses on explosively driven cracks from a well bore.
High speed photography in conjunction with the photoelastic technique was
used to observe the dynamic event of the propagation of cracks and stress
waves. The study revealed qualitatively two separate phases of explosively
driven crack propagation under the influence of a general biaxial state of
stress. In the first phase the crack propagation is entirely governed by the
explosively generated stresses. This phase is extremely short lived and
quickly replaced by the phase of crack propagation largely controlled by the
in-situ stresses. The relative importance of one phase over the other
depends on the in-situ stress ratio as well as the ratio of the borehole
pressure to the principal in-situ stress. A simple theoretical model was
developed to predict the crack path for a given combination of the borehole
pressure and the in-situ stress ratio. It was found that the experimental
results were in qualitative agreement with the theoretical predictions.
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ABSTRACT

This contribution summarizes Swedish work to develop valid fracture toughness
evaluation methods from core based specimen types. One main conclusion is that
specimens with chevron notches, the short rod and a bend specimen, are the most
promising ones because they have the potential of providing accurate K pre-
dictions for rock with minimal specimen preparation and testing efforts, even
for very small cores. It seems impossible to do this for normal core sizes how-
ever, without resorting to accurate displacement measurements.

The matters of anisotropy, practical testing equipment, and correlation with
rock blasting are commented at the end.

1. INTRODUCTION

While the rock mass is of primary importance in rock mechanics design prob-
lems, the rock material itself becomes more important in fragmentation processes
such as drilling, blasting, tunnel boring,.cutting or crushing. Their interde-
pendence goes far and fracture mechanics concepts have made important contri-
butions to practical rock engineering, despite being primarily concerned with
rock material (Bieniawski 1981). In recent years they have received a new inter-
est, both through analytical studies and the fracture toughness testing of rock.

The fracture toughness of a material expresses its resistance to crack prop-,
agation or the fracture energy consumption rate required to create new surfaces.
Some applications of such values for rock are as: •

1. A parameter for classification of rock material
2. An index of fragmentation processes such as tunnel boring (Ingraffea et al.

1982, Lindqvist 1982) 'and model scale blasting (Rustan et al. 1983)
3. A material property in the modeling of rock fragmentation like hydraulic

fracturing (Rummel et al. 1982, Roegiers et al. 1982), explosive stimulation
of gas wells (Travis and Davis 1980, McHugh and Keough 1982), radial explosive
fracturing (Warpinski et al. 1979), and crater blasting (Margolin and Adams
1982) as well as in stability analysis (Ingraffea 1979)

Properly conducted fracture toughness tests can also yield a better insight

into the fracturing of intact rock.
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Present fracture toughness testing is made with a multitude of, specimen
types and evaluation methods. The resulting values are generally not comparable
(Ouchterlony 1982a) although such a compatibility is very important for their
practical relevance. The development of test methods is well underway. Metals
standards produce acceptable values for hard rock but require unreasonably large
and impracticably shaped specimens, as well as a testing procedure that isn't
adapted to rock. Regional standardisation work is going on within the ASTM
(American Society for Testing and Materials) and recently an international
"Working Group on Fracture Toughness Testing of Rock" has been proposed within
the ISRM (Ouchterlony and Stephansson 1983).

The only viable alternative for rock is to use core based specimen types .
Much work on developing valid evaluation methods for these has been made at
the Swedish Detonic Research Foundation (SveDeFo) and at the University of
Lulea (LuH). Its recent status is given by Ouchterlony (1982b) and Sun (1983)
and our purpose here is to summarize it including new material and to add
comments on anisotropy, practical testing equipment, and the correlation with
rock blasting.

2. SPECIMEN TYPES

Core based specimen types that require minimal preparation have top priority
if a fracture toughness testing is to become widely accepted. Fig. 1 shox^s
three types that we have used, with mutually perpendicular crack orientations

in the core. They are:

1. The disk-shaped compact (DC(T)) specimen. It was recently included in the
metals standard E 399-81,

2. The short rod (SR) specimen. It was devised by Barker (1977a) and it is the
subject of standardization work within the ASTM.

3. The chevron edge notch and straight edge crack round bars in bending
(CENRBB and SECRBB) specimens. The SECRBB was introduced in rock testing
by Ouchterlony (1981) and from a synthesis of it and the short rod the
CENRBB followed (Ouchterlony 1980).

They could also be used to determine the anisotropy of modulus and fracture
toughness from one piece of core, starting with a bend test, continuing with a
short rod test on one of the remaining halves, and finishing with a DC(T) test
of some sort on the other one.

The necessary formulas are based on linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)
as well as non-linear, assuming isotropic material behavior. It is also assumed
that pertinent quantities are thickness averages and that the crack front in a
specimen is straight even though recent results suggest otherwise (Ouchterlony
1982b, Barker 1983, Ingraffea et al. 1983a).

2.1 SE.CRBB Specimen

The details of the specimen are shown in Fig. 2. A complete set of LEFM
formulas are given by Ouchterlony (1981, 1982b). With a = a/D the stress
intensity factor is

(1)
nF/D*'? where

12.7527a°-s[l+19.646a't-s]/(l-a)0-z5;
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SECRBB

CENRBB

Short Rod

Figure 1. A piece of rock core from which three fracture: toughness
specimens with mutually perpendicular crack orientations
can be made.

SECRBB

D =

S =

CMOD
N =

M i , H2

clip gauge

diameter of round bar specimen
distance between support points, or support span
(maximum) crack length
reduced cross sectional area
crack front length
load on specimen
(ideal) load point displacement (LPD)
crack (mouth) opening displacement (CMQD)
notch tip, or front

• saddle points of measuring base
initial notch depth

CENRBB

a = apex distance from bottom fiber
, a = (maximum) crack length
ai = chevron base distance
29 = subtended chevron angle
B(a)= crack front length
BI = chevron base width

Figure 2. The Single Edge Crack Round Bar in. Bending (SECRBB) specimen
configuration with basic notation. The lower cross section
shows the Chevron Edge Notch (CENRBB) variety.
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valid when S/D = 3.33 and 0 <_ a < 0.6. Y1 in turn is derived from the load point
compliance A_

Ay = 6F/F or g = ApED (2)

in non-dimensional form. Here

g = 15.6719[H-0.1372(H-v)+11.5073(l-v2)a2-5 (l+7.0165a"-5)], (3)

%and valid in the same interval. If a is known eqs . 2 and 3 may be used to
determine E, or vic^ versa, from the measured value of A .

Similarly 5 defines a compliance through

where the factor

h = 0. 2475+0. 7351a+1.4257a*-1.1834a3 (5)

in the interval 0 _< a < 0.6, when the \)-dependence is treated as insignificant.
be easier to measure than 6 .™r,-nUJMUJJ

2.2 CEHRBB Specimen

Except for the chevron notch the CENKBB specimen is identical to the SECRBB.
See Fig. 2, Writing like in eq. 1.

K.J. = 0.25(S/D)-Yj,F/D1-s , (6)

an approximate hut accurate analytical expression for Y' is given hy

Here cto = a0/D refers to the chevron apex and di = ai/D to its base. Given Y'
from eq. 1, Y1 is valid when S/D = 3.33 and Oo < a < ai . For a >_ aj we have
Y1 = Y' . See Fig. 3.
c s &

A complete LEFM evaluation which is based on a compliance calibration of
aluminum specimens with right angle chevrons with tto = 0.05, 0.15, and 0.25
will soon be reported (Ouchterlony 1983) .

2.3 Short Rod Specimen

The specimen principle is shown in Fig. 4. Just as with the CENRBB its main
characteristic is the chevron notch whereby the crack front length B increases
with increasing a. Originally Barker (1977a) gave a fracture toughness evaluation
formula. Recently he (Barker 1983) has summarized extensive compliance cali-
bration work that gives both g and stress intensity formulas for a standard
family; w = 1.45-D, a0 = 0.48'D, and ai f» w so that the chevron angle is K> 55°.
The results are given as

K = fU/D^F/D1'5 where H. = a+Aw (8)I
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Figure 3. The dimensionless stress intensity factor Y1 of the CENRBB
specimen with right angle chevron 28 = 90 .

Short Rod

D

2 1 1 2

AW

w = a

Figure 4. Side views of and section through midplane of a short rod
specimen with straight notch sides. 'Equations 14 and 15
refer to 6 as measured between the points 2-2, eq. 16 refers
to points 1-1 as does eq. 10 but for a specimen with
curved notch sides.
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includes the small distance Aw between the load line and the actual front face
of the specimen. Aw = 0.05-D.

In analogy with the SECRBB specimen, f is given by g. Here

For a specimen with curved notch sides Barker (1983) gives

g = -43.61+227(£/D)-t-0.0403e '.zsW/D) (10)

in the interval 0.6 < £/D < 1.2. The paper also studies how small variations in
i-*j r*J

w, a , chevron angle, and notch width influence g and hence f . Observe that

6CMOD W SF f°r the Sh°rt rod'

Bubsey et al. (1982) have calibrated short rod specimens with other propor-
tions . To avoid notational confusion we introduce a new dimensionless crack
length

B = a/w = a/(w/D). (11)

Hereby the stress intensity factor follows' as either

2) or Y*(a) -F/D1 -5 , (12)

if respectively {3 or a are used as the independent variable. Y* is given by

1 d g - 1 2 -a 1/ 2

2 dg
[1 d g . c x j - a o l 1

[2 da a-a0j

respectively, based on straight notch side's.

The short rod specimen used by Sun (1983) has the proportions; w = 1.5'D,
a ^ 0.5-D, and aj = w. Bubsey et al . (1982) have calibrated specimens with the

only difference that a c* 0.45-D or 0.6-D. .For them (Shannon 1980)

£ng = 6. 820-23. 63B+75.81g2-94.41J3+44.34B", (l4a)

valid for @0 = 0.305 <_ B <_ 0.70 and

£ng = 8.789-31. 58&+85.89g2-97.17B3+42. 733", (I4b)

valid for 3o = 0.40 <_ 3 <̂  0.75. The interpolation range is relatively narrow.

The recently formed ASTM task group E24.01.04 on chevron notched testing
studies two short rod geometries with straight notch sides, one with Barker's
(1983) proportions and the other with; w = 2-D, a = 0.4-D, and ai =w- For
the latter (Shannon 1980) . °

£ng = 4.351-5.587B+33.94g2-48.76g3+24.653lt, (15)

valid for 60 = 0.201 £ S < 0.65. Note that eqs . 14 and 15 strictly seen refer
to SF as measured between the points 2-2 in Fig. 4.

A recent numerical calibration of the small task group specimen (Ingraffea
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et al. 1983a) yields

g = -2721.1+17377.4a-43561.7a2+550223a3-34716.2a'*+8855.8a5. (16")

It is valid when 0.65 <̂  a _< 1.10. Future short rod testing of rock can benefit
from pending task group work by using appropriate specimen proportions.

2.4 DC(T) Specimen

Specimen proportions as per the standard E399-81 are shown in Fig. 5.
Note that w < D for the DG(T). For it

K = f(g)-F/(Bw1/2 ) where

f = (2-frg)- (0.76+4.8g-ll.58g2+11.43g2-4.C
(1-3) 3/2

(17)

f is considered to be accurate within ± 0.3% when 0.2 £ g < 1.0. The DC(T)
specimen used by Sun (1983) was slightly different in that it was completely
round, in that the hole location was 0.3-w above crack line instead of 0.275-w,
and in that the hole diameters were 0.22'w instead of 0.25-w. Newman (1981)
has shown that eq. 17 covers the round specimen too, the other modifications
are probably insignificant as well.

For the completely round specimen Newman (1981) presents the following
compliance formulas

£n(g4) = 1.931-2.8893+19 .5932-26.63e3+16.143If and (18)
O

£n(hg-2-) = 1.829-0.4513+14.73g2-22.26P3+14.573", (19)
ij

both valid when 0.2 _< g _£ 0.8. Since 5 is easier to measure than (5 in this
case, eq. 19 was used as a crack length" measure (Sun 1983).

3. FRACTURE -TOUGHNESS EVALUATION METHODS

The fracture toughness K_ is operationally defined in the ASTM standard test
method E399 for "Plane-strain Fracture Toughness Testing of Metallic Materials".
It involves the testing of notched and fatigue precracked specimens, during
which a F-6_,__ curve is recorded. Then the load corresponding to a 2% apparent
increment of crack growth is established through the "5% offset secant method".
See Fig. 6. From F and the initial crack length a. a conditional value

KQ = V'i'V (20)

is first calculated.

KQ then equals K if a number of conditions are met. The most important ones
relate to

1. Specimen size: Crack length a and ligament width D - a o r w - a > _ a . =
= 2.5-vK^. /cr )2 where we use the tensile strength cr for rock. KQ decreases
with decreasing specimen size. The specimen thickness is unimportant for rock.

2. Fatigue precracking: E399 requires K /K^ £ 0.6 during this event but
K ^KQ ratios of 0.6 - 0.95 are necessary for rock.
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D=1.35w

Figure 5. Side view of the disk—shaped compact specimen with proportions
as per E399. Equation 18 refers to <5 as measured in the
figure and eq. 19 to 6_ n_ as measured between the points 1—1.

alt.I alt.II

5% offset secant with slope
equal to 0.95-initial slope

F =
*

•"V-

— 5% offset secant

F = F
Q max

displacement &CMOD

Figure 6. "5% offset secant method" according to E399. Definition
of load F in F-6 record depending on whether F,.
precedes Q F ornot. 5

max
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3. Test record evaluation: Linearity requirements restrict the failure load to
F <!.!•?„. K_ is a LEFM quantity,
max Q Ic u

The loading rate is relatively unimportant -for rock.

Since no rock testing has satisfied all the E399 requirements completely and
since no similar standard exists for rock, the notation ̂  should perhaps only,
if at all, "be used to denote upper limit or size independent K -values that meet
th-e size requirements and as many of the other ones as possible. Other fracture
toughness measures which we have used primarily to predict or estimate K.̂  will
have other sub- and superscripts to avoid confusion.

Typical inferred LEFM size requirements for rocks that we have tested are
a . j> 125 mm and D . or w . >_ 250 mm. This requirement seems to contain a.-
considerable safety factor, or about 2 or more, if K estimates within 10% are
sufficient. Never the less normal core sizes are sub—size in comparison and we
(Ouchterlony 1982b, Sun 1983) have made considerable efforts to obtain repre-
sentative or valid toughness values from them

3.1 Approximate and ASTM Related Toughness Measures

An ultimate testing method would use only a single specimen of known dimen-
sions and the failure load from a simple test procedure to present a represent-
ative toughness value directly. Our simplest approach is an approximate fracture
toughness value K from a notched but not precracked specimen

K = KT(a ,F ) (21)
m I o max

We have used it extensively in SECRBB testing. Unfortunately K is specimen
dependent and the use of F doesn't compensate for the sub-critical cracking
of the virgin material at the notch tip.

We have tried several methods to include this cracking. The most obvious ones
rely on displacement measurements. Others like the "intercept method" (Swan 1980)
and "the simple R-curve approach" (Ouchterlony 1982c) avoid that complication
at the cost of using several specimens with different initial notch depths to
obtain one KT estimate. The latter method yields reasonable if somewhat low
toughness values but requires many specimens to converge.

We have a both accurate and precise method of measuring the load point dis-
placement (LPD) on core bend specimens (Ouchterlony 1981 , Ouchterlony 19821),
Ouchterlony, Swan, and Sun 1982, Sun 1983). See Fig. 7. The initial tangent
compliance A = X (a ) from it and eqs. 2 and 3 yield moduli that agree very
well with strain gauge values.

One way that we have used it on notched SECRBB specimens is to obtain
approximate J-integral values J and the specific work of fracture R, both of
which require the integration o¥ a work term. If the material were sufficiently
ideal elastic-brittle and if K and J were representative toughness measures
one would expect that

R « G H (1-\)2)K2/E fd J (22)m m m \*-*-j

A comparison of an energy rate toughness (J/m2) with a stress intensity one
(N/m ' or Pa\̂ n) thus requires a reliable modulus value, v is less important
and it is often dropped altogether. This equation may be used to define a K
from J , a Er- from R etc as well as energy rate versions G of any stress intSn-
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Figure 7. Experimental set up for accurate measurement of load point
displacement on core bend specimens. For details see Ouchterlony
(1982b).

5% Offset secant

Figure 8. Load versus load point displacement or F-fij, curves for SECRBB
specimen NSG1 of* Stripa granite with D = 41.6 mm and a = 0.29.
The first load cycle was used to precrack the specimen°and to
calculate K and K
calculate K™_ (Sun 1983).

Qm

Subsequent .load cycles were used to
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sity toughness K. Our results show that R > J > G and that J probably is the
most representative toughness measure.

Our LPD measuring method has also been used to obtain secant corrected K -
values from SECRBB specimens m

,-Sec , sec _ , • , . , sec -in /•, / /„•-i ,0,̂
K = K (a ,F ) where a = g [A /\- -g(a /D)J. (23)

See Fig. 8. Again the material must be sufficiently ideal elastic-brittle for
A to be an accurate measure of a . Even so R-curve reasoning indicates
Fmax ; ,,sec t. J.-L. C - T • < _ i i ™ j T^secthat K can never reach the maximal resistance level. Measured K
values depend strongly on a /D, they decrease with increasing notch depths,
but appear to be reasonable if a w 0.3-D. See table 3.3.

o

None of these toughness measures that yield one KT estimate per specimen
are entirely satisfactory, not even those which employ displacement measurements.
One reason is the absence of precracking which is stressed in E399.
Sun (1983) has used a single load cycle to achieve it, both on SECRBB and DC(T)
specimens. This cycle gave both a K and a K value, see Fig. 8. Then each
subsequent load cycle gave a modified K value

KQm = Vaeff 'V (24)

0 0

using the best linear loading compliance, A or A OD, to obtain the effective
crack length

a ff = -eff

g 1[A_,AT, -g(a /D)] for the CECRBB andF Fo o (2S)

hg^[Ai.m/A -hg(a /w) for the DC(T) .

The 5% offset secant corresponds to changing amounts of apparent crack growth
tho'ugh.

The results show that K from the second load cycle is somewhat lower than
KQJ^ from the remaining ones. The final K values from the DC(T) specimens,
for which D = 151 mm, should be nearly representative of K . Surprisingly those
from the SEGRBB specimens with D = 41.6 mm and.a « 12-25 mm were only marginally
lower. See table 3.3.

Ouchterlony (1982b) has used other ASTM related methods that produce the pre-
cracking simultaneously with the toughness evaluation on D ft! 42 mm SEGRBB
specimens. In an unsuccessful first attempt complete semi-continuous failure
curves were recorded and interpreted in the vein of ASTM E561, "Standard Practice
for R-curve Determination".

In a successful second attempt the R-curves were obtained from a succession
of sub-critical failure cycles, see Fig. 9. The technique is a modification of
an earlier one (Schmidt and Lutz 1979, Costin 1981) and close to the intentions
of ASTM E813, "Standard Test Method for J , a Measure of Fracture Toughness".

Results for Bohus granite are shown in Fig. 10. The K -values were derived
im J_ one's through

K.

K = [Ed-V2)]1/2. (26)
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pre-failure region-

F(kN)

•post-failure region

relaxation

0.56 - 0.68

- load bias
and manual
LPD offset

Si
Ekeberg marble

crack surface interference 6F(pm)

Figure 9. Complete sub-critical failure cycles of specimen S4 of Ekeberg marble.
Specimen reference data are D = 40.9 mm, a =11.5 mm,
X , = 7.5 y /kN, V w 0.22, and E = 83.6 GPa. (Ouchterlony 1982b).Fo m

0 . 0.5
Figure 10. Comparison of stress intensity .crack resistance measures K_ and

Kj = [EĴ /Cl-V2)]1/2 as evaluated on the same SECRBB specimens of
Bonus granite. Points corresponding to F in failure curves are
shown. Knee of fitted bilinear curve defines critical stress
intensity resistance value K . (Ouchterlony 1982b).
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The agreement between K̂  and K is excellent except around the knee. The curves
are relatively independent of a so that K(a ff~a. ) is a fair description, just
like the R— curve approach requires, and the post critical parts are relatively
flat. The well defined knee defines a representative critical value 1C. which
seems to be the same if it refers to notched virgin material, as in Fig. 10, or
if it refers to a precracked specimen (Ouchterlony 1982b) . The evaluation implies
that K_ > K .

Jc Qm

The R— curve methods yield a complete R— curve from one specimen. Yet the rela-
tively sensitive K^-values require LPD or CMOD measurements and the less sensi-
tive measure J an integration .as well. With the relatively flat R-curves one
such resistance value or a K -value would. suffice but the K determination
requires several. Although accurate J-integral predictions of K have been made
on much smaller specimens than K evaluations (Schmidt :and Lutz 1979, Costin 1981)
such difficulties are clearly undesirable from a practical point of view.

3.2 New Methods of Measuring Toughness •

When Barker (1977a) presented the short rod specimen he also had the fracture
toughness testing of rock in mind. The initial crack growth stability in chevron
notch specimens comes from a K (a,F=const.) curve which is decreasing to begin
with, see Fig. 11. Then there is a minimum at a specific crack length, a = a
say, beyond which the crack extension tends to become unstable in a soft m

testing machine. The short rod toughness was initially defined as

KCD = KT(a ,F ) = K_ . (F ) = A . -F . /D1'5, (27)
SR I m max imin max min max

where A .. = f ((a +Aw) /D) from eq . 8. The most recent value for a specimen of
Barker'-p-proportiohs is A . = 23.4 (Barker 1983 , Ingraffea et al. 1983a) .
Bubsey et al. (1982) give™^ as

oK

where Y* = Y*(S- ) from eq. 12 and hence
m m

Y* = A . -(w/D)1/2, (29)
m min •

Recently they (Shannon Jr et.al. 1982) have presented a parametric expression
for their range of specimen proportions,

Y* = 19.98-118.73 +379. 4g2-(9 . 54-125.13 +363. 632) • (w/B) +m 0 0 O 0

+(6.80-22.083 +84. 432)-(w/B)2, (30)

which is valid when 3i = 1, 0 £ 3 £ 0.4, and 1.5 £ w/D £2.0.

A similar evaluation for the CENRBB (Ouchterlony 1980 .) yields the toughness
value

Kn>T = 0.8325 Y' . -F /D1/5 ""' I (31)
CN Cmin max •

with

Yl . = 7. 2984+54. 026a -122.34a2+374.67a3, (32)
Cmin o o o' '

valid when 0.05 < a < 0.25. All these formulas assume that the evaluation point
— o — . v
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Figure 11. Approximate extension, force curves K (a,F = const.) of short rod
specimen illustrate how K evaluation assumes a mainly flat
R-curve KR(a-aQ) , compare with eq. 27. (Ouchterlony 1982t>) .

Figure 12. Principles of "plasticity" correction of short rod toughness K
based on F-6 record. After Barker (1977b) . Observe that SR>

5F * 6CMOD f°r tht
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a lies on the plateau of a mainly flat R-curve, see Fig. 11. This essentially
amounts to the previous simple R-curve approach.

For Kg£ and K to yield representative fracture toughness values it is thus
essential that the increment of pre-failure crack growth in the chevron,
Aa = a -a , he larger than the critical amount of sub-critical crack growth
required to reach the representative toughness level. For the CENRBB Aa = 0.16-D,
for the short rod with w/D «=* 1.45 then Aa = 0.32-D, and for the one wilh
w/D « 2.0 then Aa = 0.68-D. The latter is clearly the most suitable one for a
given core size Dm

Summing up the advantages of the fracture toughness evaluation from chevron
notched specimens at this stage one would say that

1. It requires no fatigue precracking; since the specimen produces its own
precrack during the pre-failure loading regime

2. Neither crack length nor displacement measurements seem necessary since the
suggested evaluation point a depends only on specimen geometry

3 The suggested evaluation requires only a knowledge of specimen diameter D
and the failure load F in a soft testing machine. The inherent monotonic
precracking has the effect that K toughness values are somewhat higher than
the K0 or K^ ones (Ingraffea et at. 1983b, Barker 1983).

Q Qm

Barker's work (-1977h) soon showed that K values for Indiana limestone depend
on specimen size. He viewed this as an effect of a non-negligible micro-crack
zone at the crack tip and developed (Barker (1977h,1979) a "plasticity" correction
procedure to account for it.

Figure 12 shows the principles of this correction. It begins with the ad-
ditional irrecoverable work, the cross-hatched area which is equated with the
corresponding fracture energy consumption increment R-BAa. In our terminology
this equation is

R-BAa = i F2AA^+FA6ieS, (33)
Z Jj r

see also Wecharatana and Shah (1980) who used it to generate complete R-curves.
Barker (1977b,1979) specializes it. He defines the degree of plasticity,

p = A6"8/AS_=r, (34)
r J; i

as the ratio'of the increment of residual LPD to the apparent increment in total
LPD at the evaluation load F.

The final result is a "plasticity" corrected short rod toughness which to
avoid confusion may be written

. p£ _ fl+pV/2 Fm ,„,,
KSR ~ Il=p7 ' T~ 'KSR- (35)

x ' max

This means that the ideal evaluation point F coincides with a hut not neces-
. ,

The relative compliance relation A (a ) =* 2" A (a ) is used to define a . The
unloading reloading cycles that are made in practice to define p should bracket
a to obtain the best accuracy (Barker 19 77b, 1979). The p— factor and the load
factor in eq. 35 counteract each other. The same correction may, of course, be
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be applied to K. to obtain K™.

Table 3.1 gives Barker's (1977b)short rod toughness values for Indiana lime-
stone and table 3.2 Sun's- (1983) data for Stripa granite. Both sets of data
imply that K*L is independent of specimen size, even when D R* 25 mm and p w 0.4.
Furthermore this toughness' level agrees well with upper limit K or final K
values for the same rocks. This conclusion also holds for D R* 69 mm short rod
specimens of oil shale (Costin 1981) for which 0.47 £ p £ 0.62 even. We thus
conclude that "plasticity" corrections are necessary to obtain valid fracture
toughness values from normal core sizes.

Ingraffea et al. (1983b) present data from D fn 54 mm short rod specimens of
Indiana limestone with w/D & 1.5. The most representative set is probably from
table 3, K = 1.05g±0.06 MN/m3/2. A comparison with Barker's (1977b) data would
seem to indicate that no p—correction were necessary although no verification
is given. For Westerly granite Beech and Ingraffea (1982) convey data with a
very tight spread, K = 2.413 MN/m3/2. It should be compared with K =
= 2.61+0.04 MN/m3/z from Schmidt and Lutz (1979) who also give a practical
upper limit of Kj= 2.7 MN/m3/2. Ingraffea et al. (1983b) give the data K =
= 2.28],7+0.19 MN/m3 lz from D » 54 mm cores. Even though these data come from
different sources they tend to support rather than contradict our previous
conclusion that a "plasticity" correction is necessary.

The relative advantages of the short rod specimen are no longer as pronounced
since this seems to require that both force and displacement measurements he
continued into the post—failure regime, which only is feasible in a stiff testing
machine or a servo—controlled one.

3.3 Conclusions from Core Toughness Data

The purpose of this section is to point out quantities that promise to yield
representative fracture toughness values from subsize core specimens. Table 3.3
summarizes our relevant toughness information and adds data for Klinthagen lime-
stone. The four rocks can roughly he characterized by V within 0.10 to 0.25 and
for

Ekeberg marble: E = 86 GPa and 0 = 9MPa,

Klinthagen limestone: E = 73 GPa and 0 = TMPa,

Bohus granite: E = 41 GPa and a = 8MPa,

Stripa granite: E = 65 GPa and 0 = lOMPa,

respectively. Nearly all the data refers to specimens with D & 42 mm, except
some of the short rod data wich was obtained from-'smaller core sizes and the
DC(T) data for which D = 151 mm.

An LEFM size requirement of D . ft* 300 mm is inferred for Stripa granite.
Unfortunately the DC(T) specimens don't fulfil it. Considering the safety factor,
the final K -values should give a low hut relatively accurate K estimate any-
way. This conclusion is supported by the size independent K^p data. Surprisingly
the final K data from the smaller D fa 42 mm SECRBB specimens are nearly iden-
tical. This 'also substantiates the conclusion that K^ can provide an accurate
K_ estimate. Jc
Ic

Of the toughness measures that require only force registration, K_ is in-
valid since it both yields erroneously low values and depends strongly on ao/D.
K_,, and K give significantly higher values but both require a "plasticity "
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Specimen
no

S-l

S-2

S-3

M-l

M-2

L-2

L-3

Table 3

Specimen
no

25 SRI

25SR2

31 SRI

31SR2

31SR3

SR2

SR3

SR4

SR5

SR6

Diameter

[mm]

38.0

38.0

38.0

63.7

63.7

101.9

101.9

.1: Short rod
(1977b)

Diameter

[mm]

24.8

24.8

31.5

31.4

31.5

41.4

41.5

41.6

41.6

41.6

KSR

[MN/m3/2]

0.84

0.73

0.91

0.89

0.88

1.01

1.06

toughness data

KSR

[MN/m3/2]

1.89

2.04

1.75

1.93

1.98

1.78

2.14

2.09

2.05

1.97

F /F
m max

1

1

1 1

1

1

1

P

0.26

0.23

0.25

0.23

0.23

0.15

1 0.16

mean ±s td
no. tests

for Indiana

F~ /F
m max

0.82

0.56

0.95

0.99

0.88

-

-

0.86

0.88

1.00

limestone,

P

0.39

0.44

0.24

0.26

0.40

0.29

0.24

0.19

KSR

[MN/m3'2]

1.10

a. 95
1.18

1.13

1.11

1.17

1.24

.dev 1.137±0.09

from Barker

KSR

[MN/m3/2]

2.33

2.37

2.14

2.49

2.31

2.44

2.30

2.38

2.015±0.14

. 45 SRI

45SR2

45SR3

Table 3.2:

45.5

45.5

45'. 5

2.18

2.28

2.09

Short rod toughness data for

0.95

0.89

0.97

0.23

0.11

0.21

2.62

2.25

2.36

2.36n±0.1

Stripa granite from Sun (1983).
The specimens came from different cores and their color ranged from
reddish to gray.
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correction to reach the predicted K -level, at least from D = 42 mm specimens.
For KSR this is obvious, see table 3.2, for K perhaps less so. Only K for
Stripa granite would suggest otherwise, however. Note that the 2nd lot of Ekeberg
marble is tougher so that K for it corresponds to K of the 1st lot, not K .
Besides neither the body of test results nor the specimen calibration of the
CENRBB is comparable to those of the short rod at this stage.

S GC
The two remaining toughnesses, K and K , both require displacement

measurements. The latter is inseparable from K™ and thus holds no advantage
over it. K gives values that are in good agreement with K and K but which
appear to f?e somewhat on the low side. On the other hand ™K c has the ad-
vantage of not requiring any load cycling prior to evaluation. This may prove
valuable in a field test situation even if one of us (Ouchterlony 1982b) rejected
it because its strong dependence on a /D.

One main conclusion of this examination of our fracture toughness data is that
the chevron notched specimens are the most promising ones because they have the
potential of providing accurate K predictions for rock with minimal specimen
preparation and testing efforts, even for very small cores.

The other main conclusion is that it seems impossible to obtain representative
fracture toughness values for rock from normal core sizes without resorting to
accurate displacement measurements of some sort. The available chevron notch data
indicates that cores with D well above 50 mm are required to avoid this limita-
tion.

The uncorrected K_ and K values for normal core sizes can still be very
useful in field testing (Ingraffea et al. 1982, 1983b) where displacement meas-
urements are undesirable. For this to hold K for a given core size will have
to equal K , with due respect to the absolute crack orientation and possible
anisotropy. However, if displacement measurements must be made in the field
then a secant correction is preferred to a "plasticity" correction because the
former doesn't require registration into the post—failure region of the failure
curve.

4. COMMENTS ON ANISOTROPY

Anisotropy effects on the fracture toughness testing of rock were recently
reviewed by Ouchterlony (1982d) and Barton (1982). The anisotropy of elastic
constants is seldom fully considered in fracture toughness testing, not even
necessarily when the measured fracture properties are shown to be anisotropic.
Oil shale testing is an exception.

The literature for mode I testing of a transversely isotropic material shows
that the anisotropic stress intensity factors differ from their-isotropic coun-
terparts by some 10% or less for moderate degrees of anisotropy. The short trans-
verse orientation probably yields lower values and the arrester orientation
higher values than the divider orientation which is the least sensitive one.

Treating the conversion from KT to G or from fracture toughness to J-integral
resistance as isotropic can probably incur larger errors. Based on Costin's
work (1981) and that of others, it appears quite reasonable to expect good agree-
ment between fracture toughness and J-integral resistance values if this con-
version is made correctly. J-integral methods are still superior in accounting
for non-linear material behavior and thus in requiring smaller specimens.

The degree of anisotropy in measured fracture toughness values may amount to
roughly the same as the degree of anisotropy of the matching moduli but it is
often less. Most rocks tested for it show some amount of it, if not in stress
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intensity toughness then in energy rate resistance. Usually the crack growth
resistance is lowest in the weakness planes like bedding planes, foliation
planes, and the rift plane in granites.

Even invalid fracture toughness measures sometimes appear to be accurate
because the standard deviations associated with an average value may he as low
as 5 to 10%. The errors relating to evaluation method, specimen size requirements
etc may however be much larger and the uncertainties due to anisotropy effects
may easily be of the same order if isotropic material behavior is assumed. Thus
even if small differences may seem statistically significant, they do not neces-
sarily indicate anisotropy.

The matter of anisotropy quite clearly needs further investigation before
any specimen or fracture toughness evaluation method can become standardized.

5. PRACTICAL TESTING EQUIPMENT

Given specimen types and valid evaluation methods that are useful, a further
step towards a widespread application of the fracture toughness testing of rock
is the development of inexpensive testing equipment for field use.

An example of this is the light weight mechanical equipment which has been
designed by Ingraffea et al. (1983b) for the sole purpose of K toughness
testing. See Fig. 13. It can easily be made pocket size.

The splitting force is applied through a wide notch or, better, through
aluminum plates cemented to the end of the short rod specimen. Then the turning
of a knob actuates the force and the failure load, divided by the built in
lever arm. , is read off the following needle of the integral force gage. This
loading device has also been supplemented with calibrated axial clamps in order
to prevent transverse shearing failure in specimens with weak bedding planes.

Verification of the system was accomplished through testing of polystyrene,
Indiana limestone, and Westerly granite (Ingraffea et al. 1983b) .

Swan and Olofsson (1982) have designed a more versatile multi-purpose rock
core testing equipment, now marketed as the BEMEK rock tester. See Fig- 14.
It consists of a loading frame with easily mounted fixtures that can swallow
cores with D between 32 and 100 mm, .a hand operated hydraulic pump with mano-
meter and pressure transducer as force generator, a bridge box for balancing
strain gauges, plus a micro-computer for monitoring of load and two strain
gauge transducers. The computer simultaneously evaluates the material property
under investigation and prints the results. It is both mains and battery operated
to be field adaptable.

The standard capabilities of this system, in order of testing, are:

1. Km from SECRBB specimens or K from CENRBB specimens

2. E, V, and modulus of rupture from four point bending on the remaining specimen
halves. Alternatively E and V in uniaxial compression

3. Point load index of tensile strength from the remaining quarters, alternatively
the tensile strength from Brazilian disk tests

Since the computer can be reprogrammed and fixtures easily manufactured, K
testing is also feasible. With a modification to accomodate a clip gauge, a
K evaluation may even be possible.
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Figure 13. Photo of light weight mechanical short rod tester designed by
prof. Anthony R. Ingraffea of Cornell University in Ithaca NY
in the US.

Figure 14. Photo of the "BEMEK rock tester" equipment, supplied by
prof. Kennert Roshoff from the University of Lulea.
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Neither equipment can probably perform Kg_ or K̂  testing though 'because this
requires either stiff or servo-controlled testing and they are essentially sof£
systems. Both require an accessory portable saw to cut off and notch cores
to specimens of required proportions.

A whole range of laboratory oriented equipment for the short rod toughness
testing of metals, ceramics, and rock is sold by TerraTek International in the
US.

6. COMMENTS ON CORRELATION WITH ROCK BLASTING

The fracture toughness testing of rock seems to have reached a point where
core toughness values are sufficiently representative to be put to quantitative
use. A future standard would help enormously. It requires that more work on the
size requirements for core specimens and on the influence of anisotropy be done
though.

The complete mathematical modelling of dynamic rock fragmentation is so com-
plicated that it will remain a research effort for some time to come. In the
evaluation of practical situations, a proper dimensional analysis approach is
probably as close as one can come without sacrificing all generality. It can be
used both to formulate scaling laws for model experiments and to compare large
scale results from different conditions. Its use implies however that it is the
fracture toughness seen in relation to other pertinent quantities, rather than
by itself, which is of interest.

Present results (Rustan 1983) are relatively discouraging as to the corre- •.
lation between fracture toughness and model scale blasting results.- In large
scale operations the discontinuities of the rock mass become essential. Sun's
thesis (1983) bridges the gap between intact rock and rock mass behavior in
that it also treats fracture mechanics and tribology of rock joints. The short
rod testing of Stripa granite with intact chlorite filled joints in the fracture
plane is part of it.
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ROCK FRAGMENTATION BY EXPLOSIVES

Stephen R. Winzer, Douglas A. Anderson, and A.P. Ritter

Martin Marietta Laboratories
1450 South Rolling Road
Baltimore, Maryland 21227

ABSTRACT

Fragmentation experiments were conducted in large (15-20 ton) limestone
blocks, reduced-scale limestone benches, and at full-scale in granite rock
using delay intervals between holes of from 300 ps/ft to 9 ms/ft. High-
speed cinematography, 2- and 6-component strain gages, and 3-axis seismometers
monitored the experiments. Results from blocks and small benches indicate a
sharp decrease in fragment size between 300 us and 1 ms/ft between holes,
with little change thereafter. The size consist continued to change through
6 ms/ft, with a reduction in larger sizes and an increase in smaller ones.
Results from 2-hole tests on the 45-ft granite bench showed that the finest
overall fragmentation, as assessed photographically, occurred in more massive
portions of the face at 20—ms delay (2 ms/ft between holes, 2.5 ms/ft burden),
and in more heavily fractured portions of the face at 40-ms delay. The
fracture density, measured on the face prior to the tests, can be related in
a general way to gross changes in fragment size distribution, and this effect
can be separated from the delay effect. Strain histories show the presence
of P and S waves generated by the explosive column, as well as a variety of
reflected waves from the free face, and possibly from internal free faces.
Increased attenuation of the strain pulse generated by the second hole with
increasing delay supports the hypothesis that rock damage from the first
hole to fire modifies the strain pulse from later-firing holes.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding the fundamental mechanisms by which rock fragments when sub-
jected to explosive loading is critical to producing successful approaches to
rapid excavation of rock for a variety of purposes. The demands placed on
the mining 'industry to increase productivity and reduce costs, while at the
same time reducing the adverse effects of the operation on their neighbors,
mitigates against the purely empirical approaches to blast design that have
been standards in the industry for years.

In this paper we address the problem of understanding rock fragmentation
mechanisms by studying the effects of explosive loading under conditions
similar to those found in field practice, as well as under actual production
conditions. We will summarize the results of nearly four years of experi-
mental work and present new data from small—scale bench studies and full-
scale production tests. The experimental approach used recognizes the fact
that it is largely impossible to fully replicate any experiment because of
the inhomogeneous nature of the rock and the non—ideal behavior of the
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explosive. No block of rock, whether large (20-30 tons) or small (several
hundred pounds), small-tench or production-bench, will be identical to any
other; thus, a good deal of scatter in the data can be expected. The ex-
plosives themselves vary from batch to batch and even within the same batch,
due to the variations in production procedures and quality control. Because
small-bench and full production-scale experiments are expensive to run, it
is generally not possible to do enough repeats to make a statistically sig-
nificant analysis of results. For these reasons, our approach is to control
as many variables as possible and to observe each test in as much detail as
possible; we can thus verify that control, look for similarities and differ-
ences in. the way the dynamic event develops, and thereby deduce the operating
mechanisms.

FRAGMENTATION MECHANISMS: REVIEW OF RESULTS FROM MODEL STUDIES AND
SMALL-SCALE STUDIES IN ROCK

Most work reported in the literature of rock fragmentation by explosives
•since about 1970 deals with studies done in plexiglass, perspex, or homalite
models. Some work has been reported from studies done in small rock plates
or blocks, but these have been fairly restricted. Earlier work presented
the idea that the stress wave was predominantly responsible for rock frag-
mentation ,by explosive loading (Obert and Duvall, 1950; Duvall and Atchison,
1957; Hino, 1956). The principle mechanism of fragmentation was thought to
be spall-type failure in tension; as described by Duvall and Atchison (1957),
it proceeded by successive reflections of the compressive pulse off of the
free face. The stress-wave theory of fragmentation was favored until, it ran
into difficulty following measurements of the amount of explosive energy
transmitted into the r.ock by the strain wave (Fogelson et al. , 1959). In
1963, Langefors and Kihlstrom published their book on blasting technique and
included a fragmentation mechanism Involving gas pressurization of radial
cracks emanating from the borehole. Quasi-static models describing this
mechanism were further developed by Porter and Fairhurst (1970). One of
their conclusions — that fragmentation could occur in the.absence of a
high-intensity stress pulse — was the opposite of 'that reached by earlier
workers.

•In 1971, Kutter and Fairhurst, and Field and Ladegaard-Pederson, put
forth more general theories, using the results of experiments done In homo-
geneous plexiglass models and small, homogeneous rock models.

The salient points raised by Kutter and Fairhurst (1971) are as follows:

1) Both stress waves and gas pressure play a role in rock fragmentation
by explosives.

2) The stress wave functions to precondition the rock by initiating (in
tension) radial cracks at -the borehole wall.

3) Expanding gases from detonation of the explosive pressurize these
cracks and extend them.

4) Preexisting cracks (in this case, radial cracks beginning at the
borehole) would reinitiate under stress, and the amount of crack
extension would be inversely proportional to the length of the pre-
existing crack.
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5) No new cracks would form in the area occupied by an old crack.

6) Presence of a free surface favors extension of gas-pressurized
radial cracks In the direction of that surface.

7) In situ stress heavily influences the direction in which a radial
crack will travel.

Field and Ladegaard-Pederson (1971) investigated the influence of the
reflected stress'wave on crack extension in homogeneous models. The salient
points made by these authors are as follows:

1) The reflected stress wave influences the direction of radial crack
growth, as well as the length of the cracks.

2) Reflected wave interaction can explain the breakout angle resulting
from concentrated charges In the rock.

3) Control of stress-wave Interactions by the geometry of the free
surface, or by positioning and time of firing of neighboring charges,
could have practical significance.

Both of these studies, as well as those by Langfors and Kihlstrom (1963),
are similar in that they use homogeneous plexiglass models or small rock
plates. This approach does not take into account the presence of discon-
tinuities of different types present-in rock in full-scale blasting situa-
tions.

Beginning in 1978, studies were undertaken to evaluate fragmentation
mechanisms in flawed media, Including homalite models with Induced flaws and
rock models (Barker et al., 1978; Fourney and. Barker, 1979; Fourney et al.,
1979; Holloway et al., 1980); and in larger blocks and benches and full-scale
production blasting operations (Winzer et al., 1978, 1979, 1980; Winzer and
Hitter, 1979). The group at the University of Maryland (Barker, Fourney,
and Holloway) conducted studies In homalIte-100 models, both unflawed and
containing flaws simulating different types of macroflaws (joints, bedding
planes, larger fractures) found in a typical bench In a mine. Their con-
clusions are as follows:

1) In unflawed models, radial cracks dominate fragmentation. Typically
only 6—12 radial cracks propagate from the borehole.

2) Stress waves reflected from the free faces of the model, running
back towards the borehole, interact with the outgoing radial cracks,
causing branching and arrest.

3) Fragmentation of the unflawed homalite models closely resembles the
fragmentation of rock plates of similar size made from Westerly
granite or Solenhofen limestone; therefore, homalite is a reasonable
material from which to model rock fragmentation mechanisms.

4) In flawed models, where flaws were routed in the surface of the homa-
lite, new fractures are initiated at the pre-existing flaws by the P
or S waves.
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5) In flawed models where joint or "bedding planes were simulated, new
fractures are initiated in Mode II shear by the tensile tail of the
P wave.

6) In flawed models, overall fragment size is smaller, and the smallest
average fragment size is achieved with shorter delay times than in
unflawed models.

Production-scale studies conducted by Winzer and Ritter (1979) and Winzer
et al. (1979) in large blocks of Chambersburg limestone established the
following:

1) New fractures are seen to form at the free face at about twice the
time it takes for the P wave to traverse the burden distance.

2) Old fractures are the loci of new fractures or are re-initiated them-
selves early in the event; they continue to be active for several
tens of milliseconds after detonation of the explosive.

3) Fragmentation, continues in blocks of rock following detachment from
the main rock mass. This is analogous to continued fracture propaga-
tion observed in detached fragments of homalite 100 by trapped stress
waves.

4) The fracture pattern on the free face is well developed prior to the
expected time of arrival of radial cracks from the borehole.

5) Gas venting occurs through already open cracks relatively late in the
event, indicating that the majority of fractures observed on the free
face are not gas pressurized.

6) In blasted faces from production-scale shots, fractures are observed
to have initiated at, and propagated from, joint and bedding planes,
suggesting the same operating mechanism(s) as those observed in homa-
lite models simulating these large-scale flaws.

7) Initiator firing times are observed to deviate considerably from
nominal firing times given by manufacturers, up to and including
reversals. Such errors were correlated with production of oversize
flyrock., blackbreak, and tight muck.

Vital to an understanding of the fragmentation process is knowledge of
the relationship between the strain pulse generated by the explosive loading
and the resultant fragmentation. In the 1960's, a series of experiments
designed to measure the strain pulse generated by cylindrical explosive
charges was conducted by the U.S. Bureau of Mines (Atchison Tournay, 1959;
Atchison and Roth, 1961; Atchison and Puglise, 1964). All of these tests
were conducted in quarry floors with a linear array of strain gages in bore-
holes near a single explosive-loaded borehole. The purpose of the tests
was to obtain relationships for the attenuation and shape of the strain
pulse as a function of time and distance. Concurrently, several studies
produced computer models of the strain pulse (e.g., Plewman and Starfield,
1965; Favreau, 1969), extending the earlier work of Sharpe (1942), Heelan
(1953), and Jordan (1962). A comparison of the Plewman and Starfield model
with the Bureau of Mines data was made by Starfield and Pugliese (1968).
The waveforms and amplitudes of the computed strain pulses agreed very well
with the initial pulses measured by the borehole strain gages. The gages
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recorded later pulses than those generated by the model, but Starfield and
Pugliese explicitly stated that they did not consider the shear wave gener-
ated by the explosive column. As discussed by White and Sengbush (1963),
a nontrivial shear component is generated by explosive .charges. No further
work has emerged from these studies despite the clear implications for
blasting research.

These more recent studies, and computational modeling of fragmentation in
small-scale blasting experiments (Shockey et al., 1974; Adams et al., 1980;
Dienes and Margolin, 1980) have helped clarify some of the issues surrounding
the controversy over fragmentation mechanisms. We now know that the stress
wave functions not only to initiate fractures at or near the borehole wall,
but also to initiate fractures throughout the rock mass being blasted. The
contribution of stress wave induced fracturing at flaws and discontinuities
removed from the borehole is considerably greater than either the spalling
or borehole radial tensile failure documented by earlier workers. Gas pres-
surized radial fracturing, in cases where a free face is present and the
material contains flaws and discontinuities, is only a minor contributor to
the overall fragmentation of the rock mass, although the force exerted by
expanding gases may be the dominant factor in moving the- rock. Computational
models, using stress wave/flaw interaction as a mechanism of nucleating and
growing cracks, have been successful in predicting fragmentation in small-
scale rock models; these models are being used with increasing success to
predict fragmentation in larger-scale experiments.

A number of questions still need to be resolved, especially -surrounding
the effects of delay and structure on fragmentation, and the relationship
between strain history and amplitude and fragmentation. These subjects will
be addressed in the remainder of this paper.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

All tests, whether in blocks, small benches, or at full-production scale,
were monitored with one to four high-speed 16-mm motion picture cameras.
At reduced scales, the procedure follows that outlined in Winzer and Ritter
(1979); later experiments used a single Fastax camera oriented perpendicular
to the bench or block face. This camera was run at between 7,000 - 10,000
frames per second; the framing rate actually achieved is a function of the
available current and the ambient air temperature. When the maximum framing
rate is achieved, the camera provides a closure which simultaneously initiates
the firing sequence and puts a reference mark on the analogue tape on which
seismic and strain gage records are recorded. Actual framing rates are deter-
mined by a 1000-Hz timing light built into the camera. The light puts a small
red mark on the edge of the film every millisecond, and framing rates are
determined by counting frames occurring between several timing marks. Scale
is established by painting or placing reference marks visible on the film on
the face of the bench. Reference markers are also placed on the bench top
for full-scale production shooting. Camera angles and distances are deter-
mined by survey.

Production-scale tests were monitored with one or two .16-mm high-speed
motion picture cameras, one focussed on the face to determine fragmentation,
the other either in front or behind to determine firing times and rock
motion. One camera is run at 500 frames/s; the other usually between 2,000
and 3,000 frames/s. Identification of firing times of individual boreholes
is made using a telltale consisting of Nonel cable. One end of a known
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length of the cable is placed in the top part of the explosive column, coming
up through the stemming, and is coiled on top of the hole. When detonated
by the explosive, the cable emits a bright flash visible in the high-speed
films. Using the burning rate for the cable, its length, and the length and
detonation velocity of the explosive, the detonation time for the column
can be obtained with an accuracy of ~ 0.3 ms.

All production shots were instrumented with two or more 2— and 6—component
strain gages, and with three to five 3-axis seismometers. Strain gages are
modeled after those of Reed (1979) and consist of either two or six 120-fi
resistance foil strain gages epoxied to 1—in. cubes, or tetrahedra made of
aluminum-filled thick section epoxy. Two-component gages measured strain
in the horizontal plane, and consist of two gages mounted on one face of the
cube at 90° to one another. Six-component gages are made up of two gages,
at 90°, mounted on the three upper faces of a tetrahedron (Fig. 1). The

Foil strain gages

Al-filled epoxy
tetrahedron

Figure 1. Diagram of a typical 6-component strain gage (after Reed, 1979).
The unit shown is cast in a cylinder of Al-filled epoxy after
wiring (see text for details).

gages are wired in true 3-wire configuration and are strain relieved at the
junction with RTV. The epoxy cubes with the wired gages are then recast into
cylinders using the same epoxy. The cylinder may vary in size, depending on
the size of the borehole to be used. A reflective arrow is painted on the
top of the cylinder to assist in orientation of the gage. Gages are grouted
into boreholes located behind the shot, usually at the midpoint of the shot
holes. Early tests in limestone used portland cement with a chloride accel-
erator to increase the set time; later tests used an expansive grout, which
improved coupling and gage response. Output from the gages goes through a
1/4 bridge amplifier with a frequency response (DC) to 50 kHz, and each
component is recorded on a separate channel of a Honeywell 101 27-channel
tape recorder. Tape speed for recording is 120 in./s.

Seismic response is measured using Sprengnether S6000 3-axis earthquake
seismometers with attenuators that give them full-scale dynamic ranges of
-20 to +120 dB. Seismic response is recorded simultaneously with strain gage
response, and can be related to film data with a zero time pulse placed on
each channel electronically at the instant the blast sequence is initiated.
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FRAGMENTATION ASSESSMENT

Quantitative assessment of fragmentation at larger scales is the most dif-
ficult task facing the investigator. The only fully quantitative method of
assessing fragmentation is to screen the entire mass of fragmented material;
however, this is impractical at production scale. Other methods are statis-
tical and rely on selective or random sampling of the muckpile, either photo-
graphically or through surface or trench sampling. Relying on production
figures is risky, as there are many variables affecting parameters like dig-
ging or loading rates and crusher throughput.

We have developed a somewhat different technique, which makes use of high-
speed films to assess fragment size distribution. The technique will be dis-
cussed further in the next section. Fragmentation in block tests was deter-
mined by screening the resulting muck using a Tyler screen and scalping
system. Individual fragments over 12 in. were individually weighed, and
the remaining material was screened and weighed. Fragmentation resulting
from reduced-scale bench testing was evaluated photographically and by
screening the full muckpile, while fragmentation resulting from full-scale
production testing was evaluated photographically.

EFFECT OF DELAYS AND STRUCTURE IN BLOCK AND SMALL-SCALE BENCH TESTS

Seven tests, using delays of 450 ys, 800 us, and 1.5 ms, were carried out
in large (up to 20—ton) blocks of Chambersburg limestone. Three tests,
using delays of 3, 6, and 9 ms, were conducted in small benches (42-56 in.
thick). The experimental method for the bench tests is similar to that of
the block tests described in Winz'er and Ritter (1979) and will be described
only briefly here.

Small bench tests were conducted to provide data transitional between
that derived from blocks and full-scale production tests. Reduced-scale
bench tests would still be small enough to allow the entire muckpile to be
screened, and would more closely approximate a full—scale test in that the
bench behaves like an infinite slab, whereas the blocks actually have three
additional sides which can reflect stress waves. To keep both block and
bench tests comparable, we used the same explosive (gelamite 5; 1/2-in.
diameter) and the same burden, spacing, and borehole diameter (12 in.,
18 in. and 3/4 in.). The bench tests differed principally in size, using
.two or three rows of 5-6 holes (see Fig. 2), rather than two rows of 3-4
holes. Hercules SSS seismic initiators were used in conjunction with a
programmable electronic sequential blasting machine to achieve delays
accurate to about + 20 ys. Each shot was monitored with a single Fastax
II camera running at 7,000-8,500 frames/s.

Fragmentation from small bench tests was assessed two ways: by direct
screening of the fragmented material and by using high-speed cinematography
to test the usefulness of photogrammetry as a tool for evaluating fragmen-
tation. This technique is similar to that used by Winzer and Ritter (1979)
to quantitatively assess the change in size distribution with time as rock
fragments leave the face. At a predetermined time into the event, usually
chosen to reflect the most advanced stage of fragmentation before the frag-
ments leave the field of view, the film is stopped (see Fig. -3 for example).
Each fragment in the field of view is then traced, the scale is determined
from scale markers, the amount of forward motion that has taken place is
measured, and the data is entered directly into a computer. A program has
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Small Bench Bias!
Oct9. 1980
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3
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Figure 2. Configuration of the small bench blast of October 6, 1981 (6-ms
delay). The photograph (2a) shows the top of the bench with the
first row of holes drilled. The bench top has been wetted down
to show the structural trend, which lies at a high angle to the
face. The plan view drawing shows the pattern, with hole depths
(in.), and the weight and length of each stick of powder put into
the hole. The bench slopes upwards towards the last row of holes,
necessitating progressively deeper holes to maintain a flat floor.

been written to calculate areas, and then "screen" the resulting particles
to produce a size distribution based on the area of the face presented by
each individual fragment. A separate program calculates the weight of each
fragment, based on the assumption that the maximum thickness of the fragment
is equal to the minimum width the face of the fragment. From these three
values, the volume of the fragment is calculated and multiplied by the
density of the rock to find the weight. Weight or area passing a given size
is then calculated. Both measurements can be compared with the results of
screening to determine the validity of the method.
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Seven block tests were made: two at 450-us delay, two at 800-ps delay,
and three at 1.5-ms delay (nominal). Two of the 1.5-ms delay shots failed
to archieve the desired firing sequence due to failure of the "blasting machine;
thus there is no repeat. Plots of the cumulative wt% passing vs size are
presented in Figs. 4a-e. The size at 80% passing is included on the diagrams.

3/4 L5 3 6 K 24 3/4 1.5 3 6 U 24 3/4 1.5 3 6 12 3/4 LS 3 6 12 24 3/4 IS 3 6 12 24

SCREEN SIZE lln.1

Figure 4a-e. Size distribution for tests done in 15-20 ton limestone blocks
using delays between 450 ys and 1.5 ms. The size below which
80% of the material falls is shown on each figure. The shots
at 850 ys show the greatest range, due to the presence of some
fairly large pieces in one of the shots.

There is a considerable difference between the two values obtained in the
800-jis tests, but the general trend is clear. At 80% passing, the overall
size decreases with increasing delay. The data for the 800-us delay in-
terval show the largest dispersion; this is due to the presence of 12-in.
material in one of the two shots. Large fragments have a significant effect
on the position of the curves, as they may contain 15-20% of the total
weight of the muck. Recalculating the curves without the 12-in. material
produces the same trend, but'with less dispersion on the 800-us data.,
The size at 80% passing is plotted against delay in Fig. 5. If we take the
midpoint of the two measurements and plot a curve through it, a sharp decline
in size is seen between 450- and SOO-ys delay, and a much shallower change
between 800-ps and 1.5-ms delay.

Three small-scale bench tests were carried out. The results of the three
tests are presented in Figs. 6a and b. Figure 6a presents the data obtained
by screening the-fragmented rock; Fig. 6b presents the data obtained by
analyzing the high-speed film of the event. The size at 80% passing for
each delay is given on the appropriate figure. The 3-ms and 9-ms delay
shots are essentially the same, and compare favorably with the 1.5-ms delay
shot in the large blocks. The 6-ms delay shot is significantly coarser.
This is due to face damage rather than to a real delay effect, and can be
seen in the high-speed films. All three shots were done on the same bench,
but there was considerable damage done to the face by each shot, requiring
scaling and repair of the bench prior to the next shot.

Figure 6b (the distribution obtained from the high-speed films) shows
two items of importance. First, the trend is the same as that obtained by
screening the muck, lending support to the photographic method of obtaining
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Figure 5. Plot of size (80% passing) vs delay for the five block tests shown
in Fig. 4t The point with a question mark may be anomalous. The
general trend towards smaller size with increased delay is evident.

data on fragmentation. The absolute sizes of 80% passing differ signifi-
cantly for the 9-ms and 6-ms delay shots, and are close for the 3-ms delay
shot. Observation of production—scale shots indicates that oversize rock
is often produced by the first row of holes, presumably because control on
the burden is most difficult with the first row of holes in a multi-row
shot. The film data indicate that fragments coming off the face in the 6-ms
delay shot are the coarsest of the lot, and the screen data show a signifi-
cant amount of 6-in. rock. Despite these results, the change in size seen
in the rock from the face mirrors the change in the whole shot.

Comparing all block and bench tests (Fig. 7), there appears to be a
significant change in size distribution up to 1.5-ms delay (1 ms/ft between
holes in a row, 1.5 ms/ft on burden, and 1.8 ms/ft on the echelon). Beyond
1.5 ms/ft, the change is not significant; however, there are significant
variations within the distribution itself. Figure 8 plots the size distri-
bution broken down into four different sizes: +6, +3, +1.5 and +3/4 in.
The +6-in. size does not include fragments over 12 in. What is interesting
to note is the relative change in the amount of given size material with
increased delay. In the bench tests, +6-in. material decreased from 19% to
13% for the total fragmented rock going from 3-ms to 9-ms delay, while the
1/2-in. size increased from 25% to 33%. The 3/4-in. material remained
approximately constant, while the 3—in. material declined only slightly.
Three inches is about the mean size of all the tests (50% passing). We can
hypothesize that this result reflects a real delay effect, a reduction in
oversize, with increased delay, and an increase in finer material. The
constancy of the 3/4-in. and 3-in. material (which also appears to carry
through the block tests) may be an effect of the distribution of the explo-
sive charges in the bench. Within as close a tolerance as possible, given
the variability of natural materials, the rock type and flaw distribution
in the bench is constant; therefore, a certain mean size of fragmented
material might be expected, varying somewhat with delay as the range of
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Figure 6a,b. Plot of size distribution from tests done in small benches in
limestone: (a) presents data obtained by screening the entire
mass of fragmented material, (b) presents the data obtained
from films. Note that the film data taken from the face only,
reflect the same trend as the data taken by screening, but
the variation between data sets is greater.

sizes varies. It is well known that varying the burden and spacing will
vary the size of the fragmented rock produced (Bergmann et al., 1974; Dick
et al., 1973). The effects of delay, above a certain minimum value, may be
to shift the amounts of certain sizes within the distribution. Such knowl-
edge could be of considerable importance in tailoring blasting rounds for
specific jobs or equipment.

In summary, the block and bench data show significant reduction in size
(80% passing) with delays up to 1.5 ms, followed by small changes thereafter.
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Figure 7. Plot of size (80% passing) against delay (ms) for all bench and
block tests. The bench test at 6 ms is coarser than the 9-ms
delay shot primarily because of face damage, which contributed
to production of a higher percentage of large pieces.

Fraction
a +6 in.
• +3 in.
o +1-1/2 in.
• +3/4 in.

Muckpile Screening
Small Bench Tests

i
4 6

DELAY (ms)

10

Figure 8. Plot of weight percent size retained vs delay, by size. This plot
indicates that while the overall size at 80% passing changes very
little from 3— to 9—ms delay, the size consist does continue to
change as a function of delay.

This result is similar to that found by Bergmann et al. (1974), using small
charges in granite blocks. The size consist of the fragmented rock continues
to change, however, by a continued reduction in the amount of the larger
fraction with increased delay, and a continuing increase in the amount of
the smaller fraction. The average size appears to be controlled by rock
type, flaw distribution, and the distribution of explosive within the rock
mass.
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FULL-SCALE EXPERIMENTS

Full-scale, dual-borehole tests were conducted in granite at a production
quarry. These tests are part of a larger-scale program designed to examine
the relationship between blast parameters and fragmentation and ground vibra-
tion. Figures 9 and 10 show the configuration of the tests and the deploy-
ment of instrumentation. Single, dual, and five—hole shots were done on a
45-ft bench of gneissic granite, a moderately coarse-grained, relatively
massive formation. All shots were made on the same face to minimize varia-
tion between tests. The explosive used was Atlas Apex 260, an emulsion
explosive with a VOD (measured in place) of 17,500 ft/s and an energy yield
of 2,301 kcal/ft, 3.5-in. diameter. Each shot was monitored with a single
Fastax II camera focused on the face, and located at an angle of 80° to the
face. Three strain gages were located behind the holes in the shot at 5-,
10-, and 15-ft distances (halfway between the holes), and at half the depth
of the shot holes. Five 3-axis seismometers were used to record resulting
ground vibration, and all recording units were tied into a common zero time
base, as discussed in the section on experimental techniques.

SD Instrument Truck

Blast Areas

Seismometers

— Reflection Seismometer Arrays

High-Speed Cameras

Figure 9. Plan view of production-scale, 2-hole tests in a' granite quarry.
This figure shows the location of the test faces, and locations
of cameras and seismometers. Strain gage locations are immedi-
ately behind the face being blasted.
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Side View Plan View

ion

Strain gage

Figure 10. Side view and plan, view of borehole locations and position of
strain gages for two-hole, production scale tests.

Fragmentation was assessed photographically, as discussed in the section
on bench testing. The fragmentation data are presented in Figs. Ha, b, and
c. Figure lla shows the distribution curves for all five two—hole tests. At
80% passing, the finest material is. found for the 20-ms delay, the coarsest
at 40-ms delay (Fig. 12). When the'face is broken down into sections based
on fracture density, a somewhat different picture emerges. The most massive
part of the face produces the finest fragmentation at 20-ms delay, and frag-
mentation becomes increasingly coarse up through 60—ms delay. The more
fractured portion of the face yields the finest fragmentation at 40-ms
delay. Qualitatively, this trend follows the observed fracture density in
the different parts of the face. Table 1 gives data, taken from films prior
to detonation of any explosives, for the number and length of fractures per
square foot of face measured. This data constitutes a measure of the "rock
quality" prior to blasting; it also provides an indication of the potential
number of sites at which initiation of new fractures or re-initiation of
old fractures might be expected [see Winzer and Hitter (1979) for a discus-
sion of fracture initiation from preexisting fractures in rock].
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Figure lla-c. Size distribution (obtained photographically) for two-hole
production scale tests: (a) entire face, (b) massive section
of the face, (c) fractured section of the face.
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Figure 12. Plot of size (80% passing) vs delay for two-hole production shots.
Note that the fragmentation from the massive portion (which con-
trols the overall fragmentation) is finest at shorter delay than
the fragmentation from the more fractured portion of the face.

Shot No.

1 (10 ms)
2 (20 ms)
3 (40 ms)
4 (60 ms)

Table 1

Rock Quality Index (Pre-Shot)

Number of Fractures/ft2
Overall Face Fractured Face Smooth Face

0.22
0.68
1.58
0.51

0.38
0.99
2.68
0.65

0.11
0.35
0.47
0.30

Shot No.

1 (10 ms)
2 (20 ms)
3 (40 ms)
4 (60 ms)

Length of Fractures/ft2

Overall Face Fractured Face

0.58
1.09
1.31
1.18

0.95
1.42
2.15
1.42

Smooth Face

0.33
0.69
0.44
0.77

The data in Table 1 indicate a considerable difference in fracture
density between the least and most massive parts of the face. This dif-
ference is reflected in the difference between fragment size at 80% passing
for the two parts of the face. The differences in fracture density between
fractured and massive parts of the face range from 2.2 (60 ms) to 5.7 (40 ms),
and are concurrent with, but greater than, the differences between sizes at
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80% passing. These differences clearly represent the effect of structure on
fragmentation and are in agreement with model studies (Fourney et al.,
1979) and larger scale block studies (Winzer and Ritte'r, 1979). The delay
effect can he separated from the structural effect to an extent. The rock
quality index for the face used for the 20-ms and 60-ms shot is very.similar;
thus, the difference in size between the two is likely due almost entirely to
the difference in delay. The difference between massive and fractured por-
tions of the face is the greatest for the 40-ms shot. The difference in
fracture density between the 20- and 40-ms shots (fractured surface) could be
causing the smaller difference in size between 20 and 40 ms. At this time,
and with these data, it is not possible to totally separate the two variables.

We can conclude, with some confidence, that we are measuring both a
structural and a delay effect, and that the two can be separated. The
presence of fractures serves to enhance fragmentation, as predicted by model
studies and by small-scale bench and block studies. Based on previous
studies of time history and fracture development, this is caused by inter-
action of stress waves with the preexisting fractures, causing re-initiation
or new fracture development.

Optimum fragmentation is achieved at 2 ms/ft (20-ms delay, 10-ft spacing),
and about 2.5 ms/ft on the burden. The number of ms/ft on the burden is less
certain, because the burden varies considerably from toe to crest. Optimum
fragmentation for the less massive portion of the face is achieved at about
4 ms/ft between holes, and 5 ms/ft burden. These times are longer than
indicated by the block and bench tests; however, there are different rock
types involved, and the scale is sufficiently different that mass effects
and gross structural differences may exert considerable influence on the
results. These numbers are in substantial agreement with those obtained
using stemming vent velocity and vertical motion (Winzer et al., 1979).

The difference between the times to achieve optimum fragmentation for
fractured and smooth parts of the face is more puzzling, however, and is the
opposite of that observed by Fourney and Barker (1979) in layered models
simulating jointed or bedded rock. No unequivocal explanation can be put
forward at this time, but we can hypothesize that differences in stress—wave
velocity, attenuation, and the time it takes for fracture network development
may all contribute to the observed difference. The more massive rock will
transmit stress waves with higher velocity and less attenuation, but fewer
fractures will form because there are fewer fracture sites. In more heavily
fractured rock, stress-wave velocity will b.e lower and attenuation higher,
but there are more fractures to serve as initiator sites. More radial frac-
tures will form in massive rock, while fewer fractures form at a distance
from the borehole. Large fragments will form early in the event, and as
they move and fractures open, large segments of the rock mass will be effec-
tively isolated from further stress energy. Because crack formation is
stress—wave dominated, this will happen earlier in the event for more massive
rock. In heavily fractured rock, radial cracking is less important overall,
and fractures initiated remote from the borehole dominate the fragmentation
event (Fourney et al., 1979; Winzer and Ritter, 1979). The stress wave
takes longer to penetrate the mass, and movement of the rock can be expected
to be slower as more energy is absorbed by the rock mass. Cracks open more
slowly, and smaller masses of rock are isolated early in the event, so that
later arriving stress waves can continue to increase crack initiation and
propagation. This explanation is only qualitative at this time, but we are
addressing the problem of stress history, crack propagation, and fragmenta-
tion modeling to try and answer some of these questions.
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The fragmentation data also clearly show th'at delays that are too long
degrade fragmentation. This effect has not been observed quantitatively
prior to this study. At and beyond 40-ms delay (or 4 ms/ft) between holes
in a row or on the burden, fragmentation in massive and fragmented portions
of the rock deteriorates. Although strictly only valid for this rock and
the configuration described, these results give an upper-limit guideline
for blast design, and suggest that the long—delay blasting patterns have
definite limits.

STRAIN HISTORY

In order to observe the effects of distance and delay on the strain
pulse from confined columnar changes, a test blast was run in the floor of
an abandoned open-pit coal mine. In this test, and the tests to follow, the
explosive and the hole size are constant, although the rock type is differ-
ent. The strain pulses recorded for this four-hole blast are shown in Fig.
13. [This test was similar to tests done by the Bureau of Mines (Duvall,

Fourth hole

Figure 13.

TIME —-

Strain gage record from a four-hole shot in the floor of an
abandoned coal mine (no free face). The peaks marked A are
electrical noise. Those marked B record the arrival of the
compressive strain pulse. Note the relative simplicity of
the pulse, and the change in shape and strain as the source
comes closer to the gage.. The gage is located 10 ft from the
fourth hole.

1953; Atchison and Tournay, 1959) , except that our experiments used one
2-component and one 6-component gage at the same location, and four blast
holes, rather than a single blast hole and multiple gages at different loca-
tions.] The gages were located at the end of the linear array of boreholes,
with 10 ft between holes, and 10 ft between the final hole and the gage.
The shot, with 60-ms delay between detonations, progressed from the far hole
(first) to the near hole (fourth). Note the simple form of the strain pulses
for most of the holes, and the increase of amplitude and sharpness of the
pulse as the detonations get closer to the gage. Also note that there Is a
secondary peak on the last pulse, which may be related to the shear wave.
Because no velocities were measured independently at this site, we cannot
unequivocally identify the wave. No other pulses that could be attributed
to reflections from the surface can be found in the recofd. Since each
strain pulse was propagated through primarily undamaged material, the at-
tenuation is due only to geometrical spreading and inherent anelasticlty of
the undamaged rock.
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A more complex strain history is observed for shots with a vertical free
face present,. A typical record for a two-hole blast with a delay of 10 ms
between the charge detonations is shown in Fig. 14. The location of the
gages relative to the boreholes is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The gage re-
cord shown in Fig. 14 is for the gage closest to the free face. Various

Hole l

A

Hole 2

TIME

Figure 14. Strain gage record from 10-ms delay two-hole blast. Total record
length is 23 ms. For each hole detonation, the following pulses
are observed: A - blasting machine electrical noise; B - primary
strain pulse; C - secondary strain pulse. A tertiary pulse, D,
is found for the first hole. The gage was destroyed after pulse
2C.

pulses are labeled on the figure. The Starfield and Pugliese (1968) strain-
pulse generation model was run for a single direct pulse for these conditions,
and the shape of the pulse did not compare favorably with that observed (i.e.,
the later pulses were not observed on the model). We hypothesize that the
later pulses are due to waves that have been reflected from the free face.
Figure 15 shows, the calculated pulse for this shot, using the current model
which incorporates reflections from the free face and the bench top. Note
that later pulses are present in the model which may correspond with the

i I <
TIME 5.0ms

Figure 15. Computer-generated strain gage record, including contributions
from P and S waves and their reflected counterparts.
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pulses observed in the actual record. Since the attenuation and wave vel-
ocities are likely to be functions of time in a test where the rock through
which the wave is passing is being continuously damaged, we expect that the
exact time history of the strain pulse will not be reproduced by the rela-
tively simple model used here. We are currently developing a model to
iteratively change the material properties of the rock in the model to match
the changes in the observed strain pulses. In this way we hope to be able
to determine the damage that is being done to the rock during the event, and
then predict the fragmentation using the property change coefficients.

The effect of the change in rock properties during the blast event may be
seen in Fig. 16, which is a strain pulse history of a two-hole blast with

Holel

Hole 2

Figure 16.

TIME '—-

Strain pulse record from a 60-ms two-hole shot. Note the dif-
ference in pulse amplitude and pulse width between holes 1
(first to five) and 2, and compare with Fig. 14. This pulse
shows what is believed to be considerable attenuation of the
strain wave generated by the second hole.

a delay between detonations of 60 ms. The location of the gage relative to'
the boreholes is the same as in Fig. 14. The amplitude of the strain pulse
generated by the second hole is considerably smaller than that from the
first hole, and of shorter duration, whereas the amplitudes from the strain
pulses in the 10—ms shot are nearly the same for both holes. This decrease
in amplitude appears to be a general trend in the records as longer delays
are used, which may indicate that the amplitude of the pulse received at the
gage is a function of the damage to the rock through which the strain pulse
passes, all other factors being equal. In this shot, the reflected pulses
in the strain pulse from the first hole are not seen to emerge clearly, but
a long, slowly decaying pulse is observed instead. It is not clear why
there should be this difference between the strain pulse shapes from the
first hole to fire, but it may be due to some differences in the rock prop-
erties on each portion of the bench, to the coupling of the gage to the
borehole, or both of these factors. Further work on these records will be
necessary to resolve these questions.
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CONCLUSIONS

Carefully designed and controlled blasts in large limestone blocks, small
limestone benches, and in granite at production scale yield new information
and insights into the manner in which rock fragments when subjected to ex-
plosive loading and the effects of delay on fragmentation. The stress waves
(P and S, and their reflected counterparts), through their interaction with
existing macroflaws (cracks, joints, and bedding planes), are the dominant
force in fragmenting the rock. The importance of this mechanism, first
discovered using homalite models, is now confirmed at all scales in sedi-
mentary, igneous, and metamorphic rock.

The fracture density appears to exert some control on the delay needed
for optimum fragmentation. Massive rock shows more rapid changes in frag-
ment size distribution with delay, and the finest fragmentation occurs at
shorter delay times than in more heavily fractured rock. Within a given
type, and above a delay interval of 1-1.5 ms/ft, the overall size (80%
passing) shows little change, but the size consist continues to change with
delay above 4 ms/ft (between holes), and fragmentation .deteriorates in both
massive and fractured rock. At this time, we cannot provide a full explana-
tion for these observations, or for the differences in fragmentation with
delay for massive and fractured rock. The differences are likely related
to stress history, attenuation, differences in crack initiation and propaga-
tion, and mass effects. These are important areas of research, as a general
answer to these questions would allow the blasting operation to be more
precisely tailored to meet the production needs of the mine.

The strain gage records show fundamental differences from those obtained
in underground mines by earlier researchers. The records show both P and S
waves as well as reflected waves from the free face and from (possibly)
internally generated free faces. In the dual-borehole production tests, the
stress pulse from the second hole to detonate becomes progressively weaker
with increasing delay.' This is likely due to increased attenuation, which
we suspect may be caused by increasing damage to the rock mass from the
first hole. At present, more precise, quantitative conclusions are not
possible, but this topic is currently being studied intensively.

While the procedure of designing a blast is currently far from being
based on solid scientific grounds, progress towards this goal is being made
in our laboratory as well as in others. The progress made in recent years
suggests that the business of blasting rock for any variety of purposes will
become a much more controlled and productive process in the near future.
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ABSTRACT

Recent reputable evidence conclusively indicates that conventional chemical
delay elements in delay detonators are notoriously inaccurate and can thus
seriously affect blasting efficiency.

In the last decade, no radical advance in commercial electric detonator
design has occurred. However, electronics technology has advanced at an amazing
rate. Increasing sophistication in both production and development has, and
still is causing a rapid drop in the price of microcircuitry such that the
replacement of the chemical delay element in electric blasting caps by micro-
circuitry is now viable. Thus development of the self-contained integrated
electronic detonator is now not only technically feasible, but also economic.

Due to the high density of components that can be "placed" on a micro-chip
during manufacture, micro-chip design will incorporate not only highly accurate
timing circuits but a host of additional features such as:

1. Safety elements, including a unique fire control command which eliminates
the majority of types of accidental electrical initiation.

2. On—line programmability such that a single detonator may be programmed
for any delay period.

3. A factory programmed security code unique to the operator which will
provide "ultimate security" and exclude unauthorized use.

4. Interactive report-back facilities for complete status and circuit
check before firing.
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INTRODUCTION

Research over the past 5 years by Winzer, et al (1979), Becker and Hay
(1982), and Worsey (1982) has substantiated the rumors, fears, and worries of a
large number of blasting engineers that commercially available delay detonators
have poor precision and accuracy. Researchers such as Winzer, et al (1979) and
Kis (1979) have shown that these errors can detrimentally influence blasting
performance and vibration amplitudes. Obviously, in order to obtain maximum
efficiency from explosives within a blast pattern, each hole should firstly
fire in the correct sequence, and secondly, have enough time separation from
its preceding and succeeding delay periods not to interfere with or be inter-
fered by either of the latter. The above quoted references conclusively show
that this is not guaranteed by existing delay blasting caps which have remained
essentially the same in design for over a decade (Figure 1). Therefore it may
be argued that a completely new, more accurate delay blasting cap is required.

During the period of the last two decades, gigantic advances have been
made in electronics within the field of microcircuitry. It is now common for
over 1,000,000 transistors to be "cast" in silicon on a single microchip of
0.25 cm by 0.25 cm or less with anticipated doubling in density every year
(Moore of Intel/Posa, 1983). Recently in order to keep pace with this rapid
advance, microchip design tools have been developed and technology is now at
the stage where a main frame computer can be designed and produced on a single
microchip. In addition, computer simulation of design now can iron out any
problems before the first chip is produced.

The authors logically argue that present delay blasting caps will be
ultimately replaced within the not too distant future by sophisticated Inte-
grated Electronic Detonators. These new delay blasting caps will contain a
sophisticated electronic capsule and capacitiye discharge system which will
replace the presently used delay element (see Figure 2). Ultimately these new
delay detonators will be produced with the same physical dimension as, if not
smaller than, presently manufactured delay blasting caps.

Although current electric delay detonators are known to have serious
accuracy deficiencies which can be attributed to the chemical delay element, it
is important to keep the layout of a new initiation system as simple or simpler
than the system it is designed to replace. This is imperative in order to gain
rapid acceptance by blasting personnel and to erradicate the need for extensive
retraining. For these reasons the delay element should if at all possible,
remain within the blasting cap.

An attempt has already been made to erradicate chemical delay elements
within blasting caps by the use of an electronic sequential blasting machine
(for example, Melani (1969) and Winzer, et al (1979), etc. This type of machine,
on pressing the firing button initiates different delay circuits at different
time intervals from within. .Holes of different delays are connected to a
series of different delay terminals resulting in a large amount of blasting
wire in a complex fashion being used rather than simply just two wires. In
addition, all the caps are not initiated at the same time, thus it is possible
to sever the leads to longer delay periods at the blast pattern and thus produce
misfired holes. Although relatively inexpensive, this equipment has not as yet
gained widespread use for obvious reasons.

Illustrations and pictures following text.
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An important concept to consider in the design of an Integration Electronic
Detonator (IED) is that it need only have two wires and therefore arrays of
such devices would be designed simply to be wired together in parallel. In
addition, a very large number of different delays could be initiated using the
present standard two blasting lead wire system, a tremendous advantage.

Previously, a very simple electronic delay detonator was patented by
Fowler in 1979. However, the sophistication of everyday micro-electronics
which is now not even state of the art, allows far more than this crude device.
A brief summary of the 'concepts of the features that are possible with present
day technology and advocated by the authors, is given under the following
section headings.

METHOD OF FIRING

To initiate an array of lED's, a set procedure will have to be followed.
However, it will not be necessary for operators to be concerned with this as it
will be automatically, carried out by the micro-computer firing consol (this
having been designed and developed in conjunction with the IED).

First, d.c. current will be supplied to the lED's in order to activate
their microcircuitry. Once this is performed, the command may be given to
power-up their capacitive storage devices. Utilizing sophisticated functions
as discussed later, charging progress will be monitored. When power storage is
complete and verified, the electronic timing delays within each IED will be
initiated at precisely the same time by a complex firing code issued by the
firing consol after the "firing button" is depressed by the operator.

If however something is shown to be wrong by the firing consol, the
operator may power-down the IED power storage units by issuing an abbort command.
Thus rendering the lED's harmless before disconnecting the firing consol from
the firing circuit.

SPEED, PRECISION, AMD ACCURACY

In all present day delay detonators, the delay is produced by a chemical
element which is usually a special blend of various powders mixed and measured
precisely to give the required time delay. These blends may be of different
quantities, ratios, and compounds and may also be of various lengths. Although
they may vary considerably, all delay detonators whether they be electric or
non-electric have one overriding fact in common, they have all been shown to be
substantially inaccurate, not just by speculation but by fact, supported by
the results of investigation by the U.S. Bureau of Mines.

Over the past several years, the measurement of time utilizing electronic
circuitry has not only become generally accepted but by far, the most common
method. The use of this microcircuitry has given exceedingly high orders of
accuracy far in excess of +_ 1 x 10 . Without the need for special design, a
timing precision of approximately -h 10 micro seconds can be expected for the
micro-electric circuits to be placed within the Integrated Electronic Detonator
proposed by the authors. This precision however is miniscule compared with
that of the best commercially available zero delay blasting caps which have
spreads in the order of + 1 milliseconds. Obviously encorporating such zero
delay blasting caps in the Integrated Electronic Detonator would limit its
precision to that of the fastest zero delay blasting cap available, as the
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error of the electronic circuitry is negligible in. comparison. In addition,
the speed of functioning of the microcircuitry is in the range of just a few
microseconds whereas seismic blasting caps (the fastest commercially available)
have detonation lag times up to as much as 3.5 milliseconds.

It is obvious therefore that either; for good accuracy these times must be
taken into account, or if greater accuracy is desired, a faster and more pre-
cise detonator should be developed in conjunction with the electronic micro-
circuitry. Such faster and more precise detonators have already been developed
successfully in the military field (Melani, 1969; Weinmaster, 1971), therefore
this is not an impossible task.

SAFETY

In safety, the IED would be comparable to ICI Nobel Explosives Magna-
detonator (MAGNEDET) such that direct current passing through the circuit would
not initiate the device, initiation only being possible by the use of the
correct signal. For the MAGNADET this is an oscillating signal of over 15 kHz
and in th IED a complex unique fire control command code transmitted via a
specific carrier frequency. This combination would eliminate accidental
initiation caused by stray currents, electro-magnetic fields, radio waves,
static electricity, etc. However, in order to protect the microchip from
accidental burn-out due to current or voltage overloading in such a situation,
a regulating device should be encorporated (most probably on or attached to the
microchip).

SECURITY

Due to the extremely high density of micro-electronic components that may
be placed on a microchip, there is more than adequate space available for the
inclusion of many extra functions in addition to'standard timing and firing
circuits. One such function is security.

At the present time, electrical blasting caps that go astray or are stolen
may be initiated by unauthorized personnel who may include such individuals as
those with criminal intent, inadequate knowledge and children, by the use of
any medium sized battery or sufficient quantity of smaller batteries connected
together. This type of usage creates high risks of injury to people and damage
to property. Therefore, for the purpose of security a dual binary security
code should be used.

The first portion/segment of this code would be unique to that user. To
eliminate unauthorized use, this would be kept secret with only the manufac-
turer knowing the combination. For the sake of simplicity, the user need not
know this code as it would be integrated into the software control program
supplied by the manufacturer with the firing consol. This would facilitate an
easy change of security codes if this at anytime became appropriate. The
primary security code would most usefully serve purpose as the capacitive
discharge unit power—up command, remaining invisible to authorized users.

If the primary security code controls the powering-up of the appropriate
discharge circuits, until this command has been given the detonator cannot he
energized and fired. Thus the blasting cap will not fire when connected to any
d.c. or a.c. power source. To fire the detonator or a series of these detonators,
one would therefore have to have in their possession, not only a firing consol
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made or marketed by the manufacturer of the detonator, but one that is com-
patable with the supplied detonators, i.e., the firing consol or consols be-
longing to the authorized explosive user or company. To stop unauthorized use
of a firing consol, the fire control program would require a single user security
code for usage. This code would be only known by authorized blasting personnel
and would be programmed into the firing consol on the site.

The second and final part of the security code would be the fire control
command which would initiate timing circuits and subsequently capacitive dis-
charge and firing of the individual detonators.

CONSTRUCTION AND PROGRAMMING

For obvious economical reasons, the cost of production of any range of
manufactured items will be minimum if:-

a) the minimum number of components is encorporated in each unit;
b) there is a maximum number of interchangeable components that can be

utilized in the construction of each different unit;
c) all units may be assembled on the same production line.

For satisfying all three pre-requisites, the optimum design strategy would
be to construct a single consumer product which would satisfy the functions of
the whole range of products. By the use of a single chip (Figure 2) which is
programmable to any required delay time with outstanding accuracy, the IED
satisfies all of the three above conditions. Thus it would be only necessary
to have one production line (perhaps with an additional one in standby mode for
back up purposes) which would not need to be changed or modified for the production
of different delay series.

For example, Atlas Powder at the present time markets five series of
electric blasting caps with approximately 88 different individual detonators
offered (Atlas Blasting Data Sheets, 631, 644, 660, 661A). Due to this fact, a
wide range of extensive stockpiles of blasting caps have to be kept, as it is
only economical to make large runs of any one product at one time. However
with the IED it will be possible to program and tag any number of any period
delay detonator with identical economy to large production runs as a constant
flow of IED will be being produced.

IED construction will probably include three leg wires, two long ones for
power and firing purposes and the third solely for factory programming which
would be clipped and sealed after this process.

Probably the greatest advantage of producing such a detonator is that it
is ideal for production by computer-controlled full automation. Thus totally
eliminating the production line risk to personnel except for routine main-
tenance. The full ramifications of the use of such a system will be discussed
further in the following section entitled SOPHISTICATION. If however programming
in the field is required, the third wire may be left intact for later pro-
gramming. For such purposes, microchip construction should facilitate a
standard time delay default of zero to ensure that the IED would detonate if
fired when it had failed to be delay-programmed.

SOPHISTICATION

It is not just important to discuss solely the IED but the system as a

whole including the computer-controlled production line system, firing consol,
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and the interaction that is made possible by the microchip between all three
system units. The main important items that should be considered are discussed
as follows:

The advantage of having a microcomputer type firing consol is that ex-
tensive software can be written for the firing program and for other uses which
will become readily apparent. Firstly, one would have extensive report-back
facilities available at the touch of a key, i.e., interaction between the
firing consol and IED in the blasting pattern. These status checks would
include delays and numbers present, individual statuses such as arming, power
storage, delay checks, etc., and of course a disarming of power-down command to
render all of the detonators safe in the event that a manual firing circuit
check had to be made.

Secondly, training software would be made available and the firing program
would be designed to be simple to use and user-friendly. This software would
be in the form of ROM packs (Read Only Memory - microchips) for updating ease.
Such software training packages totally eliminate the need for blasting per-
sonnel being sent to training courses, eliminating extra cost and lost man-
time. Such programs can even test the personnel as well as teach them and thus
finally pass them out and permit them to use the firing consol in the true
firing mode after completing several successful simulations.

Thirdly, it is possible, utilizing the firing consol to keep computerized
blasting records which may be easily transferred to other data storage systems.
For instance in most mining situations, identical amounts of explosive are used
in each hole, therefore by keeping a record of the detonators fired, an extra
check can be made on the approximate use of explosives and blasting agents.
Computerized blasting records may also include graphic illustrations of the
layout of blasting patterns and their geographic location in conjunction with
exact amounts of explosives used. Date, time, etc. would be automatically
recorded along with the detonator delays and numbers by the firing consol.

Finally as in the use of bar codes in supermarkets throughout the country,
automatic ordering can be made computer-to-computer whenever stores of any
delay period become low. Thus stores may be rapidly restocked in advance of
shortages without need for the manufacturer to carry extensive stockpiles.

CONCLUSIONS

In order to design blasting rounds to their maximum efficiency, it isnecessary
necessary to develop a delay detonator which is far more accurate and precise
than the delay blasting caps which are available at the present time. With the
vast advancement of the micro-electronics field and its increased competitiveness
in the last half decade, it is now possible to replace the chemical delay
element within electric delay blasting caps with a sophisticated, highly accurate
micro-electronic module without seriously affecting the physical dimensions of
the detonator and the method of blasting pattern wire—up. It is not only
possible to design the delay function into the microcircuitry but also to
include a wide range of additional features from safety and security guards to
interactive report-back facilities for complete status and circuit checks
before firing.
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In addition, this concept allow the production of detonators of any delay
time economically in any number from a single box upwards on a single computer-
controlled production line which would be an integral part of a completely
computer-controlled order, production, and distribution network.
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1. Bridge Wire
2. Ignition Charge
3. Fust Powder:
4. Fust Element
5. Priming Charge
6. Base Charge

Figure 1. Schematic electric delay detonation design.
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Figure 2. Schematic cross-section of IED.
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EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUE OF PARTICLE VELOCITY AT INVESTIGATION

THE DYNAMIC ROCK .CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION IN-SITU

Senior Engineer Wang Wu—ling Engineer Sheng Gui-shan

Institute of Rock and Soil Mechanics Academia Sinica, Wuhan, China

ABSTRACT

Measurement of particle velocity is of much value to determination of
constitutive relation, since stress is more sensitive to variation and modifi-
cation of the model than to particle velocity during research on in—situ dynam-
ic rock constitutive equation. This paper introduces a rock particle velometer
suited to in—situ use. It has advantages of unnecessary calibration, higher
precision and accuracy than piezo-electrical type, minimum disturbance on shock
wave propagation, easy manufacturing and very low cost. Its fundamental prin-
ciples, design method, calculation formulae, measuring equipment and technique
etc are also described and stated.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the investigation of dynamic constitutive equation of the materials,
for such materials as rock and ceramic etc, which have yielding property only
under very high pressure, spherical wave, columnar wave and shear wave must
be applied as loading ways rather than plane shock wave generally applied for
metal. Dynamic rock constitutive equations are commonly divided into two cate-
gories, one for small or large size rock specimen in lab, another for in-situ
sample. For research on them the measuring technique and methods are quite
different. People are quite familiar with the measuring technique for in—situ
^stress, particularly the acceleration. But there are still a lot of difficulties
to be overcome in stress measurement. Furthermore it is quite clear that stress
is more sensitive to variety and modification .than particle velocity is in the
investigation. Therefore measuring particle velocity is of much value for deter-
mination of the constitutive relation.

2. PRINCIPLE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC IN-SITU PARTICLE VELOMETER

At first it must be pointed out that electromagnetic particle velometer has
the following features:

A. Calibration of the gauge is unnecessary because of its direct measuring
function. The output voltage is proportional .to the velocity in the measured
point and can be calculated with Faraday's law. Other instruments measuring
pressure, acceleration etc, often bring about unsatisfied results due to some
uncertainties in calibration.

B. It has higher precision and accuracy than piezoelectric type.
C. The gauge has minimum disturbance on shock wave propagation.
D. Electromagnetic velometer can only be applied in the nonconducting

material, and rock just falls under this category. Therefore this electro-
magnetic velometer has a wide application in such nonconduction material as
rock for research on dynamic constitutive relation.

Its fundamental principale are as follows:
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Fig. 1. Principle of electro-
magnetic mutual inductance
particle velometer.

It is electromagnetic interinductive type
as shown in Fig. 1. When constant direct
current flows through coil L2 and shock
wave acts on coil LI and not yet on coil
L2, interinduction between L2 and LI
changes and electromotive force appears.
Which follows Faraday's Law.

El = -
dtp
dt (1)

In which, EI - induction electromotive
force of coil LI-

tp - induction magnetic flux of the area
of Li circuit.

Negative symbol — induction electromotive
force is just in the opposite direction
of the magnetic field; when -r̂ f > 0,
appears the electromotive force with the

circuit acting in the opposite direction of the winding in coil.

As it is known,

cp = M12i

where M - interinduction between coils LI and La
i — current in coil L2

Therefore, induction voltage in LI will be

(2)

Til2 - relative particle velocity between LJ and L2;
when L2 is static, it is the absolute particle velocity of L I -

J\f_ _

•—variation rate of interinduction when the distance between LI and L2dx
changes.

when the coil number of LI and L2 is odd and a > x, the interinduction is

Mi2 = y a[(l+ f
15_
64

35
256

4 -?- 1
I 4

31
128

247
1536 ;] (4)

where u - vacuum magnetic conductivity coefficient

E, — -=— ratis coefficient (of coil diameter and the distance)^a

Equation 4) can also be approximately written as

Mi 2 - 2] (5)

For Kqu. (5)
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dx (6)

Therefore output voltage of LI is

V = - UQ - i u12 (7)

When stress wave acts on LI, Its output voltage is proportional to the rela-
tive velocity of LI and L2. It must he emphasized that when the stress wave
propagates to Lj, the output voltage of Lj does not follow Equ. 7. At this time
the output voltage is proportional to the velocity difference of LI and L2. The
wave form must be recovered and can he easily done after analysis.

3. DESIGN OF ELECTROMAGNETIC MUTUAL INDUCTANCE PARTICLE VELOMETER USED IN-SITU

Electromagnetic particle velometer used in—situ can be designed based on the
above principle. During the design the following must be paid enough attention to:

A. The gauge's sensitivity is proportional not only to the constant direct
current of LI, but also to the square of the coil circles. However the increase
of the circles seads to the decrease of frequency response.

B. The space between two coils of the gauge relates to the time when the
particel velocity gets to the peak, and to the calculating formula of mutual
inductance between two coils.

C. The mechanical impedance of the gauge should be approximate to that of
the main material. So the gauge should be made of rock core from the embedding
borehole. The embedding material should also have similar mechanical impedance.

D. Two coils of the gauge should have the same axis and embedded into rock
core. The wire of the coil should have enough cross section to ensure normal
work under constant current.

Gauge with single circled coils can only be used to measure rather high
particle velocity when the output voltage fits into Equ. 7. However, it is not
suitable to measure not very high velocity due to its too low sensitivity. In
this case the gauge with multi-circled coil should be used to get enough
sensitivity. Also Equ. 7. is no larger applicable.

When using multi-circled coils, two-same-plane-coils structure can be applied
as shown in Fig. 2. The output voltage of the gauge is

_L
-5

V = - i dx

Where Mj 2 = - W2dcp

(8)

(9)

Fig. 2. Principle of electro-
magnetic mutual inductance
particle velometer with same-
plane-coiles structure.

W - circle number of each coil
d — mean diameter of the coil
(p.- calculated based on the following:

p = f ' 5 ="d

r - coil thickness

When p < -~ E. <_ •=• ,
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4 s 24 64 * 64 ̂  F 2880 F "̂ ?2+p
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2 gV+ -)f arctan | -1 + f

- - can be obtained from Equ. (10).

.
dx 4ir dx

(11)

. . V = - i w 2 d £ y 1 2 (12)
4ir dx ^

-2g 3 X 2g- __ - _

dx 2 2 4d 2 2 2 2 ? 24

15S3 , 16 15 £, 2g 7g

6d 2 2 4 ? 2 2 32d

2

2880

161 . £_ . ^ g2+P2 _ 161 £.

96 P2d C2 576 p2

-P , 1 _e - . + arctan
p

2£2 p 2 £3 -p 2S1* p+ — •?— arctan •& + -^ — — • - - -- — f— arctan ^
pd C 3 p 22 Pd ?

—p 2 Ep P , 2£ p —p
—— >• •=- -f*- arctan -=• + „ • —

5p (?2+p2)d 3

_37_ £ _ 301 _^_ _ gP21
12 " d 90 " d 360dj (13)
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For exampel when d = 10 mm, r = 4 mm, x = 10 mm, W = 4t, it can be obtained
from Equ. 13. that

= -492.9458
dx

When constant current i = 10A passes L2, the output voltage of the gauge

V = 0.3155 mv/M/S

After processing the rock core as gauge, various data must be measured and
checked according to the above formula so as to obtain the actual sensitivity
and to reduce measuring error.

4. IN-SITU MEASURING TECHNIQUE

In-situ measuring can follow the procedure as shown in Fig. 3.

Glcwtin

B-C. cons
current s

fy

, — | i
probe perticte preampU'fer ,^

Velometer ' J awpi-f*

Osfll

r

,vv

iL
oS<

-fT\
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»-
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j
t

:ope

EX-

Probe trigger

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of in-situ measuring the particle velocity.

A. In Fig. 3. Particle velometer. After embedding its axis must guide
to the blasting center. The mechanical impedance of the embedding material must
keep in accordance with that of the gauge and the boring place as much as
possible. i

B. Preamplifier. It amplifies the signal from the gauge and inputs it through
cable into the recorder.

C. Constant current source. It should provide designed current value and
show out the figure. The current should be kept constant within a given range
to ensure the allowable error.

D. Probe and Probe trigger. Probe Is used to detect the exact blasting time.
Probe trigger is used to send the signal to the triggering end of the
oscilloscope for x-axial scanning.

E. Oscilloscope. It is used to record the history of particle velocity and
time.

In -situ measured and recorded wave form is shown in Fig. 4. and Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Electromagnetic mutual inductance particle velometer is simple in configura-
tion and low in cost, does not need any calibration so that calibration equip-
ment and procedure are unnecessary. The gauge can be designed to have a rather
large range of measurement. The coil cycles of the gauge may increase so as to
obtain higher sensitivity because the rising time of the wave form is longer
usually in the case of low particle velocity and high frequency response is un-
necessary. This gauge can be designed based on the formula in this paper and
its sensitivity error also can be easily obtained. This gauge is not applicable
in conducting materials, but rock is nonconducting material. Therefore it is
particularly suited to measure in situ so as to obtain the particle velocity-
time history data needed for the research on the dynamic rock constitutive
equation.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN BLAST DESIGN VARIABLES:
EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELLING STUDIES

J.J. Dawes1, O.K. McKenzie1, and T.J. Liddy2

1. Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre, University of Queensland,
Brisbane, Australia.

2. Zinc Corporation Ltd, Broken Hill Australia.

A B S T R A C T

The interactions of blasting parameters in long hole open stoping
operations have been extensively studied for the development of a mathematical
model to simulate transient strain levels induced by explosive charges.
Instrumentation and interpretive techniques have been developed to assess the
effects of the following parameters:

1. explosive type,
2. charge distribution, e.g., hole diameter, charge length,
3. point of initiation,
4. delay intervals.

The investigative capabilities allow assessment of modifications to a single
hole or deck in a normal production blast.

The mathematical model incorporating thesa parameters approximates a long
cylindrical charge by a series of delayed point sources. The model has
successfully simulated pulse shape and amplitude of transient shock waves
between 15m and 60m behind a full-scale production blast using 165mm diameter
blast holes. The model also incorporates in—situ rock mass parameters which
have been evaluated using cross—hole ultrasonic techniques to assess rock mass
variability. The cross-hole technique is also used to detect blast damage to
adjacent rock structures.

INTRODUCTION.

In general, the primary comminution stage in a mining project is
facilitated by the use of chemical explosives. The chemical energy released by
the rapid reaction of a given quantity of explosive is cheap in relation to
other energy sources (c.f. the cost of electricity to power a crushing plant).
In the present climate of rapidly escallating energy costs, there, is,
therefore, a large economic incentive to maximise the effectiveness of this
cheap energy source.

A virtual prerequisite to optimising a given process is the ability to
control it, or at least understand its basic mechanics. The basic mechanics
of the fragmentation reaction involves extremely complex interactions between
a large number of variables. As yet these interactions are not fully
quantified and are unlikely to be in the near future. As an interim measure,
the current Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre (JKMRC) blasting
research project is exploring the possibility of developing current blasting
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technology for use as an aid to the present routine design of production scale
blasts.

The aim of this paper is to present the relevant blasting theories, and
discuss the steps taken "by the JKMRC blasting project towards developing these
theories into a constructive tool for use .by modern blasting engineers..

FAILURE OF BRITTLE ROCK TYPES

Several technical papers and texts which deal with the basic mechanisms
by which explosive rock, fragmentation is achieved have been published and have
since become the basic references on the topic. (Cook et al 1966, Langefors
and Kihlstrom 1963, Persson et al 1978, Hagan 1977, Duvall and Atchison 1956).
From these accounts it is possible to derive a simplified concept of the
breakage process and the mechanics of its reactions in a homogeneous material.
The heterogeneous nature of geologic media commonly encountered in mining and
the structural features of these rock types will not alter the basic mechanics
of the blasting process but are expected to affect the relative roles each
mechanism plays in the overall fragmentation process. The blasting process can
be divided into three general stages:

i) upon the initiation of an explosive, the very rapid chemical
reaction of ,this thermodynamically unstable substance will
result in the creation of extreme heat and high pressure gases.
As the rapidly expanding high pressure gases impact the
surrounding rock material, an intense pressure wave is emitted
into the rock. The outgoing 'precursor' wave sets up tangential
stresses that create radial fractures which propagate out from
the region of the blasthole,,

ii) when the outgoing compressive wave impinges on a free face it
reflects as a tensile wave. If the magnitude of the reflected
wave is sufficiently high, it may cause slabbing or spalling of
the free face. As the tensile reflector propagates back toward
the blasthole, it will interact with radial cracks created by
the outgoing compressive pulse and serve to significantly
extend those cracks which are most favourably orientated,

iii) under the influence of the high pressure gases which ideally,
remain confined within the blasthole, the primary radial cracks
are enlarged rapidly by the combined effect of tensile stresses
induced by radial compression and pneumatic wedging. As the
burden begins to move the high compressive stresses within the
rock unload generating more tensile stresses which complete the
fragmentation process.

This simplified treatment of the blasting process defines two distinct
driving forces behind rock fragmentation by explosives. Firstly, there is the
energy associated with the emitted strain wave. The energy which passes into
the strain wave in rock blasting has been estimated at 5-15% of the total
energy released by an explosive charge (Langefors and Kihlstrom 1963, Duvall
et al 1966). The remaining part of the explosive energy is contained to a
large extent, in the expanding high temperature, high pressure gases. The gas
pressure in the blasthole is active for a considerably longer time than the
transient stresses of the emitted strain wave. The stress field caused by the
gas pressure can therefore be considered to be quasi-static and secondary in
time to the stress wave.
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During the course of research into the blasting process, some authors
have attributed the bulk of the work in.'fragmenting rock to the strain wave,
'and subsequent surface spalling (Duvall and Atchison 1956). Rock breakage has
also been described (Cook, et al 1966) by a mechanism of stress relief
following the initial transfer of explosive energy into potential energy by
powerful compression under the sustained gas pressure, and the great inertia
of the burden. Scale model studies (Field and Ladegaard-Pederson 1971, Kutter
and Fairhurst 1971) into the relative roles of strain energy and gas energy in
the fragmentation process have concluded that both driving forces are
important and in fact, complementary. Kutter and Fairhurst concluded from
their work that whilst the bulk of the explosive energy was contained in the
expanding high pressure gases, effective use of this energy is dependent upon
the rock being pre-conditioned i.e. pre-cracked by the emitted strain wave.
Continuing on with this concept of explosive energy transfer it would follow
that a highly structured and/or highly weathered rock mass, could be
considered as being 'pre-conditioned' in its virgin state. Consequently,
during blasting the emitted strain wave would be ineffective in creating new
fractures and the bulk of the work under these conditions would be done by the
expanding high pressure gases. Conversely, in a massive, brittle, essentially
structure free rock mass, the role of the gas pressure in fragmenting the rock
would be totally dependent upon the prior cracking action of the emitted
strain wave.

INDICATORS OF BLAST PERFORMANCE

A quantitative estimation of blast performance is essential for the
efficient optimisation of a blasting process. Evaluation of this
'performance' parameter after each blast will provide feedback information
which can be used to modify the design for the next blast. Small design
changes can be made and the effects evaluated through the performance
parameter. Problems with this 'trial-and-error' method of blast design
optimisation arise when those design parameters which are beyond the control
of the blasting engineers (i.e. rock type, 'rock structure), vary significantly
from blast to blast. In these circumstances, the effect of experimental
design changes will be inconclusive due to the masking effects of variations
in rock type and structure. The only real solution to this problem is to
develop a mathematical model of the performance parameter which will give the
blasting engineers some feed—forward information and enable him to predict the
effect of certain design changes on blast performance.

One important means of assessment of blast effectiveness, is the degree
of fragmentation produced in the blast muck pile. Despite the significant
logistical problems involved in sizing a production sized pile of broken rock,
there are several methods by which it can be done (Williamson et al 1983,
Grant and Dutton 1983).

In the past, many attempts have been made to develop a model which
predicts the final size distribution of broken rock achieved under a given set
of blasting conditions. The most popular models are empirical In nature,
linking standard design parameters such as burden distance and hole spacing
with fragmentation parameters such as the scaled average fragment size.
(Bergman et al 1973). These empirical algorithms are typically obtained by
performing multiple regressions on data collected from scale model tests. A
disadvantage of this type of model is that any significant variation in
blasting conditions such as rock type, rock structure or explosive type will
require further experimental work to re—evaluate empirical constants. An
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advantage of these empirical models is that they are essentially independent
of the exact mechanisms which result in rock fragmentation and they do not
require a quantitative definition of a failure criterion.

In an effort to develop a more versatile blasting model Shockey et al
1974, studied the fragmentation of rock specimens under dynamic loads.
Fractographic observations were made on impacted specimens to establish the
physical processes underlying rock fragmentation. Special apparatus was
constructed for high rate tensile testing of rock specimens in order to
determine the dynamic tensile strength of these rock types. Thus by
determining the mechanisms of failure and defining a failure criterion,
Shockey et al 1974 were able to model the fragmentation of an Arkansas
novaculite rock specimen by treating quantitatively the hypothesized stages of
the fragmentation mechanism. The comparison between predicted and experimental
results for these experiments was good. However, the applicability of this
model and others like it (Harries 1973) is limited due to lack of knowledge of
rock-specific properties such as the size and position of inherent flaws, the
plane strain fracture toughness, and the crack propagation velocity. These
parameters cannot be evaluated in a production mining situation. Whilst models
which will predict the degree of fragmentation resulting from a given blasting
event are available, lack of versatility critically limits their application
to a production mining operation.

Present understanding of a mechanism of rock failure under dynamic
(explosive) loads permits a qualitative estimation of the effect of a given
change in the driving forces behind the blasting process, on the overall
fragmentation reaction. Consequently, the performance of a given blasting
event can be assessed by monitoring the magnitude of the driving forces behind
the reaction, i.e. the magnitude and nature of the emitted strain waves and
the pressures developed by the gaseous products of the explosive reaction.
Sensors, either accelerometers or geophones, can be used to measure ground
vibrations from which induced dynamic strain can be estimated for elastic
behaviour (Holmberg et al 1979). Quantification of the fragmenting force
exerted on a rock mass by the expanding high pressure gases, however, poses a
significantly more difficult problem. Sensors are not available for the
measurement of high pressure transients in a borehole and these peak pressures
are still best determined from thermochemical analysis of the explosive
composition. The action of gas pressure on a single, isolated crack is a
function of the pressure of the gas actually within the crack, as well as the
magnitude of the stress field which exists at the crack tip. Consequently, a
measurement of the pressure in the borehole at any time is unlikely to be an
adequate representation of .the overall gas pressure action on fragmentation.

Some authors (Field and Ladegaard-Pederson 1971, Kutter and Fairhurst
1971, Starfield 1966) maintain that present—day rock blasting procedures can
be usefully examined in terms of the stress waves produced. If this statement
is qualified by considering brittle, essentially structure-free rock types
only, then the relative simplicity of collecting strain wave data makes it the
most expedient indicator of blast performance.

STRAIN-WAVE MODELLING

A number of solutions have been derived for the wave generated in an
elastic solid by a spherical explosive charge (e.g. Sharpe 1942 , Selberg
1952, Favreau 1969). Similarly, mathematical solutions have been obtained for
elastic waves produced by a long cylindrical charge that either deonates
instantaneously or at a velocity that is much greater than the velocity of
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sound in the surrounding medium (Jordan 1962, Heelan 1953). In the real
situation where the velocity of detonation of an explosive is nearly equal to
or less than the longitudinal wave propagation velocity in rock, Plewman and
Starfield 1965 proposed an approximate method of synthesizing the wave from a
number of concentrated explosive charges. Figure 1 illustrates the
mathematical algorithm which has been developed by Plewman and Stafield to
achieve the simulation of an elastic wave generated by a long cylindrical
charge.

Explosive
charge /

-S.J

V

Transducer

Point of Initiation
Figure 1 The geometry of the
Plewman and Starfield strain
simulation model.

100 200 300
Time (;j s)

Figure 2 The Starfield and
Pugliese elemental waveshape.

If the ith elemental charge is a distance x̂  from the point of initiation
and a distance r̂  from an arbitrary point P, in the surrounding rock medium,
the total strain measured at P at any time t, due to a column of N such
elemental charges is approximately given by the sum:

N
2
1=1

* < £ - ) (1)

where

t _ __ _ ( ___
(2)

and a is the radius of the.hole, C is the velocity of propagation in the rock,
V is the detonation velocity of the explosive, and <j>i is the angle between the
horizontal and the radius vector from the centre of the ith elemental charge.
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The function f(T.j_) is a representation of the elemental strain wave shape.

A subsequent paper by Starfield and Pugliese 1968, contained comparisons
between predictions of wave shape made by using the above model and actual
field measurements. Starfield and Pugliese 1968, suggest that the wave shape
function f(T.) is of the form:

f(T) = 0 for T •< 0

f(T) = Bê înut for 0 > T > ~ ,-,2to (3)

for T >

and is typical of that represented in figure 2.

The Starfield and Plewman model shows great potential for simulation of
the strain waves produced by full-scale blasting events under a.variety of
conditions. However, significant development and experimentation is required
to evaluate the elemental wave shapes and other model parameters (p-wave
velocity, rock attenuation characteristics, explosive V.O.D.'S etc.) over a
range of blast configurations, before it can be used in a routine sense for
the optimsiation of blast designs.

EXPERIMENTAL OBJECTIVES

Before the Starfield and Plewman model could be developed into a workable
form for use in a production mining situation, development of instrumentation
and• techniques for the collection and analysis of strain wave data were
required. A paper by McKenzie et al 198'3 discusses the instrumentation
requirements for the current JKMRC project on blast design optimisation.

Strain-wave measurements

A variety of techniques are available for direct measurement of strain.
However, problems associated with attachment of transducers to rock and the
dynamic response of the transducers make current devices unsuitable.' The
proportional relationship between particle velocity (Vx) and induced strain
^Exx^ (Holmberg et al 1979) facilitates the use of a variety of transducers
for the indirect measurement of strain."

The differential equation of equilibrium in the x-direction for a plane
wave in an isotropically elastic medium is given by (Brady, 1982)

where Ux = radial displacement
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and V = p—wave velocity.

The general solution for the forward progressive wave from the equation of
motion (4) is:

Ux = f (X ~ V} (5)

-an

A particle at a distance x from the wave source is subject at any time to a
velocity

Differentiating equation (5) w.r.t. t gives:

SUx
- = V x= -Vpf'(x - Vpt) (7)

Substituting equation (6) into equation (7) gives:

V = V e (8)x p xx ^ J

where

v -
V -p - 0.5.v- p

v = Poisson's ratio.
G = Bulk modulus
p = Density.

Since the assumption of isotropic elasticity is unrealistic in most rock
types, the radial strain at a distance r, from the source can be expressed as:
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_ V (measured)

V (measured) (9)

A variety of transducers, sensitive to both velocity and acceleration,
are commercially available and capable of detecting variations in Vx due to
the passage of a strain wave.

Cross hole rock condition assessment

The cross hole ultrasonic technique used for rock condition assessment in
this programme has been outlined by McKenzie et al, 1981, 1982, 1983, for
operation in hard rock underground mines. The technique is used to determine
zones of varying composition, structure or competance. The main wave
parameters used in the study are the p wave velocity, first arrival rise time
and amplitude. The use of pulse rise time and pulse width to evaluate the rock
quality -factor, Q, has been researched by several authors (Rickes 1953,
Gladwin and Stacey 1974, Ramano and Rao, 1974, Blair and Spathis 1982).
Because of the sensitivity of seismic parameters to changing structure, the
method can he used to assess:

1. rock .condition before blasting as an aid to the selection of
burden, spacing, the exact placement of explosives and
evaluation of the strain adsorption co-efficient n (equation
(10));

2. the extent and degree of damage resulting from a blast by
comparing pre— and post—blast condition of a rock mass adjacent
to the blast zone.

Experimental procedure

The experiments performed in this programme were concluded in three
stages:

i) Preliminary experiments

These experiments were designed to evaluate initial experimental
procedure, and to collect strain wave data from typical blasts designed under
current practices. These data were used to optimise experimental procedure
and also formed a control data set for use as a reference when modifications
to current designs were made.

ii) Blast design parameters evaluation

The aim of these experiments was to study the effects of commonly and
readily—varied blast design parameters (charge weight, explosive type, point
of initiation, delay interval) on the generated strain wave. Highly controlled
experiments were also performed in an attempt to evaluate the elemental
waveshape (section 6.5), for modelling purposes.

iii) Blast design modification

Based on the results of the parameter evaluation studies, changes were
recommended to current design practices. The strain wave simulation model was
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used to predict the effect of these changes. The
monitored with the view to verifying model predictions.

modified blasts were

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Rock condition assessment

Cross—hole ultrasonic surveying techniques were used to examine the
virgin in-situ conditions of a rock mass as well as the change in the rock
mass condition measured as a result of blasting in the immediate vicinity. The
"bulk of the data presented in this paper comes from experiments performed -at
the Zinc Corporation mine in Broken Hill, Australia. The particular test site
was 6.7 stope in the Southern 'B' lode orebody. Extensive ultrasonic surveys
were performed in and about the 6.7 stope site prior to the commencement of
production firing, in an effort to characterise the rock mass The results of
these tests showed the rock* to be essentially homogeneous, responding
isotropically to the path of an ultrasonic waveform. The in—situ p—wave
velocity of the rock in its virgin state was 6. 2±0. 2km/sec.

Figure 3 A plan of the top o'f 6.7 stope at the
ZC/NBHC mine.
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Ultrasonic surveys were -performed In a rock mass adjacent to 6.7 stope
before and after blasting to assess what changes in rock properties can be
expected due to blasting in the immediate vicinity. The results showed that
in the type of rock found in 6-7 stope, no significant blast damage occurred
at more than 3 metres behind the blast.

Preliminary experiments

A preliminary study designed to assess the performance of experimental
equipment and the typical nature of the strain wave data to be collected was
instigated in 1981. Analysis of a typical data set proceeds as follows. Figure
3 is a plan of the top of 6.7 stope showing the location of the vibration
transducers (1-4) and the collar positions of the 9, 165mm diameter blastholes
which constituted ring 2 west. Figure 4 is the charge design which was
developed for ring 2 west. Figure 5 Is the vibration waveform which was
recorded at the principal monitoring transducer (1) when, ring 2 west was fired
on 21 October. 1982.

17 level

Hole 7

• initiator locations

'1' delay number
fJ5 transducer location

Scale 1 :200

Figure 4 Charge design developed for ring 2 west
in 6.7 stope at the ZC/NBHC mine.
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This vibration waveform is fairly typical of those recorded from a
variety of blast designs in a number of different rock, types. It can be
noticed that the waveform depicted in Figure 5 consists of a number of
distinct vibration 'packets'. Each packet being the contribution of an
individual explosive deck within the blast. Consequently, the first step in
the analysis of these data is to discover which vibration packet'can be
attributed to each of the individual decks which made up the overall blast
(see figure 4). This task is achieved via a complicated and rather tedious
method of comparing in detail the waveforms recorded at each .of the seven
different vibration transducers monitored during this blast. The arrival time
of each vibration packet at the main monitoring transducer can be obtained
from figure 5. If these times are corrected for the travel time between its
point of initiation and the main monitoring transducer, a list of deck
initiation times can be calculated. Table 1 is a list of initiation times for
the decks in ring 2 west which recorded vibrations at the main monitoring
transducers as per figure 5.

300-00

-300-00
1-00 2-00 3-00

TIME ( s)

Figure 5 The total vibration waveform recorded as a result of firing-
ring 2 west.
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From table 1 It is possible to make the following conclusions about the
detonation of ring 2 west:

I) the explosive decks on delays 7,
failed to contribute to the blast,

J, 10, 15, 20, 23 and 25

ii) the deck on delay 11 detonated instantaneously upon initiation
instead of its designed 410 msecs.

TABLE 1 - Deck Initiation Times

Delay
Number

1
3
5
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
21
22
24

Arrival
Time
(msecs)

50.2
80.8
139.7
. 4.2
521.9
616.0
709.7
813.0
901.3
941.7
1060.5
1277.9
1424.0
2025.9

Separation
Distance (m)

23.6
19.6
22.2
21.6
23.4
19.4
22.4
24.4
23.6
19.7
22.2
20.6
24.1
28.9

Correction
Time (msecs)

4.6
3.8
4.3
4.2
4.5
3.8
4.4
4.8
4.6
3.8
4.3
4.0
4.7
5.6

Initiation
Time (msecs)

45.6
77.0
135.4
0

517.4
612.2
705.3
808.2
896.7
937.9
1056.2
1273.9
1419.3
2020.3

Normal
Delay
(msecs)

30
75
128
410
490
570
650
800
875
950
1025
1225
1400
1950

Figure 6 is a re-work of figure 4 showing the explosive decks which did
contribute to the blast, as well as their initiation times. The explosive
distribution illustrated in figure 6 indicates that a significant number of
oversize rock particles could be expected as a result of the 8 misfires in
this blast. A qualitative appraisal of the degree of fragmentation achieved
after this blast proved this to be the case. Prior to the availability of the
strain wave data, the poor fragmentation achieved by the blast had been
attributed to 'fall-off from the hangingwall. This is a good example of how
the assessment of blast performance in terms of the degree of fragmentation
achieved can be misleading. Whilst the misfires which occurred in ring 2 west
were the worst as yet recorded by the project group (approximately 30% of the
explosive mis-fired), mis-fires have been detected frequently enough to
consider them a significant problem in typical production blasting operations.
No routine monitoring of the strain waves produced by production blasts Is
currently performed in Australia. Consequently, it is unlikely that the impact
of mis—fires on general blast performance Is fully realised due to the chronic
lack of data on the subject. Similarly, the consequences of an explosive deck
detonating out of sequence (e.g. delay 11, figures 4 and 6) should be studied
in more detail. It becomes obvious from this example that a rather simple but
rigorous research programme is required to suggest modifications to current
blast design and charging practices which will maximise the probability of a
given blasting event detonating as designed.

Strain wave shape analysis

From the aspect of the transducer, a detonating column of explosive
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APPROX. OUTLINE /
OF RING 2 WEST /
BLAST VOLUME /808.2

'« 6'initiation time

Figure 6 Charge design for ring 2 west showing
misfires, and deck initiation times.

appears as a moving source, due to the finite detonation time of the
explosive. Consequently, the shape of a strain wave will not only be a
function of the source characteristics (i.e. charge type, charge length,
charge diameter), "but will also be a strong function of the geometrical
relationship between the source and the transducer at which the strain wave
was recorded, Starfield and Pugliese 1965.

Figure 7 is a typical strain wave generated by a" long cylindrical charge.
Whilst significant variations in strain wave shapes have been detected, a
feature which is common to all is that the peak amplitude of the wave is
invariably returned by the first compressive peak. Since this peak is
generated by the explosive in. the region of the initiator, it is possible to
calculate a correction factor which, when applied to the peak amplitude value,
will account for differing geometrical relationships between sources and
detector.

Figure 8 is a plot of corrected peak amplitude versus scaled propagation
distance, compiled from strain wave data collected during experiments in 8
stope at the Zinc Corporation mine in Broken Hill. The scatter in the data
points .shown in figure 8 is due to a combination of the inability to
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20-00

Figure 7 Typical strain wave generated
"by a log cylindrical charge.
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Figure 8 Plot of corrected peak
amplitude versus scaled distance
obtained from experiments in 8 stope
of the SC/NBHC mine.

600

completely correct for variations in geometric symmetry and a certain amount
of anisotropy which exists in the rock medium's wave attenuation
characteristics. The attenuation characteristics of a rock mass can be
achieved hy performing a regression on the data represented in figure 8. The
regression equation takes the form:

Peak Amplitude (A) = K(R/b)~n (10)

where R = radial distance from the initiator
h = borehole radius
n = strain adsorption co-efficient.

Regressions performed on two data sets collected at the Zinc Corporation
mine returned values of n of 1.72 and 1.79.

Interaction of blast design variables

The effects of commonly and readily varied blast design variables (charge
length, explosive type and point of initiation) on the generated strain wave,
were studied with the view to building up a wide ranging data base for use in
future strain wave model development.

(i) Charge length

Constraining the weight of explosive which is detonated per delay within
a blast is a common method adopted by blasting engineers throughout Australia
in an attempt to limit blast'vibration levels. A constraint such as this which
is based upon charge weight alone, takes no account of explosive distribution,
i.e., charge length, charge diameter. Classical thermo-chemical considerations
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suggest that only a certain amount of explosive within a hlasthole will be
reacting at any one time. Thus provided an explosive deck is longer than a
certain minimum, any subsequent increase in charge length will not effect the
amount of explosive within the reaction zone. A study of the effect of charge
length on the generated strain wave was conducted during experiments in H710
stope at the Mount Isa Mines Ltd. operations in Mount Isa, Australia.

Figure 9 shows the vibration waveforms recorded as a result of detonating
a 3.5, 7, 12 and 15 metre long deck of ANFO, respectively. Whilst the
waveshape differs markedly the peak amplitudes are all much the same. Figure
10 shows that in the immediate vicinity of a blast, the principal frequency of
a propagating strain wave bears an inverse relationship to the length of the
instigating explosive column. If we assume that the general solution for
particle velocity is of the form

-Pt
V = Ae sinut

then particle displacement is given by

d = JV.dt

. -St (Bsintot) + wcosut) ... n ,
= -Ae r (1-L.)

to + B

where u = angular frequency = 2itf

Consequently, a reduction in frequency, f, by virtue of the u term in
equation 11 will result in an increase in particle displacement. Thus, the
conclusions which can be drawn from these experiments with charge length is
that, in the immediate vicinity of a blast, peak particle velocity and hence,
peak strain, is essentially independent of charge length. However, longer
explosive decks will cause higher dynamic displacements than their shorter
counterparts. For a given rock type, explosive type, charge diameter, and
point of initiation, the principal frequency of vibration can be influenced by
careful selection of charge length.

(ii) Explosive type

The strain wave simulation model which will be used by the project
accounts for different explosive 'strengths' by variations in the strain
intercept, K and detonation velocity, V (see equation 10). The design of ring
2 west in 6.7 stope (figure 6), contained features which facilitated the study
of 4 geometrically equivlaent decks of different explosive, on the generated
strain waves. The explosives under study in this test are listed in table 2.
The peak strains generated by each explosive deck, relative to the equivalent
ANFO deck, are also shown in table 2.
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Figure 9 Vibration waveforms recorded
from a 3.5, 7.0, 12.0 and 15.0 metre
deck of ANFO.

Figure 10 The frequency spectra
for the waveforms shown in
figure 9.
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Figure 11 Strain waves from two geometrically
equivalent decks of ANFO. Ha) multiple priming,
lib) single priming.
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TABLE 2: Comparison of the generated peak strain and loading densities
of four different explosives

Explosive type

ANFO

TOVEX

Explosive
description

bagged prills

water gel

Loading
Density
kg am3

821

1231

Recorded peak
strain relativfe
to equivalent
ANFO deck

1.0

1.73
135mm x 500mm
soft cartridges

AQUAPOUR 100 water gel 1382 2.16
130mm x 500mm
soft cartridges

AQUAPOUR 105 water gel 971 0.89
130mm x 800mm
stiff cartridges

These experiments have shown that both the frequency and amplitude of the
strain wave increases with an increase in the explosives detonation velocity
to p-wave velocity ratio (V/C), This evidence supports claims made by
Starfield and Pugliese 1965. For a given charge length, charge diameter, point
of initiation and rock type, the amplitude and frequency of the generated
strain wave can be controlled by careful choice of explosive.

(iii) Point of initiation

Both the number and position of initiators in an explosive column can
dramatically effect the shape and amplitude of the generated strain wave.
During the course of experiments, it was discovered that the multiple priming
of explosive columns was a reasonably common practice at several different
mines. This technique was employed as a safety measure in the event of an
explosive column being 'cut—off. The consequences of multiple priming can
best be illustrated by an example. Consider an explosive column x metres in
length which is simultaneously initiated at both ends. Mathematically, there
is no difference between this situation and the simultaneous or near
simultaneous detonation of two different explosive columns of x/2 metres in
length. Figure lla is the strain wave which resulted from a 7m column of ANFO
which was initiated simultaneously at two points approximately 2m. in from
each end of the column. Figure lib is a geometrically equivalent deck of
explosive, initiated at only one point, approximately 2m up from the bottom of
the column. The enhancement effects of multiple priming is clearly visible.

When an explosive column is initiated at one point only, the location of
the initiator within the column can also have a marked effect on the shape and
amplitude of the generated strain wave. Figures 12a and 12b are strain waves
generated by geometrically equivalent ANFO columns. The explosive column which
generated Figure 12a was centre-primed whilst the other was bottom primed. The
marked difference in shape and amplitude of the generated strain wave which is
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Figure 12 Strain waves from two Figure 13 Strain waves from two
geometrically equivalent decks of ANFO, geometrically equivalent decks of ANFO.
12a) Centre-primed 13a) 50% air by volume.
12b) Bottom-primed. 13b) Full density ANFO.

achieved by merely varying the location of the initiator within the explosive
column is clearly evident. For a given rock type, explosive type, charge
length and charge diameter the shape and amplitude of the resultant strain
wave at a particular point can be controlled by careful location of the
initiator within the explosive column.

(iv) Explosive decoupling

In an effort.to limit blast induced damage to surrounding rock masses
(e.g. hangingwalls and pillars), special attention is normally paid to the
charge design of peripheral holes in an underground blast. The JKMRC project
group has commenced a study into.the effectiveness of several methods commonly
employed to minimise the damaging effects of peripheral blastholes. The 3
methods under study are:

(i) explosive dilution - the strength of ANFO is reduced.by
diluting it with styrene balls,

(ii) lateral charge decoupling,

(iii) vertical charge decoupling - i.e. air-decking.

The results of these experiments have not, as yet, been fully analysed.
However, some results on the vertical charge decoupling experiments are
available and will be discussed here. Figure 13a was the strain wave recorded
from an air-decked ANFO charge containing 3 metres of ANFO and 3 metres of
air, i.e. 50% dilution by volume. Figure 13b was the strain wave recorded from
a geometrically equivalent charge containing 6 metres of ANFO. Comparison of
the two waveforms shows that they are virtually identical for the first 3 or 4
peaks and thereafter differ markedly. The explosive in an air-decked charge is

5000
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still in intimate contact with the "borehole wall (c.f. lateral decoupling),
consequently the instantaneous peak borehole pressures will remain unaffected
by the inclusion of an integral air-deck. As the gases begin to expand,
however, the presence of an air-deck will result in a lower sustained borehole
pressure. This result is clearly demonstrated in Figures 13a and 13b.

Since air-decking has no effect on the peak strain levels generated, its
applicability as a method' of reducing blast damage will be limited to those
blasting conditions where quasi-static gas pressure effects dominate as the
driving force behind the overall fragmentation reaction. In the brittle,
essentially structive free rock found in 6.7 stope it is relatively
ineffective.

Evaluation of model parameters

Before the JKMRC version of the Starfield and Pugliese model can be used
in a quantitative sense, certain model parameters required evaluation.

(i) In-situ p-wave velocity (C)

The magnitude and expected variation in the in-situ p-wave velocity is
determined from cross—hole ultrasonic surveys. In 6.7 stope the p—wave
velocity was evaluated at 6.2±0.2km/sec.

(ii) Strain adsorption co-efficient (n)

As was mentioned previously the strain adsorption co-efficient is
determined graphically from a plot of corrected peak strain versus scaled
distance (figure 8). The value for n obtained from experiments in 6.7 stope
was. -1.75. Energy is absorbed from a propagating strain wave by two distinct
mechanisms. Firstly, energy will be absorbed at a rate of l/x° where x is the
radial distance from the source, due to geometric wave spreading. This energy
loss is related to waveshape, for a cylindrical (planar) wavefront b=l, for a
spherical wavefront, b=2. In the actual case for a wave generated by a long
cylindrical charge, b has a value between 1 and 2, somewhere around 1.5. Since
no rock medium is perfectly elastic, energy is absorbed from a propagating
strain wave .due to frictional losses at grain boundaries. These losses are
proportional to e-ax where x is the radial distance from the source. This
treatment of energy attenuation suggests that a more mechanistically correct
representation of strain wave attenuation would be given by:

A = Ax-V* (12)

As with n, the elemental strain intercept, K, is determined graphically
from the amplitude versus scaled distance plot (figure 8). The inherent nature
of the current power series fit which is used for these data is such that it
predicts unrealistically high values for the intercept, K. A fit of the 6.7
stope data predicted a value for K of 4.5xl06mm/sec> which has no physical
meaning. This was one of the main reasons for proposing that the data be
re-fitted in the form of equation 12, which should return intercept values,
AQ which have more physical relevance.

(iv) Explosive detonation velocity (V)

The Importance of accurate evaluation of both p—wave velocity and
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detonation velocity with respect to the precision of the strain wave
simulation model has already been established. It is well known that the
detonation velocity of an explosive will vary with charging conditions, such
as bulk loading density and charge diameter. For this reason the project group
has instigated a programme to build up a data base of detonation velocities of
a number of different explosives under a variety of blasting conditions. This
programme has been made possible by the development of a blast timer (O.K.
McKenzie et al 1983) which allows the evaluation of an explosive's detonation
velocity to be made in-situ.

(v) Elemental waveshape

A series of experiments which studied the response of the JKMK.C version
of the strain simulation model revealed that the optimum elemental charge
length for simulation studies in 6.7 stope was O.5 metres. Consequently a
series of ..0.5m charges were fired in 6.7 stope in an effort to determine the
elemental wave shape. Figure I4a is the recorded strain wave from a 0.5 metre
ANFO charge. Figure I4b is the computed shape based on the function given in
equation 3. It is obvious from figure I4a that even a 0.5m charge does not
behave as a point source. At this stage it is a -strong possibility that the
definition of the elemental waveshape will have to be modified to bring its
computed shape closer to that of figure 14a.

-1-00 -

RECORDED
[al

-1-00

(b)
COMPUTED

1,00 6-00

TIME (ms )

Figure 14 Strain wave from a 0.5m ANFO
charge. 14a) Recorded.
14b) Computed.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The basic mechanics of rock fragmentation by explosives are extremely
complex and, fes yet, not fully quantified. However, in brittle,
essentially homogeneous rock types, present day rock blasting procedures
can. be usefully examined in terms of the stress waves produced.
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2. The collection of complete strain wave records for a number of blasts has
revealed, on occasions, previously undetectable reasons for poor blast
performance such as partial misfires and blasts detonating out of
sequence.

3. The JKMRC strain simulation model accounts for different explosive types
through variations in the elemental strain intercept and explosive
detonation velocity. Instrumentation has been developed which enables the
evaluation of explosive detonatio'n velocity to be made in—situ. For a
given rock type, hole diameter, charge length and point of initiation,
the shape and amplitude of the generated strain wave can be influenced by
careful selection of explosive type.

4. In the immediate vicinity of a blast, for a given explosive type, rock
type, hole diameter and point of initiation, peak particle velocity, and
hence peak strain, is essentially independent of charge length. Under the
same set of conditions, the dominant vibration frequency bears an inverse
relationship to charge length.

5. During the course of these experiments, the detrimental effects of
multiple priming, due to strain wave enhancement, were proven. For a given
explosive type, rock type, hole diameter and charge length, the shape and
amplitude of the generated strain wave can be influenced by careful
location of the charge initiator.

6. When the JKMRC strain simulation model has been developed into a more
'user serviceable' form, it will be possible for a blasting engineer to
determine what blast design is required to generate a specific strain
wave. Whilst this ability to 'tailor' strain waves will be extremely
useful, it does presume that the blasting engineer knows what shape and
amplitude strain wave is the optimum for a given rock type. As yet, a
decision on the optimum strain wave shape is made on purely qualitative
grounds, and will remain so until an accurate definition of a rock failure
criterion is developed.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC VELOCITY GAUGE MEASUREMENT OF

ROCK'MASS MOTION DURING BLASTING
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ABSTRACT

The design of multi-charge explosive fragmentation blasts
requires that correct charge spacing and timing parameters be
employed. For delayed and more deeply buried charges to provide
effective fragmentation, it is necessary that the breakage caused
by the earlier and more shallowly buried charges be such that
effective free face is available for the delayed charges at the
time of their detonation. The development of effective free face
requires not only that the rock be fractured but that the rock
have undergone significant mass motion so that void space is
generated. In order to directly measure rock mass motion during
explosive fragmentation, commercially available accelerometers and
a specially developed electromagnetic velocity gauge were employed
in several explosive tests in oil shale. Data from the acceler-
ometers was of limited value for determining rock mass velocities
due to severe mechanical and electrical noise, gauge baseline
shift and short gauge recording times. An electromagnetic velocity
gauge, employing a simple helical induction coil and floating bar
magnet configuration, has provided data on rock mass velocities
for several tens of msec and for displacements up to ten cm. Data
from velocity gauges embedded within the rock at depths up to 3.7
m revealed that rock mass velocities were significantly dependent
upon the distance from the free face. The- spatial distribution of
rock mass velocities, as may be quantified with the electro-
magnetic gauges, must be considered in selecting the delays for
multi-charge fragmentation designs.

* University of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA
+ Science Applications, Inc. Steamboat Springs, CO, USA
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The proper design and execution of multi-hole, multi-charge
explosive blasts require that suitable if not optimum delay times
be employed between charges. These delay times must be selected so
that the rock fragmentation realized by the early time holes is
developed to the point that effective free- face is available for
fragmentation by the later time holes. The generation of effective
free face is primarily a function of the rate or velocity at which
the rock broken by early charges is displaced away from the area
of later charges.

Until recently, the selection of appropriate delay times was
based upon empirical fragmentation results, with delay times being
shortened or lengthened according to blast results. The design of
compicated explosive blasting schemes, such as required for the
in-situ fragmentation of oil shale for in-situ retort development,
requires a more quantitative basis for choosing charge delay
times. In conjunction with a major research project to study the
explosive fragmentation of oil shale, efforts to measure rock mass
velocities with commercially available, state-of-the-art
accelerometers were less than satisfactory. Consequently, several
gauge designs based upon electromagnetic induction effects were
considered and a particularly satisfactory design was field tested
in numerous ' explosive tests.

2.0 VELOCITY GAUGE DESIGN

Electromagnetic induction techniques have been used to measure
mass velocities in non-conducting materials for a number of years
(Fowles, 1973; Young et al, 1971, 1977). In general the techniques
have been applied to laboratory tests to measure shock wave
propagation but some attempts have been made to realize gauge
designs for field applications (Grady et al, 1973). The operation
of an electromagnetic velocity gauge is quite simple, being based
upon Faraday's law of induction. Typical gauge designs involve a
simple conductive "active" element attached to or embedded within
the material for which velocity data is desired. This active
element is usually a length or loop of wire or metallic ribbon
oriented so that the shock induced motion of the material causes
this active element to cut the flux lines of a magnetic field. In
the most straight f'orward design (Fowles, 1973), the active element
is a short straight length of wire embedded in the material of
interest and oriented so as to be perpendicular to both the
expected mass motion and an externally generated magnetic field.
For such a geometry a voltage is generated by the active element
which is directly proportional to the strength of the magnetic
field, the length of the active element and the velocity of the
active element. Since the active element length and magnetic field
strength can be established prior to test execution, the velocity
of the active element and thus the material in which it is
embedded can be derived directly from the recorded gauge output
voltage. The electromagnetic type gauges are especially attractive
in that the gauges require no calibration per se .and in that no
excitation voltage or current needs to be applied to the gauge.
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In most previous efforts to apply electromagnetic gauge
techniques, the magnetic field required for gauge functioning was
provided by Helmholtz type field coils external to the sample
material, by small permanent magnets external to the sample or by
induction loops buried within the sample. The generation of a
magnetic field by external coils or magnets places severe
restrictions on the geometry of the test material and/or the depth
to which the active gauge elements may be placed. The embedded
induction loops are subject to perturbing deformations as the
sample material is shock loaded and require additional electrical
connections for energizing the loops. Despite the inherently
attractive features of electromagnetic type velocity gauges these
constraints have limited their application to large field blasting
tests.

The difficulties encountered in attempting to utilize
commercially available accelerometers to obtain data on large rock
mass and stem displacements required that renewed consideration be
given to the design and fielding of electromagnetic type gauges.
Data obtained with the accelerometers was severely restricted in
that the piezoresistive type gauges produced considerable high
frequency noise and the piezoelectric type gauges suffered severe
baseline shifts. Both features reduced the ability to integrate
the acceleration data so as to obtain the velocity-time records of
interest. In addition, both types of accelerometers were subject
to early gauge failure, often before more than two to three msec
of .data was recorded. In order to quantitatively assess rock mass
velocities and stem performance, data to several tens of msec
would be desirable.

As the generation of the required magnetic field by external
means was impractical for large field tests, initial consideration
was given to means for providing a known stationary field within
the rock mass. The required field could be obtained either from an
energized coil or by a permanent magnet. As a permanent magnet
would not require the sensitive wiring needed for an energized
coil, gauge designs employing permanent magnets were studied. It
was soon realized "that the simple design illustrated schematically
in Figure 1 would provide quite satisfactory performance. In this
design, the active gauge -element is a simple helical coil wrapped
on a non-conductive tube with a bar magnet placed within the tube.
With the helical coil embedded (eg. grouted) within the rock mass
and with the bar magnet free to slide within the tube, any shock
wave induced motion of the gauge would result in the coil moving
past the magnet and in the generation of a charactaristic voltage
directly related to the velocity of the coil. Refinement of the
gauge design depicted in Figure 1 to successful implementation in
the field required the development of techniques for gauge
"calibration", bar magnet positioning and pick-up cable
protection.

Gauge calibration was accomplished by two methods, one of which
allowed for verification of calibration in actual field tests. As
the bar magnets employed were standard Alnico V magnets, 0.95 cm
in diameter by 15.24 cm long, there were slight variations in the
magnetic strength of each magnet and each magnet had to be
calibrated. As the gauge output would depend upon the specific
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Figure 1. Schematic view of tube-type electromagnetic velocity
gauge used for rock-mass motion and stem performance measurements.
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coil/magnet interaction of each gauge, it was desirable to
calibrate each gauge in terms of its velocity dependent output
rather than to calibrate each magnet for field strength. For each
coil/magnet gauge calibration was effected by moving the magnet
through the coil at a known velocity and then measuring the coil
output voltage. The velocity of the moving magnet was determined
by letting the magnet accelerate in free fall through a vertical
tube aligned with the gauge tube. It was then possible to
calculate the velocity of the magnet at the time it was passing
through the coil. Measurements made of the time interval for the
magnet to pass two reference points near the entrance to the coil
served to verify the magnet velocity. The second and preferred
calibration method involved suspending the magnet in the gauge as
discussed below and then rapidly arresting the gauge after it had
been accelerated (eg. free fall dropped) to some velocity. The
sudden arrest of the gauge caused the magnet to move through the
coil much as it would were the coil to be accelerated by explos-
ively generated shocks and rock motion. For this calibration
method, the entire gauge output from the start of differential
motion between the magnet and coil to the arresting of this
differential motion when the magnet struck the plug in the gauge
tube, would be digitally recorded. The numerical integration of
this record would then provide an effective displacement for the
magnet. The correct gauge factor would be that which would make
the effective displacement equal to the displacement mechanically
available to the gauge. This calibration factor would be an
average factor for the entire travel allowed for the gauge.
Acceptable gauge linearity was realized over a 10 cm interval,
with a 2.5 cm minimum distance being allowed between the ends of
the magnet and the ends of the coil. This displacement derived
calibration method often allowed for the verification of gauge
calibration in the field tests. As discussed below under field
results, many of the fielded gauges traveled their full 10 cm
calibrated distance before gauge failure. In these cases the gauge
displacement, as integrated from the digitally recorded velocity
output, could be verified against the pre-shot measured gauge
displacement from the bar magnet hold position to the stop plug.

As indicated above and in Figure 1, it was necessary to
position and hold the bar magnet at some starting location prior
to the arrival of the shocks and rock motions to be measure in an
explosive test. Once rock motion began however it was necessary
that the bar magnet be free to "float" within the gauge tube. As
the accelerations and consequent velocities realized in the
explosive tests would be much greater than those of the Earth's
gravity, no correction for gravitational effects would be required
in reducing gauge output data to the extent that the bar magnet
was allowed to free fall. For gauge instalations where the bar
magnet starting position was to be at the upper end of the coil
(eg. gauges placed in the mine floor or in stems above the
explosive charges) it was found that suspension of the magnet by
having it magnetically adhere to a steel bolt placed at the end of
the coil tube worked quite well. The magnetic attraction between
the magnet and the bolt was strong enough that the magnet would
stay in place during gauge emplacement.and yet weak enough that
the first shock arriving at the gauge would free the magnet. It
was possible to position the bolt holding the magnet such that the
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magnet would have its initial position at a preselected location
within the acceptable calibration range, rather than at th'e end of
this range as illustrated in Figure 1. With such an arbitrary
magnet location it was possible, for example, to fabricate a gauge
that would be able to record accurately velocities for 5 cm of
displacement in each direction from the magnets initial position.
Such a gauge configuration was desirable when a gauge would be
embedded with respect to the explosive charges such that both
positive and negative displacements might be seen by the gauge.

The final consideration for successful fielding of the gauges
was the need to protect the electrical cables used to monitor the
gauges, especially when the gauges were grouted deeply within the
rock. The initial attempts to use the tube type electromagnetic
velocity gauge for measuring deep rock-mass motions occurring
during explosive blasting were frequently hindered by early cable
failure such that the full displacement capability (10 cm) of the
gauges was not realized. After some experimentation, it was found
that a hard plastic cable sheathing, Gonvolex, manufactured by the
Ray-Chem Co., provided .excellent cable protection. By nature of
its ribbed construction the Convolex sheathing was able to move
with the deforming rock while allowing the coaxial cable (RG-223
or RG-58) used for electrical contact .to the gauge to slide within
the sheathing. As discussed below under experimental results, The
Convolex sheathing often allowed gauge recording times of several
tens of msec to be realized.

3.0 FIELD TEST DATA

3.1 Rock Mass Motion Data

The tube type electromagnetic velocity gauge as described in
the preceding sections has been fielded extensively to make
measurements of rock mass motion during explosive blasting
operations. The gauge has been embedded at depths up to 3.6 m in
shale rock overlying buried explosive charges. For most of the
tests an emulsified ANFO slurry was employed as the main explosive
and the charges were placed in 16.2 cm diameter boreholes. In all
cases the charges were stemmed with stem lengths ranging from 3.0
to 4.0 m. Charge lengths ranged from 2.2 to 3.7 m corresponding to
50 to 87 kg of explosive respectively. 'Tests were conducted with
single hole (simple cratering) geometries and with various
multi-hole geometries.

The velocity gauges were emplaced within the rock to be blasted
by drilling small diameter (3.8 cm) holes into the rock with
either a jackleg type percussive drill or a small rotary jumbo
drill. The gauges were made water tight by wrapping them
completely with 5.0 cm wide plastic electrical tape. It was
possible to determine the position of the bar magnet within the
sealed gauge package and to thus be certain that the gauge was
functioning properly prior to gauge emplacement. The sealed gauge
package would the be placed in the small diameter hole, positioned
to the desired depth and then grouted in place using a thin slurry
of Hydrostone or Duracal grout. As the shielded coaxial cable
exiting from each gauge was of only 1.0 cm diameter, it was
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possible to install more than one gauge in each hole, by emplacing
the deeper gauge(s) first.

The velocity gauge records obtained from two gauges situated
directly between two shot holes fired simultaneously are
illustrated in Figure 2. The upper gauge record is for a gauge
embedded at a depth of 1.22 m below the surface while the lower
record is for a gauge buried 1.22 m deeper at 2.44 m. Note that
both gauges show very similar initial, shock wave response with
peak velocities of 8.3 and 9.5 m/s, respectively. The more shallow
gauge, however, showes a sustained velocity averaging around 5 m/s
up to the time of 14 msec when the gauge travel limit is reached.
The gauge displacement obtained by numerically integrating the
digitally recorded velocity record indicates a peak displacement
of 6.7 cm, corresponding to the upward travel built into this
gauge. The more deeply buried gauge, in contrast, indicates the
passage of some 2 msec before any rock mass motion is observed,
and the average velocity of the rock at the 2.44 m depth is only
some 2 m/s. The termination of the gauge record at 26.6 msec is
due to cable failure and not to the gauge reaching its travel
limit. At the time of this cable failure the differential motion
between the two gauges was some 8 to 10 cm which would certainly
have caused severe cable stretching even with the Convolex
sheathing employed.

The velocity gauge records obtained from two gauges situated
between four shot holes with a nominal 16 msec delay between two
charges fired at zero time and two delayed charges are illustrated
in Figure 3. Again the gauges were embedded at depths of 1.22 m
for the upper record and at 2.44 m for the lower record. Note that
relatively low initial shocks and insignificant rock mass
velocities are realized by the detonation of the two 'zero time
charges. These gauges were effectively out of the early time
crater region of the two charges. Upon the detonation of the
delayed charges the two gauges display records very similar to
those obtained for the two instantaneous holes illustrated in
Figure 2. Again, the deeper gauge showes very little rock mass
velocity before cable failure at 19.3 msec while the shallower
gauge showes a rock-mass velocity averaging 5 m/s until the gauge
travel limit is reached at 30.5 msec.

Velocity time records such as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3
can be very useful in quantifying the rock mass motion realized
with a given explosive loading design. Knowledge of the rock mass
motion is essential in establishing the time and rate of crater
formation and in determining the charge delay times which should
be employed in a complicated multi-charge fragmentation design.
Data obtained with the tube type electromagnetic velocity gauges
has demonstrated the functioning and data quality of the gauges
and has quantified rock mass motion for the purpose of charge
delay selection. In addition, the data indicate that the major
rock motion is caused by the heaving of the rock by gas pressur-
ization of the developed fracture system and not by the initial
shock wave loading of the rock.
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Figure 2. Reduced velocity gauge records from two gauges used to
monitor rock-mass motion in a two shot hole cratering test.
Upper record (A) is for a gauge embedded at 1.22 m below the rock
surface and lower record (B) is for a gauge at 2.44 m.
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Figure 3. Reduced velocity gauge records from two gauges used to
monitor rock-mass motion in a four shot hole cratering test with
two holes delayed 16 msec. Upper record (A) is for a gauge 1.22 in
below rock surface and lower record (B) is for a gauge at 2.44 m.
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3.2 Stem Performance Measurements

The tube-type velocity gauges have also been extensively
utilized to measure the performance of various shot-hole stemming
designs. In making stemming performance measurements the gauges
have been grouted into Hydrostone plugs placed within the stem
column or have been simply inserted into the gravel stemming
materials near the hole collars. The velocity records obtained
from two single hole stem performance tests are illustrated in
Figure 4. These records show the differences in gauge response for
a stem which successfully bridged in the shot hole and for a stem
which failed and rifled from the hole.

The gauge record illustrated in Figure 4a was obtained from a
gauge placed in a short (30 cm) grout plug at the collar of a 16.2
cm diameter shot hole with 2.1 m of gravel stem over a 2.5 m (55
kg) explosive charge. This record displays two distinct shock
arrivals which was typical of all grouted gauges were the stemming
failed. The first shock arrival at 1.35 msec represents to
explosively generated shock wave which propagated through the
shale rock and was coupled to the gauge through the grout plug . In
tests where the gauge was simply placed within the gravel stem
this shock would be much weaker or even nonexistent. The second
shock arrival at 6.8 msec represents the shock propagated directly
through the gravel stemming. The peak velocity of 38 m/s recorded
before the gauge reached its limit of travel indicates definite
stem failure. The shock propagating through the stems had typical
velocities of 300 m/s in contrast to the greater than 2000 m/s
shock propagation velocities for the"shale rock. The some 35 m/s
stem failure velocity measured in this test would indicate that
the entire stem would rifle from the shot hole in less than 10
msec.

The gauge record illustrated in Figure 4b was obtained from a
gauge placed in a grout plug at the collar of a 16.2cm shot hole
with 3.35 m of gravel stem over a 55 kg charge. As for the record
in Figure 4a the characteristic rock shock wave arrival is
observed at 3.0 msec. In contrast with Figure 4a no stem shock is
observed out to 20 msec. This response is characteristic of those
tests in which the stems successfully bridged. In such cases the
stem shock would be very weak or nonexistent.

Data from the tube-type electromagnetic velocity gauges placed
within explosive shot hole stems can be very valuable in
establishing successful stem performance and in developing
improved stem designs. The gauges can be placed at various depths
within explosive stems so as to monitor stem response along the
length of the stem.
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The tube-type electromagnetic velocity gauges offer new and
cost effective means for obtaining data on the performance of a
variety of explosive blasting designs. The simple operation and
construction of the gauges makes them both inexpensive and yet
reliable. As gauge output is dependent upon well known
electromagnetic induction effects, gauge calibration is straight
forward and there is little possibility for anomalous or parasitic
signals to be generated. The possibility of verifying gauge
calibration during actual field, use is another attractive feature.

The tube-type gauges have been used successfully to monitor
both rock mass motion and stem performance in single and
multi-hole blasts. Data obtained with the gauges have been
utilized to establish and/or verify the charge delay times
required in complex multi-hole explosive fragmentation tests in
oil shale and to assist in the design and verification of shot
hole stem designs. The gauges should have considerable application
to the quantitative study of explosive blasting practices.
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A B S T R A C T

Although researchers have realized varying degrees of success in numerical
modeling, computer blast simulations and small scale in-situ testing, most
will agree that the greatest uncertainty in total success stems from the
uncontrollable field variables. Given the diverse nature of field condition's
encountered, no reliable and proven method of evaluating fragmentation
quantitatively, and the lack of adequate field controls found in many opera-
tions, it is unlikely that a universal plug-in model will be developed for
all blasting in the immediate future. This doe's not imply that all research
devoted to modeling should cease, for it is precisely here where more
research efforts are desperately needed.

An area of blasting often overlooked is that of adequate field controls.
Acquiring a handle in this area alone can increase productivity substantially
with little or no major capital expenditures. The application of high-speed
photography to mining, quarry, explosive and construction industries is used
as a valuable diagnostic field tool towards this end.

Field data collected from production blasts in dolomite, granite and iron
ore resulted in a relationship relating burden velocity to the explosive
energy, burden, and material type. Guidelines for achieving adequate forward
relief in normal bench blasting and maximizing overburden casting are also
presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the forced goals of companies engaged in drilling and blasting
operations today is the continuous thrust towards increasing productivity.
This was brought about and dictated in the last few years by the lowered
economic activity on a world basis. Companies accustomed to operating at or
near full capacity suddenly found themselves operating at a lower level of
production. Consequently, operations ceased to exist, others struggled to
a new level of equilibrium within the marketplace, and still others adopted
immediate program changes in their operating methods and techniques in the
hope of lowering unit operating and overhead costs. This paper presents
field operating methods and techniques to increase productivity without
additional major capital expenditures. Emphasis is placed on understanding
"optimum" fragmentation, the importance of field controls, and the use of
high-speed photography in blast evaluation and design.

2. FRAGMENTATION DEFINED

The controversy surrounding the definition of "optimum" fragmentation is
one of great concern and often confusing. A few examples of the definition
encountered over the years are:

(1) "Optimum fragmentation is the smallest size fragment
a blast will produce."

(2) "Optimum fragmentation ptoduces no oversize, hence no
secondary drilling and blasting are required.

(3) "Optimum fragmentation gives me the highest production rates."

(4) "Optimum fragmentation is achieved when crushing costs are
at a minimum."

(5) "Optimum fragmentation refers to breaking material into small
pieces which can be handled by our mining equipment."

On occasion the supervisor of a drilling and blasting department is proud
to announce that he has lowered his drilling and explosives cost. However,
the minimum cost may not always be in the best interests of the overall
mining system. His reported savings may have been directly or indirectly
passed onto other departments within the operation. Clearly then, none of
the definitions are adequate from an overall mining standpoint.

In avoiding these pitfalls, the only proper approach to blast evaluation
is to investigate the total operation as a whole, rather than isolate any
one segment. The most popular definition of optimum fragmentation in rela-
tion to overall mining costs was proposed by Zeggeren and Chung (1971) .
The overall cost, C, was expressed as:

Gdr + Cbl + Cl + Ch + 'Cd + Ccr
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where the subscripts are:

dr = drilling 1 = loading d = dumping
bl = blasting h = hauling cr = crushing

Since the last four terms of Equation 1 are directly related to the
fragment size distribution, they can be represented by a single function
fj (F) . The drilling cost is dependent on borehole diameter, burden, and
spacing, thus Gdr = F^ ($, B, S) . Blasting cost depends primarily on the
weight, W, and price, P, of the explosive, therefore Ĉ i = F2 ̂ '^-
Equation 1 can now be rewritten as: '

c - -fx of, :B, s) + f2 (w, P) + f3 o?) (2)
Equation .2 allows one to perform a. cost sensitivity analysis for a combina-
tion of input changes. The major obstacle in this approach for the smaller
operator is that detailed costs may not be known or readily available. Where
the approach can be utilized, it tends to eliminate hidden and/or cost trans-
fers to other departments.

An optimization program should aim at lowering the highest cost element
in an overall mining cost breakdown, without adversely affecting other
elemental costs and the production, to produce a net mining cost decrease.
There is usually a tendency for companies to reduce the drilling and blasting)
costs, but unless these costs form .a relatively high percentage of overall
costs, the net result is usually a cost increase in loading, hauling, dump-
ing, and crushing, even though the qualitative appearance of the muck seems
not to have changed, Reid (1976). In general, if productivity remains
unchanged while the direct drilling and blasting costs have been reduced, an
overall saving has been realized.

3. FIELD METHODS USED IN EVALUATING FRAGMENTATION

Next to screening the entire muckpile, there is no known, reliable and
economically feasible method.of evaluating fragmentation quantitatively in
a production environment. -Even if it were economically possible, no standard
method of analysis could be applied (Just, 1979). This is very unfortunate
since a numerical estimate assigned to fragmented material would certainly
escalate the evaluation and optimization of blast designs. Ideally, the
method should provide a means of comparing fragmentation on a per blast basis
so as to be quantitatively sensitive to each successive blast design.

Due to the high costs of obtaining complete size distributions, the
operator is left with less precise means. Current methods of evaluating
fragmentation, although not "perfect", do contribute in assessing the more
predominant changes in a blast design. Obviously, the more methods employed,
the'greater is the reliability of estimating size ranges. No one method
described.is the best; each has inherent accuracies, inaccuracies, advantages
and disadvantages.

Qualitative Visual Analysis

This is the most widely accepted and usually the only analysis undertaken
because of its ease of implementation and extremely low cost. The muckpile
is viewed immediately after blasting and a subjective assessment is made.
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However, only large differences are distinguishable as illustrated in
Fig. la and Ib.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 Qualitative visual analysis with the use of dimensional
controls for two blasts in the same area

In reference to the dimensional 2'x2' marker, the average fragment size
in Fig. la appears coarser than in Fig. Ib. Periodic checks on fragment size
during digging will aid assessment since the surface view of a muckpile.is
often misleading. Fine distinctions in fragment size are not possible,
although two blasts varying in blast design and fired side by side may
indicate obvious differences. In general, the technique is unreliable and
can actually do more harm than'good.

Photographic Methods

This technique was evaluated via various methods of analysis as outlined
by Noren and Porter (1974), Reid (1976) and Bonneville (1980). Noren and
Porter utilized photographs of the muckpile and 15% or less of the surface
was selected at random and analyzed with a superimposed grid. Results from
five blasts under similar conditions showed a deviation of ±9.6% about the
mean fragment size. The greatest source of error was inherent in the assump-
tion that the surface fragment distribution was representative of the entire
mass. Reid employed scaled targets in the field of view for dimensional
purposes but concluded that for its entire worth could just as easily been
substituted by a detailed visual description of the muckpile. Bonneville
simulated a mucking operation using a laboratory model consisting of minus
five inch limestone. Each new exposed section in the muckpile was photo-
graphed and analyzed in reference to the grid size chosen, (Fig. 2). It
was concluded that the spatial resolution needed for an accurate analysis
was .insufficient. Since a poor correlation between fragment size distribu-
tion to grid size resulted, field tests were abandoned. All photographic
procedures were found to be time consuming, failed to quantify fines and
biased towards the large end of the size range.
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PLAN VIEW OF MUCK PILE

FIG. 2 GRID METHODS OF EVALUATING FRAGMENTATION
IN LABORATORY AND FIELD ENVIRONMENTS

High-Speed Photography

The use of high-speed photography'in blast evaluation, blast design and
field control has been well established; Blair (1960), Petkof et al (1961),
Chung et al (1975), Winzer et al (1979, 1979a), Ghiappetta et al (1980, 1983),
and Bauer et al (1982). Only in the last few years has it received serious
attention as a tool to evaluate fragmentation. Winzer et al 1979, demon-
strated the technique under controlled conditions in limestone blocks weigh-
ing up to 25 tons. Fragment size distribution was found to vary with time,
even when the disintegrating fragments were no longer in contact with the
original block or other fragments. The work of Winzer et al and Fourney et
al 1979 suggest that perhaps our current blasting theories may not be
adequate and thus modifications in them are needed.

To suggest that fragmentation can be evaluated in the time domain would
certainly be of interest to all and more research is warranted in this area.
However, high-speed photography does have limitations, similar to most photo-
graphic techniques when used in a production environment. The greatest pro-
blem and limitation is when gas venting, smoke, and dust obscures crack
formation and muck displacement, other than flyrock at high velocities as
evidenced in Figure 3. In contrast, Figure 4 illustrates a blast sequence
at selected times from a high-speed film where the technique may be more
applicable.
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* * '

(a) before blast initiation

Fig- 3

(b) 230 ms after initiation

Gas venting, smoke and dust limit the application of high
speed photography in evaluating fragmentation in a field
environment.

(a) t = 150 ms (o) t = 450 ms

(b) t = 300 ms (d) t = 600 ms

Fig. 4 Blast sequence obtained from high-speed film where
fragmentation analysis is more applicable
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Conventional and High-Speed Photogrammetry

Conventional photogrammetric methods of fragmentation analysis can provide
•more accuracy in measurements than photography. The basic equipment cost may
be moderate but its use can be employed, in other areas such as in surveying,
mapping geologic contacts, faults, discontinuities, etc., aid in blast design
and in estimating the volume of stock piles. The advantage of photogrammetric
analysis is that it lends itself to 3-D measurements accurate to less than
one inch and allows for volume calculations of individual' fragments. High-
speed photogrammetry is still in its infancy but once developed may prove
very valuable for field use.

Productivity Studies With Work and Time Studies

This technique of assessing the degree of fragmentation assumes that
digging rates can be gauged directly to the coarseness of a muckpile. Any
oversize, misfires and po^r toe conditions encountered in digging are
reflected in the evaluation. When the technique is properly implemented by
qualified people knowledgeable in work and time studies, an accurate assess-
ment can be made. Null element times not directly tied to fragment size such
as the shovel waiting for unavailable trucks, mechanical breakdowns, repo-
sitioning the shovel and cleaning around the shovel are eliminated. In an
overall production study, these factors would affect the final results.
Studies should be performed with the same equipment operator to eliminate
the experience factor associated with different operators.

Bridging Delays at the Crusher

Since bridging delays at a crusher are mainly attributed to oversize, the
coarseness of mine muck can be gauged as a function of steel plate wear,
crushing delays and power consumption. This technique of evaluating frag-
mentation is preferred in smaller operations where the origin of the ore
is known. In large operations where numerous muckpiles are worked simulta-
neously, the evaluation of blast design variability and resulting fragmen-
tation is not possible.

Screening

This is the only reliable, accurate and unbiased method of evaluating
fragmentation quantitatively. A complete analysis requires that the entire
muckpile be screened. For small work areas such as in underground headings,
this technique may be well within the economic constraints of the operation.
Unfortunately, in large surface operations the technique is impractical
because of the enormous cost and time involved. It should be noted that
sampling and screening only part of the muckpile at frequent intervals could
lead to errors in evaluation if sampling safeguards are not employed.
Just (1979) suggests that the sample size collected should be at least as
large as the largest particle, e.g. if the largest particle is 2.5m in
diameter, the volume of each sample should be greater than 10m3.
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Boulder Count and Secondary Breakage

Any material produced from blasting which cannot be adequately handled
with the operation's mining equipment is generally referred to as oversize.
Each company's handbook contains varying definitions of what size blocks or
boulders constitute oversize. Owing to their magnitude, boulders of this
size can easily be distinguished and counted during digging or after they
have been set aside for secondary breakage. Secondary breakage is usually
performed with secondary drilling and blasting (Fig. 5a), secondary blasting
(Fig. 5b), or by drop weights (Fig. 5c). Only the uppermost size range.can
be evaluated in terms of tonnage and/or volume. Although the remaining
diggable portion of the muckpile may not be at an optimum, it at least is
within the physical limitations of the company's digging and haulage equip-
ment.

•(c)

.Fig. 5 Secondary breakage of
oversize; (a) secondary
drilling and blasting,
(b) secondary blasting,
(c) drop weight

A study performed with the boulder count method in a large open pit mine
resulted in one boulder per 980 long tons. The study was conducted over a
7-day period, 24 hours per day. Oversize as defined by this company con-
sisted of boulders with dimensions greater than 5'x5'x5' or 125 ft3, each
weighing at least 12.5 long tons. . This represents an oversize tonnage of
approximately 1.3% for every 1000 long tons. In a large operation, say 50
million tons per year, a minimum of 650,000 long tons gave way to secondary
drilling and blasting. The cost of secondary drilling, blasting, and crush-
ing can also be obtained on a unit basis.
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4. A REALISTIC FIELD BLASTING MODEL IN PERSPECTIVE

Mining, quarry, and construction operators involved in drilling and
blasting have usually relied on changes heing made on an experimental basis
owing to the lack of adequate blasting theories. Although researchers have
gained valuable information and insight, through small scale laboratory
modeling, and computer simulations of the breaking process, scaling-up to
the full in-situ production environment always remained a problem. Data
obtained from small scale testing was not always reliable and consistent in
predicting blast results for full scale production shots. Furthermore, there
is much controversy as to the processes by which rock breaks and interacts
through dynamic loading with explosives.

This is not to say that predictive and numerial modeling is unwarranted,
for when a model does prove successful in a particular environment and/or
application, it can save tremendous amounts of time, money, and effort. No
manager would reject to test a decision through a proven model at the cost
of a few cents as opposed to testing the same decision in a real operation
which could end up costing millions of dollars, especially if the decision
was a poor one. Simulation models are used in areas of medicine, manufac-
turing plants, milling plants, military applications, truck-haulage dis-
patching, etc. However, the main factor attributing to the success of
modeling these applications is that all inputs and outputs to the model are
identifiable, measurable, controllable, and generally consist of absolute
values.

In attempting to model a production blast, the task becomes somewhat more
involved and very complex. Consider the realistic field model in Fig. 6
illustrating all input variables that go into the design of a blast. Inputs
are divided into two broad categories; those that can be controlled, (A),
and those that cannot, (B). Also shown is a list of blast outputs, desirable
and undesirable, resulting from the combined interaction of the A and B
variables during the breaking process.

A controllable variable is defined as one over which the blasting engineer
or blasting crew has complete control. For example, the operator has a
choice of hole diameter, drill pattern, S:B ratio, explosive type, etc. An
uncontrollable variable is defined as one over which the operator has abso-
lutely no control; i.e. geology, material properties, structural faults, etc.

Previously stated, if all inputs and outputs can be identified, measured,
and controlled then the interactive mechanism(s) separating inputs and out-
puts can be ignored. In reference to small'scale laboratory and field
testing, this approach is ideal since a change in any of the input variables,
if significant, will ultimately be reflected in the outputs, (C). In full
scale field tests, many researchers and mine operators have found that the
approach is not always reliable because major problems exist in each of the
three categories defined in Fig. 6. Questions continue to arise when a
previously successful blast design fails to produce satisfactory results in
the same location and under assumed,identical conditions.
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(A) CONTROLLABLE VARIABLES

HOLE DIAMETER

HOLE DEPTH

SUBDRILL DEPTH '

HOLE INCLINATION

COLLAR HEIGHT

STEMMING HEIGHT

STEMMING MATERIAL

BENCH HEIGHT

PATTERN

BURDEN TO SPACING RATIO

BLAST SIZE AND CONFIGURATION

BLASTING DIRECTION

INITIATING SYSTEM
INITIATING SEQUENCE
NO. OF FREE FACES
BUFFERS

EXPLOSIVE TYPE

EXPLOSIVE ENERGY

CHARGE GEOMETRY

LOADING METHOD

WATER (SOMETIMES

UNCONTROLLABLE)

ETC.

(B) UNCONTROLLABLE VARIABLES

• GEOLOGY

• MATERIAL STRENGTHS & PROPERTIES

• STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITIES

. WEATHER CONDITIONS

• WATER (SOMETIMES CONTROLLABLE)

ETC.

NOTE: TYPICAL

PRODUCTION BLAST IS

LESS THAN TWO

SECONDS DURATION

(C) OUTPUTS

FRAGMENTATION

MUCK PILE DISPLACEMENT

MUCK PILE PROFILE

GROUND VIBRATIONS

AIRBLAST

BACK AND SIDE SPILLS

FLYROCK

MISFIRES

ETC.

FIG. 6 FIELD MODEL ILLUSTRATING BLAST DESIGN

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
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When a bad blast is experienced, very seldom is only one variable changed
for the next blast design but usually a number of variables are changed.
Thus, the change in .output can never be traced back to which variable or
combination of variables attributed to the change in output. Even changing
one variable will affect others to a lesser or greater extent.

In spite of some successes realized in numerical modeling, blast simula-
tions and small scale in-situ testing; Margolin and Adams (1982), Harries
and Hengst (1977), Harries (1977), McKee et al (1982), Edwards et al (1982),
Winzer et al (1979) and Schamaun (1980, 1983), most.will agree that the
greatest uncertainty stems from the uncontrollable variables. Therefore,
given the diverse nature of field conditions encountered, no reliable method
of evaluating fragmentation quantitatively (Section 3), and the lack of
field controls associated with controllable variables, it is highly unlikely
that a plug—in model will be developed without major assumptions.

Consider the complexity of a field environment in an iron ore operation
as reflected by the relative.drilling and blasting cost per 55 foot hole for
various geologic materials, hole diameters,, drill types, explosive loads and
drill patterns, (Fig. 7). Blast design criteria was arrived at by field
experimentation to produce acceptable results, although optimization was an
ongoing concern. True costs were not available for publication, but the
relative cost per unit volume of material could easily be estimated. For
interpretive purposes, the average collar height was 20', thus (26 ' x 26 '
8T-ANFO HO) means drill pattern =.26'x26', bottom load per hole = 8' of
explosive I, remainder of explosive column = ANFO and the material was
designated as Hard Ore.

5. FIELD CONTROL

An extremely important area and one often overlooked in drilling and
blasting is that of field control.. Literally millions of dollars are spent
in drilling, blasting, and explosives research every year. Yet, many of the
controllable variables (Fig- 6) which should be completely regulated by the
operator are not. There is no gain in engaging in high calibar drilling and
blasting research if the results are not understood and utilized in the field.
An average of one in two operations visited was found in need of good field
controls.

Substantial increases in terms of overall productivity up to 100% have
been realized by making changes so small that little or no capital expendi-
tures were required. For example, the lack of good field control in view of
irregular front row burdens and the use of excessive explosive energy in the
blast illustrated in Figures 3a and 3b resulted in only 10% recovery of the
blasted material. The other 90% ended in areas which were not accessible.
In contrast, good field control.and a change in blast design using less
explosives produced a 100% recovery as illustrated in Figures 4 and 22.
Other influences of proper field control and better blasting can be found
in Bauer et al, 1981:

(a) Increased shovel production rates, bucket fill factors,
bucket loading time, reduced time lost to moving boulders,
reduced time lost cleaning hard toe, etc.
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(b) Reduced shovel maintenance, increased rope and teeth life.

(c) Reduced truck maintenance, especially trays, suspensions,
tires, etc.

(d) Reduced secondary breakage costs.

(e) Reduced delays elsewhere in the mining system such as ore
pass problems, crusher blockages due to. oversize, etc.

(f) Higher productivity rates reduce all the unit contributions
of fixed overhead.

The .utilization of explosive energy within a blast is very important to
good blast results. This energy can be segregated into raising the tempera-
ture of the rock mass, causing crushing and plastic deformation particularly
around the borehole wall, fracturing material, isolating material from its
surroundings, imparting motion to the fractured mass, and generating ground
vibrations and air blast. In conforming with the Law of Energy Conservation,
energy used in one phase cannot be available for any other phase.

Field control and monitoring of hole loading should be given priority at
all times. When one considers the time and money spent on drilling and
loading, it becomes increasingly important to aim- for the design distributior
of energy within a blast. For example, if a uniform distribution of energy
is called for but not maintained, problems such as misfires, poor fragmenta-
tion, tight muckpiles, excessive cratering, backspills, and toe problems
will result. Fig. 8 illustrates an energy profile of a blast which was
monitored in relation to the-amount of explosive per hole. Each hole in the
blast was designed to receive 3700 Ibs. ±200 Ibs. of explosives. Owing to
the lack of proper field controls, 69 holes were underloaded by up to 900
Ibs. and 54 holes were excessively overloaded by up to 1000 Ibs. Out of a
total 205 holes, only 82 or 40% of the entire blast was loaded to design
specifications. Monitoring of six other blasts with different design speci-
fications resulted in similar energy distributions, (2680-3890 Ibs, 2710-4480
Ibs, 1290-5970 Ibs, 1510-4720 Ibs, 3207-5770 Ibs, and 1240-2900 Ibs). The
problem was immediately rectified by bringing the matter to management's
attention and by assigning the responsibility of hole loading to one
individual. Blast results corresponding to hole loading in Fig. 8 are seen
as oversize from underloaded holes (Fig. 9a), complete cratering near the
back line of holes (Fig. 9b) and backspill (Fig. 9c) . In addition, tight
digging conditions were experienced in the muckpile resulting from under-
loaded holes and flyrock from the front holes which were extremely over-
loaded. Muckpile profiles varied considerably from being very high to very
low and stretched out.

Ideally, the muckpile profile and displacement should compliment the
digging and haulage equipment. For a shovel-truck operation, case 3 in
Fig. 10 is desired because it is the best trade-off between low productivity,
a large clean-up area and a dangerous situation for equipment operators
working at the base of the pile. A front-end loader operator would generally
prefer a muckpile similar to case 1 and a dragline operator can usually
handle most situations. Muckpile profiles and displacements can be predicted
and controlled through the proper choice of delay intervals between rows of
holes for normal bench blasting and overburden casting, Chiappetta et al,
1983.
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(a) Oversize

(b) Complete cratering

(c) Backspills requiring clean-up

Fig. 9 Results of loaded blast shown in Fig.

- MINIMAL CLEAN' UP AREA
- HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
- DANGEROUS FOR

EQUIPMENT
OPERATORS

- LOW CLEAN UP AREA
- ACCEPTABLE

PRODUCTIVITY
- SAFE FOR EQUIP-

MENT OPERATORS

CASE 3

FIG. 10 MUCK PILE PROFILES
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The criterion of measuring only the stemming height to determine the
amount of explosives in a borehole could result in large energy differences
by as much as 22% from hole to hole. In a recent series of tests with the
United States Bureau of Mines (USBM) and the Atlas Powder Company, it was
found that loading a 6-3/4" diameter hole with exactly 240 Ibs. yielded
explosive column lengths varying from 14.5 to 17.9 feet. This variation in
hole load most likely resulted from drilling in incompetent rock, drilling
too fast, and/or material sloughing off the borehole wall.

Even when holes are uniformly loaded, energy within a .blast can still be
poorly distributed due to holes drilled off pattern, "holes drilled off the
vertical, inadequate stemming, the presence of water and dilution of explo-
sives during loading. If these variables are not controlled, they will have
a drastic effect on blast results. Furthermore, if these variables are not
identified, it makes the comparison of blast designs impossible and if
ignored, it increases the likelihood of arriving at wrong conclusions.

Care should be exercised'during the loading of holes with bulk products.
If the hose is not maintained still, the swinging of the hose while under
pressure can.easily knock cutting material into the hole, especially if the
material is very fine and dry, (Fig. 11)., Up'to 13% dilution was measured
to result from this practice and the activity of workers around the borehole.
If unchecked, the practice could lead to a decrease in explosive efficiency
and/or complete desensitization of the explosive column. Loading .should also
be done with the hose end starting at the bottom of a hole and gradually
brought up during loading. Loading from the top can break the crosslinker
in some explosives, especially when dropped in deep holes.

When holes are not bottom and top loaded on the same day, there is a
chance of creating a gap from cutting material left around the top of the
borehole by: running water, wind if the material is very fine and dry,
material sloughing off borehole wall, activities of workers and the movement
of equipment. It was determined in the laboratory that only a %" sand gap
between donor and receptor charges of ANFO in a 4" unconfined cylinder could
result in failure.

\ ̂"̂  „ <*!• - *f.V«"V- • *"-" '

Fig. 11 Dry cuttings around borehole could result
in dilution and/or gap problems in explosive
column from poor loading methods.
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The major manufacturers of industrial explosives and the 1MB (Institute
of Manufacturers of Explosives) all caution against the practice of dropping
a cartridge on a primer cartridge (a primer is defined by the IME as a unit,
package, or cartridge of explosives used to initiate other explosives or
blasting agents, and which contains a detonator). The IME includes this
warning in the Do's & Don'ts which are inserted into each case of explosives
sold. Many safety and training seminars sponsored by the Atlas Powder
Company also include this warning - "do not drop on primers" - yet the
practice continues. This causes deep concern in that the sudden impaction
on the primer can shatter the primer and impact the embedded detonator
causing a premature detonation. If the shooter is fortunate no premature
detonation occurs. However, the detonator may have been dislodged from.the
primer cartridge which can now lead to a misfire. This will result in the
hazard of undetonated explosive in the muckpile and causes poor fragmentation
and lower productivity.

To help resolve this problem, a series of tests using high-speed photo-
graphy were conducted using, dummy primers and dummy detonators. The tests
consisted of free-falling a 25 or 40 Ib. cartridge of dummy material 25 feet
onto a primer cartridge containing a detonator. Dummy primers of various
materials ranging from ammonia gelatin dynamites, watergel/emulsion slurries
to cast primers were tested. While some show somewhat greater, resistance to
the impact, all were damaged severely enough to cause concern of premature
detonation from damage to the embedded detonator. Most certainly, if no
premature detonation occurs, subsequent misfires would occur in some of the
holes. Figures 12a, b, c, show damage done to primers by a 25 Ib. cartridge
dropped from 25 feet.

Power Primer

Eig. 12 Drop test results showing
primer and detonator damage.

(c) Cast Primer
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It was obvious from the angle of some stemming ejections, obtained from
high—speed photography, that certain holes in various operations were drilled
off the vertical. A rough estimate indicated deviations up to 5°. Surveying
was employed in the field to confirm this and it was found that for every
degree a 50' hole was off the vertical, the bottom of the hole was off by
approximately one foot. This can create uneven toe breakage resulting in
uneven pit floors (Fig. 13), poor drainage, misfires and sympathetic detona-
tions if two holes are inclined towards each other; if holes are inclined
away from each other, poor fragmentation results.

Fig. 13 Holes drilled off the.
vertical usually result
in uneven pit floors and
toe problems which require
secondary drilling and
blasting

Leveling of drills is usually performed with the aid of levels or clinom-
eters mounted on.the interior drill frame, (Fig. 14a, b). Over the working
life of drills, these instruments need to be periodically calibrated because
they can easily go off calibration with respect to transmission wear from the
stress and strain of daily operation. A few operators were not aware of this
problem and had not calibrated levels for up to eleven years, while other
operators continued to recheck levels as often as three times per year. In
other instances, it was found that levels had broken off (Fig. 14b) but had
never been replaced. It is also .important to realize that holes may be
drilled on pattern and appear.well marked off on surface but seldom is the
pattern reflective of hole deviation.

(a) Standard bubble .levels (b) Clinometers

Fig. 14 Instrumentation used for leveling drills
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The presence of water in a blast area is undesirable because it lowers
productivity and is detrimental to good blast results. Fig. 15a illustrates
a drill operating in surface water which forces the operator to use a water
resistant explosive. In other areas appearing dry on surface (Fig. 15b),
pumping water out of a borehole can prove useless if cracks and faults allow
water to travel unobstructed below the surface. Drilling in wet conditions
also has the effect of reducing the effective bailing velocity of cuttings so
that most cuttings are never ejected from the hole. Thus, the drill bit acts
to regrind loose cuttings at the bottom of the hole and penetration rates are
reduced considerably. A drill cost study in wet environments showed that
drilling costs increased 25% while bit life was reduced by up to 40%. Water
was also found to reduce stemming effectiveness as well as being the main
cause of holes .slumping. Water can be controlled with drainage ditches,
sumps, dewatering wells, and pumps.

,—j Fig. 15

(a) Drilling in the presence
of water will decrease
drilling efficiency and
increase explosive costs

(b) Pumping water out of a
borehole has no effect if
water continues to travel
unobstructed through cracks
below the surface (water
can be seen entering bore-
hole about 20' from sur-
face)

(a) (b)

6. HIGH-SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY AS A DIAGNOSTIC FIELD TOOL

Data obtained from high speed photography for use in blast evaluation,
blast design, and improving productivity is useful for determining,
(Chiappetta et al, 1983):

• cause of misfires
• poor loading practices
• poor firing practices
• effects of redrills, water,

gas venting and buffers
• proper delay interval between

holes and rows of holes to
obtain adequate forward
burden relief

optimum initiating system
massive ground movement
source of oversize
explosive efficiency
optimum cast of fragmented material
optimum explosive-rock-burden
comb ination

muckpile profiles

Surface Gratering, Confinement Pressures, and Stemming Ejections

Fig. 16 illustrates surface cratering and stemming ejection profiles of
a hole in the time domain. Hole depth was 50', hole diameter = 15",
stemming =20' of drill cuttings and the explosive column was loaded equally
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in length with two high explosive water gels with relative bulk strengths
of 159 and 217. The graphical analysis is shown in Fig, 17.

ORIGINAL STEMMING MATERIAL
LEFT*

"0 BOREHOLE

«RIGHT.

FIG. 16 ACTUAL PLOT FROM HIGH SPEED FILM

Uplifting velocity was calculated to be 70 ft/sec, and the stemming ejection
velocity was 880 ft/sec. Beginning of noticeable ground swelling was timed i
to be 22 ms after hole initiation. Table 1 lists the results of other holes

TABLE 1 - Minimum Time Before Surface Movement, Confinement Pressure Time,
Uplifting Ground Velocity and Stemming Ejection Velocity For
Various Holes

Minimum Time For
Surface Movement

Hole After Hole
No. Initiation (ms)

10 22
17 25
23 25
24 17
30 28
31 O.V.
45 30

Minimum Time
For Stemming
Ejection After
Hole Initiation (ms)

49
50
47
36
30
42
61

Uplifting
Ground

Velocity
(ft/sec)

70
112
68

. 60
O.V.
O.V.
36

Stemming
Ejection
Velocity
(ft/sec)

880
1,000
1,030
860

1,150
780
270

O.V. — out of camera view
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FIG. 17 VERTICAL STEMMING MOVEMENT VS TIME

Stemming ejections occur in most cases about twice the time required for
initial ground movement. However, stemming ejection in Hole #30 blew out
immediately, only 2 ms after initial ground movement. Given that this hole
also resulted in the greatest stemming ejection velocity of 1150 ft/sec, it
could not have been properly stemmed or stemmed at all. Whenever stemming
is ejected at velocities greater than the speed of sound of in air, it can
contribute to air blast and consequently lead to complaints (Fig. 18).
Explosive energy is also being wasted to venting. SublTtituting drill
cuttings with 3/8" to 3/4" of crushed rock will usually reduce stemming
ejections to an acceptable level. In contrast to other holes, hole #45
resulted in the lowest uplifting velocity and.stemming ejection velocity.
Back tracking to drill and loading reports revealed that this hole was a
redrill (Fig. 19) so that much of the explosive energy was dissipated
towards and into the lost hole about 3' away. Since explosive pressures
always take the path of least resistance, an empty hole reduces the breaking
strength of the loaded borehole opposite the redrill direction. Poor frag-
mentation in this region is sure to result unless more explosive is used in
the loaded hole and/or if the pattern is not reduced.

Fig. 18 High stemming ejection
velocities produce air
blast and results in. less
energy to fragment .rock.
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Redrilled
Hole

Fig. 19 Poor fragmentation
results around a
redrilled hole
is not compensated
for with extra energy

Lost
Hole

In reference to Fig. 16, very rarely did the ground crater out equally on
both sides of a borehole as most theories have predicted and often used in
blast designs. In some cases one side of the borehole would crater more
than the opposite side indicating the greatest direction of structural weak-
ness. Other times the direction of greatest cratering would actually change
directions during the breaking process. This phenomenon was predominant in
more complex structural environments. The extent of surface cratering away
from the borehole in all cases eventually ceased but fragmented material
continued to be expelled upwards at high velocities for up to about 200 ms,
thus indicating adequate forward relief may have been a problem.

A serious problem resulting from surface cratering and ground swelling
is the stretching of downlines and/or the explosive col*umn being disrupted
due to an adjacent detonating hole (Fig- 20), especially if using a surface
initiating system and the delay between rows is too long. Uplifting
velocities ranged from 15 ft/sec to 85 ft/sec and ground shifts were
measured to occur up to 50' away.

Downline cut-offs and misfires due to bench top swelling and/or ground
shifts can be eliminated by:

• avoiding the sole use of surface initiating systems

• employing top and bottom priming per hole for reliability
and safety reasons •

• using a down—the—hole or a combination of surface and
down—the—hole initiating systems

• having at least 3 rows of holes activated before the
first hole in the blast fires. .
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Adequate Forward Relief Time

It has been proven with the use of high-speed photography that bench top
and face movement do not occur immediately upon hole detonation. Analysis
of a few hundred films to date indicate that the time for the onslaught of
movement, (tyiN) , can range from 6 ms to 109 ms. Generally, but not always,
this time will decrease with decreasing burdens and/ or higher energy explo-
sives. There is also evidence that burden material opposite the point of
initiation (i.e. booster), in medium and large diameter holes, can be
detached sooner than smaller bench burdens.

The criterion of allowing only 1-2 ms per foot of burden in most multi-
bench blasting operations is insufficient, especially when a blast is
designed with more than two rows. Test results indicate that the delay
chosen should be at least twice the maximum *-JQ;U measured from films, or in
the absence of high-speed photography the delay chosen should be at least
3 ms per foot of burden. This new criterion will reduce tight muckpiles
characteristic of causing hard digging, low productivity, increased wear
and tear on excavation equipment, backbreak and poor wall control, flyrock,
and large clean-ups. It is important to realize that longer . times between
holes and rows of holes will not necessarily achieve "optimum" fragmentation.
However, an increase in overall productivity can easily offset a slightly
coarser size distribution.
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Burden Velocities, Overburden Casting, and Explosive Efficiency

A methodology with the use of high—speed photography has heen developed
to relate burden velocity to the explosive, burden and material. Field
tests incorporating the full scale production environment were performed in
dolomite, granite, and iron ore; the raw data of which can be found in
Chiappetta et al, 1983. Blasts varied in hole diameter, explosive type and
blast design. However, the hole directly behind any segment of bench face
being monitored was always fired first by at least 25 ms before any other
hole in the blast. Thus, blast design variability was assumed not to affect
bench face measurements and this allowed for direct comparison of explosive
energy and burden material to initial face velocities. Test results are
presented in Fig. 21 as a plot of the initial face velocity, VOJ versus the
scaled burden to energy ratio, B-E. Burden here is defined as the shortest
distance from a marker on the face to the nearest part of the explosive
column. Energy is defined as:

Energy = 0.4545 x D2 x ABS

or

where

Energy = 0.4545 x D2 x pe x AWS

kilocalories per foot of explosive column

hole diameter (inches)

absolute weight strength (cal/g)

absolute bulk strength (cal/cc)

explosive density (g/cc)

(3)

(4)

Energy

D

AWS

ABS

Pe

Regression analysis resulted in the following relationships with a correla-
tion factor of r = 0.79:

-1.17

25'

B

(Energy) /3 (5)

in (VQ/25) + In (Energy)
(6)

-1-17

Energy
In (V0/25) + In (B)'

1.17

(7)
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FIG. 21 MEASURED FACE VELOCITY VS BURDEN/(ENERGY)V3 FOR
VARIOUS EXPLOSIVE - BURDEN - MATERIAL COMBINATIONS

Physical rock property tests indicate that the rock properties were generally
similar in strength and elasticity as is evidenced by the interscatter of the
plotted data. Therefore, Equations 5, 6, and 7 are reliable in areas where
material is hard, very strong, moderately brittle, and exhibits high compres-
sional'wave velocities. Given any two of Vo, B, or Energy, one could easily
calculate the other. The casting or flyrock range, R2, is a function of VQ,
the inclination angle, 0, and the height, H, on the bench face as expressed
by:

sin 0 + ((V sin 0)2 + 2gH):V cos 9o

(g R,2/2H cos2 0 + R9 sin 2 0)/a

(8)

(9)

where Vo
0

H

g

initial face velocity (ft/sec)

inclination angle (degrees)

height of point on face (ft)

acceleration due to gravity 32.2 ft/sec2
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The use of upper and lower limit line equations presented in Fig. 21
depend on applications. The calculated value of V-g assures 95% confidence
that the actual face velocity will be lower than this value. Therefore,
where the casting range is restricted, such as in multi-bench blasting,
(Fig. 22), it is desired to maintain the blasted material on the bench bottom
and not onto the next bench below where it is often inaccessible. The bench
width in Fig. 22 is approximately 125' and the bench height is 40'. In this
case, maximum &2 is fixed at 125' and results when 0 = 30° on average. V-g
is obtained by substituting VQ for VH in. Equation 9 giving Vg = 55 ft/sec.
At 55 ft/sec, the scaled B-E equals approximately 0.8 and B/(Kcal/ft of
explosive column)/3 = 0.8. Knowing the burden or energy/ft, one could now
calculate the other with Equation 7 or 6, respectively.

VL in Fig. 21 assures a 95% confidence that the actual face velocity will
be much higher than this value and applicable to overburden casting,
(Fig. 23) . Conservative values in this case would be 0 = 0° with H chosen
near the bench bottom, and VQ is substituted with VL in Equation 9.

.Fig. 22 (a,b) Restricted bench blasting in terms of casting range, R9.

(a) (b)

Fig. 23 (a,b) Overburden casting set-up and blast results.
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Optimum casting, to date, has resulted in the following guidelines:

(a) Burden = (0.6 to 0.75) x spacing

(b) Maximize the number of holes fired in a row per
delay where possible

(c) Maximum delay between holes in the same row should
be 25 ms or less

(d) Use larger diameter holes for higher bench heights

(e) Drill pattern - staggered

(f) Stemming — approximately equal to burden

(g) Provide increasing adequate forward relief time between
rows; for example, the minimum time between row 1 and
row 2 should be 4 ms/ft of burden and increased pro-
portionately to about 10 ms/ft of burden between
row 6 and 7

(h) Vertical faces generally require vertical holes; with
inclined faces, it is necessary to use inclined holes
up to 20° off the vertical depending on face height
and face angle. It may also be necessary to use high
bulk strength products in the toe

(i) Top and bottom initiation are essential for safety

Excellent examples of economic evaluations in overburden casting can be
found in Petrunyak and Postupack, 1983, and blast designs emphasizing front
row burden control and presplitting techniques in Crosby et al, 1982, a,b,c.

Explosive Efficiency

Fig. 24 represents.a plot of face velocity vs burden for various hole
diameters and explosives. It indicates that for a given explosive and hole
diameter, VQ will increase with decreasing burden. If hole diameter and
burden are held constant, a higher energy explosive will also increase V .
Any increase in VQ will ultimately increase the casting range, &£.

Based on the experimentally derived equations, a number of factors can
be estimated. By maintaining a constant hole diameter, burdens could be
increased, on average, by 20% when going from ANFO to Powermax 840. For a
given hole diameter and constant burden, face velocities could be increased,
on average, by 23% when going from ANFO. to Powermax 840. An increase in face
velocity could also be obtained with ANFO in a larger diameter of charge, as
illustrated in Fig. 24. .This permits economic evaluation of casting using
different explosives providing that the drilling costs are known.
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1 3"» ANFO
2 3"* POWERMAX 440
3 3"t POWERMAX 460
4 6V5"$ ANFO
5 6Vi"t APEX 220

"$ POWERAN 300
7 614"t> POWERMAX 840
8 9"$ ANFO
9 9"6 POWERMAX 840

1.5 2 2.5 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

FIG. 24j FACE VELOCITY VS BURDEN FOR VARIOUS HOLE
DIAMETER AND EXPLOSIVE COMBINATIONS

7. CONCLUSIONS

Until economic methods of evaluating fragmentation are-developed for field
use and modeling can account for complex blasting environments, the operator
has generally no choice but to- continue blast evaluations on an experimental
basis.

Substantial increases in productivity can be realized through adequate
field control programs. It is true that one or two holes off pattern, a hole
not loaded consistently or a hole not properly stemmed, for example, has an
insignificant effect on overall blast results. However, when all control
factors in a blast are taken collectively,.there is no question that they
constitute a large problem and are conducive to poor blast results.

Since blasting theories in many cases do not hold up in a full scale
production shot, custom blast designs are needed. One of the tools' proven
useful in blast evaluation and blast design is the use of high-speed photo-
graphy since it makes possible the observation of short lived phenomena
during the blasting process. To this end, optimizing overburden casting,
determining explosive efficiency in relation to geologic environments and
evaluating different blast designs continue to be investigated with the
use of high—speed photography.
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A METHOD FOR ESTIMATION OF FRAGMENT SIZE DISTRIBUTION WITH
AUTOMATIC IMAGE PROCESSING

0. Carlsson and L. Nyberg

Division of Industrial Electronics,
University of Lulea

S-951 87 Lulea, Sweden

ABSTRACT

A system to estimate the size distribution of fragmented rock
has been developed. The system is built around a microcomputer
in order to make it cheap and easy to handle. The equipment
consist of an ordinary TV-camera, microcomputer and a printer.
The picture of the ore heap from the TV-camera is digitised and
evaluated in a microprocessor. Based on edge detection a set of
fragment diameters is established from which the volumetric
size distribution is obtained through stereometric considera-
tions.

The results from laboratory test have shown that the fine frac-
tion will be overestimated if the dynamic range is small. With
an increased dynamic range the estimated distribution will be
more like the sifted one. Tests have shown that the largest
fragment should not be bigger than 20 times the smallest
fragment, which has to be bigger than 3 times the resolution.

Since measurements will be carried out over long periods of
time, an automatic mode has been implemented in order to sample
the fragmented rock with a given time interval. This is the
normal mode, but there is also a manual mode used for control
and calibration of the system.

The equipment consist of a Z80-based microcomputer, videodigi-
tiser, a small printer and a control panel. This is mounted in
a rough and portable chassis. In addition to this, there have
to be a TV-camera, an illumination source and a video-recorder
for control purpose.

1. INTRODUCTION

The fragmentation of rock is a primary objective in many mining
processes. In order to achieve proper control it is essential
that rapid measurements .of the output, i.e the size distribu-
tion of the resulting rock fragment, can be performed. We have
developed an equipment for such measurements. The project has
been sponsored by the Swedish mining research foundation.
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The measurements, which have to go on over a long time while
the loader takes away fragments from the heap, is done by using
a TV-camera as sensor, i.e. ordinary work on this location will
not be disturbed. The picture from the TV-camera is digitised
and evaluated in a microcomputer and the size distribution from
this analysis will thereafter be listed on paper.

The system can operate in two modes, manual and automatic. In
the automatic mode pictures are taken at constant time inter-
vals and the average from these pictures is calculated before
the result is listed. To indicate that the system will digitise
a picture a control lamp is switched on, a user selectable
time, before the picture is taken. A videorecorder can be con-
nected to the system in order to record each digitised picture
for later control.

When determining the ^scalefactor between the heap and the digi-
tised image, something with known dimensions is layed on the
surface of the heap. Some known length is then marked by moving
a cursor on the TV-monitor and then the system calculates the
scalefactor to be used.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The image processing problem'can be divided into three main
points:

1) Find the contours of the fragments.

2) Find a feature that can be related to the volume of each
fragment.

3) Use this feature to estimate the fragment size distribution.

For an adequate solution of the problem the used equipment has
to fulfill some major requirements:

- When using an ordinary microcomputer without any secondary
memory the entire program and image have to be stored in the
main memory.

- In order to get sufficient resolution the image has to be
digitised into at least 256 by 256 pixels.

- To reduce the requirements for computer memory and processing
speed only a fraction of the entire image is processed in
form of sets of adjacent scan lines.

- In order to increase the processing speed as much as possible
the calculations has to be made with simple linear operations
and programmed in efficient machine code.
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3. METHOD

The goal is to estimate the size distribution of fragments by
using image information. One way to measure the size ' is to
estimate the area of each fragment by following their contours.
Such an algorithm is very time consuming and demands a lot of
memory and is therefore not suitable in our application. In-
stead we determine a "typical diameter" for each fragment which
can be used to estimate the sizes. The method is described in
detail in reference ( 1 ) .

4. LABORATORY TESTS

We have tested the method in laboratory on a number of diffe-
rent fragment size distribution. The goal was to find out the
accuracy of the method, when the fragments were separated and
What appeared when they overlayed each other (the compact ca-
se]. Figure 4 and 5 illustrates'these two cases. We also wanted
to know how the errors were dependent on the dynamic range of
fragment sizes.

The tests have been made on fragments which have been sifted
into different classes. These classes were also mixed together
in order to give distributions with different dynamic ranges.

Tests on classes with small dynamic range

In figure 1a-1c are a number of diagrams given, were the curves
with the maximum slope represents the -separated case. In nearly
all cases has the fine fraction been overestimated in the com-
pact case. This is a result of an overlapping effect, which
occurs when the fragments overlap each other and causes many
fragments to seem smaller then they really are.

If the resolution is small compared with the fragment size the
boundary of each fragment will be difficult to find. There will
be an overestimation of big fragments caused by fields of smal-
ler fragments which can be taken for one big fragment.

Figure 2 is a summary of 1a-1c. It shows the ratio between the
mean value for the separated and the compact case as a function
of the mean value for the compact case. If the ratio is equal
to one the compact distribution is true. Fragments with a size
of 10-15 pixe'ls need an adjusting factor between 1 to 1.5. This
demands that the result from the separated case is true.

When the resolution is very high related to the fragment size,
analysis of the structures in the fragments instead of on the
fragments themselves occurs which causes large errors.
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Tests on classes with large dynamic range

Figure 3 shows the result when a number of classes have been
mixed together. In diagram a1, b1 and c1 the fine fraction have
been overestimated. This is caused by a combination of the
overlapping effect and analysis of the structure in the frag-
ments. These errors will decrease when the dynamic range is
increased.

In the cases a2, b2 and c2 a less resolution was used. This re-
sulted in less detection of structures in the fragments and the
distributions obtained from the analysis became more similar
the sifted one. This and the errors that appears when the re-
solution is to small results in that the dynamic range has to
be limited.

These and other tests shows that the smallest fragment r . ,
must be more than three times larger than the resolution and
that the maximum size, r , must not be greater than 20 times

max
r . , i.e.
mm

r . <= r <= 20*r . ;r . > = 3*resolution
mm mm mm

In diagram d1 the resolution 0.35 mm/pixel and the dynamic ran-
ge of the fragment size 1-19 mm were used. The smallest frag-
ment is a little bit to small which causes the result to be
overestimated in the shorts fractions.

'In the cases e1-e3 was the dynamic range r . < r < 128*r . .
Here the structure will be analysed and the fine fraction will
therefor be overestimated.

5. SUMMARY OF THE LABORATORY TESTS

The tests indicates that the results is different between the
cases with wide and narrow dynamic range. We have not investi-
gated were the boundary between these ranges is, but in (ref2)
it is told that the biggest fragment should be larger than 7
times the smallest. Our method require a dynamic range which is
less than 20 and that the resolution should be about 1/3 of the
smallest fragment to be analysed.

When the dynamic range is to large most of the errors is caused
by analysis of structures in the fragments, which means that
every larger fragment acts as a number of smaller ones and then
causes the fine fraction to be overestimated. It is possible to
increase the dynamic range if a better detection of fragments
can be obtained.

The full scale tests with this instrument, in the research mine
in loussavaara, has just begun so we have no results from them
yet.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

A lot of time have been' spent to evaluate the man-machine inte-
raction. The system operates interactively with the operator in
order to make it easy to handle.

Two modes are implemented, an automatic and a manual. The ma-
nual mode is essential when full control is required, e.g. un-
der installation and can also be used for one shot measure-
ments .

The scalefactor between the heap and the digitised picture can
be evaluated by moving a cursor to mark a distance of a known
object on the TV-monitor.

The automatic mode is used when sampling the fragmented rock
with a given rate. In this mode a video-recorder can be connec-
ted to the system in order to record each digitised picture for
some time to make later control possible (the recording is con-
trolled by the system).
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0.5-1.0 mm 1.0-2.'0 mm

2.0-4.0 mm 4.0-5.6 mm

5-6-6.3 mm 6.3-8.0 mm

i.0-11.3 mm 11.3-16.0 mm

Fig 1a. Small dynamic range. Resolution 0.168 mm/pixel.
The class boundaries is given under each diagram.
The curve with the maximum slope represents the
separated case.
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1.0-2.0 mm

4.0-5.6 mm

6.3-8.0 mm

11.3-16.0 mm

2.0-4 .0 mm

5.6-6.3 mm

8.0-11.3 mm

16.0-19.0 mm

19.0-25-0 mm 25:0-30.0 mm

Fig 1b. Small dynamic r a n g e . Resolut ion 0 . 4 8 5 mm/pixel .
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2.0-4 .0 mm 5.6-6.3 mm

16.0-19.0 mm ig.0-25.0 mm

25.0.30.0 mm

Fig 1c. Small dynamic range. Resolution 1.000 mm/pixel.
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2.0

1 .0.

0.5

0.0

f -

r

15 25
[pixel]

Fig 2. Ratio between mean value of the separated and compact
case as a function of the mean value for the compact
case.
Legend: • 0.188 mm/pixel

x 0.485 mm/pixel
» 1.000 mm/pixel
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al a.2

bl b2

cl

dl el

e2 e3

Fig 3. Large dynamic range.
The solid line represents the result from the analysis.
The dotted line represents result from sieve analysis.
Numerical values can -be found in table 1.
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a1
a2
b1
b2
d
c2
d1
e1
e2
e3

Resolution=0
Resolution=0
Resolution=D
Resolution=Q
Resolution=0
Resolution=0
Resolution=0
Resolution=0
Resolution=1
Resolution=1

188
485
188
485
188
4.85
350
703
172
660

mm/ pixel
mm/pixel
mm/pixel
mm/pixel
mm/pixel
mm/pixel
mm/pixel
mm/pixel
mm/ pixel
mm/ pixel

2-comb
2-comb
3-comb
3-comb
5-comb
5-comb
B-comb
cont .
cont.
cont.

The analysed distributions consists of a number of sifted
classes that are weighted and mixed together. The per cent of
each class is given as weight per cent.

class

1-2
2-4
4-5.6
5.6-6.3 mm
5.3-8.0 mm
8-11.3 mm
11.3-16 mm

mm
mm
mm

2-comb. 3-eomb.

507. 37.57.

257-

507 37.57.

217.
217
207.
187-

187-

15-19 mm

6-comb.

167
167.
157.
147.

147.

237.

cont.

<1 .0
8. 0-12.5
12.6-16.0
16.0 22.5
22.5 32.0
32.0-38.0
38. 0-50.0
50.0-54.0

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

64.0 128.0 mm

2.497
1.917.
2.607.
6.007.

12.007.
9.007

19.007
23.007.
24.007.

Table 1. Numerical values to fig 3.
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Fig 4. Photo of the separated case.

Fig 5. Photo of the compact case.
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Fig 6. Photo of the equipment.

Fig 7. Photo of "typical diameters" from the analysis.
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Numerical Simulation of Fracture

L. G. Margolin
T. F. Adams

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545 (USA)

ABSTRACT

The Bedded Crack Model is a constitutive model for brittle
and quasi—brittle materials. The Bedded Crack Model contains a
microphysical description of fracture based on the Griffith theory
of crack propagation. The effect of cracks on material properties
is described by effective modulus theory. Underlying the model is
a statistical framework in which the evolution of a statistical
distribution of cracks is calculated. The theory upon which the
model is based is described.

The model is implemented in a finite difference stress wave

program (SHALK). Our model is contrasted with the phenomenologic
models usually found in computer codes, and its advantages
discussed. A computational simulation of the strain rate
dependence of failure stress is presented and compared with
laboratory data. A simulation of a gas gun experiment is
presented, and the mechanism of spall is described.

I. Introduction

The Bedded Crack Model (BCM) is a constitutive model that has
been developed for numerical simulation of stress wave
propagation, fracture and fragmentation in rocks. The BCM, and
the stress wave code SHALE in which BCM is employed, were
developed for use in the U. S. Department of Energy program for
recovery of oil from the large oil shale reserves of the western
states of Colorado, Utah and Wyoming. The underlying idea of the
project is to create in situ retorts by blasting. It is hoped
that this alternative to strip mining will be economically, as
well as environmentally advantageous.

The success of the in situ retort depends critically on
producing the proper fragment size distribution in the retort.
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Fragmentation can be controlled through the type of explosive, and
the geometry and timing of the borehole pattern. BCM/SHALE was
developed as a numerical tool to aid in the design process.

Most numerical codes for stress wave propagation contain

phenomenologic constitutive models. These models do not contain a
sufficient physical description of fracture to predict
fragmentation. Furthermore, it is not known how to scale
laboratory experiments on fragmentation up to the size of a
proposed retort which may be tens or hundreds of meters. Thus, we
undertook a more fundamental approach based on the microphysics

of fracture - i.e. an approach which is based on the growth and
interaction of microcracks.

The BCM is based on a microphysical picture in which the
evolution of a statistical distribution of cracks is calculated.
The BCM addresses two questions. For a material containing penny
shaped cracks,

1) how does the- stress field affect the cracks - that is, which
cracks (if any) may grow?

2) how does the presence of cracks affect the stress field?

The first question is answered by a generalized Griffith
criterion for crack propagation. A critical crack size, as a
function of the stress field and crack orientation, is calculated.
Cracks in the cell which exceed the critical size are allowed to
grow for a computational time step. Intrinsic to the model is a
statistical framework used to describe the distribution of-cracks,
as a function of size and orientation, as it evolves in time.

The second question is answered in terms of effective moduli.
The cracks alter the moduli of the material. As a result, the
growth of cracks leads to. a relaxation of the stress field.

In the next section, we contrast the BCM with the
phenomenologic models commonly used In computer simulations, and
point out some advantages inherent in a microphysical approach.
For all its advantages, the BCM is comparable in cost of computing
to phenomenologic models. We then briefly describe the
theoretical basis of the model. Finally, we present some
numerical calculations using the BCM.

In a companion paper In this conference, the use of BCM/SHALE
to simulate field events is presented. Additional examples are
given in previous papers (Margolin, 1981; Dienes and Margolin,
1980; Margolin and Adams, 1982). In this paper, we will describe
simulations of laboratory experiments. We will show that the BCM
is Intrinsically capable of predicting the dependence of fracture
stress on strain rate without additional parameters. Also, we
will show a simulation of a gas gun experiment and a physical
description of the spall process.
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II. Phenomenologic Versus Microphysical Models

There are two aspects to modeling the fracture process.
First, we must consider the effect of the stress field on the
cracks. Second we must allow for the effect of the cracks on the
stress field. These two aspects occur simultaneously and
interactively, but on much different levels. The effect of stress
on an individual crack is a microscopic process. The effect of a
statistical ensemble of cracks on material properties is a
macroscopic process. The manner in which these two processes are
related to each other allows a separation of constitutive models
into two broad crategories - phenomenologic and microphysical.

Phenomenologic models ignore the details of crack growth and
concentrate on describing the effects of fracture on stress wave
propagation. In the absence of information about crack growth, a
mathematical formalism analogous to plasticity theory is used. A
material property called fracture stress is defined so that when
the stress in the material exceeds this fracture stress, fracture
"occurs" and the stress field is relaxed. The relaxation usually
involves a second material parameter which is a characteristic
time scale. More elaborate models may contain many other
parameters to help describe other effects beyond stress
relaxation. These parameters often have no physical meaning, but
must be determined by fitting laboratory experiments involving
special stress or strain paths.

The concept of fracture stress as a material property is

convenient and intuitively appealing. Unfortunately, it is not
experimentally justified. Failure stress as measured in the
laboratory is found to depend on many aspects of the experiment
such as sample size and strain rate. Although the experimental
results do not support the existence of a constant fracture stress
as a material property, the results are consistent with the
Griffith theory of fracture which we will review in the next
section.

Microphysical models of fracture follow the growth of cracks.
The distribution of cracks as.a function of size and orientation
is then used to calculate the effective moduli of the material.
As the cracks grow, the effective moduli are reduced. This
reduction leads to a relaxation of the stress field. By
describing the stress relaxation in terms of the changing of
material properties, the microphysical model provides a more
realistic description of the effects of subsequent stress waves
due to reflection or to other sources.

Microphysical models enjoy several advantages over
phenomenologic models. To begin with, the input to a calculation
consists of physically meaningful numbers, determined by
experimental measurement. Because the model is based on physical
processes and physical properties, it is capable of scaling. That
is, one can use the results of laboratory experiments to simulate
field events of much larger size. An additional bonus is that
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detailed knowledge of crack statistics can become the basis of
calculation of such properties as porosity, permeability and
particle size distribution.

III. Griffith Theory

Much work has been done on the theory of crack propagation.
Most of this effort builds on the original work of Griffith
(Griffith, 1920) and is based on two ideas:

1) Brittle materials contain microscopic flaws;
2) The stability of cracks under loading can be addressed in

terms of a balance of energies.
The measured failure strength of brittle materials is often two
orders of magnitude smaller than theoretical estimates based on
breaking atomic bonds. Griffith postulated the existence of tiny
flaws in the material. The mathematical solution for the stress
field about the flaw shows that the flaw tips act as stress
concentrators (Orowan, 1955). The stress to break bonds at the
crack tip is significantly less than the theoretical rupture
strength. Furthermore, a distribution of pre-existing flaws,
characterized in terms of size and orientation, is a material
property that can be determined directly from section and
counting.

Each microscopic flaw is really a tiny crack. It is crucial
then to understand the conditions under which a crack can. grow.
Griffith's theory is based on the laws of thermodynamics. During
the growth of a crack, the elastic strain energy (W) of the system
(the body plus the crack plus the loading mechanisms) decreases.
At the same time, it requires energy to break the additional
atomic bonds associated with the growth of the crack.
Macroscopically, Griffith associated the energy to break bonds
with a surface energy (S). In 'these terms, the Griffith criterion
states that a crack will grow if the strain energy released
exceeds the energy required to build new surface. Mathematically,

1) [W - S] < 0

where c is the crack radius.

Griffith's analysis applies to two-dimensional slits in
normal tension. We have generalized these results to three
dimensional, penny shaped cracks in a spatially uniform, but
otherwise arbitrary external stress field. For cracks in the x— y
plane (i.e. with normals parallel to the z— axis) , where Ozz is
positive (tensile), the crack will grow if

2) a2
zz 2-V xz yz —
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V = Poisson's ratio
E = Young's modulus
T = coefficient of surface tension

Equation (2) shows that, in any externally applied stress, there
is a critical crack size. Cracks larger than critical are
unstable to growth while smaller cracks are stable. The effect of
shear stress is to decrease the critical crack size.

When Ĉ z is negative (compressive) , the crack is closed. It
is still possible for the crack to grow in this case. However, we
must include the additional energy dissipated by friction between
the crack faces in the energy balance. We assume that the
friction has the form

3) T = T - UCT
o zz

where TQ is a cohesion, and \1 is the dynamic coefficient of
friction. In this case, the crack will grow if

4) ['a2 + a2 - T]2 :
xz yz — c

The effect of friction is to increase the critical crack.size. We
note that friction may stabilize cracks even in the presence of
large shear. We speculate that this is related to the brittle-
ductile transition observed in many rocks (Byerlee, 1968).

IV. Effective Moduli

The presence of cracks alters the effective elastic moduli of
the material. The effective moduli are found from static
solutions for the displacement field of a body containing a
statistical distribution of cracks and subjected to a spatially
uniform, but otherwise arbitrary stress field (Hoenig, 1979). For
example, for a material containing cracks bedded parallel to the

x-y plane, the effective component of compliance Czz is related
to the compliance of the matrix material (sans cracks) C°zzz by

c°
r% „ ZZZZ
2' C. = • r-̂  ~

ZZZZ 16 fn-V W

Here, Y is the third moment of the crack density distribution
N(c,t)

6) Y = Nc3 = /N(c,t)c3 dc
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The dimensionless number Y is really a measure of the amount
of fracture. The inverse of the crack density is the volume per
crack, and so is like the cube of the distance between cracks.
Thus, Y is the cube of the ratio of crack size to crack spacing.
When Y is approximately equal to one, the cracks are about as big
as they are far apart. This can be interpreted as fragmentation.
In fact, the results of Hoenig show that the effective moduli do
not asymptote toward zero with increasing crack growth, but become
zero at the value Y = 9/16. This is analogous to a percolation
threshold, since the resistance to tension or shear abruptly
disappears when fragmentation takes place.

In the modulus calculation,Y plays the role of an expansion
parameter. To lowest order, the interactions between cracks are
ignored. For larger values of Y> crack interactions are accounted
for by keeping higher order terms in the expansion. This is the
self-consistent calculation. The self-consistent method
presupposes a knowledge of the crack distribution. In particular,
a spatially random distribution is assumed. This cannot be a
reasonable assumption as Y approaches 9/16. Indeed, one can see
that the effect of crack intersections' is itself of second order
in y The details of the self-consistent corrections to the
effective moduli are probably not important for calculations of
stress wave propagation. However, they may play an important role
if one is interested in using the crack statistics to calculate
fragment size.

As the cracks grow, the distribution evolves and so Y and the
effective moduli vary in time. The constitutive relation takes
form

7)

Inverting this for the stress rate, we derive

dt w 'kJiij L dt

Thus, the constitutive relation has the form of a Maxwell solid,
hut with a variable relaxation time. In this form, we see that a
stress wave will attenuate as it propagates. The attenuation is
due to the dissipation of (recoverable) elastic strain energy.

The effective modulus theory is a quasi-static picture. A
more accurate picture for stress wave propagation is contained in
elastic scattering theory. Consideration of the scattering of a
wave from a penny shaped crack leads to a dispersion relation
(Piau, 1979) and shows that the dynamic moduli are complex. The
real part of the moduli are the quasi-static moduli. The
imaginary part represents the attenuation of the wave due to
energy loss in the scattering process. Thus dynamic moduli allow
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for attenuation in the absence of crack growth.

Computer modeling of the attenuation due to scattering is

difficult, for the attenuation is frequency .dependent. However,
the analysis (Piau, 1979) shows that the attenuation due to
scattering is smaller than the change in modulus by a factor (kc)
where k is the wave number of the pulse. In calculations where
fracture is occur ing, attenuation due to scattering represents a
small effect and can be ignored.

V. Implementation

BCM has been implemented in a two dimensional finite
difference code SHALE which is described in a companion paper in
this symposium. In summary, SHALE integrates the partial
differential equations that represent conservation of mass, energy
and momentum in the material. In particular, in every
computational cycle, we derive accelerations from the momentum
equation which allow us. to update the velocity field. The spatial
derivatives of the velocity field are the strain rates which are
used in equation 8 to update the stress field.

At the beginning of a computational cycle, we calculate the
strain rates. Then the BCM subroutine is called. For each cell,
we test to see whether any cracks may grow during the cycle. The
initial distribution of cracks is assumed to be exponential: that
is, the number of cracks per unit volume with radius greater than
c is NQ exp (— c/c) . The 'constant c is a characteristic length
scale of the initial distribution and NO is the total number of
cracks per unit volume. The exponential dependence is not crucial
to the model, but is convenient, and more importantly is
consistent with data for many rocks (Shockey et al., 1974).

We use the Griffith criterion (equation 2 or 4) to determine
which cracks, if any, may grow. In each cell, based on the stress
and the orientation of the cracks, there is a critical size. In
principle, all cracks larger than the critical size grow at the
asymptotic crack velocity (Dunlaney and Brace, 1960) for the
duration of the cycle. This is too complicated, however, even for
relatively simple stress histories, for the critical crack size
would have to be saved for each cell for each cycle. In BCM, this
difficulty is overcome by using a two parameter fit to represent
the evolution of the distribution function. Crack growth is not
allowed until the critical size (cmin) reaches its minimum value
(i.e.. until the peak of the stress wave arrives). At this point,
all cracks larger than this value of ĉ n commence to grow. The
unstable cracks continue to grow until the smallest active cracks
no longer satisfy the Griffith criterion. The time, interval of
active growth is one parameter, and ĉ -ĵ  is the second.

BCM keeps track of the state of the material. There are four
possible states

1) no crack growth has occured
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2) active crack growth
3) crack growth has stopped, but material is not completely

fractured
4) material is completely fractured.

BCM also recognizes second shocks which are especially important
if there is reflection of the wave from a boundary. Likewise, it
can handle shocks with more complicated structure than a montonic
precursor.

Having updated the distribution function of cracks, it is
possible to use equation 8 to update the stresses. BCM uses an
exact integration of this equation, assuming the constancy of the
•strain rates over a computational time step. This is an important
feature because the effective relaxation time may vary from being
much larger than to being much smaller than the computational time
step.

The use of a constitutive relation adds another partial
differential equation to the conservation equations solved by
SHALE and alters the numerical stability of the system. Hicks has
shown (Hicks, 1977) that the stability of the calculation requires
the time step to be a fraction of the effective relaxation time of
equation 8. Physically, this means that rapid changes in the
stress must be allowed to influence the velocity field through the
momentum equation. The Hicks condition is simple to implement,
but is not well known.

VI. Size and Strain Rate Effect

Laboratory measurements of failure stress show a' dependence
on sample size. This result can be easily understood in terms of
Griffith theory. Equation (2) may be interpreted as saying that
big cracks will commence to grow at lower stress levels than
smaller cracks. Statistically, bigger samples are more likely to
contain bigger cracks.' For example, a five centimeter sample
cannot contain a six centimeter crack, whereas a ten meter sample
could easily contain the six centimeter crack. In particular, the
apparent low strength of rock in situ as compared with the
strength in the laboratory may be attributed to the existence of
large scale joint structures in large rock formations.

Laboratory measurements of failure stress also show a
dependence on strain rate. It is a theoretical result that cracks
have an asymptotic speed of growth which is a fraction (1/3 to
1/2) of the shear wave speed in the material. The existence of
this asymptotic speed leads to a strain rate effect, for no matter
how fast the material is loaded, crack growth and consequent
stress relaxation (equation 8) is limited. Thus, at higher strain
rate, a larger stress will' be tolerated before the cracks grow
sufficiently to relax the stress.

This effect is illustrated, in figure 1. The triangular
points are the . data (Grady and Kipp, 1980). The solid curve
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represents the BCM simulation of a tensile failure test. The
results of BCM calculation of figure 1 use only the fracture
parameters NO and c, the fracture toughness (which is equivalent
to the constant T in equation 2) and the elastic constants.

10' 10* • Itf

STRAIN RATE (sec'1)

Figure 1 - Plot of fracture str.ess vs. strain rate 'for oil
shale. The triangles are the experimental data of Grady and
Kipp (10). The solid line represents computer simulation
with the BCM. The two points at about 10 .sec. represent
tests along, and -across the bedding planes. Results at
higher strain fates are not sensitive to orientation with
respect to the bedding planes.
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Figure 2 - Stress-strain curves for oil shale for four strain
rates. These curves were generated by the BCM, and their
maxima are points on the solid curve of figure 1. Note that
the relaxation after failure is steeper for- smaller strain
rates.

VII. Spallation

The BCM has been inserted into the two dimensional stress
wave code SHALE. The code was used to study spallation in gas gun
experiments in terms of crack growth. We simulated a gas gun
experiment in which a cylindrical sample of oil shale was impacted
by a high-speed projectile. The sample (figure .3) was 4 cm long
and 1 cm in diameter. We assumed the cracks were bedded in planes
that were perpendicular to the cylindrical axis. As a result of
the impact a compressive pulse was generated, traveled down the
axis toward the free surface at the other end of the sample, and
was reflected as a tensile wave. The wave was about 1 cm in width
and -10 kbar in amplitude (figure 4).

The growth of cracks in the sample as a result of the
reflected pulse can be described in terms of which is defined in
equation 6. Figure 5 shows Y as a function of position in the
sample as computed by BCM. The sharp peak represents the large
growth of cracks in this region, leading to a separation plane and'
spall layer. The spall layer is approximately half as wide as the
incoming pulse.
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The spallation process, as simulated by BCM, can "be described
as follows. In general, cracks can grow in tension, shear, or a
combination of the two as described by our generalized Griffith
criteria (equations 2 and 4). Because of the simple geometry and
the assumed orientation of the cracks in the sample, only tension
can cause crack growth in this problem. Figure 5 shows that
during the reflection of the wave from the free surface, no
significant tensions develop closer to the free surface than about
one half the pulse width away. Therefore, there is little or no
crack growth in the spall layer. Where tensions do develop, the
crack growth is rapid and the fracture process attenuates the
reflected tensile wave, producing the sharp peaks in y shown in
figure 6. The sharp peak indicates a small region of intensely
cracked material which has no strength - the effective modulus
relating stress to stain (equation 5) is very small. This region
represents the separation plane.

'. I 1 ' " . Il l ' . l i , , ! 1 ,

-Free Surface

Crocks ore bedded perpendicular to
cylinders axis

Figure 3 - A cylindrical sample of oil shale for a gas gun
simulation. The bedding planes are perpendicular to the
cylindrical axis - that is, vertical in this figure.

s.o

Figure 4 - The stress pulse generated by impact is shown.
The horizontal axis is distance along the sample axis. The

pulse in approximately a square wave, and is negative which
is compressive by our convention.
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Reflection of o compressive wove
from o free surface

'15.25 ICT*s

t«!7 I0"s sec

0. 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 4.5

y (cm]

Figure 5 - The stress pulse is shown in three stages of its
reflection from the free surface at the end of the sample.
Geometric construction is consistent with the emergence of

the first significant tension about one half wave length from
the free surface.
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Figure 6 - The dimension!ess number y is plotted along the
sample axis. The steep peak is associated with large crack
growth due to the first emergence of the tensile relief wave.
Separation can be expected at this spot, leading to
spallation.
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ABSTRACT

The SHALE code and its special features for simulating rock
blasting are described. SHALE first simulates the detonation of the
explosive and then follows the effect of the resulting shocks and stress
waves on the surrounding rock. A general description is given for SHALE
as a finite difference stress wave propagation code, followed by a brief
discussion of numerical methods, and a section on the treatment of the
explosive. The constitutive model in SHALE is the BCM (Bedded Crack
Model), which describes the response of the rock, including fracture.
BCM is the topic of a companion paper at this symposium. The use of
SHALE is illustrated in a discussion of the basic phenomenology of crater
blasting, as seen in simulations of field experiments in oil shale.
Predicted peak surface velocities are found to agree with field
measurements. Comparisons between predicted fracture and observed
craters give insight into the relative roles played by shock waves and
the high pressure explosive product gases. The two—dimensional version
of SHALE is being documented and will be available for use by other
investigators. A three—dimensional version is planned.

1. INTRODUCTION

The SHALE code calculates stress wave propagation and fracture in
rock. SHALE integrates in time the coupled partial differential
equations that represent the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy.
The constitutive model is the essential part of the code that describes
the response of the rock to deformations. The constitutive model in
SHALE is the Bedded Crack Model (BCM) . BCM is a microphysical model in
which the material is considered to be an elastic matrix with embedded
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flaws. BCM not only gives the material response, but also follows the

growth of cracks (fracture). BCM is described in detail in a companion
paper at this symposium.

The SHALE code, with BCM, describes the propagation of shocks and
stress waves in rock and any resulting fracture. To simulate rock
blasting, SHALE also has a high explosive burn package to follow the
traveling detonation front in the explosive or explosives and the
subsequent behavior of the explosive product gases. The present two-
dimensional SHALE version limits the calculations to problems with
cylindrical or plane strain symmetry. A three-dimensional version is
being developed.

2. COMPUTER CODE DESCRIPTION

SHALE is a finite difference ALE ("Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian")

computer code for calculating wave propagation in solids. The code has
its origin in the SALE code developed for fluid dynamics calculations by
Amsden, Ruppel, and Hirt (1980). As an ALE code, SHALE can follow the
material with respect to Lagrangian coordinates (fixed in the material),
Eulerian coordinates (fixed in space), or any desired moving coordinate
system. The ALE technique was developed and documented by Hirt, Amsden,
and Cook (1974). The ALE technique was applied in the YAQUI code (Amsden
and Hirt, 1973). An ALE code is particularly useful for blasting
simulations where the high explosive and the rock mass are both treated
In detail. In SHALE calculations, the rock is typically followed in
Lagrangian coordinates, while the explosive gases are followed with
respect to moving coordinates tied to the nearby rock. The. explosive
gases rush though the mesh In the borehole, since material velocities are
much higher in the explosive than in the rock. A general slide line
capability has been built for SHALE to treat the free slip at the
explosive/rock interface, so no spurious shear stresses are generated
there.

The overall structure of the code is similar to that of the SALE
code referred to above. There are some significant differences, however,
between a code for fluid dynamics and one for solid materials. The most
important difference is that a solid can support shear, so the code must
follow the components of the stress tensor, rather than just the scalar
pressure. Along with this, the fluid equation of state, which gives the
pressure as a function of quantities like the density and specific
internal energy, must be replaced with a constitutive law. Since the
state of a solid depends on its loading history, the constitutive law
must be written in rate form. The BCM, referred to above, has this form.

Other differences between solid mechanics and fluid codes involve
methods used to simulate shock propagation, for example by using
"artificial viscosity," and numerical devices needed in solid mechanics
codes to damp out certain nonphysical mesh distortions. Specific
numerical techniques to simulate shocks and deal with mesh distortions
have been discussed by Wilkins (1980).
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3. NUMERICAL METHODS

The heart of a finite difference code like SHALE is the method used
to accelerate the vertices or nodes, given the stresses in the adjacent
computational cells. The method must take into account the fact that the
stresses are "cell-centered" quantities, while the velocities are
"vertex" quantities. In the SALE and SHALE codes, accelerations are
calculated by applying Newton's Second Law to a reference solid, called
the "momentum control volume." The stresses are integrated over the
surfaces of the control volume and the acceleration is obtained by
dividing by the mass contained within the volume. The SALE code uses a
momentum control volume formed by connecting the vertices surrounding the
vertex in question (see Amsden, Ruppel, and Hirt, 1980). The SHALE code
uses a somewhat different control volume formed by connecting the centers
of the cells surrounding the vertex. Margolin and Nichols (1983) discuss
the control volume used in SHALE and certain improvements that can be
made to get even higher accuracy.

The computational cycle in SHALE, as in SALE, can be divided into
phases. In the first phase, time—advanced material velocities are
calculated throughout the mesh from the accelerations. This assumes that
the time-advanced stresses and explosive pressures have been calculated
with BCM or the explosive equation of state. The second phase is a
pressure iteration, which is used in SALE to follow low speed flow or
flow in nearly incompressible fluids. This iteration is the
implementation of the ICE ("Implicit Continuous Eulerian") technique
developed by Harlow and Amsden (1973). The ICE phase is not currently
used in SHALE, but could be added by extending the method to iterate on
the components of the stress tensor.

After phase two, if used, a rezone may be carried .out to rearrange
the computational mesh. This might be done in the Lagrangian part of the
mesh, for example, if large distortions have occurred and the mesh is
becoming "tangled." The last phase is then the implementation of the ALE
feature of the code by fluxing time—advanced quantities, such as mass,
momentum, and energy, to the desired reference coordinates. For a
Lagrangian calculation, there is no fluxing, since the coordinates follow
the material.. For a fully Eulerian calculation, the quantities are
fluxed back into the fixed spatial mesh. At present, fluxing in SHALE is
only done in the explosive (fluid) cells. No fluxing is done across
material boundaries, so there are no mixed material cells.

4. MODELING THE BEHAVIOR OF THE EXPLOSIVE

To describe the behavior of the explosive, both an equation of
state and a method for simulating the traveling detonation front in the
explosive are needed. The equation of state of interest is actually the
one for the . explosive reaction products, rather than the unburnt
explosive. A variety of equations of state are available, ranging from
the simple "gamma-law" form (Harlow and Amsden, 1971) to complex models
that follow the reaction kinetics.
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The explosive equation of state is a module in SHALE, so virtually "
any form could be used. At present, SHALE is set up to use either a
gamma-law or a "HOM" equation of state. HOM is an analytic form with the
coefficients chosen to fit calculations made with a chemistry code. The
HOM equation of state is described by Mader (1979)- Other forms for the
equation of state are also described by Mader and by Fickett and Davis
(1979).

Commercial blasting agents are frequently "non-ideal," as evidenced
by the dependence of their detonation velocity, for example, on borehole
diameter^ Technically, a non—ideal explosive is one in which the
chemical reactions do not run to completion at the detonation front. An
equation of state for a non-ideal explosive can only be derived by using
the chemistry code in conjunction with data from experiments, such as the
"aquarium test." Johnson, Mader, and Goldstein (1983) describe the
aquarium test, present data for a number of explosives and commerical
blasting agents, and discuss in detail how the chemistry calculations are
adjusted.

The simulation of the traveling detonation front in the explosive
is done with the "programmed burn technique" described by Berger (1975).
During the initial setup, a "burn time" and a "burn interval" are
specified for each explosive cell. The burn time is the problem time at
which the detonation front first reaches the cell. The burn interval is
the time it takes the front to move through the cell. The pressure is
zero until the burn time. Then, while the front is passing through the
cell, the pressure used is the pressure the cell would have if it were
fully burnt times the volume fraction of the cell that is actually burnt.
This is equivalent to gradually adding energy to the cell during the burn

interval if the gamma-law equation of state is used. After the burn
interval is over, the pressure is calculated directly from the equation
of state for the reaction products.

The detonator and booster are not treated separately, but are
simulated in Berger's technique as "hot spots." These are cells that are
initially given increased density or internal energy. The direction the
detonation front moves and the detonation sequence for multiple charges
can be fixed by choosing the burn times appropriately. SHALE allows for
the use of several different explosive types in the same calculation by
virture of its flexible material numbering system and data input
structure.

5. USE OF SHALE TO SIMULATE CRATERING EXPERIMENTS

Crater ing experiments in two oil shale mines have been carried out
over the last several years as part of the Los Alamos oil shale program.
The SHALE code has been used to simulate cratering with a single
explosive charge. The typical experiment design uses a cylindrical
borehole, 0.1 or 0.15 m in diameter, drilled vertically down into the
mine floor. The borehole is partially filled with explosive and then
stemmed to the surface. The charge is detonated from the bottom, so the
detonation front runs through the charge toward the free surface.
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Explosives that have been used, for which detailed equations of state are
available, include prilled ANFO (ammonium nitrate/fuel oil) and
pelletized TNT.

The mesh for the calculation is set up in two-dimensional
cylindrical symmetry, with the explosive borehole along the symmetry
axis. The cells on the axis in and above the explosive are initially
square in cross-section. The cells gradually increase in size in
geometric fashion away from the axis and below the charge. This gives
the best spatial resolution where it is needed. The top boundary (mine
floor) is treated as a free surface. The other boundaries are placed far
enough away that they do not affect the region of the crater during the
calculation.

SHALE requires input for setting up the mesh and for defining the
material properties of the explosive and the rock. If a gamma-law
equation of state is used, then the initial density and values for gamma
and the ' chemical energy are needed for the explosive cells. Other
parameters are needed if a more complex explosive equation of state is
used. For the rock, the BGM constitutive model requires elastic
constants for the matrix and parameters that describe the initial
distribution of embedded cracks or flaws. The constants needed for the
matrix include the density, Young's modulus, and Poisson's ratio (or
ratios if anisotropic elasticity is assumed for the matrix). These
constants can be obtained for oil shale from Johnson's (1979) fits to.
laboratory data.

The parameters needed for the flaw distribution are the crack
density and mean crack size. These quantities are measurable in
principle by direct examination, although Murri et al. (1977) found it
difficult to identify the cracks in oil shale because of its complex
composite nature. Dienes (1981) inferred crack parameters from published
data on the tensile strength of oil shale in various orientations.
Margolin (1983) inferred somewhat different values by comparing BCM
calculations at several strain rates with published dynamic tensile
strength measurements. The calculations are made using reasonable
assumed parameters for the cracks parallel to the bedding planes, and no
cracks in other orientations. This is a good first approximation, since
the bedding planes in oil shale are dominant planes of weakness. In
addition, as will be seen, these cracks control the cratering process
when the explosive borehole is perpendicular to the bedding. An enhanced
version of BCM, BCM3, has been developed, which treats cracks in two
orthogonal orientations besides the bedding planes.

The output from a calculation consists of the time history of
variables, such as velocity and stress, throughout the mesh. Changes in
the crack parameters show the development of fracture. The code is set
up to produce tables of all quantities , and plots of quantities of
interest at specified time intervals as the calculation proceeds. The
code also writes data to .files for later post—processing to make
snapshots or movies of the calculations or to plot acceleration,
velocity, or stress histories at selected locations corresponding to the
places where gauges might be deployed in experiments.
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Phenomenology of crater blasting

We now discuss the phenomenology of cratering by a single charge.
For example, consider a 91 kg charge of ANFO in a 0.15 m diameter
borehole. The charge length is 5.5 m, and the top of-the charge is 3.2 m
below the mine floor. The charge is initiated at the bottom, so the
detonation front travels up through the explosive generating a. conical
shock that moves outward and upward toward the free surface. The shock
is compressive and, because of its direction of propagation, it subjects
the bedded cracks to a large resolved shear stress. Behind the shock,
there is a tensile rebound, but shear is most effective in causing crack
growth (fracture) until the shock interacts with the free surface. A
downward moving tensile wave then develops, which leads to tensile
fracture in a spall layer below the surface.

An illustration of the fracture calculated by the code is shown in
Figure 1. The region where fracture has occurred has been divided in
this figure according to whether failure due to shear or tension first
occurred. An important consequence of using BCM instead of a
phenomenological fracture model is that it does predict shear failure
even when all components of the stress are compressive, as they are in
the first passage of the shock. The essential phenomenology of crater
formation is therefore seen to be the merging of the shear failure region
around the charge with the tensile failure region extending down from the
surface. For a deeply buried charge, the shear failure region would
still be present around the charge, but there would either be no tensile
failure region (if the shock is too weak when it reaches the surface), or

it would not extend deep enough to make a connection.

6. COMPARISON WITH FIELD EXPERIMENTS

A number of oil shale blasting experiments have been carried out
during the period 1978-80 in the Colony Mine in western Colorado.
Descriptions of the various tests and presentation of some of the results
are given by Harper and Ray (1981) and Ray et al. (1982). More recently,
experiments have been conducted in the Anvil Points Mine, also in western
Colorado. Edwards, Craig, and Lombardo (1983) have presented some
results from these experiments and correlated them with the earlier
Colony tests.

A variety of diagnostic measurements were made in connection with
these experiments. On almost every experiment, the velocity of the
detonation was monitored with CORRTEX cables in the explosive borehole
(Virchow, et al. 1980). Most experiments resulted in rubble-filled
craters. The craters were excavated and profiled. On a few of the
experiments, stress or acceleration gauges were deployed to obtain
quantitative data for comparison with computer predictions. In this
section we first present a comparison of .predicted and observed peak
velocities. We then compare the predicted fracture distributions with
the observed craters.
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MINE FLOOR

Figure 1. Illustration of regions of fracture predicted by
the code. The location of the explosive is indicated by the
rectangle in the center. The explosive lies on an axis of
cylindrical symmetry. The region of predicted fracture is
divided into two parts depending on whether fracture first
occurred in tension or shear.
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Figure 2. Comparison of observed and predicted peak surface
velocity for an oil shale blasting experiment. The observations
are shown as open circles, while the predictions are shown as
open triangles, connected with straight lines.
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Surface accelerometer measurements were made on a. recent test in
which pelletized TNT (density about 1 Mg/m ) was emplaced in a 0.15 m

diameter horehole- The charge was 1.. 7 m in length and the depth to the
top of the charge was 1.6 m. The measured acceleration histories were
integrated to obtain velocity versus time, and then the peak vertical
velocities were measured for each of the various gauge locations. These
peak velocities are plotted in Figure 2 along with the predicted values
from a computer simulation of this experiment. This figure shows good
agreement between the predictions and observations. Gauge data from
other experiments are now being analyzed and similar comparisons will be
made.

We now compare the predicted fracture distribution with the
observed crater for an experiment conducted in the Colony Mine. That
experiment, denoted 79-10, was very similar to the one just described,
except that prilled ANFO (density about 0.85 Mg/cm3) was the explosive
rather than TNT. Figure 3 shows the predicted fracture distribution 3
msec after the firing of the detonator. By this time, the shock-induced
fracturing is complete, but the broken rock has not yet been ejected from
the crater. A representative cross section for the observed crater in

the mine after excavation is also shown. First, notice the good
agreement between the extent of the predicted fracture and the diameter
of the crater. Note that the rock just below the surface above the
predicted fracture will be spalled off and will be part of the rubble.

There is a striking difference between the predicted fracture and
observed crater in that the predictions show fracture going fairly deep.
Does this mean that the calculation is wrong? Not necessarily. What is
calculated is fracture, by which we mean crack growth, while what is
observed is the region of loose tumbled rubble. Even if the rock down
deep were broken, it would be locked in place, since it never got any
upward momentum and would not have been tumbled. Some attempts have been
made to look for evidence of deep fracture (see Ray et al- 1982) by
comparing pre— and post—shot cores. No evidence of greatly enhanced
fracture densities was found, but only a few cores were drilled and it is
not clear how the predicted growth of cracks in shear would manifest
itself. If the presence of deep fracture can be confirmed, it would have
important implications for blasting with multiple decks, since the second
and deeper decks would be firing into partially broken rock.

Some indirect evidence concerning deep fracture comes from an
examination of the crater formed by the four borehole experiment 79.12 in
the Colony Mine, and a comparison of it with the single borehole crater
and calculation. Figure 4 shows the same single borehole calculation as
in Figure 3, but now superposed on a typical profile through the observed
crater in experiment 79-12. The predicted fracture is centered on one of
the four charges, each of which was just slightly longer than the one
charge in experiment 79.10. The four charges were arranged in a square
pattern 3.2 m on a side, and were detonated simultaneously.
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Figure 3. Predicted fracture distribution and observed crater
profile for Colony Mine experiment 79.10.
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Figure 4. Predicted fracture distribution for experiment 79.10 and
observed crater profile for the four borehole experiment 79.12. The
predicted fracture is centered on one of the four charges in the
multiple borehole experiment.
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The comparison between, the four borehole crater and the single
"borehole calculation in Figure 4 is surprising in that the size of the
crater (distance from, the edge to the nearest charge) at the surface
still agrees well with the 'calculation. This means that the effect of
having more charges is not to make the crater wider, but to cause the
rubble-filled crater to be flatter along the. bottom and to extend out
farther from the charge at depth. This is an indirect confirmation of
the presence of deep fracture, since the effect of the additional charges
is probably just to move the rock that has already been broken by the.,
shock wave from the nearest charge, but is locked in place. It would be
better to compare the observed crater with a rigorous simulation of a
four borehole test, but that will require the three-dimensional version
of SHALE, which is still under development.

This comparison between calculations and single and multiple
borehole experiments highlights the distinction between fracture, by
which we mean crack growth, and fragmentation, by which we mean breakage
into distinct loosened pieces. Fracture in these terms is a prerequisite
to fragmentation, but fragmentation is generally •the desired result of
blasting. In oil shale applications, only fragmentation with tumbling of
the rubble will lead to sufficient enhanced permeability to allow in situ
processing and oil recovery. In other mining applications as well,
fragmentation will be required to produce loose rubble for easy handling.

It seems unlikely that the superposition of shock waves in multiple
borehole blasting in itself will cause much additional fracture or rubble
moevement. The spall layer is an exception where, near a free surface,
pieces may be sent flying by the shock waves alone. Rather than shock
waves, it seems that the high pressure explosive product gases must be
the agent for moving the rock. Rock blasting therefore seems to be a
two-step process, where the shock waves first create fracture, and then
the gas causes movement and fragmentation, provided it is able to
penetrate into the fracture network.

The reason that the deep fracture in the single borehole tests does
not lead to fragmentation must be that the explosive product gases are
trapped near the borehole and cannot enter the fracture network before
venting occurs through the stemming or cracks that connect to the
surface. Such an effect is known to occur in contained underground
nuclear tests, where the cavity gases are confined by a "stress cage"
(Terhune, 1977). The effect of the other charges in a multiple borehole
test is probably to produce shock waves that disrupt the confinment of
the gas and allow it to penetrate into the deep fracture network.

If we have correctly identified the mechanism for enhanced breakage
in multiple borehole blasts, we can use this information to design
improved blasting patterns. First, the spacing between adjacent charges
must be close enough that the shock waves can, in fact, disrupt the
confinement. They cannot be so close that the pattern looks like a
single charge, since then the broken rock at depth would be locked in
place. Therefore, there is an optimum spacing. . At this spacing, the
delays between nearby charges must be short enough that the confinement
can be released before venting has taken place. The timing and spacing
of subsequent deeper decks would follow the same principles. Clearly, an
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extensive series of controlled experiments with appropriate
instrumentation would be required.to fix the optimum parameters, unless
the code can be used to simulate the controlling phenomena. Then . the
calculations could guide the design of critical experiments and aid in
the interpretation of the experimental .results. This has the additional
advantage of extending the results, of, tests to other scales, geometries,
or geologic settings. ; -

7. FUTURE PLANS

The two-dimensional version of the SHALE code is operational, and
is presently being documented so that it can be used by other
investigators. The examples presented here have dealt .with blasting in.
oil shale, but SHALE should be a useful tool .for other, blasting
applications and dynamic processes in rock.

Future plans for code development center on two areas. The. first
is a three-dimensional version of SHALE.. Work in this direction has just
begun. The second area is an: improved method for calculating fracture, in
the vicinity of a shock. The problem arises from the artificial smearing
of shocks in finite difference codes. If -care is not taken, fracture
will occur in a numerical precursor and the shock will attenuate in a
nonphysical way. The solution to this problem may be to apply-a "front-
tracking" technique to the shock, so there is no artificial precursor.

.Concerning .oil shale, it will be important to. carry .put- carefully
designed and instrumented experiments aimed at. confirming the picture of
fracture and fragmentation we have developed. Experiments are needed to
verify the presence of deep fracture in single borehole tests, to study,
stemming performance, and to study directly the effect of the explosive.,
product gases. Such experiments are being planned and will be conducted
in the near future. As data from the experiments become available, SHALE
may have to be modified or used in new ways to simulate, as closely as .
possible the results from the field. . . . . .
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A B S T R A C T

It is well recognized that the fragmentation of rock depends on its -
proper-ties,. distribution of faults, geometry of the opening and additionally
in the case of blasting, the type as well as the amount of explosives. It
is also well established that, it is extremely difficult to'include all these
variabilities in any analysis. .

In this paper, the id-etails :of a finite element study of rock fracture due
-to blasting are discussed. It should be noted that in the case of a dynamic
finite element analysis, the-accuracy of the results will be influenced-not
only by the degree of discretization in the space domain but also in the time
domain. Hence the effect of.such discretizations as well as other variabil-
ities such as blast loadings and nonhomogeneirfaies within the rock medium have
been taken into consideration. In order to obtain a more clear understanding
of this complex problem, simple problems such as one dimensional rock bar
and a spherical hole located in an infinite medium subjected to blast loading'
have been solved. The results obtained from these studies have been com-
pared with theoretical values to assess their accuracy.

1. INTRODUCTION

The prediction of the extent of rock fracture due to blasting will help
the engineers engaged.in tunnelling and mining operations, to use the explos-
ives efficiently for a particular geometrical configuration. Such predictions
are usually based on certain hypothetical: rules based on the past experience.
Irrespective of the success of these, rules of 'thumb in most cases it will" be
highly desirable if numerical techniques are developed in such a way that they
include the effects of such variabilities as rock properties, geometrical
configuration of openings, "amount, and type of .explosives used.

Before efficient numerical techniques are developed, for .modelling- rock
fragmentation it is necessary to uhcferstand the behaviour of rock around a
charged borehole immediately.after detonation of the contained explosive.
During detonation,.the solid explosive is transformed into a high pressure
hot gas which loads, the 'internal.borehole with' a compressive shock pulse in
an interval of -time known as 'rise time' of. very small'magnitude. . The shock
pulse travels through the rock with a very high velocity in the initial few
micro seconds of propagation and then degrades rapidly to produce an elastic
stress wave of lower velocity. If the amplitude of the compressive pulse
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exceeds the dynamic strength of rock, then crushing -will occur around the
borehole. If this happens, then the crushed zone acts to reduce the magnit-
ude of the stress and to attenuate the peak such that at any point in the rock
beyond the crushed zone the rise time will be lengthened. The brittle nature
of most rocks has resulted in radial cracks forming around the borehole due
to the expansion of borehole under the blast pressure. The reflection of the
compressive wave as a tensile one at a free face causes spalling failure.
If the amplitude of the tensile wave exceeds the dynamic tensile strength of
the rock, fracture occurs. The intersection of radial cracks with spalling
defines the fragment size. It should also be noted that any pre-existing
pattern of mierofissures and large discontinuities in the rock medium will
also influence fragmentation.

The above discussion will clearly indicate that amongst other factors,
the fragmentation of rock depends to a large extent on the properties of
rock, discontinuities present in the rock mass, magnitude of blast pressure
and rise time. The first two factors are associated with the material in
which blasting is being done and the last two depend on the explosives used
in conjunction with the type of opening. In order to carry out an efficient
analysis, it is essential to obtain this information more realistically.
However, it has been found that the .information available regarding the blast
pressure and rise time vary within a broad range, for example, 1 to 15 GPa
for maximum pressure and 2 usec to.l ms for rise time. Due to the nature of
these varying complexities, numerical modelling of rock fragmentation, using
the finite element method has been attempted in the present study. For the
purpose of understanding the effect of various parameters involved in the
physical problem as well as in the numerical modelling, the results of simple
problems such as a one dimensional rock bar and an axisymmetric problem of a
spherical hole in an infinite medium subjected to blast loading are discussed
in this paper.

2. FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING-

The general equation of motion defining the behaviour of rock particles in
a continuum can be stated as

[M] {u'} + [C] {u} + [K] {u} = {P> (1)

where [M] - mass matrix
[C] - damping-matrix
[K] - stiffness matrix
{u} - particle acceleration vector
{u} - particle velocity vector
{u} - particle displacement vector

and {P} - load vector

In dynamic finite -element analysis, Eq. (l) is solved numerically through
the da-scretization of the space domain into elements and of the time domain
into intervals. The time integration techniques most' widely used are'Mewmark
and ¥ils-on - 6 methods. Thus, it can be said that 'in finite element modelling
the choice of the element size and time step will be critical in any attempt
to model a given blasting operation, efficiently. Too large an element will
act as a 'low pass filter' eliminating frequencies higher than a cut-off value
and too small an element will increase the cost of computer analysis'. Sim-
ilarly the selection of time step naturally depends on the abruptness or
steepness of the slope1of the loading function, to minimise the errors.
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However, it should be realized that the selection of element size and time
step should not be done independent of one another. Apart from the element
size and the time step, attention must also be given to the selection of the
formulation regarding mass matrix (lumped or consistent) and damping matrix
to damp out the reflections when such reflections do not take place at arti-
ficial finite boundaries.

It has been suggested (White et al, 1979) that for linear strain elements
using a consistent mass matrix, the ratio of wavelength (A) of the slowest
propagating body wave to the maximum.' element dimension (L ) should be pre-

A Vs S
ferably four (— = —f- = 1|) where V is the shear wave velocity and f is the

Jj I J_i S
e e

highest frequency. It should be noted that this suggestion was made for the
case of steady-state dynamic problems. In a similar manner, Bathe and Wilson
(1976) suggest that the time step should be less or equal to a tenth of natural
period of the loading function. If the element size and the time step are both
considered together in their selection, then the time step should be less than
the characteristic time, that is the time for the wave to travel a length of
an element (L ). Thus, . e where V is the P - wave velocity,

e At < — p

P

Irrespective of the variations existing in the assessment of the rise time
and peak blast pressure, most of the researchers postulate that the' shape of
the pulse has a very short rise time, a high peak, a longer fall time and a
quasi-static phase as shown in Fig. l(a). To assist the analyst in deciding
upon the optimal mesh size, it is necessary to perform a Fourier transform of
the function describing the input force/time loading. The Fourier transform
enables the important frequencies of the loading pulse to be identified. The
highest frequency of importance is then selected to calculate a suitable
element length. The Fourier transformation of actual loading function is
shown in Fig. l(b). The 'cut-off frequency1 value can be determined as foll-
ows. For example, if the shear wave splocity is hOOO m/s and the element

length required is 0.01 m, then f = -rj- = 100 kHz. Accordingly, all frequen-

cies above 100 kHz will be filtered out in the analysis.

Because of the short 'rise time', the frequency generated from the blast
pulse is very high and for a very high frequency, the element size and the
time step must be small. In order to illustrate this point, curves relating
the ratios of (length of element/rise time) and (modulus of elasticity/density)
for various Poisson's ratios have been plotted in Fig. 2. The dominant trian-
gular pulse in Fig. l(a) has been approximated by a periodic sine curve of the
same amplitude and a period of four times the rise time. For instance, if
the rise time is 2 Usec then the time step must be at least 0.8 ysec. If the
values of elastic modulus and density of the material are assumed to be 30 GPa
and 2500 kg/m3 respectively and the Poisson's ratio to be 0.25, then the max-
imum dimension of the element is limited to about O.OOlt m (Itmm). This will
involve a total number of 250,000 elements for a uniform mesh division of a
2 m x 2 m rock medium. Hence, in order to overcome the use of a large number
of elements, the rise time of blasting pulse should .be large enough to make
the numerical analysis viable. As the rise time increases with the distance
from the borehole, enlarging the rise time means analysing further away from
the borehole. This is of course justifiable because only the zone outside the
crushed zone surrounding the borehole is of importance fpr the analysis of
rock fragmentation. If there is a crushed zone around the borehole, rapid
loss of energy with consequent attenuation of the pulse is far more signifi-
cant than the degree of attenuation by material damping alone where no crush-
ing has occurred. •
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3. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES:

One Dimensional Analysis:

One dimensional dynamic analyses of a bar(of rock) subjected to a triangular
pulse loading (as shown in Fig. Ic) were carried out for different boundary
conditions and nonhomogeneities. The bar was discretized into linear strain
(8 node) isoparametric elements. The geometric and material properties are
given in the sketches. The stress distribution along the bar at various times
for the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous cases with different boundary conditions,
has been plotted in Fig. 3-7-

In nonhomogeneous medium, the reflected and transmitted stresses can be cal-
culated theoretically on the basis of the incident stresses and the values of
impedances.

Thus,
p2V2 -

p2V2

2p2V2

P2V2 -

(2a)

(2b)

where

plr -

V =,

reflected stress

transmitted stress

incident stress

'-impedance

— Poisson's ratio

P2V2 =

Modulus of elasticity

if vi = V2

Hence, in the case of a fixed boundary (pV =

and in the case of a free boundary (pV = 0)

°R = ~CTI and CTT = °

Fig. 3 shows the axial stress distribution for the bar with one end fixed
and the other end loaded with a triangular pulse(rise time = 100 ysec, peak
stress = 60 kPa) as shown in Fig. l(c). In this case, theoretically the value
of the stress at the boundary before reflection -should be double the incident
value and after reflection it will have the same magnitude and sign as the
incident pulse (Kolskey, 1963). It can be noted for an input pulse of 60 kPa,
the value remains almost the same at a time, 200 ysec and before reflection it
is close to double the incident value. It is to be noted that after reflection
the magnitude and sign remain the same as that of incident pulse.

The stress distribution for the bar with a free end modelling the case of blast-
ing near a free face is plotted in Fig.it. In order to avoid numerical difficulties
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the free boundary was modelled using an element of a very low modulus compared
to the modulus of the rest of the bar. It can toe seen that the reflected
stress at t = 350 usec is tensile. The values of both incident and reflected
stress at the ."boundary are less than the value of .the input pulse because of
the small inclusion .near the free end, which transmits some stress.

Fig. 5 shows -the stress distribution for the bar with damping boundary, which
models the case of a bore hole located adjacent to an infinite rock medium. In
the case of an infinite medium, it is expected that the waves propagated from
the source will damp out at infinity. However, when using the finite element
method, some sort of boundary dampers have to be included to absorb the energy
at the finite boundary in order to avoid reflections. In the present analysis,
the unified boundary developed by White et al (1977) has been used. It can be
noted from Fig. 5 that there is still some reflection at t = ̂ 50 usec since
these boundary conditions do not absorb all the energy arriving at the boundary.
However, at later times (t = lOOOusec) the energy arriving at the boundary is
almost absorbed.

The nonhomogeneous bar modelled is shown in Fig. 6, where the modulus of the
elements in the shaded area is ten times less stiff than the modulus of the
rest of the bar. As would be expected, there is both reflection and refraction
at the interface of the two materials. Theoretically, for the material proper-
ties assumed the values of the reflected and transmitted stresses should be
29 kPa and 26 kPa respectively. Fig. 6 shows the corresponding values to be
30 kPa and 29 kPa at t = 500 usec.

The nonhomogeneities present in the rock medium may act as obstacles against
producing good spalling at the free face. The wave transmitted by the non-
homogeneity may be too weak to cause spalling. When the nonhomogeneity occurs
in series as shown in Fig. 7, the degree of disturbance increases. The trans-
mitted stress from one nonhomogeneity will be reflected by the next one which
again will be reflected back by the former. If the reflected stress is large
.enough to cause breakage, then tensile failure will occur in the vicinity of
the nonhomogeneity.

In order to investigate the effect of the type of formulation adopted for
mass matrix, on the accuracy of the results, a one dimensional bar with a step
pulse applied at one end was studied. Three types of formulations - consistent
mass, lumped mass and alternate lumped mass (Hinton et al, 1976) were used.
Fig. 8 shows the nondimensional plot of particle velocity response against
the time for a coarse mesh. In the plot, V is the maximum y velocity for the
theoretical solution and t is the time at wSich the maximum velocity is reached.
Comparing the results for the three cases of consistent mass, lumped mass and
alternate lumped mass with the theoretical solution, the agreement seems to be
very bad. However, when the spatial discretization is improved by halving the
element dimension, as shown in Fig. 9, the results are improved especially for
the case of consistent mass. An interesting point to note is that when the
consistent mass matrix is used, an early arrival 'of tensile wave ahead of the
main compressive wave front is evident, which is not the case when lumped mass
matrix is used. Also, in the case of the finer mesh, the amplitude of the
tensile wave is reduced considerably. It is therefore necessary to be careful
in choosing the element size or else damaging effects may be introduced by the
magnitude of 'artificial' tensile wave, in a nonlinear analysis.

Two Dimensional Analysis:

The results of a two dimensional dynamic analysis of hypothetical model of
bench blasting in a horizontally layered medium are presented in this Section.
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In order to simulate real bench 'blasting situations , a complete three dimen-
sional analysis with a more realistic pulse loading is necessary. However,
some useful knowledge can be gained by the use of hypothetical models. The
geometry and the loading adopted for the analysis are shown in Fig. 10. The
bottom layer is four times stiffer than the top layer. Figs. 11 - 13 show
the plots of stress contours, at times t = 50 usec, 100 ysec and 200 usec. As
would be expected, the wave propagates at different speeds in the two layers-
due to the difference in the values of modulus -.assumed for the layers. It
should be pointed out that this lag in propagation is more clearly seen in a
two dimensional model than in. the case of .a similar one dimensional model. At
t = 200 usec , the stress waves have reached the right end and also there seems
to be some reflection from the top free facie.

Axisymmetric Analysis :

In order to compare the accuracy of the finite element solution with avail-
able analytical results, a spherical hole located in an infinite medium sub-
jected to a blast pulse was studied. The analytical solution of this problem
has been presented by Duvall (1953). The spatial domain was discretized with
8 node axisymmetric elements and axisymmetric consistent boundary damping was
applied to the -outer boundaries to absorb radial stress waves. : The effect of
the element size, L in relation to the frequency of the slowest propagating

s A
wave as measured by the ratio — on the accuracy of the results were inves-

J_i
tigated. The wave length, A can be defined as

3 2irV .
_ §_

2/~2V
where to = frequency = p (Duvall, 1953)

jsa
and a = radius of the cavity.

Fig. 1̂  shows the plot of the radial displacement against the distance in
a nondimensional form. The maximum displacement at r/a = 1 as calculated by
Duvall has been taken as unity. The results have been plotted for two diff-
erent meshes with ŝ/L = U.81 and 6.J3. The loading adopted was based on a

step pulse. It can be seen from Fig. 1̂  that a coarser mesh yields inaccurate
results whereas a finer mesh ( s/L = 6.73) gives better accuracy, compared to

Duvall 's solution. . A ratio of 2 shows a substantial discrepancy with
Duvall1 s solution. From the results obtained for various meshes of this ex-
ample, it is recommended that .(l) consistent mass" should be used because it
gives more accurate results and (2) if consistent mass is used then

AS/LS need not be greater than four. • In fact, it is uneconomical to use a
higher value without obtaining any improvement in the accuracy.

Fig.l5(a) "shows the plot of the nondimen'sionalized radial displacement against
the radial distance for the cases of lumped mass and consistent mass for the
coar.se mesh at the time t when the wave front has just arrived at the boundary

of the model and Fig. 15(b) shows the corresponding results, at '2t . From
Fig. 15, it can be clearly seen that the solutions using the -consistent mass
agree very well with Duvall' s solution and are superior to lumped mass results.
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1*. CONCLUSIONS:

The details of numerical modelling of rook fragmentation due to blasting,
using the finite element method are presented. The effects of nonhomogeneities
in the rock medium, pulse loading, the mesh size and the mass matrix involved
in the finite element technique are discussed on the basis of numerical ex-
amples. The numerical examples selected for this purpose are simple one and
two dimensional as well as axisymmetric problems for which analytical solutions,
are available.

On the bases of the results obtained, the following conclusions are arrived
at. The numerical results using the finite element technique can be reason-
ably accurate if (l) consistent mass matrix is used and (2) the largest dimen-
sion of the linear strain element is less than or equal to a quarter of the
wave length and less than the distance travelled by the wave in a time incre-
ment. Further, the shape of the pulse as measured by the rise time is an
important factor in deciding upon the mesh size. Finally, it can be concluded
that the rock fragmentation due to blasting can be reasonably modelled using
the finite element method if certain idealizations are made and guide lines
are followed. However, when the problem is purely three dimensional, some
difficulties may be encountered when a nonlinear dynamic analysis is attempted.
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COMPUTER SIMULATION OF BLAST-INDUCED VIBRATION, FRACTURE
AND FRAGMENTATION PROCESSES IN BRITTLE ROCKS
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L. Nilsson and B. 0. Bergman
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ABSTRACT

Using a two-dimensional finite element code, the evolution of transient, time de-
pendent stress distribution patterns for a number of plane strain problems in ra-
pidly loaded, "brittle rocks is studied. A constitutive model for' non-linear wave
propagation, fracture and fragmentation processes has also "been included in the
code. This is used to model "blast induced vibration, fracture and fragmentation
processes In "brittle rocks. The results presented were obtained from calculations
on several configurations of explosive charge and reflecting surfaces, and illu-
strate the extent of fracture and fragmentation to the surrounding rock.
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. 1 INTRODUCTION

The development of efficient, effective and safe methods for treating rocks
with explosives is of considerable interest to the mining industry. Successful
blasting operations can lead to the reduction of reinforcement costs and to the
application of highly economic and profitable extraction techniques to recover
less accessible but valuable resources.

We, in common with many other investigators in rock blasting studies, now be-
live that further development of rock blasting techniques will benifit consider-
ably from a soundly based theoretical and quantitative study of the processes
involved in explosively generated vibration, fracture and fragmentation occurring
in rocks.

It is known that explosively generated fracture of rock involves dynamic frac-
ture in the sense that the outward impulse imparted by the compressive wave leads
to both radial and tangential tension in the rock at later times. Furthermore, the
interaction of transient stress waves with local free surfaces will carry adjacent
regions of the rock into tension. Eock is weaker in tension than in compression.
The rock breaks. It is generally accepted that the fracture of rock masses under
dynamic loading is essentially determined by two properties. These are:•

a) The distribution of pre-existing flaws and fissures in the rock. These are
the source of weakness in the material. They lead to the interaction and
growth of cracks under tensile loading in the rock.

b) The rate-of loading at which a particular region of material in the rock is
stressed in tension.

Under quasi static rates of loading in the material it is generally accepted that
it is the largest or most critically oriented flaw which is responsible for fai-
lure in the rock. Under rapid strain rates of loading, (of the order of 10^/second),
however, a single pre-existing crack or flaw in the material, having a bounded
propagation velocity, will not relieve the applied tensile stress quickly enough.
In such cases, it is therefore generally accepted that many randomly oriented pre-
existing cracks will participate in the dynamic fracture process.

It is the object of the present work to conduct our own computer simulation of
explosively generated fracture processes in rocks under experimental and in-situ
conditions. The study will be a useful one if we can predict quantitatively

a) The approximate demensions of regions in the rock in which extensive tensile
fracturing has occurred, and

b) The approximate dimensions of the rock fragments formed by crack coalescence
in such regions.

With the inclusion of the appropriate constitutive models, a number of computer
simulation programes do, in fact, already exist to study exactly the problem des-
cribed above (see for example Heusinkveld et al (1975) and Sweagle (1978)). However,
we have decided to use our own two-dimensional finite element code, WAVE, deve-
loped by Wilsson and Oldenburg (1982). Our own code WAVE will therefore be used as
our computational tool for the analysis of non-linear wave propagation, fracture
and fragmentation processes in dynamically loaded rocks. At present, we are study-
ing what we consider to be a particularly interesting constitutive model for des-
cribing fracture and fragmentation processes in rocks, originally developed by
Grady and Kipp (1980). This will be described briefly in the following section.
In the present paper, we report some preliminary results, obtained by the inclu—
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sion of Grady and Kipps model as a subroutine in the WAVE code. The code WAVE
enable us to study a number of fairly general and very interesting two-dimensional
problems. Furthermore, we intend to include a number of alternative constitutive
models for fracture and fragmentation as subroutines in the WAVE code. In particu-
lar we would also like to study the constitutive model developed by Nilsson (1979)

2 CONSTITUTIVE MODEL USED IN OUR PRELIMINARY COMPUTATIONS

Grady and Kipp (1980) have developed an elegant and useful constitutive model
for the study of non-linear wave propagation, fracture and fragmentation processes
occurring in dynamically loaded rocks. The model can be. coupled with the equations
for stress wave propagation. We have included their model as a subroutine in our
finite element program WAVE. A detailed discussion of the model has already been
given by Grady and Kipp (1980). Only a brief description of the model is therefore
given here. In Grady and Kipp's model, the components of the stress tensor, cr. .,
are related to the components of the strain tensor e.. (i, j = 1, 2, 3) at any
point in the material by the equation

CT = K(1 - D)6. e + 2G(1 - D)(e. -ls..e) (1 )
J-J J-J -i-J 3 J.J

Where, in equation (1) above, i, j =1, 2, 3 and 6. . is the usual Kronecker delta
symbol. Summation is understood over repeated suffixes. For example, e = e and
o" = o, , . K and G .denote the initial (isotropic) elastic moduli of the material in
it's unfractured state. The scalar D, called the damage, has a value of zero ini-
tially, and can increase to a maximum value of 1.0. Another, related scalar quan-
tity, used by Grady and Kipp for calculation of the mean fragment size L at any
point in the material, is the fracture .surface area, A.

In any region of the material for which the hydrostatic stress, a = cr , is com-
pressive, that is, cr < 0, it is supposed that both the damage D and the fracture
surface area A remain constant at their initial values. Whenever the hydrostatic
stress a, becomes tensile, however, that is cr > 0, it can be shown that the damage
D and the fracture surface area A grow according to the approximate differential
equations :

1
2 387T(m+ 3)

dt (m + 1)U + 2)

dA_ _
dt ~ (m + 1 ) g \-SX.

, }
(3)

It can be seen from equations (1 ) and (2) above that the damage D measures the
amount by which the strength of the material, that is, the initial elastic moduli
K and G of the material are isotropically reduced, when a given region of the
material is fracturing under tensile loading. •

Using equations (2) and (3) above it can also be shown that, under tensile load-
ing, the mean fragment size' L at • any point in the material is given approximately
by the equation
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In equations (1) - (!)•) above, all of the dependent variables, are, of course, func-
tions of all three spatial variables x, y and z and the time t, but these have
been omitted for ease of notation. In equations (2) - (k) above, k and m are con-
stants of the well known two parameter Weibull distribution, and C is the crack
propagation speed. Grady and Kipp (1980)'have shown how the numerical values of
the constants C , k and m can be determined directly from dynamic fracture stress
data on different rocks. For the special case of oil shale, Grady and Kipp (1980)
have proposed the values

k = 1.7 x 1027/m3

m = 8

C =1.3 km/sec
O

and these are the values we have adopted in our preliminary computations.

A very attractive feature of Grady and Kipp's constitutive model is that, un-
like many other constitutive models, it provides a direct, explicit and quantita-
tive method for determination of the average rock fragment size generated by crack
coalescence In the fragmentation process. In common with all other constitutive
models for dynamic fracturing, it also, of course, satisfies the basic requirement
that it will also predict the approximate dimensions of regions of the material
which have undergone extensive tensile fracturing. Another, very attractive fea-
ture of the model is it's obvious simplicity. Very few computational difficulties
therefore arise when the model is included in finite difference or finite element
calculations.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The problems studied In our preliminary calculations have the configurations
shown in Figs 1(a) - (d), 2 and 3(a) - (c). They resemble the configurations com-
monly used in model bench blasting experiments. All calculations were performed
under plane strain conditions. The charge hole axis is perpendicular to the plane
of the diagrams and the charge hole radius In all calculations was 0.05 meters.
The dynamic loading of the charge hole boundary in each problem was determined by
prescribing a time dependent normal loading of the form

rr

t < 0
•rrh

Sin ^ for 0 < t < 2t (5)U OJ^ll , o-^i u ^ u ^ t-u
o 2t o

o
0 t > 2t

o

Where, in equation (5) above, the duration of the loading pulse, 2t , had a value
of'0.1 milliseconds and the loading amplitude had a value of 200 MPa. The values
selected for the bulk modulus K, shear modulus G and density p of the unfractured
material were 18 GPa, 3.8 GPa and 2000 kg/m? respectively.
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The values selected for the crack propagation velocity, C , and the Weibull
parameters, k and m, are those quoted in section 2 of this paper* In the present
preliminary study, it is our intention to illustrate only the effect of varying
the perpendicular distance of the reflecting surfaces from the charge hole axis
(the so-called "burden") on the results of our calculations. Identical material
properties and charge hole "boundary loadings -were therefore selected in all of
the problems considered here. The region OXZY in Figs 1(a) - (d) and Fig 2 was
divided into 1016 elements. The region OXZY in Figs 3(a) - (c) was divided into
1460 elements. In all cases, the time step, At, selected to advance the numerical
calculations, must, of course, he sufficiently small in relation to the element
size used, to ensure that the numerical calculations remain stable. It was found
that a satisfactory value of At in all cases was 3.333 x .10 seconds.

Figs 1(a) - (d) show a series of "snapshot" damage contour plots generated
from the WAVE code at 0.16, 0.33, 0.50 and 0.66 milliseconds respectively (that
is, at 50, 100, 150 and 200 time steps). Fig 2 shows the corresponding mean stress
contour plot after a time of 0.16 milliseconds (50 time steps) has elapsed. In
this problem the surfaces OX and OY are symmetry planes. The surface YZ is a ref-
lecting surface, at a perpendicular distance of 0.8 meters (that is, 16 borehole
radii) from the charge hole axis. The boundary XZ (which after sufficient time
has elapsed can also be regarded as a reflecting surface) was made sufficiently
remote from the chargehole axis that no reflections would.be generated from it
before a time 0.50 milliseconds had elapsed. In Fig 1(a), it is seen that the dam-
age contour plots at earlier times are not circular, which should be the case. The
mean stress contour plot in Fig 2 (the stress levels are recorded in Pascals) also
shows some local oscillations in the stress wave propagating from the chargehole
boundary.

However, we believe that this unsatisfactory aspect in the results obtained is
simply due to a lack of resolution. We believe that the results can be improved
simply by using a finer subdivision of the region considered and using a corres-
pondingly smaller time step, nevertheless, we do feel the results shown here are
useful and physically reasonable. At a time exceeding 0.25 milliseconds, for
example, the pressure wave is reflected from the surface YZ, and the times 0.33
and 0.50 milliseconds, Figs 1(b) and 1(c) indicate the progressive formation of a
spall region close to the reflecting surface YZ. We allowed the calculations in
this problem to run to a time exceeding 0-516 milliseconds, the time required for
the pressure wave to be reflected from the surface ZX. Fig l(d), showing the dam-
age contour plot at time 0.66 milliseconds, indicates the formation of a second
spall region adjacent to the reflecting surface ZX in this case.

Figs 3(a) - 3(c) show a series of "snapshot" damage contour plots for a similar
problem. Here, the perpendicular distances of the reflecting surfaces YZ and ZX
from the charge hole axis have been increased to 1.0 and 2.0 metres respectively.
Once again, in Figs 3(a), 3(b), the progresive formation of a spall region adja-
cent to the reflecting surface YZ is indicated, but this starts at a later time,
as expected. Also, lower damage levels are recorded in this region because of the
increased perpendicular distance of the reflecting surface YZ from the charge hole
axis. We also note, from Fig 3(c), that at time 0.66 milliseconds, a second spall
region, adjacent to the free surface ZX, has not yet started to form-

k DISCUSSION

The results presented in this paper are necessarily of a preliminary nature.
The following immediate tasks now confront us:

(i) To include Grady and Kipp's fragmentation model (equations (3) and (1)-))
as a subroutine in the WAVE code
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(ii) Implementation of a number of 'well established constitutive models for
explosives in the ."WAVE code

(iii) Study a number-of problems •with the constitutive model developed by
Hilsson (19T9) in "the WAVE code

(iv) Detailed study of the effect of material properties on non-linear, stress
wave propagation, and attenuation.

It is hoped that we will be able to present further results of our calculations,
from the constitutive models, mentioned in (i) - (iii) above, at the symposium. In
connection with the task (ii) above, implementation of realistic explosives con-
stitative models in WAVE should enable us to study directional effects of charge
detonation on fracture and fragmentation processes in a number of very interesting
axi-symmetric problems. The study of attenuation effects, mentioned in (iv) above,
is important in connection with the effect of blasting operations on the stability
of underground structures. Finally,.with the inclusion of the appropriate constitu-
tive models, the new DYHA-3D finite element code, (see for example Hallquist (1982))
offers us the opportunity to study non-linear stress wave propagation, fracture and
fragmentation processes in completely general and fully three-dimensional problmes,
which might prove to be a very useful guide for future in-situ blasting operations.
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COMPUTATIONAL SIMULATIONS OF DYNAMICALLY
INDUCED FRACTURE AND FRAGMENTATION

Dr. Stuart McHugh

Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.
Bldg. 204, 0/52-35 3251 Hanover Street

Palo Alto, CA 94304, USA

ABSTRACT

As part of a program sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Energy, SRI
International performed (1) labor-
atory experiments and (2)
computational simulations of
fracturing and permeability •
enhancement for both laboratory
experiments performed by SRI and
field tests performed by Sandia
National Laboratories. The labor-
atory experiments provided the input
data used in the calculational
simulations of fracturing in the
field tests. Relatively good
agreement was found between the
computational fracture and perme-
ability results and the fracture data
from the field tests. Additional
computational simulations were per-
formed to examine possible
differences in fracturing in hypo-
thetical field tests between ashfall
tuff and Devonian shale.

I. INTRODUCTION

SRI participated in a combined
experimental and computational
program with Science Applications
Inc. (SAI), Sandia National
Laboratories, and the University of
Maryland under the sponsorship of the
U.S. Department of Energy, Morgantown
Energy Technology Center (U.S.
DOE/METC) to examine methods for
increasing production of natural gas

from marginal reserves by using novel
well stimulation techniques- The
method examined is pulse tailoring
(or tailored pulse loading). Pulse
tailoring consists of shaping the
borehole input pressure history,
which may also include shaping the
internal gas pressure gradient in the
cracks, to produce a specific
fracture,pattern and permeability
enhancement.

Originally, the tests were to be
performed in Devonian shale, which is
an anisotroplc material with various
heterogeneities and discontinuities
such as faults. However, no field
sites in Devonian shale were readily
available where it was possible to
excavate around the explosive cavity.
Sandia's facilities at the Nevada
Test Site (NTS) were equipped for
such excavation, but the geologic
material at NTS was ashfall tuff, a
relatively Isotropic material.
Because an objective of this program
was to evaluate the pulse tailoring
methodology rather than its
application to a specific geologic
formation, it was decided that the
program could continue with this
substitution. Therefore, all
material characterization, the
laboratory experiments, and field
tests were performed in ashfall tuff.

This work sponsored by the U.S. Department of 'Energy and performed, by
SRI International (Menlo Park, CA).
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We were able to computationally
examine possible differences in
fracturing between ashfall tuff and
Devonian shale by using laboratory
data on shale from an earlier program
as input. These computations simul-
ated fracturing in hypothetical field
tests in both ashfall tuff and
Devonian shale, and the results were
compared to determine what differ-
ences in fracturing might be
attributable to differences in
material properties.

In this paper, we describe the
method used for calculating fracture
and permeability enhancement in
borehole shooting configurations in
field tests using the laboratory-
derived data, then we discuss the
effect of material properties on the
expected enhancement. Complete
details of the program and the
results are contained in the
following references: McHugh and
Keough (1982 and 1982a) and McHugh
(1980). Because the details are so
numerous, only a brief discussion of
the model development, laboratory
experiments, and computational
simulations of the field tests is
presented here.

II NAG-FRAG COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

In the past few years, research at
SRI International has led to the
development of a combined experi-
mental and computational procedure
based on observed stress—wave—induced
activation of inherent flaws that
form cracks in rocks and other
materials. Crack growth caused by
internal gas pressure is also
treated. This combined procedure and
computational model is called NAG-
FRAG (for crack Nucleation And Growth
and FRAGmentation). It has been used
to treat fracturing in metals,
ceramics, geologic solids, and
polymers. [Details of the model are
in the report by Seaman et al.
(1976).] The NAG-FRAG model is used
as a computational subroutine within
a stress-wave propagation code
(McHugh, 1980) to calculate frac-
turing.

In the NAG-FRAG model, cracks
nucleate at inherent flaws and grow
until they intersect other cracks or
until the externally applied stress
and internal fluid pressure
vanishes. Fig. 1 describes this
process for a pulse applied to a
borehole. The fracture parameters

BURIED EXPLOSIVE
COLUMN WITH

EXPLOSIVE PRESSURE
HISTORY, Pit)

Ground Level

\ Crack'Length

i — cm

Time = ti: Crack Nucleation
and Growth

•f I
I §

S I

Time = Crack Intersection
with Borehole and
Explosive Gas
Penetration
into Fractures

Crack Length
e —cm

Time = tgi Fragmentation

STAGES IN MATERIAL
FRACTURING

Fragment Size

FRACTURE DISTRIBUTIONS
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH
STAGE OF FRACTURING

MP-B621-173A

Fig. 1 - Conceptual basis for NAG-
FRAG fracture model. Shown
for,^but not restricted to,
a cylindrical geometry and
radial fractures caused by a
circumferential tensile
stress, with internal gas
pressure.
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for the computational subroutine
based on this model include inherent
flaw size and orientation distri-
butions, as well as the material
properties that govern flaw activ-
ation and growth. The model deals
with populations of cracks (i.e.,
crack densities or number of cracks
per unit volume), rather than
individual cracks, so that only the
average behavior of crack arrays is
treated.

Fracture Distribution

The extent of fracture or degree
of fragmentation resulting from a
given loading pulse depends on the
number of inherent flaws activated by
the stresses and the rate of crack
growth. Laboratory experiments
"CSeaman et al., 1976) showed that the
relationship between cumulative crack
density (N ) and crack size (or
radius, R) for inherent flaws is
approximately exponential:

N = exp(-R/R1) (1)

where N is the total number of
cracks per cubic centimeter and R-i is
a constant giving the shape of the
distribution. The inherent flaw size
distribution in the material is
specified in the input to NAG-FRAG by
the parameters Tg (the characteristic
flaw size and value of R-̂  at nuclea-
tion) and Ty (the maximum flaw size,

Rmax> at nuc]l-eation)- Table 1 lists
representative values of these para-
meters and other parameters discussed
later.

In the computational fracture
simulations, relation (1) represents
the fracture distribution in an
individual computational cell. To
represent the total or "global"
calculated fracture distribution for
comparison with, experiments, fracture
distributions from each computational
cell are weighted by cell volume and
crack length and combined.

Nucleation of Microcracks

In tensile fracturing, experiments
have shown that cracks nucleate at a
rate that depends on the tensile
stress, a, normal to the plane of the
cracks and that the number of cracks
nucleated is governed by the nucle-
ation rate function:

N exp[Co-- (2)

where N is the nucleation.rate,
and N a , and a are fracture
parameters? NQ (= ±^, Table 1)
is the threshold nucleation rate,
a (= T ) is the nucleation
threshold stress, and a. (= Tg)
governs the sensitivity of nucleation
rate to stress level.

Crack Growth

In NAG-FRAG, crack growth can be
caused by a combination of a tensile
stress normal to the crack surface,
a, and/or a fluid pressurizing the
internal crack surfaces, P . The
experimentally determined relation-
ship for crack growth is:

dR
dt

= T, (o- + p - a )
c go (3)

T^ is the growth coefficient, a
(= T2) is the growth threshold S°
stress, and R is the crack radius.
The parameter T-̂  is a "switch" in
the model that determines whether or
not fluid penetration is allowed
during the calculation. NAG-FRAG
contains a gas penetration model
(McHugh, 1980) that determines when
PC is nonzero and the magnitude of
P . The growth velocity dR/dt is
allowed to increase by relation (3)
to a limiting value of the Rayleigh
wave velocity.

The growth threshold stress, a ,
in geologic materials can be treated
according to Griffith—Irwin fracture
mechanics concepts. That is, it is
assumed that the applied normal
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TABLE i
MATERIAL AND FRACTURE PROPERTIES OF TUFF

AND DEVONIAN SHALE USED
IN NAG-FRAG CALCULATIONAL SIMULATIONS

Description

P0: Initial density (g/cm3)
C: Bulk modulus (dyn/cm2)

G: Shear modulus (dyn/cm2)

Y: Yield strength (dyn/cm2)
T-j: Growth coefficient (cm2/dyn-s)

T2: Growth threshold (dyn/cm2)

T^: Nucleation size parameter (cm)
74: Nucleation rate coefficient

(no./cm3-s)

Tg: Nucleation threshold (dyn/cm2)
T6: Stress sensitivity factor (dyn/cm2)
Ty: Upper size nucleation cutoff (cm)
Tg: Spall criterion

Tg: Coefficient in stress relaxation
time constant

TIQ: Ratio of number of fragments to
- number of cracks

T~ii: Ratio of fragment radius to crack
radius

T-[2- 2NR3 at coalescence
.T-|3: Coefficient for calculating fragment

volume

T-|4'. Gas penetration switch

Value Used in
Laboratory Springing and

MultiFrac Field Experiments
for Ashfall Tuff

1.96

9.15 x 1010

2.37 x 1010

1.00 x 109

-3.00 x TO"3

-5.00 x 10s

1.20 x 10-1

3.00 x 10-1

-3.50 x 107

-2.00 x 10s

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.25

1.00

0.20

1.33

1.00

Value Used
in Simulations for

Devonian Shale

2.40

3.31 x 10^1

1.57 x 1011

1.16 x 109

-8.00 x 10-4

-5.00 x 10s

8.00 x 10-3

3.00 x 104

-1.00 x 10g

-7.50 x 107

5.1

1.00

1.00

0.25

1.00

0.20

1.33

1.00

stress will activate flaws larger
than a critical radius, R , but leave
smaller flaws unaffected. From
Sneddon's relation for a penny-shaped
crack subjected to a uniform tensile
stress normal to the plane of the
crack in an infinite elastic medium:

R* = Kic/4tf2 w

where KJQ, the fracture toughness, is
a material property describing the
resistance of the material to crack
propagation. 'If a is the critical
stress for crack gfowth, then

(5)

and hence o~ depends on crack
size. The size distribution of flaws
in the rock sample then governs the
number of flaws activated using
relations (2), (3), and (5). Using
relation (5) for a , instead of a
constant value for this parameter,
mainly skews the calculated crack
size distributions toward larger
cracks. However, the general results
for the two cases are very similar.
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Stress Relaxation Due to Crack
Interaction

spall Is that -u > !„, where T is
the fragmented fraction:

The NAG-FRAG model provides for a
natural relaxation or reduction of
stresses with developing damage.
Each strain increment As applied
normal to the plane of the fracture
is separated into an elastic—plastic
portion (Ass) and crack opening:

where AE
volume.

AsT = As3 +

is the relative void

(6)

For the rock fracture problems in
this study, there were so few cracks
at such large distances from one
another that we assumed that crack
opening did not Immediately relax the
stresses. To delay the effect of
crack opening,.we used a relaxation
time T equal to the time for stress
waves to run between the cracks:

T = N ~1/3/c0 (7)

Here NQ is the fracture density
and c. is the longitudinal sound
speed. This relaxation time was used
to compute an effective crack-opening
strain, Aec, which approaches the
instantaneous opening, As ,
gradually as follows:

. c , ci ,, ci , c , ,
Ae = As - (As - Ae ,) +n n n n-1

(8)

where As is the effective opening
at the beginning of the time incre-
ment At , and Tg is a dimensionless
constant taken to be unity. With
relation (8) governing opening, the
material softening caused by damage
was delayed until the material had
been unloaded by stress—relief waves
originating at the fractures.

Spallation

NAG-FRAG statistically describes
spallation as fragmentation and
separation in a computational cell
and provides for consolidation after
spallation occurs. The criterion for

\ ̂ \F <9>

where {3(= T.~) Is the ratio of number
of fragments to number of cracks (set
to 0.25); y (= Tn) is the ratio of
fragment radius to.crack radius (set
to 1.00); T = ZNR (where the
summation, Z, is over the total crack
density N and the crack size R), and
TF(= is a proportionality
constant such that the volume of a
fragment is TF y R .

Permeability Model

In general, permeability includes
the effects of the fracture pattern,
such as' crack density, length, width,
and orientation, and fluid inter-
action effects, such as clay swelling
by fluid absorption. However, the
relationships and Interaction among
fracture characteristics and envi-
ronmental conditions (e.g., in—situ
stress) are poorly understood.
Therefore, it is not possible to
predict the actual permeability in a
reservoir solely on the basis of
fracture characteristics.

.Because the fracture pattern
influences the resistance to fluid
flow through a volume of material,
some fracture patterns are more
desirable than others for specific
applications. Therefore, the
approach here is to calculate a
figure of merit for the permeability
enhancement from the fracture
pattern. This figure of merit Is
then used to rank the expected
permeability increase due to
fracturing. Details of the
permeability model are In McHugh
(1980).

In summary, the fracture and
permeability enhancement caused by a
specific borehole pulse shape can be
calculated once the appropriate
material (e.g., density, moduli,
yield/ compaction strength) and
fracture properties (e.g.,
o~ o~,, N ) have been determined.
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Fig. 2 shows an example of the
effect of fracturing on the calcul-
ated stress distribution using the
NAG-FRAG computational model in the
PUFF wave propagation code (McHugh
and Keough, 1980). The configuration
shown in Fig. 1 was used for this
simulation. Note that the radial
stress is relatively unaffected by
either yielding or fracturing, but
that the circumferential stress is
greatly affected. Therefore, both
material and fracture properties used
in the computational simulations must
be appropriately characterized.

Ill LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

The material and fracture pro-
perties of the ashfall tuff listed in
Table 1 were determined at SRI on
samples provided by Sandia. Fig. 3
is a scanning electron micrograph
(SEM) of a sample of tuff. Fracture
parameters T3 and Ty for the inherent
flaw size distribution were deter-
mined from a laboratory analysis of
the grain size distribution (McHugh,
1980) . Parameter Tg was" determined
from the fracture toughness (K-̂ ).
Fracture parameters Tg through T-ĵ
are fixed from an analysis of the
relationship of fragment geometry to
crack size, and T-̂  was set to allow
gas penetration to occur in the
calculational simulations. Thus,
parameters T3 and Tg through T-̂  were
fixed for all the calculational
simulations of fracturing in the
laboratory experiments and are not
considered further here.

However, the fracture parameters

to deter~
mined from laboratory springing
experiments; Fig. 4(a) shows the
experimental configuration, including
the PETN (penetaerythritol tetranitr-
ate) charge, and Fig. 4(b) shows the
gage locations. The borehole was
stemmed to prevent venting. The cores
of tuff were put into a pressure
vessel during the tests, and a 1000
psi (6.9 x 10' dyn/cm ) confining
pressure was applied to simulate the
confining pressure in the field
tests.

Two sets of experiments were
conducted. In the first set, in-
material stress and particle velocity
gages were emplaced at various loc-
ations in the cores [Fig. 4(b)].
Then computational predictions of
stress and particle velocity were
compared to these gage measurements
to ensure that the one—dimensional
stress-wave-propagation code PUFF
used for the simulations was pre-
dicting the correct stress
distribution. As shown by the two
examples in Fig. 5, the computational
predictions agreed well with the
laboratory gage measurements.

In the second set of experiments,
only borehole pressure gages were
used. Both sheathed and unsheathed
borehole tests were performed. In
the sheathed borehole tests an 0.02-
inch-thick (0.05-cm) steel liner was
placed around the borehole to prevent
the explosive gases from entering the
fractures. No liner was used in the
unsheathed borehole tests; thus, the
explosive gases were free to enter
the cracks. After each test the core
was sectioned to reveal the fracture
pattern, and the fractures were
counted and converted -to a fracture
distribution for comparison with the
calculations.

Calculational simulations of the
fracturing that occurred in these
laboratory springing experiments were
performed with different values of
the fracture parameters T^, T.^, 1̂ ,
and Tc until the predicted and
observed fracture distributions from
the laboratory experiments were in
agreement. At this point, all the
fracture parameters for tuff, T-̂
through 1̂ 4 listed in Table 1, were
fixed from these laboratory measure-
ments and tests on the cores and were
not changed during any of the sub-
sequent calculational simulations of
fracturing in the field tests.

IV CALCULATIONAL SIMULATIONS OF
FRACTURING IN FIELD TESTS

Two sets of field experiments were
performed by Sandia Laboratories at
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Fig. '2: Calculational Simulation of Fracturing in
Laboratory Experiment (y = yield strength)
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NTS approximately 1400 feet (350 m)
underground. Then the data from
these tests were compared with the
calculational simulations. The first
set of experiments was the 1978 Gas
Frac series with three tests: GF1,
GF2, and GF3. The second set was the
1980 MultiFrac series with 5 tests:
MF1 through MF5. In each test, a
cylindrical propellant and/or
explosive charge was used for the
pressure source, an air gap or water
pad surrounded the charge, borehole
gages recorded the borehole pressure
history, and in—material
instrumentation-when used-recorded
the radial and tangential, stresses
and accelerations in the material.
Preshot and postshot flow measurements

provided information about
permeability enhancement in the
MultiFrac series, but no flow
measurements were made in the Gas
Frac series. The fracture patterns
were mapped during excavation of the
explosive cavity after the tests.
Details of all the field tests are in
the reports by Warpinski et al.
(1978) for the 1978 Gas Frac series
and Schmidt et al. (1981) for the
1980 MultiFrac series.

The borehole pressure histories
and the resultant fracture patterns
from the Gas Frac and MultiFrac
series are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig.
7, respectively. These data suggest
that the pulse rise time strongly
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Fig. 5 Measured and Calculated
Stress and Particle Velocity
Histories From a Laboratory
Experiment

influences the number of fractures.
Long rise times relative to the
stress relaxation time around the
borehole (approximately a milli-
second) produce few fractures (e.g.,
GF1 in Fig. 6). Rise times that
range from slightly less to an order
of magnitude less than the relaxation
time produce a considerably higher
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Fig. 6 Borehole pulse shapes and
Resultant Fracture Patterns
.in Gas Experiments

density in the region near the
borehole (e.g., GF2 and GF3 in Fig.
6). Because these faster rise times
produce nearly equal densities, the
rise time.does not have to be con-
trolled exactly once it is less than
the threshold value- Increasing the
pulse amplitude increases the extent
of fracture. However, exceeding the

MF1 MF3 (Compaction Only)

MF4 MF5
H Borehole Diameter = 6 in.

(b) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS OF FRACTURE
PATTERNS MAPPED DURING MINEBACK

Fig- 7
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Results From MultiFrac Field
Test

material yield strength will cause
compaction, which reduces the number
of fractures and/or produces rubbliz-
ation by fracture coalescence (com-
pare with Fig. 2). Increasing
borehole pulse duration increases the
extent of fracture and, more signifi-
cantly, greatly increases the length
of fractures when gas penetration.
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occurs (e.g., GF2 in Fig. 6).
Although these effects of pulse shape
have "been observed, the relationship
hetween pulse shape parameters and
fracture enhancement have not heen
investigated sufficiently to quantify
the enhancement achievable in shale.

The borehole pressure histories in
Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 7(a) were used as
one pressure boundary condition in
the one-dimensional stress-wave-
propagation code PUFF (McHugh, 1980)
with the material parameters and the
fracture parameters from Table 1 (for
ashfall tuff) as input to PUFF and
NAG-FRAG, respectively. The number
and lengths of fractures in each test
[Figs. 6(b) and 7(b)] were tabulated
and converted to fracture distri-
butions for comparison with the
calculational simulations. All the
tests and the results of the
computational simulations are
described in the report by McHugh
(1980), here, we consider only the
fracture results from GF2, and MF4,
and the permeability results.

Fig. 8 compares the fracture
results from the calculations with
those from GF2 and MF4. As stated
before, the material and fracture
properties (Table 1) used in the
calculational simulations were
derived- from laboratory data only,
and no attempt was made to adjust
these properties to obtain better
agreement between the calculational
results and observations for the
field tests shown in Fig. 8.

In general, there is good agree-
ment between calculations and
observations: for GF2 and MF4 the
number of small (< 25-cm-long)
fractures is underpredicted, but the
remainder of the distribution and the
maximum crack lengths are correct.
In addition, the calculated borehole
expansion and in-material stresses
also agreed reasonably well with the
observations (McHugh, 1980).

Although no flow measurements were
made in the Gas Frac series, we did
calculate the figure of merit for
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Comparison of Calculated and
Observed Fracture
Distributions From Two Field
Tests

permeability for GF2 and GF3 (McHugh
and Keough, 1982).- The calculational
results suggested that the perme-
ability increased substantially for
GF2; however, because of compaction,
the permeability decreased for GF3.
These calculations are consistent
with the MultiFrac observations of
permeability; that is, compaction of
the tuff caused a reduction in
permeability. Both the calculational
and experimental permeability results
are discussed in detail in McHugh and
Keough (1982 and 1982a).
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V COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL
RESULTS FOR ASHFALL TUFF AND
DEVONIAN SHALE

Because all the field tests at NTS
were in ashfall tuff, and not in
Devonian shale, it is not clear to
what extent the conclusions from
fracture experiments in tuff can be
applied to fracturing in Devonian
shale. Therefore, we performed two
computational simulations of fracture
in a hypothetical Devonian shale
field experiment. Two idealized
pressure histories were used to
simulate two different pressure
sources that could be used in an
actual field test in Devonian
shale. These two idealized pressure
profiles (Fig. 9) were taken from an
earlier SRI program sponsored by U.S.
DOE/METC as were the Devonian shale
material and fracture properties
(determined from laboratory tests) in
Table 1 used in the calculations
(McHugh, 1980). The K profile
represented certain types of pro—
pellant sources, whereas the D
profile represented explosive
sources. As in the calculational
simulations for tuff, a 1000-psi
confining pressure was applied, and a
linear gas pressure gradient was
assumed to be established in the
Devonian shale simulation once
cracking started.

The results of the calculational
simulations for fracture in ashfall
tuff and Devonian shale are summar-
ized in Table 2. A range in values
is given because the fracture quant-
ities vary with radial distance. The
calculational results suggest that
slighter larger fracture densities
(N ) are to be expected in Devonian
shale than in tuff for the same
stimulation technique, although
individual crack lengths (R.̂ ) and the
maximum crack sizes (R ) may be
smaller. Therefore, crack coales-
cence may be a more important
phenomena in Devonian shale than in
tuff, and thus permeability enhance-
ment is not strictly comparable to
fracture enhancement. An additional
point noted in this study, but not

3
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7ig. 9 Input Pressure Histories for
Calculational Simulations of
Fracturing In Devonian Shale

TABLE 2
EFFECT OF MATERIAL PROPERTY VARIATIONS

ON PREDICTED FRACTURE PATTERNS'

Testb

K-Ashfall Tuff

K-Devonian Shale

D-Ashfall Tuff.

D— Devonian Shale

N0 (no./cm3)

(1.3 to 2.9) x 10-5

(2.6 to 3.3) x 10"5

(2.0 to 4.0) x 10"5

(1.5 to 4.2) x 10'5

R, (cm)

48 to 75

54 to 59

14 to 68

9 to SI

FW dm)

54 to 78

59 to 54

18 to 61

12 to 58

and because only the first 70 ms of the D pressure history could be used,
these specific results are not necessarily indicative of the outcome of an
actual field experiment; see text.

bSee Table 1 for material properties.

shown here, is that because the
Devonian shale has lower initial
porosity (probably several percent or
less compared with 40%-50% in tuff),
less borehole compaction Is expected
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(McHugh and Keough, 1980). Hence,
permeability enhancement in Devonian
shale may be larger than in tuff
because the presence of a compacted
zone around the borehole in tuff is
likely to cause closure of fractures
and prevent fluid flow. Although
borehole compaction in tuff can be
avoided by using propellant shots,
our calculational results suggest
that in Devonian shale an explosive
stimulation technique could also be
effective (compare the K and D
profiles in Fig. 9).

Although not discussed in this
paper, as part of the same U.S.
DOE/METC program, SRI also examined
the effect of borehole input pulse
shape and the effect of gas flow into
the fractures on the resultant
fracture pattern. In addition, SRI
calculationally examined the role of
material properties on fracturing and
the significance of shear versus
tensile fracturing. The details of
these results can be found in McHugh
and Keough (1982), McHugh (1980) and
McHugh and Keough (1980).

VI CONCLUSIONS

In general, there is reasonable
agreement between calculated and
observed fracture and permeability
enhancement for ashfall tuff, which
is a relatively isotropic material.
Therefore, calculational simulations
of field tests in an isotropic medium
can provide useful information about
the effect of different propellant or
explosive charges. Although these
results are encouraging, further work
is required to obtain more quantit-
ative evaluations of the effect of
borehole pulse tailoring in aniso—
tropic materials, such as Devonian
shale.
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1EE MODELLING OF IONG CYLINDRICAL CHARGES OF EXPLOSIVE

G Harries

Detonation Research Group
Inperial Chemical Industries ELC

Stevenston Works
Ayrshire

A B S T R A C T

In modelling long cylindrical charges the shape of the pressure pulse
applied to the blasthole wall by the explosive or the shape of the strain
wave induced in the rock have to be measured experimentally or assumed.
Solutions are available for spherical charges assuming the adiabatic
exponent for the. detonation product gases is constant. These solutions
are extended to the long cylindrical charges typical of blasting by
splitting the cylindrical charge into a series of equivalent spheres and
adjusting the frequency at which the blasthole walls vibrate after the
detonation. It is then shown that effective length of a charge is about
16 blasthole diameters. Methods of incorporating the attenuation of the
wave both in time and distance the implications of the model for
fragmenting rock and the vibrations produced by blasting are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The explosive used in blasting is almost always loaded into long
cylindrical blastholes. The.length/diameter ratio is > 20 except for the
charges used in vertical crater retreat. The simplest method of̂ modelling
cylindrical charges is to treat the blasthole as a pressurised thick-
walled cylinder. It is usually assumed that cylinder is so long that the
axial strain can be ignored and that the initial pressure is the explosion
pressure. The pressure causes the walls of the cylinder and the gases to
expand and the pressure falls until equilibrium is reached. This type of
irodel is discussed by Harries (1977). In practice the pressure is applied
suddenly by the passage of a detonation wave through the explosive.
Jaeger and Cook (1969) show that when the pressure is applied as an
impulse that twice as much energy is necessary to attain a given final
equilibrium strain as would be used if the pressure is applied gradually.
The additional energy appears as kinetic energy. This energy propagates
through the rock as a transient strain wave at the longitudinal wave
velocity. The particle velocity can be measured using electro-magnetic
gauges at any distance from the explosive charge but is at present
restricted to small rock samples as shown by Larson (1982). Field
measurements at some distance from the charge.can be made with
accelerometers and geophones, McKenzie (1982). The passage of the strain
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wave through the rock would be expected to change the waveform. This can
be easily shown as a change in rise times as discussed by Gladwin and
Stacey (1974). The length of the charge and the detonation velocity of
the explosive will also influence the rise tine. The transient strain
wave represents 5-20% of the explosive energy. Thus it may have a
considerable effect on the initiation of new cracks and the extension of
existing cracks and at greater distances can cause vibration.

No analytical results for the vibration of cylindrical charges are
known to the writer. Numerical results have been published by Selberg
(1952), Miklowitz (1960) and Jordan (1962). However analytical solutions
have been given for spherical charges by Pavreau (1969). This paper will
discuss the modelling of long cylindrical charges as a string of spheres
using a modification of the Favreau results suggested by an examination of
the numerical results mentioned above. The effects of propagation through
the rock are modelled using the constant Q model. This model is discussed
by Kjarntansson (1979). In this model the vibration loses 1/Q of its
energy during each oscillation.

The explosive and rock properties are first discussed. The peak
particle velocities found by Larson are compared with the peak particle
velocities calculated using the theory of Favreau. This theory is. then
applied to calculation of the waveform generated by the explosive in the
rock. These calculations, which assurre the rock to be linearly elastic
and isotropic, do not give the actually observed attenuation or change in
the waveforms. The rock is then modelled using a constant Q model. This
is done by transforming the calculated waveform at the cavity wall from
the tiroa domain to the frequency domain using a Fast Fourier Transform.
The effect of Q is now introduced by reducing the energy and therefore the
amplitude of each harmonic by 1/Q/per cycle. The Fourier Series with the
new amplitudes is now used to give the new amplitude time waveform. The
agreement between theory and experiment is now markedly improved. The
analysis is then extended to long cylindrical charges. These are modelled
as a chain of equivalent spheres. From an examination of previous work on
long cylindrical charges the frequency at which the equivalent spheres
oscillate has been reduced to 1/6 of that at which a single isolated
sphere would oscillate. It is shown that increasing the length of the
charge has little effect on the peak particle velocity but the waveform
now having a lower dominant frequency is less attenuated.

2. SINGLE SPHERICAL CHARGES

Larson measured the particle velocities produced by spherical charges
in a range of rock using an electro-magnetic velocity gauge from the
charge wall to a distance of 20 charge radii.

3. EXPLOSIVE PROPERTIES

The explosive used is LX-04. This 85/15 HMX/VXTON. _£t a density of
1865 kg m it has a detonation velocity, D, of 8530 ms . (Mader
1979). Using the method outlined by Harries (1977> the following
explosive properties have been obtained for use in subsequent
calculations.

D = 2259 (1 + 1.504 p0) (1)
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which gives 8590 ms for a density of 1865 kg m . The detonation
pressure p__ is 35.6 GPa and the explosion pressure p is 17.8 GPa.
The isentropic expansion exponent is 2.874. e

4. ROCK PROPERTIES

The following rock properties are taken from Larson and Larson and
Anderson (1980). The measured peak particle velocities shown in Table 1
were estimated from graphs in Larson (1982). Poisson's ratio is assumed
to be 0.25. The method of Favreau was used to calculate peak particle
velocities.

TABLE 1

ROCK PROPERTIES

Rock Density Porosity Ultrasonic Peak Particle Velocity
Velocity Experimental Calculated

kg m % ms ms ms

Westerly
Granite 2650 1 4800 1300 1400

Nugget
Sandstone 2550 6 3500 1900 1990

Blair
Dolomite 2840 1 5000 1300 1250

The experimental peak particle velocities and the calculated peak
particle velocities are in reasonable agreement. One measurement for
Westerly Granite at the explosive rock interface gives a high particle
velocity and is that expected for the detonation pressure, rot the
explosion pressure. Measurements from > 2 charge radii indicate that
assuming the explosion pressure acts on the cavity wall is a reasonable
assumption. The detonation pressure would be expected to be applied only
for a short time and to be rapidly attenuated.

5. SPHERICAL CHARGES

A solution for the waves generated around a spherical explosive filled
cavity has been produced by Favreau (1969). He has assuned that the rock
is a perfectly elastic isotropic medium. The detonation of the explosive
causes the explosion pressure to be suddenly applied to the cavity wall
and the subsequent fall in pressure as the cavity expands can be described
by a simple polytropic equation of state. It is also assumed that the
expansion is small. The particle velocity u as a function of distance (r)
and retarded time ("ri is given by

(2)
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where oC- ~ PC=L ~

b = blasthole radius
c = longitudinal wave velocity
O'= Poisson's ratio
P = density of the rock
Jj" = polytropic expansion co-efficient of explosive

product gas
"b = .explosion pressure

The above equation is only valid when

2. pc-1 >30-<r)T£ (3)

This equation predicts that u should be 'attenuated proportional to r~ .
Larson's results show that the peak particle velocity is attenuated
proportional r where 1.5 < x < 2. The calculated waveform shows no
dispersion or rounding at the peak as do the experimental waveforms. As
the calculated peak particle velocities are in reasonable agreement with
experiment at the blasthole wall (b/r = 1) the attenuation and subsequent
change in the waveform has been assuired to be due to some property of the
rock. The constant Q model is discussed by Kjarntansson.

Q is defined as

' - AE

where A E is the fraction of energy lost per oscillation through the rock
and E is the energy remaining. To introduce Q into the analysis the
waveform at the blasthole wall is calculated using equation (1), The
waveform is then split up into the fundamental and its .harmonics
using a Fast Fourier Transform. The choice of the fundamental is
arbitrary. The constant Q model just states that a certain fraction of
•energy is removed per oscillation but as it gives no information on the
mechanism there are no restrictions on the frequency range. In practice
it has been found that provided the fundamental frequency used in the
Fourier Analysis is lower than the fundamental frequency given by equation
CD consistent results are obtained. As the energy in an oscillation is
proportional to the (amplitude) if 1/Q « 1 reducing the amplitude by
n/2Q where n is nth harmonic will give the amplitude when the wave has
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travelled one fundamental wavelength. The attenuation factor is defined
as the number of fundamental wavelengths the wave has travelled times
1/2Q. Using the inverse Past Fourier Transform will now give the waveform
after attenuation for comparison with experiment. Using this analysis
Larson's results for Blair Dolomite give a Q of 10.

The change in the shape of the waveforms as the wave propagates from
the blasthole is shown in Figure 1. The amplitudes have not been
corrected for the effect of distance so that attenuation is that due to
the use only of a constant Q model for the rock.

Using the theoretical waveform as the driving force in a constant Q
model gives good results for a spherical change.

6. EXTENSION TO CYLINDRICAL CHARGES

No analytical results for cylindrical charges similar to those for
spherical charges are known to the writer. , Numerical results by Selberg
(1952), Miklowitz (I960) and Jordan (1962) have been published.

Harries (1981) has analysed experimental results which showed that the
dominant frequency produced by a cylindrical charge was markedly lower
than the frequency which would be expected from a spherical charge of the
same diameter as the cylinder. The wavelength 'of the dominant frequency
from a sphere is about 6 cavity radii and that from a cylinder was 40-60
cavity radii. Comparing the calculated frequency for a sphere to that
calculated by Miklowitz and Jordan for a cylinder showed that the
frequency from a cylinder was about 1/6 th of that from a sphere.

The ratio from the Selberg paper was 1/5th. In the Selberg paper the
pressure is applied instantaneously to the wall of the cavity whereas in
the Jordan and Miklowitz papers the .pressure is applied gradually thus
simulating a finite detonation velocity. In these numerical results the
detonation velocity must be higher than the longitudinal wave velocity in
the rock.

There is some experimental and theoretical justification to believe
that the dominant frequency produced by a cylindrical charge is lower than
that from a spherical charge.

This suggests that a cylindrical charge can be modelled as a series of
spherical charges with the frequency of oscillation reduced to a l/6th of
that for a sphere.

7. EQUIVALEOT SPHERE

The long cylindrical charge is split up into a number of spheres. The
radius of the sphere selected is such that the volume of the sphere is the
volume of the cylinder whose length is the diameter of the sphere. This
keeps the length of the cylinder and the set of spheres the same.

If r is the radius of the sphere and r is the radius of the
cyl7lindef
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Consider a cylindrical charge initiated at one end the initiation point
being 0,0. The detonation velocity is D. For a point x,y the first
disturbance along path OA ( Fig 2 ) reaches this point at 't0 where

°~ c
The total length of the charges is N spheres. When N-l further spheres

have detonated the last disturbance along path OCA reaches the point x>y
at t - where j_

~ c D

where s is the time step length and V is sufficient steps to have one
complete oscillation.

After n further spheres have detonated (n<N) the disturbance from this
sphere will reach x,y along path OBA at time t where

If V is the total number of steps

c _ ̂  ~^° (9)
5 " V

To ensure that each disturbance is sampled at the same tine

t _ -D

T-B

A - integer (A) = B (10)

so that instead of using time t as the initial tine from which
disturbances from the (n + 1) sphere are considered use t + s - B.

The particle velocity is calculated in the radial direction and in the
x direction is u cos ©where

When using the constant Q rock model the waveform near the cavity wall
is first calculated. The Fourier Series expansion is then used to find
the harmonics. Knowing the wavelength and the distance from the spheres
to the point for which calculations are being made and Q we can sum the
effects of the geometry of charge, blast configuration and rock
properties.

The rock properties and explosive properties used in the following.
calculations are:-

Rock longitudinal wave velocity 5740 ms __
density 2800 kg m
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Poisson's Ratio 0.24

Explosive explosion pressure 2.35 GPa
adiabatic exponent 2.56 ,
detonation velocity 3100 ms
hole diameter 0.10 m

The calculations have been made for charge lengths of 5, 10, 15, 20 and
30 equivalent spheres at a point 2m from the bottom of the charge where
thejsxplosive is assumed to be initiated.

When there is no attenuation all the particle velocities rise rapidly
to the same maximum and then decline as shown in Fig 3.

The effect of an attenuation factor of 0.1 is shown in Fig 4. The peak
velocity rises as the charge length increases from 5 to 15 equivalent
spheres. Increasing the length gives no appreciable increase in peak
velocity. This is in agreement with experiment where no further increase
in peak strain has been noted when the charge length is increased 16-20
hole diameters, Harries (1973).

8. VIBRATION

All these calculations scale with the charge radius and therefore with
the square root of the charge weight for charges of the same
length/diameter ratio. For charges with a much longer length/diameter
ratio than 20 for which the peak particle velocity is constant the square
root scaling law would be expected to fail. Anderson and Winzer (1982)
found that charges with length/diarreter ratio of 100 did not give a good
correlation of peak particle velocity with distance scaled to the square
root of the charge weight.

Multi-hole blasting with varying delays can be simulated by taking
advantage of the assumption in the Fourier Transform that the waveform
repeats itself. The waveform for the rock properties given above and the
following explosive properties and a period of 32 ms is shown in Fig 5. -

The explosive properties are:-

explosion pressure 2.35 GPa
adiabatic exponent 2.56 ,
detonation velocity 4700 ms

. hole diameter 0.31 m

The waveform has been attenuated by a factor of 0.5. The attenuated
waveform has been scaled by a factor of 10. Although the peak particle
velocity has been severely attenuated the waveform still has a distinct
peak. The effect of reducing the delay period to 10.67 ms is seen in
Fig 6. At the same attenuation of 0.5 the individual peaks have been
almost completely attenuated.

From the model the particle velocity v is given by:-
, 0-b

V= N (12)
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where N is the nuirber of holes detonated in a tine interval, T, such that
individual holes when fired with delay T do not interact. A similar
concept has been used by Kennedy, see Ingle- (1977). With the increasing
anphasis on controlling the particle velocity and frequency a simple
criterion is needed incorporating both a measure of the charge weight (the
nuirber of holes) and the frequency (the time interval}.

9. FRACTURING ROCK

This is one of the primary aims of blasting. Another is to heave the
fragmented rock into a muck pile which can be easily dug. It is also
necessary to control unwanted fracturing especially in final limit
blasting.

The stress •a~* necessary to extend a crack of length i~ is given by the
Griffiths crack theory. Steverding and Lehnigk (1976) show that a
rectangular pulse of duration '£ will not cause extension of a crack
length t- even if the stress if <r* unless

-C > -̂  (13)
2

This expression shows that the energy in the rectangular pulse <r* .
must be greater than the energy necessary to open and extend a crack.

This shows that long pulses cannot interact with short cracks but short
pulses can interact with long and short cracks. Near the charge both
short and long cracks will be extended but as the pulse propagates through
the rock and the pulse duration increases only the longer cracks can be
extended.

The pulse duration is a function of the charge length. The shortest
charge considered here is 5 equivalent spheres in a blasthole of diameter
0.1 m and has a length of 0.613 m. The pulse duration is 0.4 ms. The
shortest crack that would be expected Jp propagate in a rock with
longitudinal wave velocity of 5740 ms is 0.47 m. In practical bench
blasting the charge is at least 30 equivalent spheres long and the minimum
crack length that can be extended is then almost 3 m. The harmonics can
influence shorter cracks but why in the immediate vicinity of hole as they
are attenuated rapidly. This analysis suggests that the transient strain
wave has little influence on fragmentation as even with short charges in
small diameter holes the shortest cracks that can be extended have
dimensions that are as large as the longest expected fragment. Longer
charges such as are used in practice can only influence cracks so long
that they would classified as joints. The possibility of the transient
wave opening up joints and this weakening the rock behind a blast cannot
be ignored.

10. GEOLOGY

In practice the waveforms recorded in practice are much more
complicated than those shown here. It is believed that is because the
geological structure, has been ignored particularly the effects of air
filled joints. The transient cannot propagate across an air filled joint
but has to go around it. If the rock mass has a number of joints between
the blasthole and the measuring point the wave will travel along a number
of paths all longer than the most direct route. The arrivals at the
treasuring point are then spread over a considerable time and the
differences in phase give the much more complicated waveforms actually
seen.
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n. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that the transient pulse induced by a spherical
explosive charge in a rock can be modelled using the theory developed by
Favreau. The propagation of this pulse through the rock can be described
using the "Q" model. A simple model of a long cylindrical charge as a
series of equivalent spheres has been developed from the model for a
single isolated spherical charge. This shows that when taking into account
not only the geoiretry of the blast but also the timing and the effect of
the rock that the peak particle velocity does not increase when the charge
length is increased beyond 16 blasthole diameters. It is shown that as a
result the square root scaling laws break down for very long charges and
that the vibration is controlled by the number of holes firing in a time
interval which, does not give an overlap of the pulses from individually
fired holes. It is finally shown that transient strain waves in practice
is so long that it cannot influence the cracks short enough to have any
influence on fragmentation.
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